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STATEMENTS

1. Somenatural patterns and processes that appear extremely complex can display
anunderlyingsimplicitythroughscaleinvariance.
2. The temporal structure of rainfall exhibits scale-invariant and multifractal
propertiesoverawiderangeofscales.
Thisthesis.
3. It is importantto analyzerainfall with methods thathavethepotential to assess
thefull rangeofrainfall fluctuations.
Thisthesis.
4. The algebraic behaviour of the tail of the probability distributions of rainfall
intensity is important. It may indicate that the probability of exceeding certain
extreme events is greater than the probability predicted by more traditional
modelssuchastheonedevisedbyGumbel.
Thisthesis.
5. Breaksinthescalingbehaviourofrainfall canbeeitherfundamental innatureor
theycanbeartefacts arisingfrom limitationsoftheprocesssample.
Thisthesis.
6. Scale-invariant and multifractal analyses can contribute to improving the
selectionoftheresolutionfor datacollectionandthetypeofmeasuringdevice.It
can also help in evaluating the different procedures that are used to process
rainfall recordsfrom continuouslyrecordingdevices.
Thisthesis.
7. Data collected by governmental agencies should be made readily available for
research.Unfortunately, manydatamanagersstillholdontothese data,thinking
thattheymustbe'protected' ortraded.
8. Modellinganddatacollectionarenotindependentprocesses.Ideally, eachdrives
and directs the other. Therefore, there is a need to improve communication
betweenmodellersanddatacollectors.

9. Protection of soil andwater isnotonlya scientific problembut also an issueof
translatingscientific knowledgeintopracticaluseandlegislation.
10. Policies to prevent water pollution from agricultural production should seek to
enhanceandconservesoilquality asafundamental steptoward improvingwater
quality.
NationalResearch Council, Board on Apiculture, 1993.Soil and Water
Quality—An Agendafor Agriculture. NationalAcademyPress, Washington
D.C., U.S.A.
11. Waterhasalready become andwill continuetobecomeacritical issueof global
importance.
12. Nationsmusttreattheirnaturalresourcesasinvaluableassets.

M.I.P.deLima
Multifractalsandthetemporalstructureofrainfall
Wageningen,December23,1998.

Abstract
Lima, M. I. P. de, 1998. Multifractals and the temporalstructureof rainfall.Doctoral
dissertation, Wageningen Agricultural University, Wageningen, The Netherlands, x+229
pages, 113 Figures,3Photographs, 14Tables,and2Appendices(SummaryinDutch).

Rainfall isahighlynon-linearhydrological processthatexhibitswidevariability over abroad
range of time and space scales. The strongly irregular fluctuations of rain are difficult to
captureinstrumentally andtohandlemathematically. Thepurposeofthisworkistocontribute
to a better understanding of the variability of rainfall by investigating the multifractal
behaviour that is present inthetemporal structure of rainfall. Thistypeof rainfall analysis is
based ontheinvarianceofpropertiesacrossscales,and ittakesintoaccountthepersistenceof
thevariabilityoftheprocessoverarangeofscales.
Thedissertationfocuses ontheanalysesof point-rainfall datafrom four locations inEurope.
Thedatasetsdiffer withrespecttoclimaticorigin,typeofmeasuringdeviceused,resolutionof
thedata,andlengthoftherecords.Thedataarefrom recordingandnon-recordinggauges.The
highest resolution of the data is 1minute, and the lowest is 1 month. The time span of the
recordsvariesfrom 4yearsto90years.
The presence of scale-invariant and multifractal properties in the rainfall process are
investigated with spectral analysis, and by studying the multiple scaling of probability
distributions and statistical moments of the rainfall intensity. This study shows that the
temporalstructureofrainfall exhibitsthesepropertiesacrossawiderangeofscales.Withinthe
range of scales studied, it analyzes the presence of different scaling regimes and seasonal
variation inthestatisticsofrainfall. Theempiricalmultifractal scaling exponentfunctions that
describe the statistics of the rainfall process are derived. Special attention is given to
discontinuities in the empirical scaling functions that are caused by the finite size of the
samples,thedivergenceofmoments, andthedynamicandtemporalresolutions ofthe rainfall
measuring devices and data. The critical exponents associated with these multifractal phase
transitionsarestudiedempirically.
The applicability to rainfall of a theoretical multifractal model based on Levy stochastic
variables isstudied. Theadequacy ofthismodel indescribing the empirical scaling functions
of rainfall is examined. Results indicatethat it is possible to quantify the statistics of rainfall

over a wide range of scales, and over a range of the process dynamics using only a few
parameters. For an analysis of this type, it is essential to recognize the effects of such
limitations as the sample size, and the type of acquisition of the experimental data and its
resolution.
This dissertation shows that multifractals offer a good framework for the analysis of the
temporal structure of rainfall. It provides a good description of both the average and the
extreme events. The expectation is that this type of studies will help in solving problems
related to the choice of suitable resolutions for data collection and in making a correct
assessmentofthe'quality' ofdatasets.

Freedescriptors.
Rainfall;timeseries,multifractals; scaleinvariance;scaling;'universal'multifractalmodel.

Samenvatting

Regenval is een sterk niet-lineair stochastisch proces dat een grote variabiliteit vertoont
over eenbreed spectrumvanschalenintijd enruimte. Deirregulierefluctuaties van regen
laten zich moeilijk vastleggen door meetinstrumenten vanwege de beperkingen van deze
apparatuur en zijn ook wiskundig moeilijk te beschrijven. Omdat regenval van directe
invloed is op andere processen, vormen de ruimtelijke en spatiele variabiliteit ervan een
belangrijk element in vele studies op diverse gebieden van onderzoek. Het gemis van
geschikte regenval-data vormt een van de belangrijkste obstakels in verdere
ontwikkelingen indehydrologie, diedaarvan afhankelijk zijn.
Het doel van deze studie is om bij te dragen aan een beter inzicht in de variabiliteit van
regenval door het multifractaal gedrag te onderzoeken dat aanwezig is in de temporele
structuur van regenval. Dit type onderzoek is gebaseerd op de invariantie van
eigenschappen over een schaaldomein en richt zich op de persistentie van
variabiliteitskarakteristieken over zo'n schaaldomein. Met deze methode is men in staat
regenval-fluctuaties vrijwel volledigvastteleggen.
Hetonderzoek betreft de analysevanpunt-regenvaldatavan vier verschillende locaties in
Europa: Vale Formoso en Coimbra in Portugal, Assink (Hupsel) in Nederland en Nancy
inFrankrijk. Dedataverzamelingen verschillen onderlingvoorwatbetreft het plaatselijke
klimaat, het type meetinstrument en de resolutie en lengte van detijdreeks. De gegevens
zijn afkomstig van automatisch- en niet-automatisch registrerende regenmeters. De
hoogste resolutiewas 1minuut en de laagste 1maand. De lengte van de reeksen varieert
van4tot 90jaar.
De aanwezigheid van schaalinvariante en multifractale eigenschappen van het
regenvalproces wordt onderzocht met spectrale analyse en met meervoudige schaling van
dewaarschijnlijkheidsverdelingen van de regenvalintensiteit. Het onderzoek laat zien dat
in de temporele structuur van regenval deze eigenschappen aanwezig zijn over een breed
schalingsdomein. Binnen dit domeinblijken er verschillende schalingsregimes te bestaan.

Ook is er de seizoensfluctuatie, zoals deze is terug te vinden in de regenvalstatistieken.
Het gedrag op de korte tijdschaal en het effect van de methode van acquisitie van puntregenval data zijn eveneens onderwerp van onderzoek. De empirische multifractale
schalingsexponentfuncties die worden gebruikt om de variabiliteit te kwantificeren,
worden afgeleid. Speciale aandacht wordt gegeven aan discontinuiteiten in deze functies
die veroorzaakt worden door de eindige lengte van de tijdreeksen, de divergentie van
statistische momenten en de dynamische eigenschappen en temporele resolutie van de
meetinstrumenten. In relatie hiermee worden de kritieke exponenten die behoren bij
multifractale fase-overgangen opempirischewijze onderzocht.
De toepasbaarheid van het universele theoretische multifractaal model is vervolgens
onderwerp van studie. Dit model, gebaseerd op stochastische variabelen van het Levy
type, is een multiplicatief cascademodel. Het geeft analytische uitdrukkingen voor de
multifractale schalingsexponentfunctie die geheel worden vastgelegd door drie
parameters. Nagegaan wordt hoe geschikt deze modellen zijn voor de benadering van de
empirische schalingsfuncties. Hetblijkt dat erbelangrijke verschillen optreden voorzowel
zeer hoge als zeer lage intensiteiten. Voor lage intensiteiten is er een verschil dat kan
worden teruggebracht tot de aanwezigheid van nullen in de data-verzameling, terwijl het
model er impliciet van uit gaat dat deze er niet zijn. Voor hoge intensiteiten vertoont het
modelnietdiesterkevariabiliteit diewordtgevonden inexperimentele datavan grote tijdreeksen. Dezegrotevariabiliteit geeft aanleidingtotdivergentievanstatistische momenten
vanaf een zekere orde. Dus de waarschijnlijkheid van het voorkomen van hoge
regenvalintensiteiten (extreme gebeurtenissen) is groter dan wordt voorspeld door het
theoretische model. Ondanks deze verschillen, laten de resultaten zien dat het mogelijk is
om de statistische eigenschappen van regenval over een breed spectrum van schalen te
kwantificeren metbehulp van slechts enkele parameters. Voor een analyse van dit type is
hetvanbelangom debeperkingenwaarmeemenbij dezeaanpakwordt geconfronteerd, te
onderkennen. Deze betreffen de lengte van de tijdreeks, het type meetinstrument en de
resolutie ervan.
Deze studie toont aan dat met multifractale analyse de temporele structuur van regenval
gekwantificeerd kan worden, waarbij een goede beschrijving van gemiddelde en meer
extreme gebeurtenissen gegeven kan worden. De verwachting is dat dit type onderzoek
kan bijdragen tot het oplossen van problemen die te maken hebben met de keuze van de
juiste resolutie van te gebruiken tijdreeksen en van het juiste type meetinstrument. Ook
kan het helpen bij de beoordeling van de kwaliteit van een gegeven data-verzameling en
bij het opstellen van een procedure voor de vervaardiging van tijdreeksen uit continue
metingen.
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Chapter1
Introduction

Precipitation is one of the driving forces of the hydrological cycle. It is the hydrological
processhavingperhapsthegreatest impactoneveryday life. Precipitation istheproductof
a complex combination of numerous physical processes, which include microphysical
cloud processes and precipitation particle growth, and continental and global patterns of
airflow. The processes involved intheformation of precipitation operate over avariety of
scales in space and time, and interact with surface topography, soil moisture, and
vegetation, for example.
Precipitation exhibits a high non-linear variability over a wide range of time and space
scales.Precipitation phenomenarangefrom cells (associated with cumulus convection), to
synoptic areas (frontal systems). Rain cells have an areal extent of the order of 1-10 km
and lifetimes of several minutes. Synoptic rain fields cover areas of 10 km and have a
lifetime of one to several days. This variability involves a large dynamic range, which in
certain cases leads to catastrophic events. Such strongly irregular fluctuations of rainfall
are difficult to capture instrumentally (because of technical limitations of the measuring
devices) and to handle mathematically. Another difficulty inherent to the precipitation
data collection isthatitisexpensiveowingtothehigh-density network required.
Precipitation is the driving agent of many other processes. Its temporal and spatial
variability are important issues in many studies and areas of research (e.g. hydrology,
hydraulics, agronomy, soil pollution, water resources). However, information on the
amountand distributionof precipitation inspaceandtimeisoften restricted becauseof its
strong temporal and spatial variation. Therefore, hydrological models have usually to
conceptualize processes based on simple, often homogeneous, approximations of nature
(e.g.rainfall isexpressed as amean over large areas, and asdepths overperiods of aday).
Such generalized conceptualizations often lack sufficient temporal and spatial resolutions
to permit a detailed modelling of complex hydrological processes. The lack of adequate
rain data is claimed to be one of the main problems hindering progress in many
hydrological studies.
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The study of precipitation has been an active area of research in the last two decades.
Research has been mainly oriented towards understanding the physical mechanisms
producing rainfall, and the incorporation of precipitation dynamics in stochastic rainfall
models. A drawback of many existing rainfall models is their unsatisfactory handling of
the great temporal and spatial variability of this process. Moreover, empirical scale
truncations are made often, and one scale is studied independently of the others. Many
models are also often misused because their restricted applicability to different scales is
nottaken into consideration.
In hydrology, such (scale) issues are very important, and influence the study of other
hydrological processes (for reviews of scale issues see e.g. Klemes, 1983;
Rodriguez-Iturbe and Gupta, 1983;Dooge, 1986; Gupta et al., 1986; Wood et al., 1990;
Beven, 1991; Kalma and Sivapalan, 1995; Bloschl and Sivapalan, 1995). The 'scale
problem' has been identified as a major unresolved problem in hydrology (e.g.NRC,
1991). Quite often, combined work on different components of the earth system requires
bridging across scales, in space and/or time. Specifically, hydrological processes are often
observed and modelled using short time-scales, whereas estimates are needed for very
longtime-scales. Similarly, models andtheories developed in small space-scale laboratory
experiments are expected to hold good for larger scales (for example, at the scale of a
catchment area). Conversely, large-scale models are sometimes used for small-scale
predictions. This involves some sort of extrapolation or transfer of information across
scales. Thus it is pertinent, for example, to know whether there are intrinsically different
phenomena asonemovesfrom one scaletothenext; and whether results obtained on one
scale can be transported to the other. Another question is the adequate temporal and
spatial resolution for data collection. Then, even when problems of this type are not
addressed explicitly, they arealways atthecoreof research and applications in hydrology.
Therefore, there is ageneral need for abetter understanding of the variability in different
natural processes.
Recent advances in applied mathematics (stochastics, non-linear dynamics and numerical
analysis),supported bydevelopments incomputer science andremote sensing technology,
have contributed to the development of theories that are based on the invariance of
properties across scales. In hydrology, attention is focusing on the search for such
invariance, asabasichiddenorder inhydrological phenomena.
Theories that hold for a broad range of scales are called scaling theories. They apply to
processes and systems without a characteristic scale. The term scaling (or the term
scale-invariance) is used to indicate that certain features of a dynamic system are
independent of scale. One canthink of a scale-invariant process asone inwhich the same
type of elementary dynamics acts at each relevant scale (i.e. a common behaviour is
present atdifferent scales). Scale-invariance leadsto aclass of scalingrules{power laws)
characterized by scaling exponents. This allows the relationship of variability between

different scales to be quantified. Statistical properties of scale-invariant systems at
different scales (i.e.on large and small scales) are related by a scale-changing operation
that involves only scale ratios. Scaling theories offer an alternative to ('traditional')
approaches thatstudy onescaleindependent oftheother.
The invariance of properties being maintained across scales can be mathematically
investigated usingfractal and multifractal theories. In fact, these theories have evolved
from &fractal theory into amultifractaltheory. They arebased ontherecognition that the
type of variability of processes and systems exists for a range of scales. An initial
contribution was Richardson's well-known poem on self-similar cascades, in 1922. It
developed into a theory/geometry that was characterized as beingfractal by Mandelbrot
(1977, 1982). Using fractal theory one deals with simple scaling, taking the stand point
that the statistical variability does not change with scale. Fractals have the potential to
describe complex phenomena by aminimal number of parameters, which makes them an
appealing tool. Theneed to generalize the scaling properties of physical processes has led
to the multifractal theory (Hentschel and Procaccia, 1983; Grassberger, 1983; Schertzer
and Lovejoy, 1983), dealing not with simple scaling but with multiscaling. Multifractals
arethus more general than simple fractals. Their behaviour is determined not by one, but
by an infinity ofscalingexponents.
In the last decade, multifractals have been given considerable attention by the scientific
community; they have been used to study diverse types of geophysical processes. Many
complex physical processes that are governed by highly non-linear dynamics exhibit
multifractal behaviour (e.g.turbulence, atmospheric circulation, cloud formation, ocean
currents, spread of pollutants, tornadoes, volcanic eruption, and earthquakes). For
reviews, see e.g. Schertzer and Lovejoy (1991a, 1993), and Lovejoy and Schertzer
(1995b). In these processes non-linear dynamics couples with scaling. This behaviour is
theresultof (non-linear) interactions between processes atdifferent scales,which lead toa
non-linear (i.e.non-proportional) responsetoagiven 'excitation.'
Outline of theresearch
The large temporal (and spatial) non-linear variability of rainfall usually hampers the
measuring and modelling of this process. The invariance of properties and multifractality
in the structure of the rainfall process, over a range of scales, may lead to an
understanding of its variability that cannot be grasped from other descriptions of the
complex dynamics of this process. Such knowledge of scale-invariant behaviour can
contributeto improve data collection asitmay give an indication of the required temporal

Bigwhorlshavelittlewhorlsthatfeed ontheirvelocity,
andlittlewhorlshavesmallerwhorlsandsoontoviscosity
—inthemolecularsense.
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(and spatial) samplingresolution. Moreover, theexpectation isthatmultifractal theory and
its application in models offer tools to produce high-resolution synthetic rainfall data.
Thesedatacanbeused inmany hydrological applications and studies (e.g. rainfall-runoff,
soil erosion, spread ofpollutants,urban drainage).
The alternative approachtothestudy ofrainusingmultifractal theory hasbeenreported in
only afew studies(see Section3.6 for areview), and needstobe investigated further. The
applicability ofthemultifractal theory torainfall hasstillnotbeen fully explored.
The purpose of the present study is to contribute to a better understanding of the
non-linear variability of rainfall by investigating the scale-invariant and multifractal
behaviour that is present in its temporal structure. The study is based on spectral analysis
andon investigation intothescalingof probability distributions and statistical moments of
the rainfall intensity. It uses point-rainfall data from 4 different locations in Europe. The
data sets differ with respect to climatic origin, type of measuring device used, resolution
of the data, and time span of the records. The data are from non-recording gauges and
recording gauges of both the float and the tipping-bucket types. The length of some
records, especially for the high-resolution rainfall data (over a period of 23years), is an
important contribution to the subject. The small-scale behaviour in the rainfall process,
and the effects that the different types of acquisition of point-rainfall data have on the
analysis, are among the topics that are dealt with in this work. The study includes the
investigation of different scaling regimes, and characterization of the multifractal
behaviour. Empirical multifractal exponent functions describing the scaling of the
probability distributions and the scaling of the moments of the rainfall intensity are
determined for different ranges oftimescales. Special attention is given to discontinuities
in the empirical scaling functions that are caused by the finite size of the samples, the
divergence of moments, and the dynamic and temporal resolution of the rainfall
measuring device and data. The description of the empirical scaling functions using a
multifractal model based on Levy random variables is investigated. The study also
discusses seasonal variations inthemultifractal temporal structure of rainfall.
Outline of thedissertation
This dissertation is structured as follows. Chapter 2 reviews some studies of precipitation
in hydrology. It describes briefly the physics of precipitation, and some techniques
commonly used to measure this process. Special attention is also given to a review of
some 'traditional' approaches to the temporal study of rainfall, including analysis, design
procedures and modelling. Chapter 3reviews the fractal and multifractal theories, as well
as analysis techniques that are relevant to the study of the temporal structure of rainfall.
The inclusion of such an extensive review in the dissertation aims at helping researchers
who arenotfamiliar with thosetheories to understand the topic better. The last section of
Chapter 3 discusses the assumptions and motivation to study rainfall using multifractal

theory, and gives a brief review of previous studies. Chapter 4 introduces the
point-rainfall data that are analyzed in this work. Chapter 5 presents and discusses the
results of themultifractal analysis ofthetemporal structure of therainfall described in the
previous chapter. Chapter 6presents someconcludingremarks.
Some theoretical topics complementary to the review of the multifractal theory (in
Chapter 3) are given in Appendices I and II. AppendixI is dedicated to the role of Levy
variables in the multifractal model known as 'universal' multifractals (this model is
discussed in Section 3.4). Appendix II shows the relation between the multifractal
('turbulence') formalism used inthisdissertation andthe 'strange attractor' formalism.
References are to be found atthe end of this work, aswell as the list of the symbols and
abbreviations thatappearthroughoutthis dissertation. Inthiswork, figures, photos,tables,
andequations arenumbered by chapter.

Chapter2
Reviewofrainfall studiesinhydrology

2.1 Introduction
Hydrology may be defined as the science that deals with the water of earth, its occurrence,
circulationanddistribution, anditschemical andphysical properties. Itincludesthecyclingof
continental water at all scales aswell as those biological processes that interact significantly
with the hydrological cycle. It also includes the spatial and temporal characteristics of the
global water balance in the earth system. Hydrology is an important component in
meteorology,geography, agronomy,forestry, geologyandbiology, for example.Hydrological
investigations, including the collection and interpretation of data on such processes as
precipitation, evapotranspiration, and discharge,areessentialfor thepracticalplanningofland
useanddesignofwaterdevelopmentschemes.
For hydrology, the most important of the many meteorological processes occurring
continuously within the atmosphere aretheprocesses of precipitation and evaporation. These
processes are the result of interactions of the atmosphere with surface water. Precipitation
occursinanumberofforms. Asimpledistinctioncanbemadebetweenliquid andsolid forms
of precipitation, and between vertical and horizontal precipitation. Vertical precipitation falls
onto the earth's surface (e.g.rain, snow, hail and other variations such as drizzle and sleet)
whereas horizontal precipitation is formed on the earth's surface (e.g.dew, fog, frost). The
form of precipitation and its quantity are influenced by the action of such climatic factors as
wind, temperature, and atmospheric pressure. Some of the physical characteristics of rainfall
(likeintensity, raindrop size,raindropshapeandraindropfall velocity)play animportantrole
in hydrology and other earth sciences (e.g.soil physics). These characteristics are correlated
(seee.g.KohnkeandBertrand, 1959; Chowetal., 1988;Smith,1993).
Atmospheric processes that produce precipitation operate over a variety of time and space
scales, and interact, for example, with surface topography, soil moisture and vegetation.
Precipitation displays extreme variability: in time, over intervals of minutes to years; and in
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space,from lessthanonetoseveralthousand squarekilometres. Oneof themajor challenges
forhydrologists,meteorologistsandclimatologistsistomeasure,model andpredictthenature
ofthisvariability.
Thestudyofprecipitationhasbeenanactiveareaofresearchinthelastdecades. Precipitation
research includes:precipitation measurement andestimation; precipitation modellinginspace
and time; and quantitative precipitation forecasting (see e.g. Singh, 82; Georgakakos and
Kawas, 1987;Foufoula-Georgiou andGeorgakakos,1991).
Thischapterreviewsbriefly somestudiesofprecipitationthatarerelevanttothepresentwork.
Section2.2 deals with the physical characteristics of precipitation, and its space and time
distribution. Section2.3 describes some methods for measuring precipitation. Finally,
Section2.4reviewssomeapproachestothestudyofthetemporalstructureofprecipitationthat
are used 'traditionally'; the review covers analysis, design procedures, and modelling. The
'alternative' approach to the study of precipitation based on scale-invariance is discussed in
moredetailinotherchaptersofthisdissertation.

2.2 Spaceandtimedistributionofprecipitation
Many physical processes are involved in the formation of precipitation (see e.g.Eagleson,
1970;Chowetal., 1988;Mcllveen, 1992;Smith, 1993;Jones, 1997).Itrequires thelifting of
anairmassintheatmospheresothatitcoolsandsomeofitsmoisturecondenses.Evaporation
addsvapourtothelowest atmospheric levels,wherethewater vapour concentration ishighly
variable both in space and time. This water vapour is transported upward through the lower
tropospherelargelybyconvection.Anditisremoved,mostlyfrom themid-troposphere,bythe
formation of rainfall and snowfall. The upward flux from the earth's surface due to
evaporation depends upon the states of the surface and of the adjacent atmosphere
(e.g.available moisture, heat). The downward flux is due to precipitation and to direct
condensation on the surface (e.g.dew), being here precipitation the most important of these
twomechanisms.Conservationofmassdemandsthatthereisanequalitybetween evaporation
and precipitation when averaged spatially overtheearth's surface andtemporally over along
period.Theamountofatmosphericwatervapouroveraregionisnotnecessarily relatedtothe
resulting precipitation. Atmospheric moisture is a necessary but not sufficient condition for
precipitation. Therefore, temporalandspatialvariabilityofprecipitation canbeexpected atall
scales.
Threebasicstages arenecessary for precipitation tooccur (seee.g.Eagleson, 1970;Chow et
al., 1988;Smith, 1993):
(a) creationofsaturationconditions;
(b) phasechangeofwatercontentfrom vapourtoliquidand/orsolidstate;
(c) growthofthesmallwaterdroplets(oricecrystals)toprecipitablesize.

2.3Precipitation measurements
Theconditionsfortheoccurrenceofsaturationresult,almostexclusively,from thecoolingthat
accompaniesanascendingmovementofmoistair.Inrelationtothemechanismsfor coolinga
distinction can be madebetween cyclonic, convective, and orographic cooling. Condensation
requires a 'seed' (condensation nucleus), which is essential for the 'attachment' of the water
molecules.Whentemperaturesarebelowthefreezing point,icecrystalsareformed.
At the ground surface, precipitation varies greatly both in space and time. This is a
consequence of the different precipitation generating mechanisms (e.g. related to cloud
formation and to the different cooling mechanisms), and the general patterns of atmospheric
circulation,forexample.Thefollowinglocalfactorsarealsoimportant(Eagleson,1970):
(a) latitude: in general, annual precipitation totals are high in latitudes of predominantly
risingair(0toapproximately 60°latitude)andlowwheretheprimary verticalmotions
aredescending(from about30toabout90°);
(b) altitude: duetoorographic coolingthereis anincrease inprecipitation with elevation,
uptoabout 1500m;andtopographyorrelief(e.g.mountainranges);
(c) position within, and size of continental land masses (thus, distance from moisture
sources);
(d) prevailing wind direction (towards or away from the source of moisture) and wind
intensity;
(e) relativetemperaturesoflandandborderingoceans.
Apartfrom variations inprecipitation quantities,theirpatternsof occurrence arealso different
indifferent climaticregimes. Ingeneral, thegreatertheannualprecipitation thelessvariation
from year to year (Shaw, 1983). Seasonal variation in precipitation is pronounced where the
annual oscillation inthe atmosphericcirculation changesthe amountof moisture inflow over
those regions (Chow et al., 1988). As an example of the precipitation variability, Figure 2.1
illustrates the spatial and seasonal differences of precipitation in mainland Portugal. On a
global scalethevariations of spatial and temporal distribution of precipitation are even more
pronounced.

2.3 Precipitation measurements
Precipitationisroutinelymeasuredthroughouttheworld.Nevertheless,thesolidknowledgeof
its spatial and temporal distribution is hampered by the existing diversity of observation
standards and the erratic pattern of observing networks. A variety of methods have been
developed for measuring precipitation, mainly as a result of the time and space variability
exhibited bythisprocess.Thesetechniques rangefrom pointgaugemeasurements to methods
based upon the interpretation of indirect data obtained from space-based instrumentation.
Descriptions of precipitation measurement methods can be found in e.g. Seyhan (1977),
Engman and Gurney (1991), Collier (1997), Jones (1997). A problem that results from the
methods and instrumentation used to measure precipitation is the suitability of the data
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Atlantic
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Figure 2.1 Example of spatial and temporal differences of precipitation in mainland Portugal,
showingthe monthlyvariation ofprecipitation atdifferent locations (adapted from DGRN).

2.3Precipitation measurements
available for many hydrological studies and applications. This problem is caused by the
difficulties inherenttothedatacollectionoverthetimeandspacescalerangesassociatedwith
the variability of precipitation. Data collection over such ranges of scales is both technically
difficult andexpensive.
Some types of precipitation measurement are described below, which include gauge, radar,
satelliteandraindropsize.
Gaugemeasurement
The gauge measurement of precipitation is by far the method most commonly used. In this
method, precipitation events arerecorded bygaugesatspecific locations.Rainfall collected in
gauges is referred to aspoint-rainfall to distinguish it from averagefiguresof rainfall over
largeareas.
Gauges for measuring rainfall and snowfall are of two types: non-recording and recording.
Non-recording gauges measurerainfall-depth accumulations over time. They do not provide
information about thetimeof occurrence, duration, intensity and pattern of the precipitation.
Forthistypeofinformation arecordinggaugeisrequired.
Therearetwotypesofnon-recordinggauges:standardgaugesandstoragegauges(e.g.Shaw,
1983; Chow et al., 1988).Standardgauges areused for daily rainfall readings (or any other
desirable time-interval readings). These gauges consist simply of a collector above a funnel
leading to a receiver (a cylindrical container), and they have a calibrated measuring stick,
whichmay be apartof thegauge. Themeasuringstick, when inserted, showsthe equivalent
rainfall depth.Raingaugesfor locationswherereadings areonlytakenweekly ormonthlyare
similarindesigntothedailytype,buthavealargercapacityreceiver.Storage gauges areused
to measure rainfall over an entire season. Such measurements are usually done in remote,
sparsely inhabited areas. The gauges consist of a collector above a funnel that leads into a
storageareasufficiently largetocontaintheseasonalrainfallvolume.
Thethreemajor types ofrecordingrain gauges aretheweighingtype,the float type, and the
tipping-bucket type (e.g.Chow et al., 1988; Singh, 1992; Smith, 1993). They yield either a
continuousrecordofcumulativerainfall depthovertime,onamoving chart(i.e.amasscurve
of rainfall-depth versus time), or an indication of the time of occurrence of sequential
rainfall-depth increments, through a tipping-bucket. Recording gauges can have temporal
resolutionsoflessthanoneminute.
Weighing-type rain gauges record continuously the accumulated precipitation over time by
meansofaspringmechanism orasystemofbalanceweights. Therecord inachart,of amass
curve, canbetranslated into an intensity-time graph by calculating the ratios of accumulated
precipitation to time for whatever time-step is desired. This type of gauge is useful for
recordingsnow,hail,andmixturesofsnowandrain.
Aschematicrepresentation ofafloat-and-syphonrecordingraingaugeisshowninFigure2.2.
This type of gaugehas a chamber containing afloat that risesvertically asthewater level in
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thechamber rises; theverticalmovement ofthe float causesapentomoveon a chart. A device
for syphoning the water out of the gauge into a receiver-collector is used so that the total
amountofrainfalling canbe collected.

±ZZ±

1-Metalfunnel withlimitingring
2-Measuringvessel
3-Float
4-Drum
5-Pen
6-Syphon
7-Collectingjar
Figure 2.2 Schematicrepresentation ofafloat-and-syphonrecording raingauge.
Tipping-bucket gauges sense each consecutive rainfall accumulation when it reaches a
prescribed amount. A tipping-bucket rain gauge operates by means of a pair of buckets
(reservoirs), having a certain depth capacity. Figure 2.3 shows a scheme of the way such
gauges operate (in Figure 2.3 reservoirs A and B designate the buckets). The rainfall fills first
one bucket, which overbalances, directing the flow of water into the second bucket. The
motion of thetipping-buckets istransmitted to the recording device and provides a measure of
therainfall intensity. Tipping-bucket gauges donothave awell-defined temporal resolution.
Recording and non-recording rain gauges can differ in relation to the collecting area, height,
wind shields, etc. (see e.g. Sevruk and Klemm, 1989; Sevruk, 1993c). Recording rain gauges
are often equipped with telemetry to allow real-time transmission and utilization of the
information for water management.
Gauges can be used to measure snowfall, when appropriate modifications are made. Usually,
these involve providing a melting agent so that the snow can be converted into measurable
water (seee.g. Viessman andLewis, 1996).
There are several factors that may affect the accuracy of gauge measurements of precipitation
(e.g.Dingman, 1993,Jones, 1997;Rodda, 1997;Yang et al., 1998). Some errors that must be
considered include: (a) systematic errors caused by the measuring device; (b)human errors;
(c)numerical errors in the processing of raw data. Systematic errors may be related to: the
gauge orifice size and orientation; orifice height; wind shielding (i.e. distance from
obstructions); splash; evaporation losses prior to measurement; losses due to 'wetting'; and
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> ReservoirAfills
>ReservoirBempties

ReservoirAempties
ReservoirB fills
Figure2.3 Schematicrepresentationofatipping-bucketrecordingraingauge.
other instrument errors due to malfunctions (e.g.interruption of registration, damage of the
clock mechanism). Human errors include observation errors and administration errors. Other
errorsmaybe duetodifferences intheobservationtime,and low-intensity rains,for example.
The inherent potential inaccuracy of the measurements should be kept in mind when using
precipitationdata.
Precipitation amounts sometimes vary considerably within short distances. Under windy
conditions, rain gauge measurements may be affected by disturbance of the wind pattern
around the gauge; this usually causes low readings (e.g.Dingman, 1993; Sevruk, 1993c;
Viessman andLewis, 1996;Jones, 1997).Themagnitudeofthe error depends onthetypeof
raingauge, climatic conditions atthegauge site(wind speed, typeof precipitation— rain or
snow —, and temperature), and its degree of exposure (e.g.Sevruk and Klemm, 1989;
Sokollek et al., 1989). The magnitude of wind-speed and turbulence increases with the
distance from the ground. Measurement errors (i.e.collection deficiencies) for snow are
typically much larger than for rain (e.g.Larson and Peck, 1974; Smith, 1993). Gauge
collection deficiencies ofwind-driven rain are difficult to estimatebecause of local variations
of rainfall inclination in relation to the topography. Local variation in rain-flux above the
ground may be the result of a redistribution of falling drops due to local wind-flow
deformations. Theses are induced by local topography and surface roughness elements
(e.g. Sharon, 1980; Sharon and Arazi, 1993). A non-uniform distribution of rainfall, over a
hill-slope area, can be explained by geometric relationships between the direction and
inclination of incoming rainfall, varying local aspect and slope inclination (Sharon, 1980;
Sharonetal., 1988;Lima,1990).
Unfortunately, there are no international standard for the height of the rain gauges, or other
gauge characteristics (see e.g. Sevruk, 1989). Therefore, whereas some gauges face the
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problem just described (caused by turbulence), others face the opposite problem of rain
splashingupandintothegauge,from theground surface.
Although in some parts of the world rain gauges have been in use for over two millennia,
extensive coverage has been available for only one or two centuries, at most. As with other
hydrological data,coverageispoorestinarid,semi-arid,tropical andhighlandregions,aswell
asoverthe oceans.Nevertheless, rain gauges still yield themost accessible and most reliable
data atground point-scale.Untilthelate 1940sraingaugenetworkswere practically theonly
means of obtaining measurements of the areal distribution of rainfall. This method presents
problemsingatheringandprocessingdatafrom manypoints;itisalsoexpensivetoinvest ina
highgauge-density. Large-scalerainfieldsare,therefore, difficult to derivefrom point gauge
measurements, many of which are made at non-representative sites. In addition, for many
studies and applications, data recorded daily,hourly, or even over shorter time-intervals, are
necessary,althoughdataontimescalesoflessthanamontharedifficult toobtain.
Radarmeasurement
Radar canbeusedto observethelocation and movement of areal precipitation. Estimates of
rainfall rate, over areas within the range of the radar, can be obtained with certain types of
equipment. It is thus possible to sample a large area from one station. This method of rain
measurement provides high spatial and temporal resolutions (see e.g.Almeida-Teixeira etal.,
1994).However, thephysicsof theradar measurements andtheprocessing of dataaffect the
inferred statisticsofrainfall (seee.g.Krajewski etal.,1996).
Radar stands for radiodetecting andranging and utilizes the propagation and reflection of
electromagneticwaves(e.g.Eagleson, 1970; Singh, 1992; Smith, 1993).A(radar)transmitter
producesimpulsesofenergyt h a t areradiatedbyanarrow-beam antenna. Thesameantenna
intercepts echoes of the impulses, from targets in the range of the beam. The azimuth of a
target is determined by the direction of the beam; the time between emitting a pulse and
receiving its echo from that target determines its range (e.g.Eagleson, 1970). Scanning with
the antenna gives the polar coordinates of all reflecting targets in the range of the radiation
emitted.
Weather radars depend on the reflection of the waves from the droplets of water in the air
(within the storm). The rainfall intensity, for a storm, can be determined from the
corresponding reflectivity values. The degree of reflection is related to the density of the
droplets and, therefore, to the rainfall intensity (e.g.Eagleson, 1970; Smith, 1993). The
relation, however, is not unique. In addition to other factors, there are systematic deviations
introducedbytheclimatology ofprecipitation indifferent partsoftheworld, andby different
synopticprecipitation types(e.g.Eagleson, 1970;Smith, 1993;Almeida-Teixeira etal., 1994).
Theaccuracyofradarmeasurementsshouldbedeterminedthroughcomparisonwithrecording
raingauges.Thisrequiresthepresenceofsuchagaugeornetworkinsidethestormandwithin
theradarrange.Moreover, the gauge datamust be of good quality (e.g.Almeida-Teixeira et
al.,1994).

2.3 Precipitationmeasurements
Thedevelopmentofweatherradarshasincreasedtheunderstandingoftheverticalstructureof
precipitation incoldclouds. Somecloudfeatures play animportantroleinthedevelopmentof
procedures for estimating rainfall from radar and satellite sensors (e.g.Smith, 1993; Jones,
1997).
Satellitemeasurement
Currently, satellites are not capable of measuring precipitation directly. Nevertheless, they
provide useful information about rainfall, in particular over uninhabited regions such as
oceans. The basic information for estimating rainfall from satellites is provided by infrared
images(e.g.Smith, 1993;Jones, 1997).Theyarecomposedofmeasurementsofradiantenergy
originating from the atmosphere, land, or water. Measurements of infrared energy can be
converted to temperature of the medium. These measurements are designated by brightness
temperatures,andcanbeusedtoinfer cloud-topheights,onceatemperaturelapserateisgiven
(see e.g. Smith, 1993, Jones, 1997). Low brightness temperatures indicate high cloud-tops,
which implies large thickness and, therefore, high probability of rainfall. High brightness
temperaturesindicatelowcloud-tops(ornoclouds)andlowprobabilityof rainfall.
Thelackofwell-established directphysicalrelationshipsbetween cloudpropertiesand rainfall
is one of the major problems for satellite measurements. Satellite methods for estimating
rainfall arebeingdeveloped (seee.g.BellandKundu, 1996;Tsonisetal., 1996;Jones, 1997);
they may help to rectify someof the current problems inherent tothegauge-measurement of
rainfall.
Raindrop-sizemeasurements
Severalmethods anddeviceshavebeendevelopedfor measuringraindropsize.Byexposinga
panofoiltorainfall (oilmethod), onecancountandsizeindividual dropsusingamicroscope.
Thismethod isbasedonthepremisethatwater-drops, suspended inaviscousfluid lessdense
than water, assume a near-perfect shape, owing to surface tension forces (Eigel and Moore,
1983). Similar methods use liquid sensitive paper (stain method)or a tray with flour (flour
method).With these methods small drops might be deflected away from the target and the
largedropsmightbreakuponimpact
Momentummethodsthatincludepressuretransducers andpiezoelectricsensorshavealsobeen
successfully used to measure raindrop size and energy. Accurate drop-size analysis requires
several sophisticated measuring aids, including photo-imaging, laser light diffraction, linear
diode and phase-Doppler (Ferrazza et al., 1992). Automated devices include the distrometer
and the raindrop camera. With these techniques it is possible to characterize raindrops and
obtaininformation suchasdrop-diameter average, drop-sizedistribution and velocity profiles.
Drop-sizedistributionistypically specified byafunction representingthedensityofdropsasa
function of drop diameter (e.g.Smith, 1993). A number of important variables related to
rainfall can be computed from theseobservations, including rainfall rate, rainfall energy flux
(i.e.kineticenergyperunittime),andradarreflectivity factor.
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There is a need to improve methods that combine satellite, radar, and ground measurements
withstatisticaltheory,toproducelarge-scaleprecipitationfieldsandtocreatebetterarchivesof
alreadyexistingdata(seee.g.NRC,1991).
Itisimportanttoassessthehomogeneityofprecipitation records,bothinspatial andtemporal
studiesofthisprocess(seee.g. Sevruk, 1993a).Themain sourcesof data inhomogeneity are:
(a)changes of the accuracy of the measurements; (b)changes of temporal and/or spatial
sampling and/or data processing; and (c)microclimatic changes of the local sampling
environment. Somemethodswere developed for detecting inhomogeneity in climaticrecords
intheabsenceofinformation aboutthehistoryoftheobservations(e.g.Witter, 1984;Dahmen
and Hall, 1990). Knowledge of this history is very important. For gauge-measured
precipitation, itshould containinformation about:thetypeofinstrumentsused,their elevation
above ground and exposure;the local surroundings; observation schedules; and maintenance
procedures (seee.g. Sevruk, 1993b).Withoutsuchinformation, many casesof inhomogeneity
inclimaticdatacannotbeidentified orcorrected.

2.4 Some 'traditional' approaches to the study of temporal
rainfall
Thestudyofprecipitation,andtherequirementsofhydrological and engineering applications,
haveledtomanydifferent approachestoanalyzingandmodellingtemporalrainfall, andtothe
development of various design procedures. A review of some of these approaches and
procedures,andbrief explanations abouttheir structure aregivenbelow. Theinclusion ofthis
review in this introductory chapter, about rainfall studies in hydrology, aims at pointing out
various advantages and drawbacks found by the researchers in relation to the different
approaches and methods. Thisreview alsoshowsthat the scientific community isvery active
in trying to find and investigate new 'tracks' that may increase the understanding of the
complexnon-linearprocessofprecipitation.
The approaches to the study of rainfall that are reviewed below are labelled 'traditional' to
distinguish them from the morerecently proposed approach based on scale-invaricmce. This
'alternative' approachisinvestigatedinthiswork,andisdiscussedinChapters3and5.

2.4.1 Analysistechniques
Timeseries
Hydrologicalprocesses,suchasprecipitation, evolveonacontinuoustime-scale.However, for
practical purposes, most hydrological processes are defined in discretetime (see e.g.Wu,
1973;Salas, 1993).Adiscretetime-seriesmaybeobtainedbysamplingthecontinuousprocess
atdiscretepoints intime;or by integratingtheprocess over successive time-intervals (such a
time series, of one hydrological variable at a given site, is called a singletime-series). In
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general, a time series x(t) over a finite period of time Tis not capable of characterizing the
entire random process unless T is extended to infinity. One should consider the statistical
analysis of a time series as being an approach to studying the statistical properties and
probabilitystructuresofrandomprocesses(Wu,1973).
Two features of hydrological time-series that are relevant for precipitation are intermittency
andstationarity (e.g.Salasetal., 1980;Salas, 1993).Hydrological time-series areintermittent
if throughout the record there are periods during which the process has a constant value of
zero. For example, the precipitation observed in a (continuously) recording gauge is an
intermittent continuous time-series. A discrete precipitation time-series, obtained from
integrating an intermittent continuous precipitation time-series, can be intermittent when the
timeintervalof integration isrelatively small.Dependingonthelocation,monthly and annual
rainfall time-seriesareusuallynon-intermittent.
Ahydrologicalprocessisstationaryifitsstatisticalcharacteristics(e.g.mean,variance)donot
vary intime. Consequently, thetimeseries isfree of trends, shifts, or periodicity. Otherwise,
the time series is non-stationary. In general, hydrological time-series defined on an annual
time-scale are stationary. This assumption may be invalid as a result of large-scale climatic
variability, or natural and human-induced changes (see e.g.Weatherhead et al., 1998).
Hydrological time-series defined overtimescalessmallerthan ayear (e.g.monthly series) are
typically periodic and, thus, non-stationary within yearly climaticfluctuations(the annual
cycle).
Time-series analysisincludestheestimation of anumberof statistical properties (seee.g.Box
andJenkins, 1976;Salas, 1993).Inhydrology, thisanalysisisusedfor buildingmathematical
models to generate synthetic hydrological records, to forecast hydrological events, and to
improvehydrologicalrecords(e.g.fillinginmissingdata).Moreover,itisusedinthedetection
andestimationoftrends,shifts, seasonality,andnon-normalityinhydrologicalrecords.
Spectralanalysis
Spectral methods are also known asFourier transform methods (see e.g.Wu, 1973; Box and
Jenkins, 1976;Pressetal., 1989; HastingsandSugihara, 1993).Theideabehindthesemethods
isthat a physical process can be described either in thetime domain (by thevalues of some
quantity asafunction oftime)or inthefrequency domain (wheretheprocess isspecified by
givingitsamplitudeasafunction offrequency). Thetworepresentations arelinked by means
of the Fourier transform equations. The Fourier transform can be an efficient computational
tool for accomplishing certain manipulations ofthe data. The relatedpowerspectrum, which
canbedefined asthedistributionofvarianceorpoweracrosswavelengthorfrequency, canbe
itselfofintrinsicinterest(seee.g.Pressetal.,1989).
Spectral analysis is one approach to the study of the statistical properties of time series. It
provides a useful exploratory analysis tool for examining time-series data. Spectral analysis
canprovideanintuitivefrequency-based description ofthetimeseriesand indicate interesting
features such as long memory, presence of high frequency variation and cyclical behaviour
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(e.g.McLeod and Hipel, 1995). This type of analysis is useful to detect periodicity of
short-interval precipitation sequences at a point (Wu, 1973). If a process contains periodic
terms,thefrequencies ofthesetermsexhibitanumberofhighandsharppeaksinthespectrum.
This indicates that a significant amount of variance is contained in these frequencies (Wu,
1973; Press et al., 1989). Spectral analysis can handle the transformation of the time series
either with a power transformation, to stabilize the variance, or by filtering, to remove
non-stationary features. Spectral analysis methods possess a certain degree of robustness
becausethenormaldistributiondoesnotneedtobeassumed(e.g.McLeodandHipel, 1995).
Rainfallfrequencyanalysis
Frequencyanalysisrelatesthemagnitudeof(extreme)eventstotheirfrequency of occurrence
using probability distributions. Rainfall frequency analysis is extensively used, mostly for
design purposes of engineering works. It also plays an important role in problems related to
hazards associated with extremely largerainfall events (the magnitude of an extreme eventis
inversely related to its frequency of occurrence). Rainfall frequency analysis is a means to
compute the amount of rain falling over agiven area in a certain time interval, with agiven
probability of occurrence. However, in most practical situations, the data available are
insufficient todefine preciselythefrequency ofoccurrenceofcertainrainfall events.Thistype
of analysis does not deal directly with temporal patterns associated with rainfall depths of a
givendurationand frequency.
Manytypesofstandard theoretical statistical distributions areusedfor frequency analysis (see
e.g.Haan, 1977;Chowetal., 1988;Singh, 1992;Stedingeretal., 1993;ViessmanandLewis,
1996).Amongthemonecanmentionthenormal,log-normal,Gumbel,andlog-Pearsontype3
distributions. The reliability of the results of frequency analysis depends on how well the
assumedprobabilisticmodelappliestoagivendataset.

2.4.2 Hydrologicdesignprocedures
Probablemaximumprecipitation
Becauseofthehighrisktolivesandpropertybelowmajor hydraulicstructures (e.g.spillways
on large dams), their design includes provisions for a flood caused by a combination of the
most severe meteorological and hydrological conditions. Thus it is necessary to determine
precipitationvalueswithverylowprobabilityofbeingexceeded.Thisneedmotivatedtheidea
anddefinition ofprobablemaximumprecipitation(seee.g.Chowetal., 1988;Smith, 1993).It
impliestheexistenceof anupperboundary onrainfall amounts. Thislimitistheoretically the
greatestdepthofprecipitationfor agivendurationoftheeventthatisphysically possibleover
a given storm areaof aparticular geographical location, at acertain timeof the year. Sucha
stormwould resultfrom themost critical meteorological conditions considered probable. The
question remains of whether there is indeed an upper limit on rainfall amounts. Another
(troublesome)problem,giventhispossibility, isdeterminingthisupperboundary.

2.4 Some'traditional'approaches to thestudyoftemporalrainfall
Intensity-duration-frequencycurves
Forshortduration stormsover small areas,themost convenientmethod of determiningstorm
depthisto acquiretherainfall intensity-duration-frequencycurvesfor thelocale.Thesecurves
are a typical application of rainfall empirical frequency distribution analysis. For design
purposes, intensity-duration-frequency curvesallowthecalculationoftherainfall-intensity for
agivenprobabilityofexceedanceandrainfall duration.
For design applications it is often necessary to specify a temporal pattern associated with
rainfall depths; this is generally done for a given rainfall duration and frequency. The time
sequence of precipitation (hyetographs) in typical storms can be determined by analysis of
storm events observed (e.g.Huff and Changnon, 1964; Huff, 1967; Pilgrim and Cordery,
1975). If one follows procedures available, design hyetographs can be developed from
intensity-duration-frequency curves(seee.g.Chowetal., 1988;Smith,1993).

2.4.3 Modellingapproaches
Rainfall is the product of complex atmospheric processes evolving continuously over space
and time. Rainfall modelling, based on mathematical deterministic descriptions of the
underlying processes, is extremely complicated. Mainly for operational purposes, rainfall is
modelled as a stochastic process. In rainfall modelling it is an important issue to couple the
statisticalstructureoftheprocesstothephysicsanddynamicsofrainfall. Manyrainfall models
haveproblemsinhandlingthegreatspatialandtemporalvariabilitypresentinthisprocess.
Three general classes ofstatisticalmodels of rainfall can be distinguished, according to their
representation of rainfall in space and time: spatial models, which represent the spatial
distribution of accumulated rainfall over a certain time interval; temporalmodels, which
representrainfall accumulations at apointovertime; andspace-time models, which represent
boththespatialandtemporalevolutionofrainfall (seee.g. Smith,1993).
The rainfall process observed with high temporal resolution (e.g.hourly or daily) is
characterized by intermittency. Thus, the two following processes are important: the rainfall
occurrenceprocess;andtheprocessofthenon-zerorainfall-amounts. Thesetwoprocessescan
bemodelled simultaneously (asacompoundprocess)orseparately(andthensuperimposed).
Existing temporalrainfall models can be classified in relation to the modelling of rainfall
occurrencesinthreemaincategories(Foufoula-Georgiou andGeorgakakos, 1991):the wet-dry
spellapproach; the discrete time-series approach; and thepoint-process approach. Some of
thesemodelsarereviewedbrieflybelow.
Wet-dryspellapproach
Inthewet-dryspellapproach,thetime-axisissplitupintointervalscalled wetperiodsanddry
periods. A rain event is an interval in which it rains continuously (it is an uninterrupted
sequence ofwetperiods). Thedefinition of event is associated with arainfall threshold value
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which defines wet.In this approach, the process of rainfall occurrences is specified by the
probability laws of the length of thewet periods (storm duration), and the length of the dry
periods(timebetweenstormsorinter-eventtime).
Several distributions have been used for the length of the wet and dry periods, e.g.the
exponential distribution (e.g.Green, 1964), the discrete negative binomial distribution
(e.g.Galloyetal., 1981).Forthewetperiodlength,theWeibulldistributionhasalsobeenused
to model short time-increment rainfall occurrences (e.g.Todorovic and Yeyjevich, 1969;
Eagleson, 1978). Among other studies using the wet-dry spell approach one can cite, for
example, Roldan and Woolhiser (1982), Small and Morgan (1986), Bogardi et al. (1988);
thesestudiesuseddifferent probabilitydistributionsforthelengthofthewetanddryperiods.
Thewet-dry spell model isknownasanalternatingrenewalmodel. Theterm renewalcomes
from the (implied) independence of the length of thedry and wet periods, whereas the term
alternatingis used to indicate that a wet/dry transition is always followed by a dry/wet
transition (meaning thatthere isno transition to the same state). Thevarying duration of the
events requires that the cumulative rainfall-amounts corresponding to each event should be
conditioned by the duration of the event. The identification and fitting of conditional
probability distributions to rainfall amountsmay beaproblem, especially inthe caseof short
records and for events with extreme (long) durations (Foufoula-Georgiou and Georgakakos,
1991).An additional question or problem isthe redistribution of atotal storm rainfall within
thewetperiod,thereforerecreating'internal' stormcharacteristics.
Discretetime-seriesapproach
This modelling approach sees rainfall occurrences (e.g.daily or hourly) as a binary series of
zeros and ones (zero corresponding to a dry occurrence, and one to a wet occurrence), and
doesnotgroupthemintoperiods.
The simplest probabilistic model for such a binary series is the Bernoulli process
(characterized byitsindependentstructure), followed (in simplicity) byMarkov chain models
(with a dependence structure).Markovchain models of thefirstand second order havebeen
extensively used to model daily rainfall. Markov chains can be homogeneous (i.e.with
constant parameters), and non-homogeneous (i.e.with time-varying parameters). Among the
many existing works using Markov chains Gabriel and Neumann (1957, 1962), Caskey
(1963), Weiss (1964),Hopkins and Robillard (1964), Feyerhem and Bark (1967), Smith and
Schreiber (1973), Chin(1977),Woolhiser andPegram (1979), and Stern and Coe (1984)can
bementioned.
Markov chain models provide simple mathematical representations of daily rainfall
occurrences. Nevertheless, unless oneuses a very high order Markov model (which has the
disadvantage of involving a lot of parameters), these models cannot describe the long-term
persistence (i.e.longwet and dry spells) and the effect of clustering (i.e.higher likelihood of
having anevent dueto aprevious event) present inshort time-increment rainfall occurrences
(Foufoula-Georgiou andGeorgakakos,1991).
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A more general class of binary discrete time-series models is the class of discrete
autoregressive movingaverage (DARMA) models (e.g.Buishand, 1978;Chang etal., 1984).
DARMAmodelsareconsideredanimprovementonMarkovchains,inthesensethattheycan
accommodate longerterm persistencebetterthan ahigher-order Markov chain. The lack of a
physical motivation for the model structure is pointed out as one of the disadvantages of
DARMAmodels(seee.g.Foufoula-Georgiou andGeorgakakos,1991).
Point-processapproach
A.point-process is a stochastic process describing theoccurrence (position) of discrete events
onthetime-axis(seee.g.CoxandIsham, 1980).Theprocessiscalled amarkedpoint-process
whenanintensity isattachedtoeachoccurrence.Inacontinuous-timepoint-processtheevents
mayoccuranywhereonthetime-axis.Inadiscrete-timepoint-processtheoccurrenceofevents
isgoverned by equally spaced increments (for example, oneday apart).Because rainfall may
be considered as a continuous time-process recorded over discrete time-intervals, both
continuous and discrete point-processes areused inresearch (seee.g. Foufoula-Georgiou and
Lettenmaier, 1986). An overview of the existing models can be found, for example, in
Waymire and Gupta (1981a, 1981b, 1981c) and in Foufoula-Georgiou and Georgakakos
(1991).Abriefoverviewofsomepoint-processmodelsaregivenbelow.
Thesimplestcontinuous-timepoint-processisthePoissonprocess, whichhasextensivelybeen
usedtomodelrainfall occurrences(e.g.TodorovicandYevjevich, 1969;GuptaandDuckstein,
1975; Rodriguez-Iturbe et al., 1984). In a Poisson process the times between events are
independent and exponentially distributed; and the number of events in a time interval is
independent andPoisson distributed. Inthisprocessthemarks associatedwith eacheventcan
be of two types: instantaneous random rainfall-amounts (Poisson white noise model) or
rectangular pulses (Poissonrectangular pulses model). The pulses are characterized by
random intensity and duration, and are independent of each other. These models have a
scale-dependentstructure.
Another type of point-process model is the Neyman-Scott clustermodel. A Neyman-Scott
process is a two-level process. The rainfall generating mechanisms occur according to a
Poisson process. Each mechanism gives riseto a group, or cluster, of rainfall events (which
canbeassumedtobePoissonorgeometrically distributed).Withineachcluster,theoccurrence
of events is completely specified by the distribution of the number of events and the
distribution of their positions relativetothecluster centre.Iftherainfall burst is described by
an instantaneously random rainfall-depth, the resulting rainfall process is known as the
Neyman-Scottwhitenoise. Iftherainfall processisdescribedbyarectangularpulse,itiscalled
the Neyman-Scott rectangularpulse. Among the many existing works using Neyman-Scott
modelsonecanmentionKawas andDelleur(1981),Rodriguez-Iturbe etal.(1984),Valdeset
al. (1985), Foufoula-Georgiou and Guttorp (1986), Rodriguez-Iturbe et al. (1987a),
Obeysekeraetal.(1987).Adisadvantageofthesetypesofmodelsistheirscale-dependency.
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Rodriguez-Iturbeet al. (1987a) introduced another model,withthe sametype of structure of
theNeyman-Scottmodel:theBartlett-Lewisrectangularpulsemodel.Therectangular pulseis
characterized by random intensity and duration. The Bartlett-Lewis and the Neyman-Scott
processes differ only in theway in which the cells are positioned within a cluster (see also
Rodriguez-Iturbe et al., 1987b). In the Neyman-Scott process the position of the cells is
determined from the storm origin according to an exponential distribution; and in the
Bartlett-Lewis processtheintervalsbetweensuccessivecellsareexponentially distributed.The
numberofcellswithin aclusterwasstudiedbothwithaPoisson and ageometric distribution.
A modified version of the model was developed by Rodriguez-Iturbe et al. (1988), which
allows storms to have different characteristics; this is achieved by randomizing several
parameters of the distribution of the number of cells per storm, cell positions, and cell
durations.Thesemodifications improvedtherepresentationoftheextremeevents.
Smith and Karr (1983) introduced apoint-process model of a different structure: thedoubly
stochasticPoisson process (also known as the Cox process). This process has a rate of
occurrence that alternates between two states, one zero and the other positive. There are no
events occurring during periods when the intensity is zero. During periods with positive
intensity, events occur according to a Poisson process. The sequence of states (zero and
positive) form a Markov chain. This model is a renewal process (the inter-arrival times are
independent)andwascalledtheRenewalCoxprocesswithaMarkovianintensity.
The construction of discrete-time point-process models was proposed by Foufoula-Georgiou
andLettenmaier(1987).TheyintroducedaMarkovRenewalmodelforthedescriptionofdaily
rainfall occurrences. In this model the sequence of times between events is formed by
samplingfrom twogeometric distributions accordingtotransition probabilities specified by a
Markovchain.ThisMarkovRenewalprocessisaclusteredprocess.
Theselectionofadistributionfunction andthespecification oftheirdependency (thetemporal
correlation of the temporal amounts) is important to model precipitation amounts associated
with rainfall occurrences (see e.g.Woolhiser and Roldan, 1982). Several probability
distributions havebeen proposed for thenon-zero interval (daily or hourly) rainfall-amounts.
Among these distributions one can mention the exponential distribution (e.g.Todorovic and
Woolhiser, 1974; Woolhiser et al., 1975; Richardson, 1981, 1982), the mixed exponential
distribution (e.g.Smithand Schreiber, 1974;Woolhiser andPegram, 1979;Richardson, 1982;
Woolhiser andRoldan, 1982),thegamma distribution (e.g.Isonetal., 1971; Buishand, 1977;
Carey and Haan, 1978; Richardson, 1982), the kappa or generalized beta distribution
(e.g.Mielke, 1973; Mielke and Johnson, 1974), and the generalized Pareto distribution
(e.g.Monfort andWitter, 1986). Similarly, different assumptions (varyingwiththetime scale
of the model) have been made on temporal correlation of precipitation amounts. Several
studies have examined thesimultaneous modelling of daily rainfall occurrences and amounts
via multiple-state Markov chain models (e.g.Khanal and Hamrick, 1974;Haan et al., 1976;
CareyandHaan,1978).

Chapter3
Theory of fractals and multifractals and its
applicationto rainfall

3.1 Introduction
This Chapter gives an introductory review of the fractal and multifractal theories. The main
theme of these theories is the property of scale-invariance. The term scale-invariance (or
scaling)is used to indicate that certain features of a system are independent of scale. This
scale-invarianceholdsover abroad rangeof scales. Thus, scalingtheories apply toprocesses
and systems without a characteristic scale. Scale-invariance leads to a class of scalingrules
(power laws) characterized by scaling exponents. Statistical properties of scale-invariant
systems at different scales are related by a scale-changing operation that involves only scale
ratios. Scalingtheories aredeveloped inanon-dimensional framework, becauseonelooks for
featuresthatareindependentofthephysicalsizeoftheobjectofstudy.
InthisChapterspecialattentionisgiventomethodsofthefractalandmultifractaltheoriesthat
are relevant for the analysis of the temporal structure of rainfall. For more complete
descriptions and/or discussions of the different topics the reader should consult other works;
manyreferences aregiventhroughoutthetext.
Section3.2givesanintroductiontofractals. Itdiscusses:generalpropertiesand different types
of fractals; the notion of fractal dimension; and a fractal analysis method ('box-counting').
Section3.3 deals with different elements of the theory of multifractals. It discusses general
properties of multifractals as well as the statistical characterization of multifractal processes
through the probability distributions and statistical moments. Moreover, the concept of
'multifractal phasetransitions' is reviewed. Auniversality class of multifractal models based
on Levy random variables is discussed in Section3.4. Section3.5 is dedicated to the
descriptionofsomemultifractal analysistechniques:the'functional box-counting' method,the
'probability distribution/multiple scaling' method, and the 'trace moment' and 'double trace
moment' methods.Finally, Section3.6givesanoverviewofthefractal andmultifractal studies
ofrainfall.
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Some theoretical topics that are not dealt with in the review of the multifractal theory in
Chapter3 are given in Appendices. AppendixI discusses the role of Levy variables in
'universal' multifractals. AppendixII shows the relation between the multifractal
('turbulence') formalism usedinthisdissertationandthe'strangeattractor' formalism.

3.2 Fractals
Recently, there has been increasing interest in the mathematical description of sets with a
fractal structure as observed in many natural phenomena. Theword fractal (from the Latin
fractus, meaning broken, irregular) was introduced by Mandelbrot (1975, 1977) to indicate
objectsthataretooirregulartofitintoatraditionalgeometric framework.
Classical geometry isused to describe the structure of regular physical objects; these objects
areusually ofa 'simple' geometrical character. Fractalgeometry (Mandelbrot, 1977; 1982)is
anextensionof classical geometry andconcernsthedescription, classification, and analysisof
sub-sets of metric spaces that are (typically) geometrically 'complicated.' Thus, fractal
geometryprovidesageneralframework for characterizingsetsofpointswhichinspacehavea
form different from such structures as smooth lines or surfaces. Generally, the 'complicated'
structure and organization of afractal set doesnotmake itpossibleto specify directly where
each point in it lies. Alternatively, the set may be defined by some (recursive) 'relation'
between the 'structures' observed in the set at various levels of resolution (e.g.Barnsley,
1993). This 'relation' is formulated quantitatively by the concept of fractal dimension.It
describesthescalingbehaviourofthegeometryof fractal structures.Fractal theory dealswith
simplescalingsincethereisonlyonescalingindexinvolvedinthisdescription.

3.2.1 Somegeneralpropertiesandtypesof fractals
Scale-invariance/scalingpropertyandscalingregions
Fractals can be defined as geometric objects that exhibit scale-invariance. Scale-invariant
patternsorobjectscontainnonaturalinternalmeasuresofsizeand,thus,theirform isthesame
at all scales. Similarly, scale-invariant processes and systems (at least for a large range of
scales) donothaveacharacteristic scale.Onecanthink of ascale-invariant process asone in
which thesametypeof elementary process actsateachrelevant scale.Over arange of scales
the statistics will exhibitpower-law(scaling) behaviour characterized by scaling exponents
(i.e.thesestatisticalexponentsareindependentofscale).Thus,thestatisticsonlargeandsmall
scalesarerelatedbyascale-changingoperationthatinvolvesonlyscaleratios.Iftheoperation
isasimplemagnification thesystem isstatistically isotropic(self-similar). Ageometric object
is called self-similar if it is the 'union' of rescaled copies of itself; the rescaling should be
isotropicoruniform inalldirections(e.g.HastingsandSugihara,1993).

3.2Fractals
The expectation is that with fractal geometry one may quantify the structure of complex
patterns, identify characteristic scales and scaling behaviour, and describe the underlying
dynamics giving rise to those patterns. Fractal geometry is also expected to contribute to
identify processes,withrelevant dynamics occurring at avariety of (spatial and/or temporal)
scales. One expects that changes in the dynamics are reflected in corresponding changes in
patternsand,thus,inthefractal exponentsquantifying thosepatterns.
If several scaling regions are present in a system, one expect that the scaling exponents are
constant within each scaling region, but that they may differ from region to region. The
existenceof multiple scalingregions isvisualized byagraphicalrepresentation of thedata. It
may lead tojumps atthebreak-points separating scaling regions. If there aremore than one
scaling region, linear regression fittings of log-transformed data yield different slopes in
adjacent regions (e.g.Hastings and Sugihara, 1993).Thus,fractal methodshave the potential
to objectively identify the range of scaling regions in the underlying structure of geometric
patterns by the shift in the fractal exponents where the break-points of the different scales
occur.
Typesoffractals
Ingeneral,asetiscalledfractalifithasthefollowingproperties(Falconer, 1990):
(i) thesethasafinestructure;ithasdetailthatremainspresentatarbitrarilysmallscales;
(ii) the set is too irregular to be described both locally and globally in a traditional
geometric framework;
(iii) thesethassomeform ofself-similarity (itismadeupofpartsthatresemblethewhole
insomeway);
(iv) thefractaldimension oftheset(seeSection3.2.2,below)islargerthanitstopological
dimension(thetopologicaldimensionofasetisalwaysaninteger);
(v) thesetisdefined inaverysimpleway(e.g.recursively).
Onecandistinguishbetweendeterministicandrandomfractals (e.g.Tel, 1988;Falconer, 1990;
Hastings and Sugihara, 1993). Deterministic fractals are the class of fractals that are
constructed by deterministic rules. They are classified as one-scale fractals and multi-scale
fractals. Random fractals aregenerated by non-deterministic rules.Four examplesof typesof
fractals aregivenbelow:
• one-scaledeterministicfractals
The construction of one-scale deterministic fractals startsby dividing a singleobject, defined
inRn,intoN identicalpieces;eachnewpieceisa copyof theoriginal object reduced by the
same factor r<\ (see e.g.Tel, 1988). In the next step of the construction, the procedure is
repeated yieldingN newly created pieces,which are arranged inside apieceoriginating from
theprevious stepexactlyinthesamewayasthesepartsarearranged insidetheoriginal object.
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Thefractal isobtainedbyrepeatingthisruleindefinitely. Thefractal canthenbedividedintoN
identicalparts,eachbeingrescaledversions,byafactorr,ofthecompleteset.
A classical example of a fractal set of this type in R is the middle-third Cantor set
(Figure3.1(a)). The initiator of the construction of this set is the unit interval [0,1]. The
generator divides the interval into three equal parts and deletes the middle part leaving its
end-points; the generator is then applied again to each of the two parts, and so on.
Figure3.1(a) shows the construction of the three first generation-steps. After an infinite
numberofgenerations,aninfinitesetofpointsremainsscatteredovertheinterval.Manyother
sets may be constructed using some recursive procedure (see e.g.Mandelbrot, 1982;
Barnsley,1993).

n= 0

n=l

(a)

n= 2

••

n=3

n= 0

n=l

(b)

n=2

II •

••

n= 3

n=0

n=l
(C)

n= 2

I•

n= 3

Figure3.1 Examples of the construction of different fractal sets, for the first three steps of
recursive procedures: (a)the middle-third Cantor set (one-scale deterministic fractal); (b)a
two-scale Cantor set with reducing factors r^O.25 (left) and r2=0.S (right) (multiple-scale
deterministic fractal); (c)arandomversion ofthe Cantor set, where eachinterval is divided into
threeequalpartsfromwhichsomeareselectedatrandomtobewithdrawn(random fractal).

3.2Fractals
• multi-scaledeterministicfractals
Intheconstruction of multi-scalefractals thestarting object is divided intoN partswhich are
notall identical. Theseparts are copies of theoriginal object reduced by certainfactors r}<\,
withj=l,N(all /jcannotbeidentical).Theprocedureisthenrepeatedmanytimes,inasimilar
way. The resulting fractal can be divided into N parts, each being rescaled versions of the
completefractal.
Thetwo-scaleCantorsetisanexampleofthistypeoffractals. Theinitiatoroftheconstruction
ofthis setisalsotheunit interval [0,1]. Theexampleshown inFigure3.1(b)hasagenerator
thatreplaces(initially)theunitintervalbytwointervals,keptatitsend-points,oflengthr, and
r2,withrx+r2<1; thereducingfactorfortheleftintervalis^=0.25 andfortherightintervalis
r2=0.5. Atthenextstageoftheconstructionthesameprocessis applied toeachofthesetwo
newintervals.Theprocedureisthenrepeated indefinitely.
• random fractals
An example of a random fractal is the random analogue of the middle-third Cantor sets
(described earlier). The middle-third Cantor set construction can be randomized in several
ways (see e.g.Falconer, 1990). In the example illustrated in Figure3.1(c) each interval is
divided into three equal parts from which some are selected at random to be withdrawn.
Another possibility for the randomization would be the replacement of each interval by two
sub-intervals ofrandom lengths.Random fractals should display randomness ateachstageof
their construction. Therefore, they do not have the self-similarity of their non-random
counterparts. The non-uniform appearance of random fractals is often closer to natural
phenomena (e.g.coastlines, topographical surfaces, clouds). To describe fractal constructions
involvinginfinitely manyrandomstepsonemustuseprobabilitytheory(Falconer, 1990).
• fractals extractedfromnature
An example of a fractal set extracted from nature is given in Figure 3.2(b). This set
correspondstothedailyrainfall occurrences,inaparticularlocation,observedduringaperiod
of 32days (see Figure3.2(a)). The rainfall occurrences are defined with the help of a
threshold of0.1 mm/day,which establishesherethedistinctionbetween wetanddrydays.An
uninterrupted sequence of wet days is called a rainyperiod.Rainy periods can be used to
define fractal objects or sets embedded in the 1-dimensional space of time. In Figure3.2(b)
the32-dayperiod ismapped intheinterval [0,1], andthe(fractal) setof interest isformed by
therainyperiodsinthatinterval(i.e.onlywetsub-intervalscount).
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Figure3.2 Example of a fractal set extracted from rainfall: (a) daily rainfall observed during a
period of 32days; (b)the 32-dayperiod ismapped inthe interval [0,1], andthe (fractal) set of
interest (embedded in the 1-dimensional space of time) is formed by the rainy periods in that
interval.

3.2.2 Fractaldimensionandcodimension
Standard mathematical tools,based on differentiability and continuity of analytical functions,
donotapplytothecharacterization offractal forms (seeSection3.2.1).Fractal geometryuses
for this purpose the notion offractaldimension (e.g.Mandelbrot, 1967, 1977, 1982; Feder,
1988;Falconer, 1990;Barnsley, 1993;Hastingsand Sugihara, 1993).Oneisfamiliar withthe
idea that a dimension contains information about the geometric properties of a set; for
example,astraightlineisa 1-dimensionalobject, asurface isa2-dimensionalone,and soon.
Similarly, fractal dimensions characterize 'quantitatively' fractal objects and sets. The notion
offractal dimensionisthemain'tool' offractal geometry.
In defining (fractal) dimension the ideaof measurement atscale8 is fundamental. For each
scale 8, a setA ismeasuredor characterized in a way that ignores irregularities (i.e. details,
variability) on smaller scales (i.e.scales of size less than 6). Even at the finest resolution
available (imposed by technical limitations, for example), the process might not be truly
homogeneous.
Thescalingbehaviour that isfound inthemeasurements for 8-»0 isthekey tothe notion of
dimension. Let a geometric object defined in a 1-dimensional spacehave asize L. It is more
convenient to use the quotient X=L/8 instead of the length 8 of the scale of homogeneity.
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Lengthisrelatedtoametricintheparticularstudyandcan,ofcourse,havedifferent meanings.
TheparameterXiscalledascaleratio. ForexampleinFigure3.2 isX=32.
Theprevious examplesdealtwithsetsofpointsontherealline.Anarbitrary setA ofpointsis
considered nowina£>-dimensionalspace.LetN^bethenumberofnon-overlappingcubesof
side X,"1 necessary to cover a bounded part of the dimensional space containing the setA of
interest(cube is,of course, aninterval inM1 and asquareinR2). ThenumberA^satisfies the
(power-law)relation
Nx * XD

(3.1)

meaningthatA^isproportionaltoXDinthelimitX—»oo.
LetA^At»ethenumberofnon-overlappingcubesofsideX1 necessarytocoverthesetA. The
numberA^Asatisfiestherelation
# M « ^

(3.2)

where £>A is the (fractal) dimension of the set A. SetA is &fractalif DA is a non-integer
number.
The number of cubes of side X that contain an element of the setA is an indicator of how
spread-out,orirregular,thesetA iswhenexamined atthatscale.Thedimensionreflects how
rapidlytheirregularitiesdevelopasA."1—>0 (e.g.Falconer, 1990).Veryroughly,thedimension
of a settells how densely the set occupiesthemetric spaceinwhich it lies;thus,ittells how
much space a set 'fills'. More generally, it tells how frequent a phenomenon is. It can be
interpreted asameasurefor thesparsenessoftheset.Thefractal dimension isaspecific form
ofcharacterizingaset.Itdoesnotgivefull information aboutthe'structure' oftheset.
OnecanalsodefineHasfractalcodimensionofasetAofpointsas
c= D-DA

(3.3)

whereDA isthefractal dimensionofthesetA, andDisthedimensionofthespacecontaining
thesetA. In apurelygeometricframework, thedimensionD equalstheEuclidean dimension
(d=l,2,3) of the geometric entity in which a fractal set A is embedded (d should be the
smallestpossibleEuclideandimension).
WithEqs.(3.1)and (3.2)onearrivesata'probabilistic' definition ofafractal object based on
the codimension (e.g.Lovejoy and Schertzer, 1992). A cubeof side X has the probability
Pr=N^JNx ofintersectingtheset/4.Thisprobabilityscalesas

Hh±„*?L = jJ>A-D=K-c
Ny

Xn

(3 .4)
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With Eq.(3.4) one can relate the codimension to the fraction of the space of observation
occupied by the fractal setA of dimension DA. This shows the importance of the notion of
codimension.
Generalizationsoftheconceptsoffractal dimension andscale-invariancebeyondthegeometry
of the physical space arepossible and lead to a definition of codimension different from the
definition given in Eq.(3.3). Such generalizations are necessary to deal with (non-linear)
processes rather thanwith (geometric) sets. Thiswill be discussed later in this Chapter. The
notion of codimension, with its probabilistic interpretation (Eq.(3.4)), provides a framework
for characterizingfractals (andmultifractals) makinguseoffamiliar (probabilistic)concepts.

3.2.3 Fractalanalysiswiththebox-countingmethod
There arevarious techniques for studying the scaling of fractal sets and of linear stochastic
processes that are characterized by a single scaling exponent. These methods include the
box-countingmethod, correlationdimensions,area-perimeter relations, area-distribution
exponents, structure junctions and power spectra, among others (see e.g.Feder, 1988;
Falconer, 1990; Barnsley, 1993;Hastings and Sugihara, 1993). Here only the box-counting
methodisdescribed. Spectralanalysisisdiscussed inSection3.3.1.
Thebox-countingmethod uses directlythedefinition given aboveinEq.(3.2)to estimate the
fractal (box)dimensionDA ofasetA. WhenEq.(3.2)wasintroduced,thesetAwasdefined as
a non-empty bounded sub-set of Rn, andN^Awas defined asthenumber of non-overlapping
cubesof side X' needed to cover the setA. These cubesaxe also called boxes.In practical
applications of the box-counting method, the £>-dimensional space of the observations is
covered with gradually-decreasing (it is common that the size is decreased gradually by a
factoroftwo),non-overlappingboxesofsideX." . Foreverygrid-size,thenumberofboxesthat
contain at least one point of the set being analyzed are 'counted' (hence the name
box-counting). If the set exhibits scale-invariance, it can be characterized by Eq.(3.2). This
meansthatplotsoflogiN,^) againstlog(X)should yieldalinearrelation indicatingthescaling
intheform ofthepowerlaw(Eq.(3.2)).Thefractal dimensionDA canbe estimated from the
slopeoftheregressionlinefittedtothedata.
An example of application of the box-counting method is given in Figure 3.3 for the set
shown inFigure 3.2(b). The setwas defined for daily rainfall occurrences observed during a
32-days period; this period was mapped in the interval [0,1]. In Figure 3.3 this set was
covered systematically withboxesofdifferent sizes;countingthenumber ofboxesof sideK1
neededtocoverthesetgivesthenumberA^AinEq.(3.2).Thenumberofsuchboxesincreases
withdecreasingsizeoftheboxes (Figure3.3(a)). Onecan determinethefractal dimension of
the set by finding the slope of the plot of log(A^A) as a function of log(X); the fractal
dimension isthevalue of the slope.Figure3.3(b) showsthe box-counting plot for the set in
Figure 3.2(b). Theplotcanbe divided intwo sections:oneonthe left, with slopeequal to 1,
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and another on theright,with slope of approximately 0.83. The slope of the section on the
rightyieldsanestimatefor thefractal dimension ofthesetdefined inFigure3.2. Thesection
with slope 1is a typical example of a practical problem of application of the box-counting
method to rainfall occurrences. The slope equal to 1is a trivial result and corresponds to
'saturation.' Thisisaconsequenceofalltheboxeslargerthanagivenscalebeing 'non-empty.'
In general, this can occur if oneuses boxesthat arenotsufficiently smallwith respect to the
size of the setthat is being studied (i.e.in relation to the highest resolution of the grid). For
rainfall, 'saturation' ispresentwheneverthesizeoftheboxesis suchthat at leastone rainfall
occurrenceisobservedineachoftheboxes(correspondingtoacertaintimeinterval).
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Figure3.3 Example of application of the box-counting method to estimating the fractal
dimension of a set embedded in a 1-dimensional space: (a) the process of box-counting;
(b)log-logplotofthenumberofboxes ofsideA,"1 neededtocoverthesetinFigure3.3(a)against
X. The solid lineinthelog-logplotisafitof N\ A= a^ A tothe observations,wherea isa
constant. The line is chosen such that it fits the points with large X.The fractal dimension is
DA*0.83.
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3.3 Multifractals
The geometry of fractal structures can be characterized by a scaling index (the fractal
dimension). Frequently innature, such structures arethe (geometric) 'support' of physical or
otherquantities,towhichamore'refined' scalingindexcanbeassigned. Thisisgenerallythe
case with geophysical processes and systems that themselves cannot be studied as sets. The
underlying phenomena are characterized by different levels of intensity and one can rarely
reduceittotheoversimplified binary question of occurrence ornon-occurrence. Givingagain
theexampleofrainfall, oneobtainsmuchmoreinformation aboutthe(rainfall) process ifone
studies both the occurrence of rainy periods (which were given earlier as an example of a
fractal set embedded in the 1-dimensional space of time) and the rainfall rate (see
Figure 3.2(a), for example). The monofractal approach studies rainfall occurrences only,
disregarding that rainfall is a highly non-linear process exhibiting a large variability over a
widerangeoftimeandspacescales.
Multifractaltheory offers a framework for studying non-linear processes exhibiting different
levels of intensity. This theory deals with the distribution of physical or other quantities
(measures) on a geometric support and can handle large-scale variability. The multifractal
theory resulted from the need for a generalization of the scaling properties of physical
processes: instead of dealing with simple scaling, associated with the (mono) fractal
theory/geometry, it deals with multiplescaling.The term multifractals was introduced by
Frisch and Parisi (1985) referring to (fractal) measures characterized by an infinite set of
scaling indices or fractal dimensions (this was recognized first by: Hentschel and Procaccia,
1983;Grassberger, 1983;SchertzerandLovejoy, 1983,1984).
Inthiswork,themultifractal theoryisdiscussedusingtheturbulence formalism (seebelowfor
more details). In parallel, in literature there is also the strange attractor formalism that has
been introduced by, among other, Hentschel and Procaccia (1983), Grassberger (1983), and
Halsey et al. (1986). The strange attractorformalism was developed for dealing with
multifractal probability measures in low-dimensional phase-spaces. The relation between the
strange attractornotation and the turbulence notation is discussed in e.g. Schertzer and
Lovejoy (1989, 1993),Schmitt(1993);seealsoAppendixII.

3.3.1 Generalpropertiesandclassification of multifractals
Multiscaling
Many geophysical processes are highly intermittent (intermittency expresses that the process
doesnot 'fill' allthevolumeofthespaceavailableto it)and characterized by different levels
of intensity (see e.g. Schertzer and Lovejoy, 1985; Ladoy et al., 1991;Davis et al., 1994).
Often, increasingly intense levels are distributed over increasingly sparse fractal sets, each
characterized by a different fractal dimension. Thus, these processes have different scaling
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behaviourfor theweakandstrongintensities.Theseprocessescannotbedescribed statistically
byauniquescalingexponent(thesimplescalingofthemonofractal case).Themultiplescaling
(ormultifractality)impliesthattheseprocessesaredescribedbyaninfinitehierarchyofscaling
exponents(ascalingexponentfunction).
For rainfall, this can be checked in Figure3.2(a): for increasing values of the
intensity-threshold the corresponding fractal dimension decreases (the fractal dimension
traducesthesparsenessofthesetassociatedwithagivenintensity, seeSection3.2.2). Asingle
fractal dimensionisnotsufficient todescribetheprocess.Infinitefractal dimensions(described
by a dimension function) are necessary to quantify how the various intensity levels of the
processaredistributedover agivenspaceofobservation.Thus,thecodimension c(Eq.(3.3))
isnon-unique.Theprocessismultifractal.
Scale-invariance
One can use standard spectral methods and analysis (see Section2.4) to test for
scale-invariance. Themostfamiliar consequenceof scaling isthepower-lawbehaviour thatis
expected intheenergy (power) spectraofscaling processes (e.g.Mandelbrot, 1982;Schertzer
andLovejoy, 1985,1987;Ladoyetal., 1991;Lovejoy andSchertzer, 1995a):
£(m)*0"p
wherecoisthewave-number, £(co)isthe energy,and |3isthespectral exponent. Thistypeof
behaviour isexpected tooccur over arangeofwave-numbers and might notbe observed for
smallsamples.Theenergyspectrum isonly second-order statistics(i.e.thespectrum isrelated
to the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function) and, thus, is not particularly robust.
When applied to highly intermittent data, large samples may be needed to obtain good
estimates of the ensemble average spectra (see e.g.Lovejoy and Schertzer, 1991). For
(mono-dimensional) fractals, one expects that the scaling of the second-order moments
(characterized by the spectral exponents) provides almost complete information about its
scalingproperties.Formultifractals suchinformation maynotbe sufficient.
Variability
Geophysical processes display typically non-linear variability (see e.g.Ladoy et al., 1991;
Schertzer and Lovejoy, 1993; Davis et al., 1994). A fundamental characteristic of such
variability is the very large range of associated scales: from very large scales down to very
smallscales.Thelattercorrespondtothe 'inner' scalesofthevariousprocesses.Atthesevery
small scales the processes are homogeneous (i.e.no more variability occurs; the intensity is
constant on these scales). In practice, these processes are observed in some experimental
discreteway, and the scaleof observation (or scale of measurement) is generally larger than
theirinnermostscale.Thustheobservations areaveragesofthedensitiesoftheprocessesover
theresolutionofthemeasuring devices.Figure3.4 illustratesthattheintensity rangedepends

(3.5)
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onthe resolution level of theobservation of a continuous process. The (associated) notion of
'observables' isnottrivial (e.g.Schertzer and Lovejoy, 1989, 1991b)becausethe observation
ofprocesses'misses' thescaleofthesmallestdetail(i.e.the'inner' scaleofthe processorthe
truescaleofhomogeneity).Thedetailsonthesesmallscalesmaybeveryimportantbecauseof
thesingularstatisticsofthesmall-scalelimitbehaviour(seebelow).
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Figure3.4 Illustration of the relation betweenthe range of intensities and the level oftemporal
resolutionoftheobservationofacontinuousprocess(Torfs,1998).
Common assumptions intraditional approachestothestudy ofgeophysical processes arethat
themeasurementsoftheunderlyingphenomenacanbedescribedbyfunctions; i.e.oneaccepts
a 'theoretical' representation of acertaincontinuoustype. Onefurthermore assumesthatsuch
continuous representation is the limit of therepresentation of discrete observations when the
resolution (scale of observation) goes to zero. This approach tends to make use of
(mathematical) regularity constraints (smoothness) which contrastswiththe strong variability
present on scales smaller than the scale of the observation. Thus, the study of processes that
exhibit non-linear variability should be conducted in a framework that uses (mathematical)
measures and not functional analysis (see e.g. Schertzer and Lovejoy, 1989; Lovejoy and
Schertzer, 1991). The use of functions rather than measures is purely a mathematical
idealization.
In the study of 'irregular' structures it is not possible to use Lebesgue measures (see
e.g.Falconer, 1990; Barnsley, 1993) because they are regular measures (with respect to the
usual line,surface, volume measures). They are defined for integer dimension d. Instead, the
(non-integer) D-dimensional Hausdorff measure (e.g.Schertzer and Lovejoy, 1987; 1989;
1993)shouldbeused.The£>-dimensionalHausdorff measureof asetA defined inthespaceX
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isdenoted by JAdDx.TheHausdorff dimensionDA of thesetA is defined bythe divergence
rule
\dDx = oo, D<DA

(3.6a)

A

\dDx = Q, D>DA

(3.6b)

A

Thetransition atD=DA, from infinity to zero, defines theHausdorff dimension ofthe set A.
An important property of Hausdorff measures is related to the simple scaling relation
associatedwithanydilationofscaleratioX (A-^XA):
\dDx = XD\dDx
XA

(3.7)

A

Thesingularnatureofthesmall-scalelimit
Let one observe by onevariable the intensity (or density) e*of a multifractal process in the
embeddingspaceX ofdimensionD. Inpractice,thisintensity ismeasured atsomefinite level
ofresolution X(seeSection 3.2.2),andisconstantoncubesofsideX,'1 (centred atsomex). On
aspaceofdimensionDonecandefine anumberXDofsuch(non-overlapping) cubes. Thus,at
resolution level X, there are intensities ex/fa), with i=l,XD. For the sake of simplicity,
hereafter thecentringofthecubesisomitted.
One can obtain the corresponding non-dimensional intensities e^ by dividing E^* by the
ensembleaverageintensityoftheprocess(ex), whichisestimatedas

xD
<6

**>=M p —

(3-8)

wheretheangularbracketsmeanensembleaverage.Thus,thenon-dimensionalintensitiesare
*XJ = TT:

>

' =U D

(3.9)

Hence(ex)=l, independentofscale.Theindex/isdroppedbelow.
The multifractal framework used in this study assumes that the intensity e^ of a process
displays a behaviour approximated by (e.g.Frisch and Parisi, 1985; Halsey et al., 1986;
SchertzerandLovejoy, 1987)
e>i*tf

(3-10)
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where:Xisthescaleratio,defined asthequotientbetweenthelargestscaleof interest andthe
homogeneityscale;andyisaparameterthatcharacterizes(qualitatively)theintensity BX andis
independent of the level of resolution X. The '»' sign in Eq.(3.10) 'absorbs' factors slowly
varyingwithX(e.g.log's)andnormalizationconstants.
InEq.(3.10)theexponentyisreferred toassingularityororderofsingularity(withrespectto
arangeofy-values).Thesesingularitieswould correspond from (very)smallupto(very)high
intensity levels of the process. Thus, the exponent y is a measure of the 'strength' of the
intensityexobservedonascaleofresolutionX. Theresolution-independent characterizationof
the intensity provided by the parameter y is important because the process is studied at
different scales.Figure 3.5 gives aschematic illustration of therelation between theorder of
singularityyoftheintensitiese^andthescaleratioX.

^t

XYa

Ub
-H K-

U±

Figure3.5 Schematic illustration of the relation between the orders of singularity y of the
intensities8Xofamultifractal processintheembedding spaceX andthe scaleratio X,defined as
thequotientbetweenthe largest scale ofinterest andthehomogeneity scale.The singularitiesyi
andy2expresstwolevelsofintensityoftheprocess(adaptedfromLovejoyandSchertzer,1992).
Theterm singularity is linkedto thevery singular nature ofthemultifractal behaviour sx&Xy
(Eq.(3.10)) at the small-scale limit X—>oo;forall singularities y>0, e^—>QO as X—>oo
(e.g.Schertzer and Lovejoy, 1987; 1989; 1993). In a strict sense, the expression singularity
applies to the exponent y when y>0; when y<0, the point is a regularityrather than a
singularity (e.g.Schertzer andLovejoy, 1987, 1989, 1993;Lovejoy and Schertzer, 1990a).In
practice,bothexponentsy>0andy<0arecalledsingularities.
AconsequenceofthesingularbehaviourwhenX->x> isthatonecannotconsideralimitinthe
sense of functions (e.g.Schertzer and Lovejoy, 1989, 1993). Singularities will prevent
convergenceintheusualsense.Thelimitofthedensitiess issingular, and itisonly implicitly
defined bythemoreregularlimitofthefluxesoverthedifferent sets as X-»oo(Schertzerand

X
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Lovejoy, 1987, 1989);thefluxes are integrals over thedensities e. Thenotion of flux means
herefluxthroughascale(seeSchertzerandLovejoy, 1989).
The(total)flux, HX(A),over asetA of dimension£>,defined inthespaceX atresolution level
Xisgivenby

Y\(A)= jsxdDx
X

(3.11)

A

Thefluxes havetheregularlimit(e.g. SchertzerandLovejoy, 1993)

T\(A)=

iim

riM)= iim K r f D *

(3i2>

Cascade-typebehaviour
Different multifractal processes exhibit abehaviour analogous to the cascade-type behaviour
that istypically observed inturbulence. Thus,thegeneral properties ofmultifractals are often
introduced with the phenomenology of (scalar) cascades (e.g.Schertzer and Lovejoy, 1987,
1988, 1989; Siebesma, 1989; Lovejoy and Schertzer, 1990a, 1990b). The cascade
phenomenology of turbulence is used to investigate and simulate intermittency and
scale-invariance.Thisphenomenology isbasedonthetendency of the 'activity' of turbulence
tobecomesmoreandmorelocallyconcentratedasthescalesbecomesmaller.Thisyieldsmore
and more inhomogeneity as the scales become smaller. The 'activity' of turbulence can be
estimated by the rate at which energy is transferred to smaller scales. The cascade
phenomenology has the following three properties: i)scale-invariance; ii)conservation of
fluxes from largetosmallscales,i.e.itsensembleaverage(e) isindependentofscale, and isa
basic cascade quantity; and iii)localized dynamics in Fourier space (the dynamics involve
interactions primarily between neighbouring scales). In real flow, viscosity will break the
scaling at a small 'viscous'-scale (e.g.Lovejoy and Schertzer, 1990b); inthe atmosphere this
scaleistypicallyof 1 mm.
In dynamical cascade models, 'structures' at neighbouring scales modulate each other in a
multiplicativeway, simulatingthebreakingofeddies(andtheconsequenttransfer ofenergyto
smaller scales) due to non-linear interactions and internal instability (see e.g. Schertzer and
Lovejoy, 1987;Lovejoy and Schertzer, 1990a;Wilsonetal., 1991).Althoughthetermeddyis
related to turbulence, it isused here in a broader sense. In these (multiplicative) models, the
fraction oftheenergyflux ('activity')from aparentstructuretoanoffspring isdetermined ina
scale-invariant way (see e.g. Schertzer and Lovejoy, 1987; Over and Gupta, 1994, 1996).
Moreover, in phenomenological models of turbulence successive steps define independently
thefraction oftheenergyflux distributedoversmallerscales.
Fordiscretecascademodels(i.e.cascademodelswherethescalesarediscretized),oneusually
uses an elementary constant ratio of scales Xg (larger than 1,very often equal to 2). On the
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largest scaleof characteristic lengthL (X=\), the (initial) non-dimensional energy is uniform:
£[=1. During the process of developing a cascade, this large 'structure' is broken up into
smallerandsmaller 'sub-structures' ofcharacteristiclength5.Arandom factor determinesthe
fraction oftherateofenergytransferred from onelarge'structure' tooneofitsoffsprings. The
mechanism of flux redistribution isrepeated ateachcascadestep.After n stepsofthe cascade
(i.e.after n iterations of the multiplicative process), in a space of dimension D, there is a
number XD of 'sub-structures' of characteristic length 8n=Z-/Ao"(the total ratio of scales is
X=L/5^) and energy flux density e„ (i.e.e^, with i=l,XD). These densities (or, in general
terms,thevalueofthefield)satisfy therelationea=[ie£„.[,whereueisarandomvariable.
Next, two rather simple (phenomenological) models of turbulence will be described. The
inclusionofthedescriptionofthesemodelsinthiswork isjustified bytheirimportanceinthe
developmentofmulufractaltheory.
• thefi-model(amonofractalmodel)
The simplest cascade model is known as the fi-model (e.g.Novikov and Stewart, 1964;
Mandelbrot, 1974; Frisch et al., 1978). This model takes into account the intermittency of
turbulencebyassumingthateddiesareeitherdead(inactive)oralive (active).Inthemodelthe
energy-rate at a position defined ata given resolution Xmay havetwovalues, either 0or Xc,
withprobabilities
Pr(u£= XC)= X~c
Pr(us =0)= 1- X~c

(alive)
(dead)

(3.13a)
(3.13b)

whereeistheenergyatthehigherscale, ueisthefraction oftheenergytransferred tosmaller
scales,Xisthescaleratioandcisthecodimensionofthealive eddies(thus,ofthe 'support' of
the process). The corresponding dimension is equaltoD-c, whereD isthe dimension of the
embedding space. The random variable [ie=Xc (>1;corresponds to a boost)should respect
conservationoftheensembleaverage,sothat(ue)=l (atalllevelsofthecascade).
Ateachstepinthecascadethefraction ofthealive eddies decreasesbyX^; their energy flux
density mustthen increaseby 1/(V°) to assure conservation (for the average). After n steps
the dichotomy is amplified by the total scale ratio X£. As a consequence, either the density
diverges(withanorderofsingularityc),oris'calmed' downtozero.
• thea-model (anexplicitmultifractalmodel)
Theneed for a morerealistic alternative tothedead/alive dichotomy resulted inthea-model
(Schertzer and Lovejoy, 1983). The model is obtained by introducing a random two-state
multiplicative factor. Instead of allowing eddies to be eitherdeador alive,this model allows
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them to be either more active (yielding strongsub-eddies) or less active (yielding weak
sub-eddies), accordingtothefollowingBernoulliprocesswithbinomialdistribution:
Pr(us=A7 )=\~c
Pr(ne =A7")= l - r

(more active; strong sub-eddy)

(3.14a)

(lessactive; weak sub-eddy)

(3.14b)

InEq.(3.14a),parametersy+,y andc(theparametercisthecodimensionofthesupportofthe
process) are usually constrained so that the ensemble average is conserved, (|ae)=l. This
impliesthat

Xy\-c+Xl~(\-\-c)

=l

(3.15)

Theconservationrequirementimpliesthat7J+>\(i.e.y+>0, correspondstoaboost) and AT<1
(i.e.y'<0, corresponds to adecrease). Figure3.6 illustrates onecascade-step ofthea-model,
with representation of sub-eddies with singularities y and y+. The (dead/alive) P-model is
recoveredfrom thea-model withy"=-ooandy+=c.

XV

x*-

Figure3.6 Illustration ofonecascadestepofthea-model. Ontheleft-hand side,themodelstarts
from an uniform (unit) flux density; on right-hand side, and after one cascade step, the model
yields a weak sub-eddy, related to the singularity y~<0, and a strong sub-eddy, related to the
singularityy+>0(adaptedfromSchertzerandLovejoy,1993).
The cascade step-by-step succession of parameters y' and y leads to a (full) hierarchy of
intensity levelsand,hence,toahierarchyofdimensionscharacterizingthesetsassociatedwith
thesedifferent intensities.Inthismodelthevaluesoftheparametery(i.e.ofthe singularities)
arebounded (e.g. Schertzer andLovejoy, 1993).After n steps ofthe cascade,theprobability
densityoftheresultingprocessorfieldwithdensityEnisgivenby(e.g.SchertzerandLovejoy,
1987;Lovejoy and Schertzer, 1990b)

Pr(e„>(Vy>/(Y)(W" (Y)

(3.16)
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which associatesspecific codimensionswitheveryorderofsingularityy.InEq.(3.16)f(y) isa
multiplicativefactorthatdependsonthenumberofoccurrencescontainingthesingularityy.In
Eq.(3.16)the '»' sign 'absorbs' factors slowlyvaryingwith X(e.g.log's).Letthetotal scale
ratioofthensteps(from theouter-scaletothesmallest scale) XQ"bereplaced byX. For X—>co
(i.e.forn>l),iscn(y)»c(y)whichisafunction independentofn.Thus,oneobtains
Pr(ex>^)*/(Y)^C(1,);

$>0
ay

(3.17)

which is a fundamental multifractal relation for cascades (Schertzer and Lovejoy, 1987). In
this equation, % is the intensity (or density) resulting from developing a cascade down to a
scaleofresolutionX, andc(y)isafunction characterizingthedistributionofthesingularitiesy
oftheintensitiesofaprocess(thus,itisacodimensionfunction).
There are many other phenomenological models in literature. These include the
'pulse-in-pulse' model (Novikov and Stewart, 1964);the 'log-normal' model (Kolmogorov,
1962; Obukhov, 1962); the 'weighted curdling' model (Mandelbrot, 1974); the 'random
P-model' (Benzi et al., 1984);andthe 'continuous' and 'universal' cascademodel (Schertzer
and Lovejoy, 1987). These models support the theory that scale-invariant multiplicative
processes generally yield multifractals. The model by Schertzer and Lovejoy explores the
existence of certain (stable attractive) multifractal generators and argues that the generated
multifractals are'universal' inthesensethatthesemultifractals arecharacterizedbyonlyafew
parameters.ThismodelwillbediscussedinSection3.4.
Thetypeofphenomenological modelsmentionedabovewereclassified bySiebesma(1989)as
'non-interacting' cascade models, in contrast with the multifractal cascade model 'with
interactions' proposed by this author. In his cascade model the fragmentation of an eddy
depends on the 'activity' of the neighbouring 'regimes'; this involves the local boundary
conditionsofeacheddy.
Divergenceofmoments
Thestrong intermittency in multifractals is associated withthephenomenon of divergence of
moments. Divergence of moments means that (ejj1)—»oo for all q>qo, where e^ is the usual
intensityoftheprocessonascaleofresolution X,qistheorderofthestatistical moment and
q0 is the critical order for divergence. This behaviour is a direct result of the singular
small-scale cascade limit (see above). Empirical moments, which are averages of empirical
values, are always finite: the divergence of moments means in this case that the empirical
moments increasewithout limitasthesamplesize increases. This statistical behaviour occurs
becausethesumofindependentcontributionsisdeterminedbythelargestofthecontributions
(i.e.rare events will have dominant contributions); see e.g. Schertzer and Lovejoy (1993).
Empirically,itimpliestheexistenceof 'outliers,' eveninverylargeexperimentalsamples.
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Thereisequivalencebetweenthedivergenceofmoments(for q>q^)andthealgebraic fall-off
of the probability distribution for extreme events (e.g.Feller, 1971; Mandelbrot, 1974;
Schertzer and Lovejoy, 1985;Lovejoy and Schertzer, 1985b). Thetailof theprobability law
determinestherelativefrequency ofextremebehaviour(seee.g.Mandelbrot, 1982).Theslope
ofthistailisthecriticalorderfordivergenceofstatisticalmoments,q0:
Pr(ex>5)*5_to

(3.18)

where s is a sufficiently large intensity-threshold. The smaller the exponent qD, the more
extremeisthefluctuation oftheprocess.
Classificationofmultifractals
Different typesof cascades(for example,withdifferent conservation 'rules') andof statistical
behaviourshaveledtoaclassificationofmultifractals. Someclassesaredescribedbelow.
• bareanddressed
Thebare anddressedclassification isrelatedtothenatureofthemultifractal (cascade)process
(e.g.Schertzer and Lovejoy, 1987; 1989; 1992; 1993;Lovejoy and Schertzer, 1990b).Bare
quantitiesandpropertiesofthecascadearethoseobtainedtheoreticallyafter afinitenumberof
cascade steps. They result from &fine-grainedprocess (i.e.the cascade is developed from a
large scale down to a certain small scale). Therefore, they are not affected by non-linear
interactions on scalessmallerthantheobservation-scalebecausetheprocess (i.e.thecascade)
is'truncated' atthisscale.
In contrast, dressedquantities and properties are associated with coarse-grained processes.
Dressed processes are those obtained experimentally from a physical process by taking
(temporalor spatial)averagesatacertainresolution scale(i.e.theobservation scale).Because
ofobservational limitationsthisscaleisoften largerthanthe 'inner' scaleoftheprocess.This
'inner' scalecorrespondstothe 'true' homogeneity-scale (i.e.inthesensethat it is aphysical
scale);itisthelower-limitscalefortheoccurrenceofvariability(i.e.onevensmallerscalesthe
processis 'truly' homogeneous or smooth,nomorevariability occurs).Theintegration ofthe
small-scale variability on the observation scale 'smoothes out' some singularities of the
physical process. Nevertheless, the smaller details of the process and, thus, the effect of all
interactions, are included inthe evaluation ofthedressedquantities. The observed process is
dressedbythesmall-scale 'activity'. Incontrast,thetheoreticalprocessisabareprocess(i.e.a
'truncated' process that results from developing a cascade from a larger scale down the
observation-scale);itisbare inthesensethatitis'stripped' ofthesmall-scale 'activity.'
In dressedmultifractals, all scale interactions and variability on scales between the scale of
observation and the innermost scale of the process are hidden from direct observation.
Nevertheless,thishiddensmall-scalevariabilityhasanimportantcontributiontothe('violent')
variabilityofdressedprocesses.Thisisexplainedbythemultiplicativenatureoftheprocesses,
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3.3.2 Statisticaldescription ofmultifractal processes
The properties ofa random variable can be equivalently specified with its probability
distribution or (all) its statistical moments. For anon-negative random variablex, these two
representationsarelinkedbyaMellintransform,M(e.g. Hochstadt,1971):
00

(xq-i)=M(p)=jxq-}p(x)dx
o

(3.19)

where/?meansprobability densityandqistheorderofthestatisticalmoment.Thereisalsoan
inverseMellintransform:
i

6+l'oo

\{xq-X)x-idq

p{x)=M-\{x^)) =~

(3.20)

2

™ 6-/00

wherebisaconstantand;'istheimaginary(-1)1 .
Anticipating that asimilar duality (between probabilities andmoments) existsinthestatistics
of multifractal processes, they can be studied either with the probability distributions or the
statisticalmomentsoftheintensityoftheprocess(seee.g.SchertzerandLovejoy, 1987).
Scalingfunctionsassociatedwithdifferentstatisticaldescriptions
Characterization of aprocessexhibiting infinite numberoflevelsofintensity involvesnotone
but an (infinite) hierarchy of fractal dimensions. Each dimension characterizes the set
associatedwithaparticularorderofsingularityyoftheprocessintensityondifferent scales. It
is thus natural to define the fractal dimension D asafunction of the singularity y, whichis
called afractal dimensionfunction, D(y). Correspondingly there isa fractalcodimension
function c(y), associating afractal codimension with the sets defined for each singularity y.
Thiscorrespondstogeneralizingthedefinition ofcodimensiongiveninEq.(3.3).Thus,is
c(y) =D-D(y)

(3.21)

whereDisthefractal dimensionofthespacethatembedsor'supports' theprocess(i.e.ofthe
geometric 'support' ofthe process), and D(y)isthe fractal dimension ofthe 'support'of
singularitieswhoseorderisgreaterthany.ThedimensionD canbenon-integer, whichmeans
thatthe'support' oftheprocesscanbeafractal itself.
Intermsofprobabilities, thegeneral statistical characterization of multifractals arises directly
from multiplicative cascadeprocesses (Schertzer and Lovejoy, 1987; Lovejoy and Schertzer,
1990a; see also Section3.3.1). For a range of scales without a characteristic scale,the
following relationholds:
Pr(e x >A7)* r c ( Y )

(3.22)
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Thisrelationholdsfor proportionality constantsvaryingslowlywithXand dependingweakly
ony(e.g.SchertzerandLovejoy, 1989;Lovejoy and Schertzer, 1991).InEq.(3.22),e^isthe
non-dimensional intensity that is observed at resolution level X, and stands implicitly for all
Ex,i,withi=\,XD, observed on cubesof side X'; yistheorderof singularity ofex; and c(y)is
the associated codimension. At resolution X the fraction of the probability space with
singularitiesgreaterthanorequaltoyisgivenbytheprobabilitydistributionofEq.(3.22).The
codimensionfunction isthustheexponentdescribingthescalingoftheprobability distribution
of the process intensity. It is a resolution-independent function. The function c(y) gives a
statisticalexponentforeachintensityleveloftheprocess(thus,for eachorderofsingularityy).
Itindicateshowthehistogramschangewithresolution.
The definition of the codimension function implies that c(y) is an increasing function ofy;
further, itmustbeconcave.Asketchofatypicalcodimensionfunction isinFigure3.8(a).

c(Y)

K(q)

Figure3.8 Examples of multifractal scaling exponent functions: (a)the codimension function,
c(y);and(b)themomentsscalingfunction,K(q).
Another (equivalent) way to describe multifractals is through the statistical moments of the
intensity zx. For a range of scales without a characteristic scale,the following relation holds
(e.g.SchertzerandLovejoy, 1987;Lovejoy andSchertzer, 1990a):
(sxi)*XKM
where q is the order of the statistical moments, (e^) is the average q moment of the
intensities at resolution level X (i.e.of all the &^,with i=\,X ), and K(q) is themoments
scalingexponentJunction. Thefunction K(q)isalsoaconcavefunction ofthetypesketchedin
Figure 3.8(b). If the multifractal is spacefillingtrivially K(0)=0;and, via the conservation
condition (ex)=l, alsoK(\)=0. In the other case with K(0)=-c, c is the codimension of the
'support' oftheprocess(thus,itrelatestothe'zeros'oftheprocess).

(3.23)
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ThedualLegendretransforms
For large scale ratios, the duality expressed in Eqs.(3.19) and (3.20) reduces to a particular
simple form for the multifractal scaling exponents functions c(y), inEq.(3.22), and K(q), in
Eq.(3.23) (see the explanations given in e.g.Lovejoy and Schertzer, 1990b; Schertzer and
Lovejoy, 1993).Therelation betweentheseexponentfunctions, associated withthescalingof
theprobability distributions and statistical moments, is atype ofLegendre transform (Frisch
andParisi, 1985)bywhichthefunctionK{q) isobtainedfrom thefunction c(y):
K(q) = mzx{qy-c(y)}

(3.24)

T

ThisrelationwasobtainedfromEq.(3.19).TherelationofEq.(3.24)canbeinvertedtoobtain
c(y)fromK(q). UsingtheinverseMellintransform inEq.(3.20),oneobtainstherelation
c(y) = mzz{yq-K(q)}

(3.25)

1

whichiscalledaninverseLegendretransform; nevertheless,thetransformation inEq.(3.25)is
just anotherLegendretransform (e.g.Schertzer and Lovejoy, 1993).Thisshowsthe complete
equivalenceofadescriptionintermsofmomentsandintermsofprobabilities.
The Legendre transforms arise because, in the limit A,—»oo,for each moment q there is a
corresponding singularity yq that dominates the average. The singularity yq is the singularity
thatmaximizes (qy-c(y)),and isgivenbythesolution ofc'(y^)=q. Similarly, thevalue ofthe
momentthatmaximizes(yq-K(q)) isqy,andisgivenbythesolutionofK'(qy)=y.
Graphically, theLegendretransform inEq.(3.24) isthe maximum distance between the line
qy and the curve e(y). An illustration of this is given in Figure3.9(a). For the (inverse)
Legendretransform inEq.(3.25)itisthedistancebetweenthelineyq andthecurveK(q)(see
Figure 3.9(b)). TheLegendretransformations relatepoints of thefunction c(y)totangents of
thefunctionK(q)andvice-versa.
Theone-to-onecorrespondencebetweenmomentsandordersofsingularitiesis, thus,
q = c'(y)
y=K'(q)

(3.26)
(3.27)

Ifthesingularitiesyareboundedbyavalueymax(for example,inmicrocanonical multifractals,
described earlier; or because of finite sampling, see below), the Legendre transform of c(y)
takesplaceforonlyafiniterangeofy-values.Thisleadstoalinearbehaviourofthemoments
scaling function K(q) for moments q>qmax. The critical moment is 9imx=c'(Yimx)- F° r th' s
rangeofvaluesthefunctionK(q)isobtainedby
K(q) = qymax-c(ymax)

(3.28)
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Figure 3.10 gives a graphical illustration of this behaviour (see e.g. Schertzer and Lovejoy,
1993;Tessieretal., 1994).

Figure 3.9 Illustration ofthe (dual) Legendretransforms relating graphicallythe scaling functions
associated with the probability distributions, c(y), and with the statistical moments, K(q):
(a)obtainingK(q)fromc(y);and (b)obtaining c(y)fromK(q) (adapted from Tessieretal., 1993).

slopeq>qn„
- w i t h t UT c '(Y„„)
K c ==

( l) qYm„-c(Y„„)

* + (forq><u)

Figure 3.10 Illustration of the graphical construction of the Legendre transform to derive the
moments scaling function K{q), for q>qm!ix, from a bounded codimension function c(y) (adapted
from Schertzerand Lovejoy, 1993).
Otherproperties of the scaling exponent functions
The function c(y) has several properties that can be illustrated graphically (e.g. Schertzer and
Lovejoy, 1989; Lovejoy and Schertzer, 1990a). From Eqs. (3.23) and (3.24), with q=\, one
obtains (e)l)~A71"c<1fl), where y! is the singularity corresponding to the mean of theprocess. The
last relation yields Ji=c(yl) for (ex)=l, thus, if conservation is respected, the singularity y{
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equals the codimension associated with this value of y. Using Eq.(3.26), one furthermore
concludes that c'(Yi)=l. Moreover, Eq.(3.27) shows that the singularity Yi is also the local
trendofthemomentsscalingfunctionK(q)nearthemean(for <7=1).Thesingularity y{ willbe
denotedfurther byCx inagreementwiththenotationusedinliterature.
Thus, summarizing the above, for conservedprocesses the codimension function satisfies the
fixedpointrelation Cl=c{Cl)and istangenttothebisectrix (i.e.the liney=c(y)) inthat point
(seeFigure 3.11(a)).Thatis,
c{Cx)=Cx

and

c'(Cx) = \

(3.29)

Therefore, Cx is the codimension of themean of theprocess. If a process is embedded on a
spaceofdimensionD, andtheconditionD>Cx isnotsatisfied, themeanoftheprocesswillbe
toosparsetobeobserved(e.g.Lovejoy and Schertzer, 1992).
For non-conserved processes, (non-conserved) densities are obtained from the conserved
density e^, by multiplying it by X , where the parameter H is a measure for the degree of
non-conservation (e.g.Lovejoy and Schertzer, 1992). For conserved processes H=0.
Whenever 8jL=Xir the non-conserved density equals X1' (i.e.there is a translation of
singularitiesby-H). Thus,thecodimensionfunction for thenon-conserved casesuffers a shift
ofHinrelationtotheconservedcase.Thus
c(Q -H) =CX

and

(3.30)

c'(Cx -H)=\

ThisisillustratedinFigure3.11(b).

» Y
C,-H C,

Figure3.11 Illustration of some properties ofthe codimension function, c(y): (a) for conserved
processes is c(Ci)=Cxand c'(Ci)=l; and (b) for non-conserved processes is c(C\-H)=C\ and
c'(Cx-H)=\ (adaptedfromLovejoyandSchertzer,1992).
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Acodimensionfunction C(q),'dual' toc(y),hasbeendefined (Hentschel andProcaccia, 1983;
Grassberger, 1983;SchertzerandLovejoy, 1984):
C(q)=

K(q)
q-\

(3.31)

where K(q) is the moments scaling exponent function and q is the order of the statistical
moments. Thegraphical constructioninFigure3.12 showsthatC(q) istheslopeofthechord
between the points (1,0) and (q,K(q))(e.g.Schertzer and Lovejoy, 1993). Therefore, due to
theconvexityofK(q),thefunction C(q)mustbeincreasing.Thisfunction satisfies therelation
C[=C(1), which is obtained, for q=\, by applying the l'Hopital ruleto Eq.(3.31) and using
Eq.(3.27).
The codimension function C(q)relates to a dimension function D(q) by (e.g.Schertzer and
Lovejoy, 1993)
D(q) = D-C(q)

(3.32)

ThefactthatC(q)isanincreasingfunction impliesthatD(q)isastrictlydecreasing function.

K(q)

K(q)

q-l

Figure3.12 Illustration of the relation between the scaling exponent functions K(q)andC(q)
(adaptedfromSchertzerandLovejoy,1993).
Limitationsimposedbyfinitesampling
The size of experimental samples is known to be a limiting factor for the statistical
characterization of processes. For multifractal processes, the sample size can be related to
critical values of the empirical scaling exponent functions, at c(ys) and K(qs), beyond which
values statistical estimates arenot considered reliable. Thesubscripts isused to indicate that
quantities(orfeatures) areaffected bysamplesizelimitations.
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Theprobabilityspaceisformed bythetotalnumberof£>-dimensionalsamplesobserved inthe
physical space. The codimension function c(y) is ameasureof the fraction of the probability
spaceoccupiedbysingularitiesoforderequalorsuperiortoy.Thisfunction isincreasing(see
Section3.3.2): the largest (and most extreme) singularities are the rarest. Consequently, one
expects that such singularities are only present in some (large) samples. The empirical
codimension function is thus limited by the finite size of the sample used in the analysis
(Schertzer and Lovejoy, 1989; Lavallee et al., 1991a); the function c(y) is bounded from
above. Increasing the number of samples will increase the probability space and, thus, the
chance of encountering extreme (i.e.of large singularities) and rare events that are almost
surelymissedonafinitesample. Itwillalsoimprovetheprecisionofthedetermination ofthe
entireempiricalcodimension function.
The maximum value of the singularity ys (or ymax) observed at least once inNs independent
samples of volume X (with X boxes in each sample) relates to the codimension c(ys)
accordingtoEq.(3.22),so
Pi(8 x = tf') =—J-n**."* 1 ^

->

N.lPx^^Hl

(3.33)

To quantify the extent to which the probability space is explored, Lavallee et al. (1991a)
introducedthedefinition ofsamplingdimensionDs, forNssamples:

&=N,

-

D,=¥&±

(3.34)

log(^)
where the scale ratio X is the ratio of the smallest and largest scale used. The sampling
dimensioncanbeusedtodeterminethehighestorderofsingularityysthatislikelyobservedin
Ns independent samples. Substituting Eq.(3.34) in Eq.(3.33) one obtains the maximum
reliableestimateofthecodimensionoftherarestsingularity likelytobeobserved atleastonce
intheNssamples:
c(ys) «D +DS

(3.35)

Figure 3.13 illustrates how the value of ys can be obtained from the codimension c(ys) of
magnitudeD+Ds.
ThevalueofD+Ds, intheright-hand sideofEq.(3.35), correspondstothe (overall) effective
dimension(e.g.Schertzer and Lovejoy, 1993; Tessier et al., 1994). Thus, the dimension
functionD(y)is
D(y) = D+Ds-c(y)

(3.36)

Limitations imposed by sample size also affect the estimates of statistical moments. Using
Eq.(3.26), one obtains the moment qs=c'(ys) which is thus the dual moment of the
highest-ordersingularitythatcanbeestimatedreliablyfrom afinitesample.
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Figure3.13 Illustration ofhowthenotion ofeffective dimensionD+Ds relatestothemaximum
values of the codimension, c(y8), and singularity, y8, that are estimated reliably from a finite
sample(adaptedfrom Lavalleeetal.,1991a).

3.3.3 Multifractal phasetransitions
Various analogies have been established between thermodynamic variables of equilibrium
systems and multifractal exponents of dissipative non-equilibrium systems. They have led to
the investigation of the analogues of (thermodynamical)phase transitions in multifractals
(e.g.Schuster, 1988;Tel, 1988; Schertzer and Lovejoy, 1989, 1991b, 1993; Schertzer et al.,
1993; Schmitt, 1993; SchertzerandLovejoy, 1994).Thepurpose istodetermine qualitatively
different regimesinmultifractals andthetransitionsfrom oneregimetoanother. Suchstudyis
importantfor characterizingmultifractal processes.
Formalanalogybetweenflux dynamicsandthermodynamics
Both in thermodynamics and in flux dynamics there are Legendre transform pairs. In
thermodynamics, a Legendre transform relates the free energy F to the corresponding
entropyS. In flux dynamics, the (multifractal) moments scaling exponent function K(q) and
codimension function c(y) are Legendre transform pairs defined in Eqs.(3.24) and (3.25). It
follows from this analogy that one can associate the moment of order q with the inverse
temperaturep(i.e.(3=1/T, where Tisthetemperature),andthefunctionK(q)withtheMassieu
potential E(P). Furthermore, there are analogies between the order of singularity y and the
energy E, and between the function c(y) and the entropy. Therefore, one can establish the
following^brma/analogiesbetweenthemultifractal andstandardthermodynamicdescriptions:
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i)the probability description (y,c(y)) is the multifractal analogue of the (energy, entropy)
description; and ii)the moment description (q,K(qj) is the analogue of the (inverse
temperature,Massieupotential)description.TheseanalogiesaresummarizedinTable3.1.
Table 3.1 Formal analogies between flux dynamics and thermodynamics. The symbols are
explainedinthetext.
Flux dynamics

Thermodynantics

Probability space

Phase space

Y

-E

c(y)

-m

a

p=i/r

K(q)=-c(y)+qy

2(P)=S(£)-P£

C(q)=K(q)/(q-l)

F(P)=-S(P)/p

Multifractalphasetransitionsandthestatisticalthermodynamicanalogues
In standard thermodynamics,phase transitions refer to discontinuities of the free energy and
thermodynamic potential. If onefollows the analogies indicated above, discontinuities in the
derivatives of the function K(q) correspond to discontinuities in the derivatives of
thermodynamic potentials. Hence, discontinuities in the derivatives of the function K(q) are
alsocalled(multifractal) phasetransitions.Discontinuitiesinthefirstderivativeofthe function
K(q) are calledfirst-ordermultifractalphase transitions and discontinuities in the second
derivativeofK(q)arecalledsecond-ordermultifractalphasetransitions. Intheframework of
stochastic multifractals, (multifractal) phase transitions occur because of two different
statisticalmechanisms.First-orderphasetransitionsareassociatedwithdivergenceofmoments,
and second-orderphasetransitions arisefromfinitesampling (i.e.bounded singularities). The
critical exponents associated with the divergence of moments are the moment <7Dand the
singularity yD; andwith finite sampling limitations arethe moment qs and the singularity ys.
Theseexponentsarediscussedfurtherbelow.
Second-ordermultifractalphasetransitions
Finite sampling of a process restricts the observation of the probability space and, thus, the
chance of encountering extreme and rare events that are almost surely missed on a finite
sample(seeSection3.3.2).Therefore, itimposeslimitationstothemagnitudeofthemaximum
observable order of singularity ys (or y^ of the intensity of a process. Consequently, the
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=
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critical moment
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phase transition

second order

behaviour of the
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first order

q<qa\: non-linear

q£qD: non-linear

q ^ D : non-linear
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Figure 3.14 Illustration of the behaviour displayed by the empirical scaling exponent functions
K(q) and c(y)that characterize a {dressed) process observed in a Z)-dimensional space by 3 finite
samples of increasing size Nsl<Ns2<NsJ. These functions are represented with solid lines. The
dashed lines represent the theoretical scaling functions expected to characterize a bare process
withthe same degree ofmultifractality and singularity ofthemean.
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corresponding codimension function is bounded from above. However, the same does not
occurwiththemomentsscalingfunction characterizingthesameprocess.
Theexistenceof anupperboundaryfor observable singularities leadstoasecond-order phase
transition (i.e.the first derivative of the moments scaling function is continuous, only the
second derivative isdiscontinuous). TheLegendretransform ofc(y) for only afinite rangeof
y-values (for singularities y<ys) yields a (spurious) linear estimate of the empirical moments
scaling exponent function K(q), for moments q>qs (see Section3.3.2). The function K(q)
exhibits,inthiscase,bothnon-linear andlinearbehaviours.Thecriticalmomentqs=c'(ys) (see
Eq.(3.26)) isthemoment dual to the singularity ys (in Eq.(3.35)) The subscript 5isused to
indicatevariablesthatareaffected bylimitationsinherenttofinitesampling.
The behaviour of the scaling functions K(q) and c(y) described above is illustrated in
Figure3.14(a). Figure3.14 shows the empirical scaling exponent functions K(q) and c(y)
(solid lines) that characterize a multifractal process observed in a/^-dimensional space by 3
finite samplesofincreasingsize:Nsl<Ns2<Ns3.Figure3.14 includes aTablethat summarizes
the characterization of the three cases analyzed. Let the samples 1, 2, and 3 have sampling
dimensions Dsi<Ds2<Dsi, and the corresponding maximum observable singularities be
Ymaxi<Ymax2<Ymax3- The dashed functions represented in Figure3.14 indicate the theoretical
(non-linear) characterization of abare process (obtained by alargenumber of 'realizations'):
eb(y) and Kb(q). The subscript b is used here to indicate variables related to theoreticalbare
processes.Empiricalandtheoreticalfunctions coincidebelowthecriticalexponents.
Thebehaviour of the empirical scaling functions for sample 1(in Figure3.14(a)) indicatesa
second-orderphasetransition:after thecriticalmomentqsl thecorrespondingmomentsscaling
function follows a linear behaviour of slopeYmaxi ( or Ysi) For moments q<qsl, the moments
scaling function coincides with the (theoretical) non-linear function Kb(q). This critical
momentqsl isdualtothesingularityy^,^.
Themoments scalingexponentfunction for adressedprocessobservedby afinite samplecan
bedescribedinthefollowingway:
\ Kb(q),

q<qs

K(q) =\

(3.37)
+K

[ys(<i-<is) b(<is)>

>(

q is

wherey ^ y ^ isthe(critical)maximum singularity inthesamplethatisobserved reliably.For
moments q>qs, the statistics are then 'dominated' by the largest of the contributions. The
behaviourdescribedbyEq.(3.37)isvalidfor experimental sampleswithsingularitiesy ^ that
aresmaller thanthe critical singularityyDassociated with divergenceof moments (seebelow,
andalsoSection3.3.2).
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First-ordermultifractalphasetransitions
The statistical behaviour called first-order multifractal phase transition occurs typically in
(multifractal) processes that areobserved (by spatial or temporal averaging) on scales larger
than the 'inner'-scale of those processes. These are dressed processes ('dressed' by the
small-scale 'activity'),whereastheoreticalprocessesarebare processes (inthesensethatthey
are'stripped' ofthesmall-scale'activity';seeSection3.3.1).Afundamental difference intheir
behaviour is that while all the moments of bareprocesses are finite, sufficiently high-order
moments of dressedprocesses will diverge (see also Section3.3.1). This divergence is a
consequence of the (more) violent variability of dressedprocesses: on a same scale, the
singularities of a dressedprocess are expected to be much larger than the singularities that
result from a bare model, for the same probability of occurrence. This behaviour may be
observed only when the dressingtakes place over a few orders of magnitude. The higher
intensities of dressedprocesses bring about divergence of all statistical moments above a
critical order qD (i.e.K(g)=<x>for q>qD). Up to this critical order, the characterization of
dressedprocesses is not expected to be statistically different from that of bare processes.
Hence,themomentsscalingfunction ofdressedmultifractals wouldbeexpectedtobehavesas
a<qD
(3.38)

Nevertheless, forfinitesamples,themoments scaling function of dressedprocesses exhibit a
different behaviour.Whentheobservationsofdressedprocessesarelimitedtoafinitenumber
A^ofsamplesthere isamaximum observable singularity y ^ , which isgivenbythesolution
of ciyms>^=D+DS(Eq.(3.35)). Hence, because the Legendre transform of the codimension
function c(y)is determined with the restriction y^ymax ( s e e Section 3.3.2), the corresponding
function K(q) displays a linear behaviour for moments larger than a critical value. Two
different cases can be distinguished: Ymax^YD and Ymax>yD, where yD=tC(qD)=D is the
singularity that is related to the critical order moment qB for divergence of moments (see
Sections3.3.1 and 3.3.2). The first case was discussed above, and it leads to second order
multifractal phasetransitions.Forthesecondcase,themomentsscalingfunction behavesas
Kb(q),

q<qD
(3.39)

K(q) =
ymax(q-qD)

+K

b(qD),

q>qD

The slope of the linear section of the moments scaling function in Eq.(3.39), for moments
q>q&, isthevalueofthesingularityy,,^;theintercept is-c(ymax).Thisbehaviour isillustrated
inFigure 3.14forsamples2and3.
The singularity ymax is expected to increase with the sampling dimension Ds, i.e.with the
number of samples by which a process is observed. For dressedprocesses, this implies that
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when the number of samples Ns increases, the slope of the moments function for q>q^
increases. Inthelimit,JVs-»oo andYmax-^oo.Hence, for moments q>qD, the corresponding
empirical moments function K(q)-^><x>. For a number of samples Ns large but finite, a
first-order phase transition (i.e.adiscontinuity inthefirstderivativeofthe moments scaling
function K(q))is observed for high-order moments q>qo. Forsmall samples (i.e.whenever
Z)+Ds<c(yD)) thistransition will bemissed. Intheschematic representation ofthe behaviour
displayedbythemomentsscalingfunctionK(q)showninFigure3.14,thestraight sectionsof
the moments functions of slopes Ymaxi<YD<Ymax3<Y» indicate the behaviour for increasing
sample-sizes,Nsl<Ns2<Ni3<Nsai(itisNs„=x>).
Thereisequivalencebetween divergenceofmoments andalgebraicfall-off oftheprobability
distributions(forsufficiently largethresholds;seeSection3.3.2).Theslopeofthealgebraictail
of the probability distribution for extreme andrare (dressed) events isthecritical order for
divergenceofstatisticalmoments,qD(seeEq.(3.18)).
Thecodimensions ofthesingularities y<yD,ofadressedprocess (c(y))andofa bare process
(cb(Y))> coincide (seeFigure3.14). However, for Y>YD the maximization of the probability
implies to minimize the codimension. Because the only constraint is the convexity ofthe
codimension function, the empirical codimension function c(y) follows a straight line
behaviour (tangenttothenon-linear codimension function atYD) Theslope ofthe empirical
function isthecriticalorderofdivergenceofstatisticalmoments,q^ (C'(YD)=<7D)Thus,thecodimensionfunction ofadressedmultifractal processbehavesas

c(y) =

(3.40)
?Z)(Y-YD)

+ C

6(YD).

Y>YD

Figure3.14 illustrates schematically the behaviour of the codimension function that
characterize adressedprocess observed bythree samples of increasing size. Forthesmaller
samples1and2,theempirical codimension functions arenon-linear, andcoincide withthe
codimension function of the bare process. Nonetheless, their upper boundary is different,
accordingly tothecorresponding effective dimensions of these samples. Thelinearity inthe
codimension function duetothedivergenceofmoments oforder qD cannot beobserved for
thesecases.Thesingular statistics ofadressedprocesswillbepresent onlywhen thesample
sizeissufficiently large;that is,whentheeffective dimension D+Ds>c(y0) or, equivalently,
whenthesingularityYmax>YD• Thisisverified bysample3(seeFigure3.14(c)).
It is discussed in Section3.5.3, below, that the critical moment qD is the solution of
K(<jD)=(ciD-l)D (Eq.(3.63)). Graphically, this hastwoconsequences (seee.g.Schertzerand
Lovejoy, 1993). Onecanbe checked in Figure3.14(b) and (c), for the moments scaling
function: thelineofslopeDthat contains thepoint (1,0)contains also thepoint (qD,K(qD)).
Theotherarisesfrom rewritingthepreviousexpressionas
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D=qDD-K(qD)

=qD(D-yD)

+c(yD)
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(3.41)

Thus, for Y>YD( s e e Eq.(3.40), the critical tangent of slope q0 followed by the codimension
function ofadressedprocess(seeFigure3.14(c))containsthepoint(£>,D).

3.4 Amultifractal model:'Universal' multifractals
Thestatisticsofmultifractal processesarecharacterizedbythecorrespondingscalingexponent
functions c(y)andK{q). Thedescriptionofthesefunctions bymodelsistherefore important.In
multifractals, there is only a convexity constraint onthe scaling exponent functions c(y) and
K(q)(at leastup to critical orders of singularity yand moment q, for dressedprocesses; see
Section3.3.3). Thus, an infinite number of parameters would be required to determine, or
describe, a multifractal process(i.e.tospecify itsscalingbehaviour). A simplifying approach
tothisproblem istheconceptof 'universality,' whichiswellknown inphysics. 'Universality'
isthepresence indifferent processes ofthesamestructural dynamicbehaviour, which canbe
quantified with a few (relevant) parameters (i.e.many details of the dynamics turn out to be
unimportant).
The'universality' ofmultiplicativerandomprocesseshasbeen discussed from different points
ofview(e.g.Mandelbrot, 1974;SchertzerandLovejoy, 1987;Mandelbrot, 1989; Lovejoy and
Schertzer, 1990a; Mandelbrot, 1991; Schertzer and Lovejoy, 1991b, 1993; Gupta and
Waymire, 1993; Schertzer et al., 1995; Schertzer and Lovejoy, 1997; Gupta and Waymire,
1997). The alternative proposed by Schertzer and Lovejoy (1987), for continuous processes,
exploresthe existence of certain (stable attractive) generators that lead to different classes of
multifractals having distinct (qualitative)behaviour. Theseclasses are 'universal' inthe sense
that under repeated iteration, the generator may converge to a well-defined limit which
dependsonrelatively few ofitscharacteristics.Moreover, thesegenerators yield ('universal')
equations for the exponent functions describing the scaling behaviour of (bare) multifractal
processes.Thescalingfunctions areparametrizedbyonlythreeparameters.
Continuouscascadesand 'universal'generators
Discrete (multiplicative) cascades (see Section3.3.1), constructed using arbitrary and fixed
(integer)scaleratiosforeachstepoftheprocess,arenotrealisticfor manyphysicalprocesses.
Morerealistic continuous cascadesmusthaveaninfinite numberofcascadestepsover awide
rangeof scales.Suchprocessescanbeobtainedfrom adiscretemodel (determined by a finite
number of discrete steps over the given ratio of scales) by introducing more and more
intermediate steps (i.e.by 'densifying' the cascadeprocess) up to an infinity of infinitesimal
ones. For multiplicative cascades, this yields stable and attractive processes exhibiting
'universal' behaviour (see e.g. Schertzer and Lovejoy, 1987, 1989; Lovejoy and Schertzer,
1990a).
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Let a multifractal process be obtained in such away thatthe density z% of the process, on a
scaleofresolutionX,is
E

X

«^

(3.42)

where I \ is called the generator of the process (seee.g. Schertzer and Lovejoy, 1987; 1989;
Wilsonetal., 1991).
The modelling of the multiplicative nature of multifractal (cascade) processes leads to the
operation of multiplying densities with densities (see Section3.3.1). This operation
corresponds simply to adding generators to generators of the type I\«ln(e») (in Eq.(3.42)).
Thus,thesegenerators canbestudied inaframework of additiveprocesses(seee.g. Schertzer
andLovejoy, 1993).
Onecanrewritetherelation((e^f >*XK(q)(Eq.(3.23)):
(eqTx )»e^te) »e *te)hl(x)

(343)

which means that Kx(q)i»]n(\)K(q)is the second Laplace characteristic function of the
generatorI \ (i.e.thelogarithmofthefirstLaplacecharacteristicfunction, whichisX (q)).
The (bare)generatorTx of a scale-invariant multiplicative cascade process must satisfy the
followingbasicproperties(SchertzerandLovejoy, 1987,1989):
i)
the(finite-resolution)generatorisarandomnoiseprocessrestrictedtotherange [1, X];
thisensuresthattheprocesswillbesmoothonscalessmallerthanX'1;
ii) thesecondcharacteristicfunctionKx(q)ofthegeneratorI \ hasalogarithmicbehaviour
withscale(A,—»co)inordertoassuremultiplescaling;
iii) the probability distribution of positive fluctuations of the generator I \ must fall-off
morequicklythanexponentially,inordertohavesomefinitemomentsq>0;
iv) thegenerator mustbenormalized sothat^(1)=0 (i.e.{ex)=l), to assure (canonical)
conservationoftheflux.
Properties i)and ii)requirethatthespectrum ofthegenerator isproportional tothe inverseof
thewave-number:£r((o)»co". Suchnoisesarecalled 1//"noisesorpinknoises.
Ageneratorthatrespectstheaboveproperties andisalsostableandattractiveunderadditionis
the(stable)extremalLevynoise(e.g.SchertzerandLovejoy, 1987, 1989;Wilson etal.,1991;
seealsoAppendixI).Thetermextremalmeanswithmaximalasymmetry. TheLevynoisehas
a \lf spectrum and is characterized by a Levy index a. This index a equals the order of
divergenceofthestatisticalmomentsofthegenerator.Soitis
P r ( - r >s ) « s " ° \ fors>l => <(-r) 9 )>oo, for<7>a
where0<a<2. InEq.(3.44)sisanintensitythreshold.

(3.44)
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Extremal Levy noiseis ageneralization oftheGaussian case.The Gaussian case corresponds
to the case a=2, for which there is no order of divergence. By applying the 'generalized
central limit theorem' to the addition of random variables with infinite variance (see
AppendixI),Levydistributionsareobtained aslimitingdistributionsfor (normalized) sumsof
independent and identically distributed random variables of infinite variance. It is due to this
'attractive' property that they form the basis of the 'universality' classes for multiplicative
processes(discussedbelow).
'Universal'scalingexponentfunctions
Generators satisfying Eq.(3.44) yield 'universal' expressions (Schertzer and Lovejoy, 1987,
1989; Lovejoy and Schertzer, 1990a) for the multifractal exponent functions describing the
scalingoftheprobability distributions(c(y)inEq.(3.22))andofthestatisticalmoments(K(q)
in Eq.(3.23)). These expressions are derived by applying the (generalized) central limit
theoremfortheadditionofrandomvariablestothegeneratorofthecascade(seeSchertzerand
Lovejoy, 1987, 1989). The 'universal' relation for the moment scaling function K(q) is
obtained respecting conservation of the moment of order 1 (i.e.AT(1)=0). The (dual)
expressionforc(y)isobtainedwiththehelpofLegendretransforms.
The 'universal' expressions,holdingfor bare cascades and quantities and for thelimitA,->oo,
are
lV
Q\—LY- +—\
11
Q a ' a)

fora*l
(3.45)

c(y-H)-.
C,exp|^—1

K(q)-qH--

for a = 1

f C i (qa -q)
a-1

for a * l

C\qVa.(q)

for a =l

(3.46)

for q(=dc/dy)>0 inEq.(3.46),andwheretheparameter a lieswithin the interval [0,2], and
theparametera' satisfies

-U-L=i

(3.47)
for a *• 1
a a'
InEqs.(3.45)and (3.46)H,Ch anda arethefundamental parametersneeded to characterize
thescalingfunctions and,therefore, thestatisticalpropertiesofmultifractal processes.Theyare
called 'universal'multifractalparameters:
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— Hcharacterizesthedeviationfromconservation(thatis:(sx)=X ).TheparameterHis
sometimes known theoretically for different processes, although usually it must be
determined experimentally. For conserved processes is H=0, and the functions in
Eqs.(3.45)and(3.46)reducetotwo-parameter functions.
—

C\ describesthesparseness or inhomogeneity (i.e.the distancefrom homogeneity) of
the mean of the process. This parameter is the codimension of thesingularity ofthe
mean:C^=ciCyH)(see Section3.3.2). In conserved processes the parameter Cxis,
simultaneously, the order of singularity and the codimension of the mean of the
process: Ci=c{Ci).Thus, aprocesswith CX=Q is homogeneous. The parameter Cj is
related to the coefficient of the canonical Levy measure (see e.g. Schertzer and
Lovejoy, 1989;Wilsonetal., 1991;SchertzerandLovejoy, 1993).

—

a representsthedegreeofmultifractality(i.e.thedeviationfrom monofractality), andit
is a parameter fundamental to the classification of multifractal processes. The
parameter a is also the Levy index (e.g.Schertzer and Lovejoy, 1987, 1989, 1992,
1993;Lovejoy andSchertzer, 1990b, 1992;seealsoAppendixI).

Figure3.15 shows 'universal' scaling exponent functions for values of the parameter a
between0and2.Figure3.15(a)showscodimensionfunctions c(y),andFigure 3.15(b)shows
momentsscalingexponentfunctions K(q).
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Figure3.15 'Universal' scalingexponentfunctions forvariousvaluesoftheparametera between
0and 2(seelegend):(a)codimension functions, c(y)/Ci, (b)moments scaling functions, K(q)IC\
(adaptedfromLovejoyandSchertzer,1990b).
Sincethefunction c(y)isconcavewithfixedpointCx (seeEq.(3.29)),it ispossibleto define
thedegreeofmultifractality a bythe(local)rateofchangeofslopeatQ , givenbytheradius
of curvature,Rc, ofthe function c(y) (Eq.(3.45)) aty=Cl (e.g.Lovejoy and Schertzer, 1992;
SchertzerandLovejoy, 1993;Tessieretal,1993):
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(3.48)

JY=C,

One can also establish the corresponding radius of curvature of the function K(q) near the
moment9=1(Schertzeretal.,1991).
In 'universal' multifractals this 'local' (i.e.around the average) description of the (bare)
multifractal behaviour, obtained in terms of a, is sufficient to characterize the functions c(y)
and K(q) over the whole range of singularities y and moments q. For dressedprocesses,
observed by finite samples, this 'universal' characterization is valid up to critical orders of
singularities and moments associated with multifractal phase transitions (see Section3.3.3).
Theestimation ofthemultifractal parametersH, Q anda from empirical data isdiscussed in
Section3.5.5.
'Universality'classes
'Universality' classes (e.g.Schertzer et al., 1988; Schertzer and Lovejoy, 1989;Lovejoy and
Schertzer, 1990a, 1990b, 1991; Schertzer and Lovejoy, 1991b) are defined according to the
magnitudeoftheparametera: a=2,1<a<2, a=l, 0<a< 1 anda=0. Thefirstthreecasesare
classified as unconditionally hardmultifractals; that is, integration over an observational set
with dimension D will yield divergence of statistical moments for sufficiently large (always
finite) qD,regardlessofthevalueofD.Fortheseclasses:theupperboundarya = 2 corresponds
tothelog-normal (Gaussian) case;thecase K a < 2 corresponds to(log)Levyprocesseswith
unbounded singularities; andot=l correspondsto log-Cauchymultifractals. The case 0 < a < l
corresponds to (log) Levy processes with bounded singularities; integration of such
multifractals over an observational set with sufficiently large dimension D may yield soft
behaviour, which leads to a classification of these multifractals as conditionally hard.The
lowerboundary a = 0 correspondstothemonofractalcaseofthe P-model(see Section3.3.1),
whosesingularitiesallhavethesamefractal dimension.
'Universality'andmultifractalphasetransitions
Inpractice,themultifractal 'universal' parametersC\ anda canbeusedtoestimatethecritical
momentsassociated with multifractal phase transitions: qs, for second-order transitions; and
<7D, forfirst-ordertransitions(seeSection3.3.3).
Thecriticalmomentqscanbeobtainedwiththeexpression(Lavalleeetal.,1991a)

dciy)1

'D+D/

<ls =
Y=Y»

-,1/ct

L ci J

This expression isobtained withEqs.(3.26), (3.35), and (3.45).Equation (3.49) isvalid only
formomentsqs<qu(e.g.Tessieretal.,1993).

(3.49)
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To estimate the critical order for divergence of moments, qv, the following relation can be
used:
_CLtoa-to=Z)
a - 1 qD - 1

(350)

This relation is obtained with Eq.(3.63) (see Section 3.5.3, below) and the 'universal'
expressionforK(q),inEq.(3.46).

3.5 Multifractal analysistechniques
Multifractals cannotbestudieddirectlywithmonofractal analysismethods(see Section3.2.3).
Moreover, extension of these methods to multifractals has its restrictions. Monofractal
techniques applied to multifractals can lead to incorrect conclusions, some of which concern
(method-induced) breaks in the scaling (e.g.Lovejoy and Schertzer, 1992). The analysis of
processes with monofractal methods, developed to study the geometric properties of
topological sets, has to be preceded by the definition of the sets that are associated with
intensity levels of the processes. Those sets can be obtained by introducing a family of
thresholdstotheintensitydata.Theanalysisisbasedonthestudyofthosesets.
'New' multifractal analysismethods study theprocesses atdifferent levels of resolution. This
involvesthe'definition' oftheprocessesataseriesoflower-scaleresolutions,startingfrom the
observational-scale resolution. It implies to average out the processes (i.e.the experimental
data), observed at a certain scale, onlarger scales (i.e.the intensities themselves areblurred).
These methods allow one to determine directly the exponent functions associated with the
scalingoftheprobabilitydistributionsandstatisticalmomentsthatcharacterizethe multifractal
processes(seeSection3.3.2).
An important issue in the multifractal analysis of processes is that the information available
about the process is discrete. The experimental measuring devices integrate the underlying
phenomenaovertheirownscaleresolution,whichmaybemorecoarsethanthatoftheprocess
itself. The properties observed depend on the scale resolution of the measuring device (see
Sections3.3.1 and3.3.3).
Some multifractal analysis techniques are described below: 'functional box-counting,'
'probability distribution/multiplescaling,' 'trace moments,' and 'doubletrace moments.' The
estimationofthe'universal' multifractal parameters(seeSection3.4)isdiscussed attheendof
thisSection.

3.5 Multifractalanalysistechniques

3.5.1 Functional box-counting method
Certain scaling processes need notonebut an infinity of fractal dimensions to describe their
structure.ForthatpurposeLovejoy etal.(1987)introduced amethodtoestimatedirectlythose
multiple dimensions. The 'functional box-counting' method is an 'extension' of the
(monofractal) box-counting method to characterize multifractals (see Section3.2.3). The
objectiveofthemethodistoobtainafunctional versionofthefractal dimensionD.
Thismethod ofanalysisstartswiththedefinition of 'appropriate' finite-resolution topological
sets (associated with certain intensity levels of the processes), with the help of intensity
thresholds.Figure 3.16 illustratesthisprocedure,for anumberof intensitythresholds applied
tothe daily rainfall sequence shown inFigure3.2(a). Inthefunctional box-counting method
thegeometric properties of eachoftheresulting sets arecharacterized by a scaling exponent,
i.e.afractal dimension.Theprocedureisasfollows.Eachsetiscoveredwithnon-overlapping
boxes of increasing size, which constitutes the standard box-counting procedure. The
systematicstudyoftheproperties of setsasfunctions of scaleandthreshold T^ allowsoneto
determinethedimensionfunctionD(T^). Byrelatingthresholdstoordersofsingularityy,one
obtains (indirectly) the codimension function c(y) (Eq.(3.22)). This can be done with the
approximation T^tt, whereKistheresolutionscaleratio(Gabrieletal.,1988).
threshold
(mm/day)
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Figure3.16 Illustrationofthedefinition ofsetsassociatedwithintensitythresholds.Theexample
usesthedailyrainfall sequenceshowninFigure3.2(a),fora32-dayperiod;thisperiodismapped
intheinterval [0,1].Asthethresholdincreasesthecorrespondingsetisincreasinglysparser,thus,
characterizedbyadecreasingfractal dimension.
The functional box-counting method has the advantage that it avoids the use of statistical
moments. However, the method has some drawbacks: i)it is not easy to relate thresholds to
ordersof singularity; ii)themethod hasthetendency to 'saturate' incertain situations (allthe
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boxeslargerthanagivensizeare'filled'; seeSection3.2.3),whichisabehaviourthatcanlead
tospuriousbreaksinthescaling;andiii)themethod isan 'all-or-nothing' estimator, soitdoes
notconsiderwhetheragivenboxisfilledbymorethanoneelement.Theindirectprocedureof
studying the sets associated with thresholds, rather than the densities themselves, makes this
methodlesssatisfactory thanothermethods,suchastheonesdescribedbelow.

3.5.2 Probability distribution/multiplescaling method
The'probability distribution/multiplescaling' (PDMS)method (Schertzer andLovejoy, 1989;
Lovejoy and Schertzer, 1990a;Lavalleeetal., 1991a)isamultifractal technique developedto
estimate directly the exponent function describing the multiple scaling of the probability
distributions ofprocesses.Thisfunction isthecodimension function c(y)inEq.(3.22).Inthis
techniquethehistograms areexamined over arangeof scalesratherthan atsinglescales.The
PDMS method avoids the use of Legendre transforms and their implicit assumption of
convergenceofallstatisticalmoments.Themethodisbasedontheequation

Pr(exsA,Y)=F r c ( Y )

(3.51)

where F is a pre-factor 'absorbing' proportionality constants depending weakly on y
(i.e.smaller than algebraic) and slowly varying withA.(see Section3.3.1). The method
assumesthattheprobabilitydistributions inEq.(3.51)areeitherfrom asinglesampleor from
severalindependent samplesobserved inaspaceof dimensionD (e.g.Lovejoy and Schertzer,
1990a).
To calculate the probability distributions in Eq.(3.51), the relevant region of the
Z)-dimensional space is 'covered' with Nx=XD non-overlapping boxesof volume A,"D. The
numberofboxeswithintensityzx verifying theinequality
T T ^
log(X)

(3.52)

isA^(y). SOEq.(3.51)isapproximatedbytherelation
Pr(e x 2 X r ) « ^ i M = F r c ( Y )

(3.53)

Theoperation isrepeated for different valuesofthesingularityy,andfor decreasingvaluesof
the scale ratio X. To obtain the empirical codimension function c(y) one determines the
absolutevalueoftheslopesofplotsoflog(Nx(y)/N)) againstlog(A)forparticularvaluesofthe
singularityy. This method has the advantage that it takes readily into account the slowly
varying pre-factor F, as log(F)is simply the intercept at log(A,)=0. Some limitations in
estimating and characterizing the function c(y) over the whole range of singularities y are
discussedinSections3.3.2,3.3.3,and3.4.
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Although the PDMS method may seem a variation of the functional box-counting method
(Section 3.5.1), the fundamental difference between the two methods is that in the PDMS
method the intensity data, themselves, are averaged out on the different scales that are
investigated. The functional box-counting method deals instead with the (topological) sets
associated with different intensity-thresholds. In addition, while the functional box-counting
uses fixed arbitrarily-defined intensity-thresholds, the PDMS method studies intensity levels
dependingdirectlyontheorderofsingularityyandonthescaleratioX, i.e.Sj»A,T(Eq.(3.10)).

3.5.3 Tracemoment method
The'tracemoment' (TM)method (Schertzer and Lovejoy, 1987)allowsthe determination of
the moments scaling exponent function, K(q) in Eq.(3.23), and, therefore, of the dual
codimensionfunction, C(q)inEq.(3.31).
One is interested in investigating the scaling of the (usual) moments of order q of the
(conserved) density e^on different scalesofresolution X.Themultifractal singularbehaviour
of the small-scale limit X—»a> (see Section3.3.1) leads to {sx)=X (q)—>oo for all moments
q>\, because K{q)>0 for q>\ (see Section3.3.2). To deal with this type of behaviour, the
scaling of themoments are studied using the fluxes (integrals) of the densities instead of the
densitiesthemselves(theadvantagesarediscussedbriefly inSection3.3.1).
Let a cascade process be observed by an arbitrary sub-set A, of dimension D, defined on a
spaceX. AtresolutionlevelX, thefluxoverthesetAis J~[(^) =J e ^ d x (seeEq.(3.11)),
X.

A

wheree^istheusual density onthatscale.Microcanonical conservation implies thatTlx(A)is
constant independent of the choice of X(see Section3.3.1)whereas, for canonical cascades,
I\(/4)remainsrandom,withonlytheensembleaverage(TIx(v4))beingconstant. Thislastclass
ofmultifractals isconsideredhere.
Theensembleaverageoftheq -momentoftheflux isdefined as
(3.54)

This formula cannot be used for non-integer q because fractional moments are not defined.
Therefore, the trace moment of the flux over the set A is introduced, being the (ensemble)
averageofthesequantities

TrX[sxq] = n(zx)qd«DX\
whichiscalledtheq^-ordertracemoment, atresolutionX.

(3.55)
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TheintegralinEq.(3.55)isrelatedtotheoneinEq.(3.54)asfollows. Becausetheintegralof
Eq.(3.54)canberewrittenas
jexdDx

= J | . . . J e x ( x 1 ) zx(x2)...
AA

^•A

EX(xq) d°x\

dDx2... dDxq

(3.56)

A

the integral in Eq.(3.55) reduces this integration to a path integral in the ^D-dimensional
space, with the path coinciding with the diagonal (trace) over the geometrical structure Aq
(i.e.x1=x2=....=xq);onetherefore sumsoverthe zx(x).
Theuseoftracemomentsinsteadoftheusualmomentshastheadvantagethatitisdefined for
all moments q including the cases that q is non-integer. The usual moments can only be
expandedasmultipleintegralsfor positiveintegermoments.Inpracticalapplications,thetrace
momentscanbeestimatedbythestatisticalmomentsofthedensitiese, integrated over boxes
ofvolumeA,".
Atresolution level Xanobservational setA, ofdimensionD,canbepartitioned in X sub-sets
(or 'sub-structures') Ax (i.e.AXi, i=\,X ), defined by means of a covering of A with
non-overlappingboxesofsideX1.ThefluxoveranobservationalsetAXi is

U(Aj)= hx-dDx
*•'

(3.57)

A,,-

where X<X, andex> stands for allthe intensities at scaleresolution X that 'contribute' to the
intensitiese w thatareassociatedwithAXi. Thescaleratio X isdefined hereastheratioofthe
outer(larger)scaleofinteresttothesmallestknownscaleofhomogeneity.
At resolution X, the q -order trace moment is defined by first summing the flux [Il^(^x,i)]q
over all the X sub-sets A^ needed to cover the setA. Next the (ensemble) average is taken
overallthe'realizations.' OnecanwritethetraceasasumoverboxesofsideX1yielding
xD
j(exyd« x*Z(eXJ)«X-«D
D

A

(3.58)

<=1

sothatusingEqs.(3.23)and(3.31)oneobtains
Trx[exq]* XDXK^ X~"D =XK("^"-^D = A,(*-iXC(9)-D)
The q -order trace moment defined in Eq.(3.59) shows that statistical (ensemble) averages
depend not only on the scale, but also on the dimension of the support over which they are
averaged.
Inpractice,forthesetAofdimensionD,theintensitiese^ thatareassociatedwiththesub-sets
A^ (with i=l,X ) areobtained from the(contributing) intensities e^y)(withj=\,(X'/X) )by

(3 5 9 )
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averaging them out on the larger scale. Figure3.17 illustrates schematically, for a
1-dimensionalvolume, one step inthecomputation of the intensities E ^ at resolution level X
starting from the intensities e^ atresolution level X'(i.e.theobservation scale). Each one of
the XD sub-sets A^, of the setA of dimension D, is centred at somepoint x, defined on a
spaceX, with i=l,X .Thecentring and the index /'of thesub-setsA^Qc^) are omitted in the
text.

X'-

\

1

1

1
Figure3.17 Illustrationofthecomputationoftheintensities E*.onascaleofresolution Xwiththe
intensities s^ onthe ('inner')scaleofresolution X', for asetA=[0,l]e R.The example is for a
1-dimensionalvolume.
At resolution level X,the (average) intensities zx defined above are raised to powers q. The
determination ofthetracemoments,atvariousresolution levels X,impliesto averageoverall
the Xu sub-sets Ax of the set A. The estimation of the ensemble average is based on the
assumption of asum of independent empirical samples(assumed themselves to contain many
independent 'realizations'). Over the scaling range of the process, the function K(q) is
estimated from the slopes of plots of log(Trx[ex]) against log(X)for particular values of the
momentq.
Because the density ex is positive, the trace moments are bounds on the usual moments
(e.g.SchertzerandLovejoy, 1993):
Y\(A)

)>Trx[sxi]

forq>\

(3.60a)
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£7Mex«]

for q< 1

(3.60b)

Theserelations havetwo important consequences, with respect to thebehaviour expressed in
Eq.(3.59).InthisEquation,ifC(q)>D, isfor allq<\

no*)

lim^EB^l-X)

(3.61)

Due to the monotonicity of the function C(q)(Eq.(3.31) the condition C(q)>D for q<\ is
equivalenttoCX>D(Schertzer andLovejoy, 1993).Thus,ifCX>D, themeanoftheprocessis
too sparse to be observed in the space D. In such a case it is impossible to normalize the
process so that the mean is finite. For the other case Q <D,the trace moments diverge for
q<\; however,thisdoesnotaffect theconvergenceofthe{dressed)moments(seeEq.(3.60a)).
Forq>\ (andfor C(q)>D), anotherimportantconsequenceoftherelationinEq.(3.60a)isthat

n<^

lim T/\[exq] = <x>
X—>oo

i — > oo

(3.62)

i.e.divergence of the trace moments implies divergence of the corresponding (dressed)
moments. This divergence occurswhen the exponents C(q)-D>0 orK(q)-(q-l)D>0 (i.e.the
exponents in Eq.(3.59) must be positive). Thus, the critical moment <7Dfor divergence of
momentsofdressedquantitiesisdefinedby
C(qD) =D

or

K(qD) = (qD-\)D

andverifies, inthelimitX—><x>,

noo

|-»o°,

for q>qD (3.64)

3.5.4 Doubletracemomentmethod
The 'double trace moment' (DTM) method (Lavallee et al., 1991b; Lavallee, 1991) is a
generalizationofthe'tracemoment' (TM)method(SchertzerandLovejoy, 1987;seeprevious
Section). It was developed specifically to estimate directly the 'universal' multifractal
parametersH, Q and a (see Section3.4). This application is also discussed in Section3.5.5,
below.TheDTMmethod assumesthatmultifractals belongto 'universality' classes.Thisisin
contrast to the methods described above where no assumption is made about the type of

(3.63)
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multifractal thatisbeing analyzed. SimilarlytotheTMmethod,theDTMmethod allowsalso
thedeterminationofthescalingexponentfunctionsK(q),inEq.(3.23),andC(q),inEq.(3.31).
ComparedtotheTMmethod,theDTMtechniqueintroducesasecond(double)momentinthe
analysisofthedata.Thissecondmomentr\ ischosenwithin anintervalofE+. Thebasicidea
behind this procedure is to generalize the application of statistical methods to other
(normalized) 'versions' ofthemultifractal process.This aimsatincreasingthe dynamicrange
oftheprocessthatcanbeanalyzed. Theprocedureactsontheintensityev associated withthe
finest (known) resolution X'of the process (seee.g.Figure3.17), being the scale ratioX'
defined here as the ratio of the outer (larger) scale of interest to the smallest scale of
homogeneity. Itstartsby takingther\ -poweroftheintensitye^ andthennormalizing itwith
theensembleaverage(ex/1):
e

V (T,) =^ 7

(3-65)

wheretheintensitye ^ istheri-renormalized'version' oftheintensity zv.
LetA^ (i=l,X,°) besub-sets,atresolution X, ofthesetA ofdimensionD(see Section 3.5.3).
For each sub-set A^, the r)-power renormalization (Eq.(3.65)) transforms the flux n (in
Eq.(3.57))intoa'ri-flux'IT™:

I~[(T1)(A,;)= \^dDx
»•'

(3.66)

A,-

where X<X', andsx^ stands forallther|-renormalized intensities er, atscale resolutionX',
thatcontributetothe(renormalized)intensitythatisassociatedw i t h ^ i (seeSection3.5.3).
AtresolutionX, theq -orderdouble tracemomentisdefinedas
Trx[tx(r])q] * XK{q'^'(q'X)D

(3.67)

where K(q,r\) is a (double)moments scaling exponent function (see Section3.5.3). This
function reducestotheusualK(q)functionwhen r\=\.
In practice, thedouble trace moments analysis consists ofstudying thescaling behaviourof
various(/"-momentsoft|-powerrenormalized versionsofamultifractal process,atdecreasing
valuesofthescaleratioX<X'. Onecanobtainthefunction K(q,T\)bydeterminingtheslopeof
plotsoflog(7>\[ex(,l)q])againstlog(X)forvariousmomentsqandr\.
Theideaofrenormalizingthemultifractal processwith r|-moments canalsobeusedtostudy
the scaling ofthe probability distributions (Schertzer andLovejoy, 1993). Thecodimension
function of a t|-power renormalized process is c(y,r|). Different ri-moments yield different
codimension functions. This resultsfrom theexisting duality between thestatistical moments
andtheprobabilitydistributionsofmultifractal processes(seeSection3.3.2).
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Sometransformationsfrom singletodoubletracemoments(e.g.SchertzerandLovejoy, 1993)
canbesummarized asfollows (thesuperscript *isassociated herewith double trace moment
variables):
Y

->

Y =TIY-A:(TI)

(3.68)

C(Y)

->

C * ( Y * ) = C(Y,T|) = C(Y)

(3.69)

q

->

q*=qli\

K(q) -> K\q*) =K(q,r\) =

(3.70)
K{m*)-q*K(r[)

(3.71)

For 'universal' multifractals, oneobtainsthetransformations andfunctions thatfollow. Being
thefirstderivativeofthe'universal' functionK(q)(inEq.(3.46))

dq

(3.72)

a-1

thetransformation oftheparameterC\, from singletodoubletracemoments,is
C,

dK(g)

-* c:=
q=\

dK'(q')

Crf

(3.73)

1 =1

This transformation is obtained with Eq.(3.72) and the transformations indicated in
Eqs.(3.70)and(3.71).
Moreover,thefunctionK'iq) =K(q,r\)inEq.(3.71)isrelatedtothefunctionK(q)by
K(q,r]) = v{aK(q)

(3.74)

The function ^(^,1), obtained with double trace moments for r|=l, and the function K(q),
obtained with trace moments, are the same. So, one can obtain the 'universal' form of the
function K(q,r\) by substituting in Eq.(3.74) the 'universal' form of the function K(q,l) (in
Eq.(3.46),with#=0):

K(q,ri):

oc-l
CxT\q\n(q)

for a * 1
(3.75)

for a = 1

with0<a<2, andq>0for a*2.
Thedirectdeterminationofthe'universal' multifractal parametersisdiscussed inSection3.5.5
(seealsoe.g.Lavalleeetal., 1992;Schmittetal., 1992a, 1992b, 1993;Tessieretal.,1993).
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3.5.5 Estimatingthe'universal' multifractal parameters
Characterization of 'universal' multifractal processes is simplified greatly if one uses the
three-parameter (H, Cxand a) analytical exponent expressions defined in Eqs,(3.45) and
(3.46) to describe the scaling of the probability distributions and of the moments. There are
different possibilities to estimate the 'universal' parameters from empirical data. The
parameters canbeestimated: i)from theempirical scalingexponentfunctions, withnon-linear
regression; ii)basedongeometrical properties ofthecodimensionfunction, c(y);iii)usingthe
empirical and theoretical moments scaling functions, K(q); and iv)directly with the double
trace moments method. Parameter H can be also estimated from the slope of the energy
spectrumoftheprocess.
• non-linearfittingoftheempiricalscalingjunctions(estimatingH,Ctanda)
Onecan estimatethe 'universal' multifractal parameters (H, Cx anda) byfittingdirectly the
empiricalscalingexponentfunctionswiththe'universal' expressionsinEqs.(3.45)and(3.46).
Nevertheless,non-linear curve-fitting algorithms (e.g.theLevenberg-Marquant algorithm, see
e.g.Pressetal., 1989)fail frequently inconvergingtoasolution.Factorsthatcontributetothis
are the high correlation between the parameters a and C\ and, often, the small range of
singularitiesyormomentsqthatisappropriatetouseintheregression.The'universal' formof
thescalingfunctions willholdonlyforafiniterangeofsingularitiesandmomentsofempirical
processes, which must be determined in advance (see Sections 3.3.2, 3.3.3, and 3.4). The
critical values are associated with multifractal phase transitions. The approach based on
non-linearregressionleadsusuallytopoorestimatesoftheparameters.
• geometricalpropertiesofthecodimensionfunction(estimatingH,C} anda)
The codimension function c(y) can be parametrized empirically with parameters Ct and yt
(SchertzerandLovejoy, 1989;LovejoyandSchertzer,1990a):
c(y)=q ( ^ - +- ]
V Qa
a)

fora*l

(3.76)

seeEqs.(3.45)and(3.47).Thesameparametrizationcanbeusedforthecase a=l.
Theaboveparametrizationofc(y)isuseful ingraphicalparameterestimates,becauseitenables
the convenient exploitation of the special properties of the codimension function (see
Section3.3.2). The function c(y) has the special point satisfying ciC^C^ and c'(Ci)=l for
conserved multifractals (Eq.(3.29)), or satisfying c(Cx-H)=C\ and c'(C r //)=l for
non-conservedmultifractals (Eq.(3.30));seeFigure3.11. Oneisinterested intheseproperties
for estimating the parameters because they are independent of the parameter a. With the
parametrization in Eq.(3.76) (where the subscript / indicates tangent), the properties can be
expressedas
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<Ct-yt)

=Ct

and

c'(C,-y,) =l

(3.77)

This implies that a line with slope 1will be tangent to c(y) at the point c(y)=Ct and will
interceptthey-axisatthepointy=-yt.
Another convenient order of singularity isy 0 =-C 1 a'/a (Schertzer and Lovejoy, 1989). This
singularity is either: for a > l , the lower boundary of fractal singularities (c(y)=0,
i.e.singularities occupying all the space of observation); or, for cc<l, theupper boundary of
singularities(c(y)=°°,i.e.'unreachable' singularities).Thesingularityy0isthen alsotheslope
of the tangent at the origin ofK(q) (y0=fC(0); for a>l) or of the asymptote (y0=£'(Q°); for
a<l).
RewritingEq.(3.45),fory>y0 when 1<a<2, andy<y0when0<a< 1, yields
c(y)=c 0 ( l - —

fora*l

(3.78)

where c0=c(0) (thegraphical estimate of this value is also simple). The parameter a can be
estimatedwithEq.(3.78).Thiswayofestimatingtheparameters dependsonthevaluesofthe
curvec(y)inthe statistically well defined region neary=0, rather than on the largey-regime
(whichcorrespondstoextremely lowprobabilities)oronthesmall(negative)y-regime(which
couldbeeasilycontaminatedbynoise).
• empiricalandtheoreticalmomentsscalingJunctions(estimatingC,and a)
From the 'universal' form ofthefunction K(q)expressed inEq.(3.46) itispossibletoobtain
tworelations,eachdependingononlyoneoftheparametersQ anda . Thisinvolvesstudying
the first derivative of the function K(q) at the points q=\ and q=qmjn,with K'(qmin)=0.
EvaluatingEq.(3.72)atthepointq=\ gives
dK(q)
dq

=C,

(3.79)

9=1

So,theparameterCi istheslopeofthetangenttoK(q)atq=\, and canbeestimated from the
empiricalfunction. Theotherpoint,theminimumofthefunctionK(q)(atq=qmjn),isat
1

9min

1" a

'

fora *{0,1}

a

Thus,theposition oftheminimum oftheempiricalfunction K(q)allowsonetodeterminethe
parametera withEq.(3.80).

(3.80)

3.5Multifractalanalysistechniques
• doubletracemomentsmethod(estimatingC, and a)
Thedoubletracemomentstechnique(Lavalleeetal., 1991b;seeSection3.5.4)canbeusedto
determinedirectlythe'universal' parametersa and Q .
The main feature of the relation K(q,T\)=i}aK(q) (in Eq.(3.74)) is that it factors into the
productoftwofunctions, oneforeachoftheindependentvariablesr\ andq.Thisallowsoneto
estimate the multifractal parameter a by determining the slope of plots of log(IK{q,r\)|)
againstlog(r|)forfixedmomentsq(different from thespecialvaluesof0and 1). Parameter Cj
can be estimated with the help of the intercept. Using different values of the moment q
increases the statistical reliability of theparameters a and Cj, and it allows for a systematic
verification ofEq.(3.74).TheestimationoftheparameterCjisaffected bytheaccuracyofthe
estimateof a.
Equation (3.74)isvalidonlywhenthestatisticalmomentsconverge(letthemomentqDbethe
criticalorder)andthesampleissufficiently largetoestimateaccuratelythescalingexponents
(the critical moment is qs=c'(ys)) (see Sections 3.3.2, 3.3.3 and 3.4). These critical moments
are associated with multifractal phase transitions. Whenever max(<jT|,<7) >min(qs,qT)), in
Eq.(3.74),thedressedfunctionK(q,r\)becomesindependentofr\. Thisleadstoabreak inthe
linearityobservedinplotsoflog(|K(q,r\)\)versuslog(r|),andyieldsacharacteristic'S'-shape
for this plot. Breaks in the linearity of these plots occur not only for sufficiently large
Ti-moments (qs and qu are critical values) but also for sufficiently small T|-moments (for
mm(q,qr\)<qIJ).
Knowledge of the critical moments qs and q^ is important because they define one of the
boundariesoftherangeofvaluesofT|-momentsthatprovidereliablestatisticalestimatesofthe
multifractal parameters. However, the 'universal' parameters themselves can be used to
estimate the moments qs (Eq.(3.49)) and qD (Eq.(3.50)). Thus, an iterative procedure is
required that involves different phases: i)estimating the critical moments; ii)verifying the
range of moments (respecting the moments qs and <7D) used to estimate the 'universal'
parameters;andiii)estimatingagain(andmorereliably)theparameters.
The break in the linear behaviour of the DTM plot for low values of T)-moments occurs
becauseinthisrange,whereextremely lowvaluesoftheintensity areanalyzed, itis expected
that atsomepointthesignaloftheintensitywillbeovercomeby noise(thenoise level is,of
course, characteristic of the measuring device). In such case, there is a characteristic
codimensioncharacterizingthenoiseandalsoacorresponding criticalorderof singularity y^
and moment q,^. The noise can be space-filling. This qualitative change in statistical
behaviour is another example of a multifractal phase transition (e.g.Schertzer and Lovejoy,
1993;Tessier etal., 1994).Thus, atboth largeandsmallri-moments, samplelimitationsmay
leadtoscalingproblemsfor theextrememoments.Infact, inthisanalysisoneshould consider
theproductofthemomentsqandr\,insteadofr|-momentsalone.
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• powerspectrum (estimatingH)
In the characterization of a multifractal process, the parameter H is the degree of
non-conservation oftheprocess.Theestimation oftheparameterHusesthescaling exponent
oftheenergyspectrumoftheprocess.Iftheenergyspectrumoftheintensitiese^isoftheform
co ,asexpressedinEq.(3.5),theexpectationisthattheabsolutevalueofthespectralexponent
pwillberelated totheparameterH and themomentsscaling exponentby (e.g.Schertzer and
Lovejoy, 1993)
P=l-AT(2)+2 #

(3.81)

ThespectralexponentisrelatedtoasinglevalueofthefunctionK(q),whichisforthemoment
2 because spectra are second-order statistics. The energy (power) spectrum is obtained from
theFourier transform of the autocorrelation function, which is a second-order moment (see
Section2.4,and3.3.1).
ParameterHcanbeobtainedwithEq.(3.81),usingeithertheempiricalortheoretical estimate
of K(2). The theoretical value of K(2) can be obtained with Eq.(3.46), after determining
parametersClanda, yieldingtheexpression
HJ-X

+

2

K(2)J_-1+Cl^-2)
2

2(a-l)

For a conserved process, the spectrum is always less steep than a 1If noise, which is
characterized by a spectrum of the type £(co)=co'1 (see Section3.4). For processes having
spectrawithabsoluteslopeP>1,seee.g.SchertzerandLovejoy(1993),Schmitt(1993).

3.6 Overview of scale-invariant approaches to the study of
rainfall
Rainfall isahighlynon-linearprocesswhichexhibitsextremevariability overawiderangeof
time and space scales. Its study has been an active area of research (for a review see
Chapter2). In studying rainfall one can distinguish between deterministic andstochastic
approaches.Thedeterministicapproachislinkedtothedescriptionofthephysicalphenomena,
whereasthestochasticonestressesthestatistical aspects.Theseapproaches haveusually been
used as alternatives. Each has advantages (and disadvantages) in relation to the other.
However, neither ofthese approaches offers a completely satisfactory framework for rainfall
studies. Ideally, the deterministic approach should involve the integration of the non-linear
partial differential equations that describe the dynamics of rainfall. However, the exact
equations thatgovern such dynamicsarenotknown. Toovercomethisproblem deterministic
rainfall models make use of parametrizations of the underlying processes. Nevertheless, the
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validity of these parametrizations is often questioned. To these problems one can add the
difficulties ofhandlingthemarkednon-linearity oftheseprocessesandthemeagreknowledge
onehasabouttheinitial andboundary conditions.Thesedifficulties havesometimes favoured
thestochasticapproachfor studyingrain,althoughthisapproachhasserious limitations ifone
wishestotacklethefundamental problemoftheextremenon-linearvariabilityexhibitedbythe
rainfallprocess.
The models that have been developed to study rainfall contain different numbers of
parameters, and have different degrees of complexity. The simpler models require fewer
parameters but their ability to describe the rainfall process is limited. The more complex
models require the estimation of many parameters and are sometimes difficult to apply.
Moreover, these models can not normally be used for conditions different from the one for
whichtheywerevalidated.Theseconditionsincludethescaleofthemodel.
Aboutstudyingrainfallinascale-invariantframework
Rainfall studies based on scaling(or scale-invariance) are only of recent date. Scaling is a
well-known conceptinphysics.Itisbasedontheinvarianceofproperties across scales.Thus,
scaling relates to the absence of a characteristic scale or length in, for example, processes or
equations. An exampleof such an equation istheNavier-Stokes equation, which isthe basic
equation of fluid dynamics and, thus, also of meteorology. Scaling is expected to hold from
somelarge(outerorupper) scaledownto asmall(inneror lower) scale.Thesecritical scales
arebasiclength-scales.
Under theumbrella of scaling, different hypotheses havebeen investigated inrelation torain
modelling. One of them — a multifractal approach — was developed by Schertzer and
Lovejoy (1987, 1988, 1989), who modelled the variability of rainfall by a (multiplicative)
cascade process. Cascade models, which are used to describe turbulence, assume a
multiplicative energy-transfer process from larger to smaller scales (e.g.Kolmogorov, 1962;
Obukhov, 1962;Novikov and Stewart, 1964;Mandelbrot, 1974;OverandGupta, 1994).This
typeofbehaviour isalsoexpectedforthefluxofwaterintheatmosphere.Therainfall process
must havemechanisms (analogous to theturbulence mechanism) that are responsible for the
concentration of energy and moisture into smaller and smaller regions of the atmosphere.
Empirical observations of the variability of rainfall are in favour of this cascade type of
behaviour in the atmosphere (e.g.Schertzer and Lovejoy, 1987; Gupta and Waymire, 1993;
Lovejoy and Schertzer, 1995a). Because the lifetime of atmospheric processes, including
storms, depends on their spatial scale, the actual cascade related to rain is expected to be a
space/timeprocess (e.g.Schertzer and Lovejoy, 1995a; Over and Gupta, 1996;Marsan et al.,
1996).
The scaling approach to the study of atmospheric fields was motivated by the lack of
knowledge of certain atmospheric processes (for example, the full non-linear partial
differential equationsgoverningtheatmospherearenotknown).For scale-invariant studiesof
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atmospheric fields, see e.g.Lovejoy (1981, 1982, 1983), Schertzer and Lovejoy (1983),
Lovejoy and Mandelbrot (1985), Lovejoy and Schertzer (1985a, 1985b), Schertzer and
Lovejoy (1987),Lovejoy and Schertzer(1990a, 1990b, 1991).Cascademodelshaveprovedto
be of value in describing atmospheric processes. Atmospheric fields have multifractal
structures over a considerable part of their dynamic range and over meteorologically
significant space-time scales in which the dynamics of the atmosphere takes place. These
structures extend from thousands of kilometres to 1 mm in space, coupled with time scales
ranging from geological scales to milliseconds (Lovejoy and Schertzer, 1991). Such ranges
involvescaleratiosofatleast 10.
The relation between scale-invariance and non-linear atmospheric dynamics is difficult to
derivetheoretically fromfirstprinciples.Therefore, manyresearchersgivespecial attentionto
theempirical characterization of bothscaling andthemechanisms thatimposeboundsonthis
scaling (e.g.Lovejoy and Schertzer, 1991). The (non-linear) coupling between different
meteorological processeshastheconsequencethatthepresenceof abasic length-scale in one
process is also likely to be manifested in the others (e.g.Schertzer and Lovejoy, 1985). In
principle, scaling can be broken by the boundary conditions if they have well-defined
length-scales.Intheatmosphere,for example,thescalingproperty isbrokenbythefinitesize
oftheearth;and,duetoviscosity,thescalingrangehasitslowerlimitatabout 1 mm.
Somescale-invariantstudiesofrain
Theinnovativeelementoftheapproachthatusesthecascadephenomenology ofturbulenceto
studyrainisthatitgivesaphysicalbasistothestochasticmodelling. Thus,itaimstocombine
thedifferent advantagesofthestochasticanddeterministicmodels.
Earlytestsofmultifractal theoriesusedradarvolumescansofrainfrom theMcGillUniversity
radarweather observatory (e.g.Schertzer andLovejoy, 1985; 1987).Theradar volume scans
were made every 5minutes, at 200ranges and 375 azimuthal and 13elevation angles. This
type of data covers awide range of scales in space-time. The data analysis showed that the
scalingpropertypresentwasextremelyaccurate;itclarified themultifractal natureofrain.
Othermultifractal studiesthathavebeendedicatedtorain include, amongothers,the studyof
cloud radiance (e.g.Gabriel et al., 1988;Lovejoy and Schertzer, 1990a; Tessier et al., 1993;
Lovejoy etal., 1993),satellitedata(e.g.Lovejoy and Schertzer, 1991;Schertzer and Lovejoy,
1995b), lidar reflectivities from raindrops (e.g.Lovejoy and Schertzer, 1991, Schertzer and
Lovejoy, 1993),blottingpapertracesof raindropimpacts(e.g.Lovejoy and Schertzer, 1990c;
1991),stereophotographyofraindropsandsnowflakes(Desaulniers-Soucyetal.,1995).
Forraingaugedata,bothtemporalandspatialscale-invariantstudieshavebeenreported.Such
an approach tothe study of the temporal structure of rainfall started by using (mono) fractal
theory (e.g.Tessier et al., 1988; Hubert and Carbonnel, 1989, 1991; Olsson et al., 1992).
Fractal studies of the distribution of rainfall in space,using gauge data, can also be found in
e.g.HubertandCarbonnel(1988).

3.6Overviewofscale-invariantapproachestothestudyofrainfall
Theapproachtothestudyofpoint-rainfall basedonmultifractal theoryhasbeenalsoreported
in some studies. Temporal rainfall studies are reported by e.g.Ladoy et al. (1991), Hubert
(1992), Tessier et al. (1992), Ladoy et al. (1993), Tessier et al. (1993), Hubert et Carbonnel
(1993), Hubert et al. (1993), Lima et al. (1993, 1994), Olsson and Niemczynowicz (1994),
Hubert (1995), Tessier et al. (1995), Lima and Bogardi (1995), Lima et al. (1995), Olsson
(1995, 1996), Svenssonetal. (1996),Harrisetal. (1996),Bendjoudi etal. (1997).Raingauge
datahavealsobeenusedtoconductmultifractal spatialstudiesofrainfall, seee.g.Tessieretal.
(1992,1993, 1994),OlssonandNiemczynowicz(1996).
Thestudiesofrainreferred toabovewereconducted inaframework thatusesthe multifractal
formalism that is discussed inChapter3. Otherscale-invariant andmultifractal studiesofrain
havebeendevelopedindifferent frameworks (seee.g.Waymire, 1985;Rodriguez-Iturbeetal.,
1989; Gupta and Waymire, 1991, 1993). For recent works see e.g.Perica and
Foufoula-Georgiou (1996a, 1996b),BurlandoandRosso(1996),Guptaetal.(1996),Overand
Gupta (1996), Carsteanu andFoufoula-Georgiou (1996),Koutsoyiannis and Pachakis (1996),
Onofetal.(1996),Menabdeetal.(1997).
Generally, the scientific community agrees that more research is needed to get a better
understandingofthevariability exhibited inrainfall. Animportant contributiontothesolution
ofthisproblem isbeinggivenbymultifractal studiesofrain.Theinvarianceofpropertiesand
multifractality oftherainfall processoverarangeofscalesisleadingto abetterunderstanding
of strongly irregularfluctuationsof rainfall that could notbegrasped from other descriptions
of the complex dynamics of this process. The expectation is that multifractal theory and
models can be used as a tool to characterize this process and to produce high-resolution
synthetic rainfall. Multifractal models,suchastheonesbased onLevy random variables (see
Section3.4),maybeusedforthisgoal.
Themultifractal approach tothestudy of rainfall hasstill notbeen fully explored. Thiswork
aims to give a contribution to the current research on this application by investigating the
multifractal behaviour present in the temporal structure of rainfall observed at different
locations in Europe. This study is conducted in Chapter5. For details about the data see
Chapter4.
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Chapter4
Therainfall data

4.1 Introduction
This Chapter presents the data used in the multifractal study of the temporal structure of
rainfall, in Chapter5. The point-rainfall data arefrom four locations in Europe (Figure4.1):
(1)ValeFormoso,Portugal;(2)Nancy,France;(3)Assink,TheNetherlands;and(4)Coimbra,
Portugal.

Assink

Coimbra

Figure4.1 Locationmapofthe rainfall measuring sites: 1 -Vale Formoso, Portugal; 2-Nancy,
France;3-Assink,TheNetherlands;and4-Coimbra,Portugal.
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Thedata setsdiffer with respect to climaticorigin, typeof deviceused in the measurements,
resolution of the data, and length oftherecords. Information about the different rainfall data
sets is given in Sections4.2 to 4.5. It also includes details about the location and a general
description ofthemeasuring sites, and somepreliminary analyses oftherainfall data(annual
and monthly variability, and monthly average pattern, for example). Attention is paid to
features of the rainfall data that are considered relevant for interpreting some results of the
multifractal analysisinChapter5.

4.2 Datafrom ValeFormoso,Portugal
Generaldescriptionofthemeasuringsite
The rainfall data were recorded in Vale Formoso, in the southern part of Lower Alentejo
Province,inPortugal.ThelocationofValeFormoso isshownonthemapsinFigure4.1and
Figure4.2.Thecoordinatesofthemeasuringsiteare37°45'Nand7°33'W.
Vale Formoso is located on the river Guadiana catchment area. The area has a rolling
topography.Ithasbothgentleandsteepslopeangles,thelatterduetooutcropsofthebedrock.
There is a wet season in winter and a dry season in summer. The climate of the region is
Mediterranean and semi-arid. Mean annual rainfall is around 500mm. Mean potential
evaporationisaround 1600mmyearly.Theaverageannualtemperatureisaround16°C.
Twostormtypesarecharacteristicofthissemi-arid area:convectivestormsandfrontal storms.
Convectivestormsarefrequent duringthesummerseasonandtheearlyandmidautumn;they
are characterized by their high localization and intensity, and their brief duration. Frontal
storms occur principally in the winter season; they are known for their low to medium
rainfall-intensity andtheirlongduration, lastingseveralhoursor evendays.InValeFormoso,
high-intensity rainfall events are accompanied generally by strong winds, which sometimes
affectthequalityofhigh-intensityrainfalldata.
InValeFormoso,rainfall wasmeasured atthethreesites shown inFigure4.2 asLocations/,
II, and III. Locations/ and 77are in the Erosion Experimental Station of Vale Formoso
(Estagao Experimental de Erosaode Vale Formoso).Location/// is in the Vale Formoso
climatological station of the Portuguese Institute of Meteorology {Instituto de
Meteorologia—IM). The Experimental Station was established in 1960 by the Direcqao
Geral de Hidrdulicae EngenhariaAgricola (DGHEA) of the Portuguese Ministry of
Agriculture.Theclimatologicalstationisoperatedsincetheearly 1930s.
TheErosionExperimental StationofValeFormosoispresentlytheonlyresearch centreofthis
type in Portugal. Its location in Lower Alentejo Province is explained by the serious soil
erosion problems (and consequent desertification) that exist in this region of Portugal
(e.g.Ferreira et al., 1984;Tomas, 1992;Roxo et al., 1996).Thepurpose of the research that
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ledtotheestablishmentofthisexperimental stationwastoverify theapplicability tothelocal
conditions of the Universal Soil Loss Equation (e.g.Ferreira et al., 1984). This model
(Wischmeier, 1976;Wischmeier and Smith, 1978)wasdeveloped todetermine long-term soil
lossfrom agriculturallands.Moreover,thepurposewasalsotodevelopguidelinesforthemost
suitable agricultural practices for the local conditions. Thedata collection programme of the
Experimental Station includes measurements of the following: runoff and soil loss from
experimental plots;rainfall; evaporation; humidity;temperature;wind. Italso includesrecords
of agricultural practices, and of cropand soil conditions. Therecord length and measurement
resolutionvarygreatly.TheexperimentalplotsarerepresentedinFigure4.2.

LEGEND
I

| = erosion plot
• I

0

20 40

=roingauges at location I

Figure4.2 Mapofthe Erosion Experimental Station ofValeFormoso showing the soil erosion
plots and sets of rain gauges (at Locations/ and II),the climatological stationfrom the IM is at
LocationIII.
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Measurementmethodsandinstrumentation

In the Experimental Station of Vale Formoso, rainfall is measured at two locations
approximately 120mapart(Locations/ and//, inFigure4.2):
—AtLocation/ themeasuringdevicesare(Photo4.1):
-onerecordingandonenon-recordinggaugewithhorizontalopenings;
- three non-recording gauges with inclined openings, respectively, at 10, 16 and22%,
andorientedtotheSouth;
- onerecording andonenon-recording gaugewithopenings inclined 30%,andoriented
toSouthWest.
—AtLocation//therainfallmeasuringdevicesare:
-onerecordingandonenon-recordinggaugewithhorizontalopenings.
- three non-recording gaugeswith inclined openings, respectively, at 10, 16and22%,
andorientedtotheEast.
The rainfall data analyzed in Section5.3 are from: the recording and non-recording gauges
withhorizontal openings,inLocation/; andthenon-recording gaugewithhorizontal opening
(from the climatological station of the IM), in Location/// (see Figure4.2). These two
measuring sites are approximately 220 m apart. The altitude is approximately 196m at
Location/, and 190matLocation///.

Photo4.1 Generalviewofraingauges(atLocation/)intheErosionExperimental StationofVale
Formoso(Portugal).
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The rain gauges are of the type 20-14-G (according to the classification by Sevruk and
Klemm, 1989), with a horizontal opening of 200 cm at 1.5 m height. The continuously
recording rain gauges are of the float-and-syphon type. Figure2.2 shows this type of gauge
(see Section2.3). The non-recording rain gauges are observed daily. The resolution of their
measurements is 0.1mm of rainfall. Any trace of rain below 0.1mm is neglected by the
observeranddaysareconsidereddry(zero-rainfalldays).
Rainfall time-series
The rainfall data analyzed in this study consist of different time resolutions over different
periods:
—Monthlyrainfalldata are available for theperiod from 1932 to 1990.Records before
1960areonly available from theclimatological station (oftheIM). Monthly data are
obtainedbyaggregatingdailyrainfall duringmonthlyperiods.
—Dailyrainfalldataareavailablefortheperiodfrom 1960to 1991.
—High-resolutionrainfalldata(i.e.withtimeresolution higherthan 1day) areavailable
for the period from 1963/64 to 1985/86 (hereafter, this period is referred to as the
periodfrom 1963to 1985).Thedatawereobtainedfrom theobservationgraphsofthe
continuously recordingrain gaugewith horizontal opening, inLocation/. Thegraphs
containacontinuousrecordofaccumulatedrainfall overtime.Anexampleofthistype
ofpluviographsisshowninFigure4.3.
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Figure4.3 Example of a pluviograph from a continuously recording rain gauge of the
float-and-syphon type.
The pluviographs from 1963 to 1985 (i.e.over a period of 23 years) were processed with a
digitizingbench.Thedigitization isaccuratetowithin 1 minuteintimeand0.1mmof rainfall
depth. Thedigitization followed atechniquethatyields break-point data (Barring, 1993).The
digitization was based on the identification of segments of the pluviographs associated with
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periods of constant rainfall intensity. The time interval between two consecutive digitized
pointsis,therefore, notnecessarily constant. Thus,thedatadonothavewell-defined temporal
and dynamic resolutions. This digitization approach is considered more adequate and flexible
to 'describe' therainfall processthantheapproachbased on afixedtime-resolution (Barring,
1993).
During digitization and owing to the scale of the pluviographs, it was sometimes difficult to
distinguish between rain-free periods and periods of very low rainfall-intensities. This may
haveledtooverorunderestimatesofrainfall duration.Anotherpotentialproblem isassociated
withthe very high intensities, either becauseof devicelimitations or/and because ofthetime
resolutionofthedigitization (i.e. 1 minute). In addition, there may be device limitations. For
example,theremaybedelaysintheriseofthefloat withrespecttotheriseofthewater inthe
gauge reservoir (because of internal friction of the device components, for example).
Moreover,somedigitized data-pointshaddifferent rainfall-depth accumulationsovertimeand
thesametimet.Inpractice, thishasledto an arbitrary (yetnecessary) distribution of rainfall
bytheneighbouring 1-minuteintervals. Suchprocedure can affect the correctness ofthe data
from very steep segments of thepluviographs, corresponding to very high rainfall-intensities
ontimeintervalsoflessthan 1 minute.
Other problems affecting the quality of the data are errors in measuring wind-driven rain,
which arepartly dueto the location of the measuring site (Location/, see Figure4.2). Rain
gauges at Location/ underestimate systematically high rainfall-intensities. Evidence of the
underestimation of rainfall totals at Location/ was obtained by comparing the rainfall
measured with non-recording gauges at Location/ and Location//. This underestimation of
high rainfall-intensity periods was also observed by comparing the rising limbs of the
pluviographsfrom therecordinggaugesatLocation/ and//. Thenon-availability ofdata, from
the gauge at Location//, in digital form, made it impossible to analyze quantitatively the
differences observed. One expects these differences to be explained by deficiencies in the
collection of wind-driven rainfall (see Section2.3). The hill-slope where the rain gauges are
installed (Location/) is directly exposed to the prevailing direction of strong winds
accompanyinghigh-intensityrainfallevents.
Thereconstruction of(pseudo)timeseriesfrom thedigitized datawasdoneintheusualway.
Accumulated rainfall depthatanytimetwasestimatedbyinterpolatingbetweentwodigitized
pointsand assumingconstantrainfall intensity inthecorresponding time-interval. Timeseries
of different resolutionswereobtainedbyaggregatingtherainfall ontimeintervalsof different
lengths.Oneexpectsthattherainfall measuringdeviceanddataprocessingprocedurehaveled
toinaccuraciesinrepresenting thevery lowandvery highrainfall-intensities. This introduced
an unquantifiable bias in the data. Because the multifractal characterization of a process
requirestheinvestigationof alargedynamicrange,itistobe expected that 'problems' of the
datawillintroducedifficulties intothemultifractal analysis.
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Figure 4.4 Rainfall (inmm) in Vale Formoso, for the years 1932 to 1990: (a)annual rainfall;
(b)monthly rainfall; and (c)monthly average rainfall.
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Apreliminaryanalysisofthedata
This preliminary investigation of the rainfall uses monthly data for the period from 1932to
1990.Figure4.4(a) showstheannualrainfall variability observed inthisperiod. Themeanis
565.9mm; the coefficient of variation is 0.34. In this 59-year period the wettest year was
recorded in 1989,with 1097.1mm, andthedriestyearin 1973,with269.0mm.For thesame
period,Figure4.4(b)showsthemonthlyrainfall andFigure4.4(c)showsthemonthly average
rainfall. Forthemonthlyrainfall, themeanis47.2mm;thecoefficient ofvariationis 1.15.The
plot in Figure4.4(b) illustrates the great variability of rainfall in time, even at large time
scales. The wettest month during the period from 1932 to 1990 was October 1939, with
374.8mm. Of the 708 months that constitute this sample, 14.3% of the months had
zero-rainfall, and 17.1%had lessthan 1.0mmofrainfall. Onaverage,thewettest monthwas
December, with 83.1 mm of rainfall, and the driest months were July and August, with less
than3mmofrainfall each(Figure4.4(c)).

4.3 Data from Assink,TheNetherlands
Generaldescriptionofthemeasuringsite
Therainfall datawere recorded intheAssink meteorological station, located inthe Hupselse
Beek catchment (see e.g. SGHB, 1971). This station is known also as the Hupsel
meteorological station. The Hupselse Beek catchment is situated in the East of The
Netherlands, between the villages of Eibergen and Groenlo, and the Dutch/German border.
Therivulet HupselseBeek istheupper reach of the Leerinkbeek, which is a tributary of the
river Berkel. The area of the Hupselse Beek catchment is approximately 6.5km2. The
landscape isundulating. Thealtitudevariesbetween 24and 33m abovemean sea level. The
averageslopeofthelandis0.8%from easttowest.Withinthecatchment,theHupselseBeek
is4km longand flows through awidevalley.Thecoordinates of theoutlet of the catchment
are 52°04'N and 6°38'E. There is no village in the catchment. Land use is predominantly
agricultural.
ThelocationoftheAssinkmeteorological station isshownonthemapof TheNetherlands in
Figure4.5. This Figure also shows a map of the Hupselse Beek catchment, which has been
used as an experimental site for the study of rainfall-runoff processes and groundwater flow
(see e.g.Warmerdam et al., 1997). The rainfall measurements are part of the hydrological
monitoring programmeofthiscatchment. Theresearchstarted in 1968.Thehydrological data
collected in the Hupselse catchment include: precipitation; runoff; groundwater level; soil
moisturecontent;temperature;relativehumidity;radiation;wind;andevaporation.
TheclimateintheNetherlandsismaritimeandinfluenced mainlybywesternwinds.However,
towardstheEast,thecontinentalcharacterincreaseswithlowerwintertemperaturesandhigher
summer temperatures. The yearly rainfall distribution and the occurrence of thunder and
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stormsarealsoinfluenced. Meanannualrainfall isaround760mm.Meanevaporation (from a
freewatersurface) isaround660mmyearly.Theaverageannualtemperatureisaround 10°C.
These data are 30-year averages from the nearby meteorological station of Winterswijk
(SGHB, 1972),situated 10Kmsouth-eastoftheHupselarea.

500

1000m

Figure4.5 MapofTheNetherlands situatingtheHupselseBeekcatchment,andablowupofthe
catchmentarealocatingtheAssinkmeteorologicalstation.
Measurementmethodsandinstrumentation
Photo4.2 showsaviewofthemeteorological stationofAssink.Theequipmentofthisstation
consistsof recordingandnon-recordingraingaugesinstalled atground leveland attheDutch
standardheightof40cmabovegroundlevel.Thestationalsohasasnowgauge.
Therainfall datausedinthisstudyweremeasuredwitharecordinggaugeofthefloattype(see
Section2.3). This is called a Recover rain gauge (Regenmeter Colenbrcmder Verstraate. see
e.g.Colenbrander and Verstraate, 1967; SGHB, 1971; Seyhan, 1977). It is shown in
Figure4.6 andPhoto4.3. Thegaugeisinstalled atground level. Thecollectionfunnel ofthe
gaugehas an areaof 2460 cm .Duringthewinter season,this collection funnel is substituted
by another onewithalarger diameter and40cmhigh,for thecollectionofsnow.In addition,
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thegaugeisequippedwithaheatingdevicefor meltingthesnow.Thisallowsonetoobtaina
reasonable estimate of precipitation (i.e.of both liquid and solid forms of precipitation) over
time,whichisnotpossiblewiththeconventional gaugesfor themeasurement ofrainfall only.
For simplicity, theterm rainfall is used below referring to precipitation. Thereservoir of the
gaugehasalargevolume (of approximately 150mm),and is emptied only after anumber of
months.
Thelevelofthefloatofthemeasuringdeviceisrecordedat 15-minuteintervals.Accumulation
ofrainfall-depth overtime, correspondingtoariseofthefloat from alevel/' to alevel i+1, is
obtainedbyusinganappropriatecalibration coefficient. Theresolution is0.12mmof rainfall.
Therecordisautomatic,withthehelpofadatalogger.

Photo4.2 ViewofthemeteorologicalstationofAssink(Hupsel,TheNetherlands).
Rainfall time-series
The Recover rain gauge yields 15-minute rainfall data. Aggregation of the data on larger
time-intervals allows one to obtain time series with lower resolutions. The study in
Section 5.4 investigates hourly rainfall, obtained in this way, for the period from 1976 to
1986.Thiswastheresolution oftherainfall datathatwasavailable for this study.

4.3 DatafromAssink,TheNetherlands
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Figure 4.6 Schematic representation ofthe Recoverraingauge.

Photo 4.3 Recoverraingauge inthe Assink meteorological station (Hupsel,TheNetherlands).
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Figure 4.7 Rainfall (inmm) in Assink, The Netherlands, for the years 1976 to 1986: (a) annual
rainfall; (b)monthly rainfall; and (c)monthly average rainfall.

4.4 DatafromNancy, France
Apreliminary analysisofthedata
The rainfall recorded inAssink, from 1976to 1986, is shown inFigure4.7. Figure 4.7(a)
shows the annual rainfall. The mean is 826.0mm; the coefficient of variation is 0.20. In
this 11-yearperiod thewettest yearwasrecorded in 1986,with 1120.9mm, andthe driest
year in 1976,with 509.6mm. Figure4.7(b) showsthemonthly rainfall, and Figure 4.7(c)
shows the monthly average rainfall. For the monthly rainfall, the mean is 68.8mm; and
the coefficient of variation is 0.62. The wettest month during the period from 1976 to
1986wasDecember 1986,with 257.0mm, andthedriestmonth wasFebruary 1986,with
0.2mm. On average, for this period, the wettest month was January, with 98.7mm of
rainfall, andthedriestmonthwasFebruary, with37.8mmof rainfall.

4.4 Datafrom Nancy,France
Therainfall datawererecordedintheNancyRegion,inFrance.Thelocationofthemeasuring
siteis shownroughly onthemap inFigure4.1. Thecoordinates ofNancy are approximately
48°42'Nand6°12'E.
The data collecting programme included measurements in 15locations intheNancy Region.
Section5.5 deals with the analysis of the rainfall data from one of the measuring stations
(station 9). The rainfall data available cover a period of 4 years, from January 1988 to
December 1991.Therewerenoreportsofinterruptionsintheprecipitationrecords.
Measurementmethodsandinstrumentation
The rainfall was measured with atipping-bucket recording rain gauge. For details about this
typeof gaugesee Section2.3. Therecordsofthedeviceidentify thetimetwhen thebuckets
tip. This happens whenever the reservoirs (buckets) of the gauge arefilled.The records are
accuratetowithin 1 second intime;andtheyhaveafixedrainfall-depth resolution of 0.2mm
(itcorresponds tothecapacityofthebuckets).Thus,onewould expecttherecordsto indicate
that 0.2mm of rain fell in a certain time-interval, from recorded timett to recorded time ti+1
(hereafter calledsampling-interval). Nevertheless, somerecordsshowed adifferent behaviour.
For somehigh rainfall-intensity periods,therecords indicate thatmorethan onebucket were
filledin a certain interval of time; i.e.they indicate the number of times the buckets tipped
since the last record of time. In such cases,theso/wp/zMg-intervalsexceeded largely the time
resolution of therecords.Although itwasnotpossibletoverify howtherain gauge performs
underhighintensity rainfall, onemayexpectthatthedevicehassomelimitations inrelationto
thisrangeofrainfall dynamics.
The rainfall data from tipping-bucket gauges appear in the form of step-mass curves. In the
present case, each step-increment represents 0.2mm of rainfall, or multiples of this value
whenever several depth increments are registered in the same sampling-internal. Rainfall
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Figure 4.8 Rainfall (inmm) in Nancy, France, for the years 1988 to 1991: (a)annual rainfall;
(b)monthly rainfall; and (c)monthly average rainfall.

4.5 DatafromCoimbra, Portugal
intensities can be obtained by dividing the rainfall depth by the time elapsed between two
successive step-increments. It is not possible to obtain more refined information about the
rainfall process from tipping-bucket data, owing to the characteristics of the sampling
mechanism of the rain gauge. In particular, it is not possible to distinguish rainless periods
from tipping-bucketraingaugerecords.
Rainfalltime-series
The usual way to process rainfall data from a tipping-bucket rain gauge is to reconstruct
(pseudo)time-series from therecords. To obtain accumulated rainfall-depth over time at any
timet,oneinterpolates betweentherecords and assumesuniform rainfall-intensity during the
timeintervalsrecorded. Thisprocedureaffects therepresentationoftherainfall processbythe
data. Theimportanceofthese 'distortions' increaseswiththeincreasing depth capacity ofthe
gauge buckets. The data-processing method attenuates rainfall-intensity 'peaks' and
overestimatesclearlythelengthofperiodswithlowintensityrainfall. These'manipulations' of
thedataareexpectedtoaffect themultifractal analysisofrainfall, inSection5.5.Thechoiceof
theresolutionofthetime-seriesthatisanalyzed inSection5.5isdiscussed inthebeginningof
thatSection.
Apreliminary analysisofthedata
Figure4.8(a) showsthe annual rainfall inNancy, for theyears 1988to 1991.The average
annual rainfall is 827.8mm. In this 4-year period the wettest year was 1988, with
1002.6mm, and the driest year was 1991, with 683.0mm. For the same period,
Figure4.8(b) shows the monthly rainfall, and Figure4.8(c) shows the monthly average
rainfall. Forthemonthly rainfall themean is 69.0mm;thecoefficient of variation is0.55.
During this 4-year period the wettest month was March 1988,with 151.0mm of rainfall,
and the driest month wasFebruary 1991, with 4.8mm of rainfall. On average, the wettest
month was June, with 88.4mm of rainfall, and the driest month was July, with 57.4mm
of rainfall.

4.5 Data from Coimbra,Portugal
Generaldescriptionofthemeasuringsite
Therainfall datawere recorded inthe climatological station of Coimbra, in theBeira Litoral
Province,inPortugal. Thestationisfrom thePortugueseInstituteofMeteorology (IM), andis
situated inthecityof Coimbra.Thelocationofthemeasuringstationisshownroughly onthe
map of Europe in Figure 4.1. The coordinates of the site are approximately 40°12'N and
8°25'W.Thealtitudeis 141m.CoimbraislocatedontheriverMondegocatchmentarea.
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Thereisawetseason inwinter andadryseason insummer. Theclimateoftheregion canbe
classified as maritime. Mean annual rainfall is around 990mm. The average annual
temperatureisaround 13°C.
Measurementmethodsandinstrumentation
Therainfall datausedinthisstudyweremeasuredwithanon-recordingraingaugeofthetype
20-14-G (according to the classification by Sevruk and Klemm, 1989). It has a horizontal
opening of 200 cm at 1.5 m height. The gauge was observed daily. The resolution of the
measurements is 0.1mm of rainfall. Any trace of rain below 0.1mm is neglected by the
observeranddaysareconsidereddry(zero-rainfalldays).
Rainfalltime-series
The time series available for this study is an aggregation of daily rainfall during monthly
periods. Thetime span oftherecord is90years, from 1901to 1990.There areno reportsof
missingdatainthisrainfall record.
Apreliminaryanalysisofthedata
The rainfall recorded in Coimbra for the years 1901 to 1990 is shown in Figure4.9.
Figure 4.9(a) shows the annual rainfall. The mean is 989.3mm; the coefficient of
variation is 0.22. In this 90-year period the wettest year was recorded in 1960, with
1674.2mm, and the driest year in 1953,with 522.2mm.Figure4.9(b) shows the monthly
rainfall, and Figure4.9(c) shows the monthly average rainfall. For the monthly rainfall,
the mean is 82.4mm; and the coefficient of variation is 0.90. The wettest month during
theperiod from 1901to 1990wasNovember 1963,with 467.4 mm, andthe driest months
registered zero-rainfall amounts (i.e.lessthan 0.1mm of rainfall). Ofthe 1080monthsthat
constitutethissample, 9monthshadzero-rainfall (roughly 0.8%ofthesample). On average,
for this period, thewettest monthwasDecember, with 138.1mmofrainfall; andthe driest
months were August, with 14.2mm of rainfall, and July, with 14.3mm of rainfall
(Figure4.9(c)).

4.5 Datafrom Coimbra,Portugal
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Figure 4.9 Rainfall (inmm) in Coimbra, for the years 1901 to 1990: (a)annual rainfall;
(b)monthly rainfall; and (c)monthlyaverage rainfall.
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Scale-invariant analysisoftherainfall data

5.1 Introduction
This Chapter deals with the investigation of the scale-invariant and multifractal behaviour
present inthetemporal structure of rainfall. Themainmotivation to usethis approach to the
studyofrainfall, andareviewofthestudiesdedicatedtothistopiccanbefound inSection3.6.
Thepurposeofthisstudy istocontributetotheunderstanding ofthedynamicsof rainfall and
to the clarification of some aspects related to the use of multifractal theory to studying this
process.Rainfall datasetsfrom four different locationsinEuropeareanalyzed (seeChapter4).
The study investigates different scaling regimes and the effect of the different types of
acquisition of the point-rainfall data (e.g.different data resolutions, different types of
measuring devices, different sample sizes) on the multifractal analysis. Special attention is
given to small-scale behaviour and to scale-shifts transferring the results obtained at one
(low-resolution)time-scaletoanother(high-resolution)scale.
Section5.2 gives an overview of the Sections dealing with rainfall analysis; it also discusses
some practical aspects of the fractal and multifractal analysis of the temporal structure of
rainfall. Sections5.3 to 5.6 givethe results and interpretation of the analysis of the different
rainfall data sets described in Chapter4. Section5.3 deals with the analysis of the data from
Vale Formoso (Portugal), consisting of different timeresolutions (monthly, daily and higher
time-resolutions) over periods of time varying between 23 and 59years. In Section5.4,
11 yearsofhourlyrainfall from Assink(TheNetherlands)areanalyzed. Section5.5 dealswith
the analysis of 4years of tipping-bucket rainfall data from Nancy (France). Analysis of
90years of monthly rainfall from Coimbra (Portugal) is conducted in Section5.6. Chapter5
endswith afinaldiscussionoftheresultsofthemultifractal analysisofthetemporal structure
ofrainfall (inSection5.7).
The study of the temporal structure of rainfall starts with a fractal approach (using the
box-counting technique) and it proceeds by showing the multifractal structure of the process
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(using the functional box-counting technique). The scale-invariance of rainfall is also
investigated with spectral analysis. The multifractality of the process is investigated through
the probability distributions and moments of the rainfall intensity on different scales. The
empirical multifractal exponent functions that describe the scaling of the probability
distributions and of the moments of the rainfall intensity are estimated. Multifractal phase
transitions are studied empirically. The description of the multifractal behaviour of the
temporal rainfall (i.e.of the statistics of rainfall) by the 'universal' multifractal model is
investigated;theagreementbetweentheempiricalandtheoreticalscalingexponentfunctions is
analyzed. The data from Vale Formoso areused to conduct a systematic empirical study of
multifractal phasetransitions,withthepurpose to derive aphase-diagram (see Section5.3.4).
Thesedataarealsousedtoinvestigatethepresence of 'seasonal' variation of the multifractal
behaviourexhibitedbythetemporalstructureofrainfall(seeSection5.3.5).

5.2 Methodsofanalysis
This Section gives an overview of the methodology that is used in the rainfall analyses
presented in this Chapter. It also discusses some practical aspects of using fractal and
multifractal techniques(seeChapter3)tostudypoint-rainfall data.InthenextSections,results
and interpretation oftherainfall analysesaregivenwithout major details aboutthetechniques
thatareused.
Thereisacontrastbetweenthetheory(seeChapter3),whichdealswithmultifractal processes
and datawithout zero values or scale-dependent measurement effects, and the application of
the multifractal theory to rainfall, which suffers from both problems. These aspects will be
discussedinthenextSections.
Non-dimensionalvariables
Thevariablesinvolved inthemultifractal analysisofthetemporalstructureofrainfall aretime
andrainfall intensity.Theyhavetobeconsideredinanon-dimensionalframework.
Tonon-dimensionalizetime,oneassumesthattheduration ofthelongestperiod of interestis
equalto 1.Ifthisperiod hasadurationT, thenthemagnitudeofanytimeinterval xshouldbe
divided byT. Anytimescalecorrespondingto Tcanthenbe characterized byascaleratio X,
with l/X=x/T(see Sections3.2.2 and3.3.1).
Tonon-dimensionalize therainfall intensity on atimescaleof resolution X, the intensity can
be divided by the ensemble average intensity of the process. For rainfall, this means the
climatological average rainfall. Nevertheless, in practice, one generally uses the sample
average-intensity corresponding to the longest period of observation, T(see e.g.Lovejoy and
Schertzer, 1991). At resolution X, let the rainfall intensity on a time interval /'be R^i, with
/=1,X,andtheaveragerainfall-intensity be
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X

independentofscale. So,thecorrespondingnon-dimensional intensityonanytimeinterval /is
Zx,\=R\il{R-K)- Inthisway,atresolutionlevelX,is<ex>=l,wheretheangularbrackets<)mean
(ensemble)average(seeSection3.3.1).Below,theindex/isdropped.
Thefractalcharacterofrainfalloccurrencesstudiedwith the box-countingmethod
The box-countingmethod (see Section3.2.3) canbeused to test the scale-invariant temporal
structureofrainfall. Thistypeofanalysisisbasedontheoccurrenceandnon-occurrenceofthe
rainfall process. The binary question (i.e.the definition of rainfall occurrence) is generally
associated with a rainfall-intensity threshold. The method allows one to estimate the fractal
dimensionofthegeometricstructurethatisthe'support' oftherainfall process.This 'support'
canberegarded asafractal objectembeddedinthe 1-dimensionalspaceoftimeandis defined
as the set of rainy periods observed in aparticular location. Its fractal dimension is between
Oand 1(see Section3.2.2). The fractal dimension evaluates, thus, the sparseness of rainfall
occurrences within the time domain. Below, the application of the box-counting method to
rainfall isbasedonazero-rainfall thresholddefinition ofrainfall occurrences.
The box-counting method has its limitations when it is applied to rainfall occurrences. The
scalingrangemaybebounded from above aswell asfrom belowbecause of methodological
andtechnical restrictions. Apractical problem isthetendency of thebox-counting method to
'saturate' incertainconditions;thisyieldsbox-countinglog-logplotsofslope -1.
Themuhifractalityoftherainfallprocessobservedwith thefunctionalbox-countingmethod
Therainfall processischaracterized bydifferent levelsofintensity.Thus,mono-fractal studies
of rainfall are not satisfactory for many hydrological applications. Moreover, different
applications use different magnitudes of the rainfall threshold to define a period as wet.In
many studies of non-linear rainfall-induced hydrological processes (e.g.infiltration, runoff,
soilerosion)thesethresholdsarefixedarbitrarily. Thechoiceofthemagnitudeofthe threshold
isdifficult becauseofthe non-trivial relationbetweenthethreshold andthescalesinvolved in
the various studies. Therefore, it is important to characterize rainfall in a more refined way,
which involves studyingtheprocess atdifferent intensity levels and scales.This isdoneusing
multifractal analysis techniques (see Section3.5). Vanfunctional box-counting method (see
Section3.5.1) is used in this study to show that the sets formed by rainfall occurrences
embedded in the 1-dimensional space of time, defined for different rainfall-intensity
thresholds, are characterized by different fractal dimensions; thus, it shows that temporal
rainfall isamultifractal process.
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Theagreementbetweenthetheoreticalandempiricalmultifractal scalingexponentfunctions is
discussed. Inthepresenceofphasetransitions, thetheoretical and empirical scaling functions
areonly expectedtoagreewelluntil critical ordersof singularity and moments. Thesecritical
exponentsarediscussedforthedifferent casesanalyzed.
Below,theestimateofsomeparameters andcritical exponents arebased onthe averagevalue
obtainedfrom severalanalyses.Togivesomeindicationofthevariationobserved,thisvalueis
presentedtogetherwiththevalueofonestandard deviation (i.e.itisgiventhemean±standard
deviation). The indication of the standard deviation isomitted whenever thenumber of cases
analyzedisverysmall.

5.3 Analysisofrainfall from ValeFormoso
The rainfall data that are analyzed in this Sectionare from Vale Formoso (Portugal). These
data consist of different time-resolutions (monthly, daily and higher time-resolutions) over
periodsoftimevaryingbetween23and 59years.Theanalysesofthedifferent resolution data
arepresentedinseparateSections.DetailsaboutthedataaregiveninSection4.2.

6.3.1 High-resolution rainfall
This Sectiondealswiththeanalysisof 23yearsof high-resolution rainfall data, from 1963to
1985.Theaverageannualrainfall inthisperiodis456.4mm.Therainfallwasmeasuredwitha
recordinggaugeofthefloat-and-syphontype.
Aboutthechoiceoftheresolutionofthe(pseudo) time-series
Therainfall datawereobtainedbydigitizingpluviographscontainingthecontinuousrecordsof
accumulated rainfall overtime(see Section4.2). Thedigitization ofthepluviographs leadsto
the definition of periods with constant rainfall-intensity. The time interval between two
consecutive digitized points is,therefore, notnecessarily constant. Thus,the digitized rainfall
datadonothavewell-defined temporal anddynamicresolutions.Nevertheless,theanalysisof
rainfall time-series requiresonetoreconstruct such (pseudo)seriesfrom the digitized databy
interpolating between two digitized points. The digitization is accurate to within 1 minute in
timeand0.1 mmofrainfall depth.
Theoretically, the choice of the resolution of the time series would be only restricted by the
time accuracy of the digitization. In practice, other factors must be also taken into
consideration.Becauseofmethodologicalandtechnicalrestrictions,thedataresultingfrom the
digitization of the pluviographs is affected by human bias. The correct identification and
digitizationofperiodswithconstantrainfall-intensity dependsonpersonaljudgement andskill.
Small-scale variability tends to be neglected during the digitization process, both because of
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theamountofman-labour involvedandofphysicallimitationsrelatedtothegraphicalscaleof
the pluviographs. Moreover, limitations of the measuring device itself (such as its ability to
record thevery high and very low rainfall-intensities) may also affect the correctness of the
descriptionofthe 'true' rainfall processbythefinal'product' (i.e.thedigitized data).Whilst,
anunquantifiable biasmighthavebeenintroduced inthedatawhichcanaffect theanalysisof
rainfall indifferentways.
With the purpose to clarify some features of the data, some of which may have been
introduced by the digitization, a simplepreliminary analysis of the datawas conducted. The
digitizedtime-intervals(hereafter calledsampling-intervals)thatareexpectedtocorrespond to
segments of the pluviograph with constant rainfall-intensity, were analyzed with respect to
theirsize (i.e.duration)andintensity.
Table 5.1 shows some information about the sampling-intervals used to digitize the
pluviographs from 1963to 1985. The size of the sampling-intervals depends strongly on the
rainfall intensity that was 'sampled' (i.e.digitized). Thus, the digitization might have
introduced intensity-dependent characteristic scales in the data. The average size of the
sampling-intervals smaller than 30minutes is roughly 10minutes (9.79±0.21minutes); this
scale is thus 'characteristic' for the higher rainfall-intensities in the data. For the lowest
(digitized)intensities,thesampling-intervals arealwayslessthan6hours.Iftherewere rainfall
eventswith longer durations and with very low intensities, they were assimilated to rainless
intervals. Thus, the definition of rainless period is related to restrictions of the measuring
device itself in recording rainfall below a certain intensity level, and of the digitization
methodology in interpreting the pluviographs. The average size of the sampling-intervals
between 3hours and 6hours, for the range of smaller rainfall-intensities, is around 4hours
(4.06+0.26hours).
Table5.1 Dataaboutthedigitization ofthepluviographswiththe recordofaccumulated rainfall
overtime,from1963to 1985.TherecordsarefromValeFormoso.
duration ofthe
sampling-interval,
At

contributiontototal
digitized rainy-periods
(%)

average duration ofthe
sampling-interval
(min)

average rainfall
intensity sampled
(mm/h)

0 <A?<30min

41.8

9.79+0.21

5.435±3.635

30min <At<1 h

15.9

42.21±7.79

0.594±0.114

1h<At<2h

16.5

84.96±15.97

0.174±0.000

2h <At< 3 h

10.1

146.86+3.15

0.086+0.046

3h <At< 6 h

15.7

243.66+15.69

0.046+0.020
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Resultsofthisanalysissuggestthattherearelimitations inrelation tothe(maximum) 'detail'
of the information about the rainfall process that it is possible to extract from the digitized
rainfall data. Time scales smaller than a characteristic scale are not expected to contain, on
average, more information about the rainfall intensity on those scales than the characteristic
scale itself. Such information isjust obtained by dividing up sampling-intervals into even
smallerintervals.Therefore, belowthesecritical scales,thevariability ofrainfall wascertainly
not well captured, nor is it well represented by the data. For the periods with the highest
intensities one expects that this problem is present at scales of around 10minutes. For the
lowestintensities,theexpectation isthattheproblem ispresentevenattimescales largerthan
4hours.
Inthedata, about 58%ofthetotal (digitized)timeassociatedwithrainy periodswasdigitized
with sampling-intervals of less than 1 hour, with an average of 12.42±2.42minutes. This
motivatedthechoiceof 15 minutestobetheresolutionoftherainfall (pseudo)time-seriesthat
is analyzed in this Section. Below this scale,thevariability of theprocess should be studied
reliably onlywithbetter quality data. Scaling problems arestill expected to occur during the
analysis, particularly for the low intensities. These problems are expected in the form of
intensity-dependent breaks in the scaling. Empirical observations support that such
characteristic scales are artificial, in the sensethat they are notrelated to the rainfall process
itself. They might result from technical limitations of the rainfall measuring device and
digitization of the pluviographs. Analysis of ahigher resolution 2-minute rainfall time-series
(alsogiven inthis Section)showsthatthesescaling problems areaggravated with decreasing
resolutionofthetimeseries.
Thefractalandmultifractalstructureofrainfall
The box-counting plot obtained with the 2-minute rainfall from 1963 to 1985 is shown in
Figure 5.1.Theplotdisplaystimescalesfrom 2minutesupto 1 year.Thus,itaccumulatesthe
statistics over 23years. The absolute value of the slope of the log-log plot over a range of
scales gives an estimate of the fractal dimension of the set of rainy periods observed in the
1-dimensionalspaceoftime.Rainfall occurrences aredefined herefor 2minutes, and include
alltheeventsinthedigitized data.Thus,thedefinition ofrainfall occurrencesisaffected bythe
resolutionofthemeasurements.
One can distinguish three (straight) sections in the log-log plot in Figure 5.1. Linear
regressionswerefittedtoeachofthesesections,withslopesofabsolutevalues0.90,0.50and1
(from left torightinFigure 5.1). Theslopeof-0.90wasdeterminedfor scalesfrom 2minutes
up to 128minutes (left); the slope of -0.50 is for scales from 128minutes up to 11.4days
(middle);andtheslopeof-1 isfor scaleslargerthan3months(right).Theslopeofthemiddle
section of the plot yields the estimate of the fractal dimension of the geometric 'support' of
rainfall occurrences D«0.5; this 'support' is defined inthe 1-dimensionalspace of time. The
upper and lower limits of the scaling range can not be determined precisely because scales
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Figure5.1 Box-counting log-logplot obtained with2-minute rainfallfromVale Formoso, from
1963to 1985.Abox ofunit-size correspondsto 2minutes.Theplot displaystime scales from
2minutesupto 1 year.
larger than about one-and-a-half months and smaller than about 2hours are not properly
investigated with the box-counting method. There are problems of 'saturation' affecting the
left andrightsectionsofthe box-countingplotinFigure 5.1. Forthelargerscales, 'saturation'
istrivialand ityieldstheslope -1. Thetypeof 'saturation' thatcanbeobserved for verysmall
time-scales (belowacritical scale)indicatesthatthesetof rainy periods described bythedata
almost 'fillsup' theobservational spaceoftime(i.e.therearealmostnozero-rainfall periods).
Thisbehaviourisexpectedtobetheresultofthemeasuringdeviceinabilitytoproperlycapture
and register the intermittency and variability of the rainfall process at small scales. To this
problem add the restrictive technique used to digitize the pluviographs (see above). Some
authors (e.g.Olsson et al., 1992) relate the observation of such a critical scale in the
box-countingplotstoanaveragedurationoftherainfallevents.
InFigure 5.1,thecritical scalefor 'saturation' atsmalltime-scales canbe associated withthe
average duration of the sampling-intervals used inthe digitization. This supports empirically
theexplanationgivenhereforthetypeofbehaviour (i.e. breaksinthescaling)observedforthe
datafrom ValeFormoso. Suchbehaviourisnotattributedto anyintrinsic characteristicofthe
rain process itself (at leaston this rangeof scales). Instead, inthis case, itshould result from
the need to define rainfall occurrences based on intensity thresholds. Thus, it must be a
consequence of the resolution of the measuring device, and the digitization technique. The
'support' of the rainfall process observed is the result of the integration of the process on a
certain (observation) scale and of the 'assimilation' to zero-values of very low
rainfall-intensities.
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Figure 5.2 shows the functional box-counting plot, for three intensity thresholds, obtained
withthe2-minuterainfall from 1963to 1985.Theintensity thresholds are,for the lines from
top to bottom, 0, 1, and 10mm/hour. Similar to Figure 5.1, different sections can be
distinguished inFigure 5.2.Theabsolutevalueoftheslopeoftheregression linesfitted tothe
middle sectionsoftheplot decreasesfor increasing magnitudes of thethreshold; thesevalues
are(from top to bottom, inFigure 5.2) 0.50, 0.44, and 0.19. This illustrates that the rainfall
process cannot be fully described by a single fractal dimension because the process is
characterized byan(infinite) hierarchyofdimensions:eachfractal dimension correspondstoa
different rainfall-intensity level. This behaviour indicates that the rainfall process has a
multifractal structure.
Theabsolutevaluesoftheslopeof theregression lines fitted tothe left-hand side sections of
the plot in Figure 5.2 are (from top to bottom) 0.90, 0.74, and 0.54. This means that in the
rainfall structure the more intense events are the rarest. At small time-scales, the scale
corresponding to the 'break' in the log-log plot varies with the magnitude of the threshold
value.Forincreasingly largerintensity-thresholds,thecriticalscalemovestoward smaller and
smaller time-scales. Such behaviour is consistent with the ('average') size of the
sampling-intervalsusedtodigitizesegmentsofthepluviographsofdifferent rainfall intensities
(seeTable5.1).Therefore, theintermittencyofrainfall mightnotbeproperly describedbythe
digitizeddataatscalessmallerthanthescalescorrespondingtothesesampling-intervals.Thus,
the expectation is that the 'breaks' in the scaling (power-law) behaviour are
intensity-dependent:thecriticalscalechangeswiththeintensity levelthatisbeingstudied(see
Figure 5.2).
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Figure5.2 Functional box-counting log-log plot obtained with 2-minute rainfall from Vale
Formoso,from1963to 1985.Aboxofunit-sizecorrespondsto2minutes.Theplotdisplaystime
scalesfrom2minutes up to 1 year. The rainfall threshold values are, for the linesfromtop to
bottom,0, 1, and 10mm/hour.
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Investigatingscale-invariancewithenergyspectra
The energy spectrum obtained for the 2-minute rainfall from 1963 to 1978 is shown in
Figure 5.3.Thespectrum hasbeensmoothed for highfrequencies (thisprocedure isalsoused
below for the other spectra). The spectrum in Figure 5.3 shows scale-invariant (power-law)
behaviour over a range of scales. For the lowest frequencies, a spectrum peak occurs at
approximately co»0.00011h'1,which corresponds totheannual cyclefrequency observed for
therainfall process. Theannual frequency spectral peak seemsto emerge inthe spectra,with
power-lawbehaviourholdingonbothsidesofthisfrequency. Thisscalingbehaviourholdsup
to a critical scale observed at the highest frequencies (i.e.small time-scales). Thus, two
different partscanbedistinguished intheplot:aboveandbelowtimescalescorrespondingtoa
frequency of about @«0.6 h"1(«100minutes). This spectral 'break' agrees with the critical
scale observed in the box-counting plot in Figure 5.1. Power laws were fitted to the two
sections of the energy spectrum with linear regressions of log(£(co)) versus log(to). The
spectralslopeis-0.15,for timescaleslargerthan2hours;for smaller time-scales,the spectral
slopeis-0.73.
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Figure5.3 Energy spectrum obtained for 2-minute rainfall from Vale Formoso, from 1963 to
1978.
Figure 5.4 shows examples of the spectra obtained for different r|-power renormalized
versions of the rainfall data. This renormalization followed the principle discussed in the
Double Trace Moment technique (see Section3.5.4). Figure 5.4(a) shows the spectrum for
r)=0.3, and Figure 5.4(b) shows the spectrum for r|=3. Small moments r| highlight the
contributions of small singularities of the rainfall intensity, and large moments r| highlight
thoseofthestrongsingularities.IntheplotsinFigure 5.4,thespectralbreakdoesnotoccurat
afixedscale.Thebreakmovestowardthelowestfrequencies for r|<1 andtowardthe highest
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Figure5.4 Energyspectraobtainedfor 2-minuterainfall fromValeFormoso,from 1963to1978:
(a)forthedatarenormalizedwithr|=0.3;and(b)forthedatarenormalizedwithr|=3.
frequencies for r|>l. This is also observed in the spectra of the different r)-renormalized
versionsof 15-minuterainfall, from 1963to 1985,thatareshowninFigure 5.5.InthisFigure,
andfor scaleslargerthanabout6hours,thespectralslopeforr|=l isalso-0.15.
A fundamental break, indicating the transition between two different scaling regimes
(i.e.governed by different dynamics), is expected to occur always at the same critical scale,
regardless ofthetypeof renormalized data (i.e.of the intensity of theprocess)that arebeing
analyzed. The type of behaviour observed, that depends on the intensity of the process,
supports that the break in the scaling is related to the dynamic range covered by the rainfall
measuring device and/or captured by the technique used to digitize the pluviographs.
Preliminary analysis ofthe digitized data from the continuously recording rain gaugeused at
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Figure5.5 Energyspectraobtainedforri-renormalizedversionsof 15-minuterainfall fromVale
Formoso,from 1963 to1985.
Vale Formoso (see above) showed that the 'sampling' (i.e.the data digitization criteria) was
different for different rainfall-intensities. It can explain why the results show some kind of
dependencyonthedynamicrangeoftherainfall data. These 'problems' areexpectedto affect
the description of the rainfall process beyond certain time scales, and to introduce artificial
breaks in the scaling. In the spectra obtained for r|-renormalized versions of the 2-minute
rainfall, as one increases the ri-moment a characteristic frequency 'emerges' in the high
frequency range. Figure 5.4(b) shows this for T|=3, with the spectral 'peak' occurring at
approximately G>=6 h"1. This frequency corresponds to 10minutes, which is exactly the
averageduration ofthesampling-intervalsusedtodigitizethehigher rainfall-intensity records
inthepluviographs. Thisspectral 'peak' isalsoobserved, alreadyfor ri=l, inthespectrum of
the2-minute rainfall from 1963,showninFigure 5.6. Itoccursatthefrequency of0*8.4 h",
whichcorrespondstoabout7minutes.Theindividualinvestigationoftheyearlyrainfall from
1963 to 1985 showed that the pluviographs from 1963 were digitized with the smallest
sampling-intervals. Moreover, for 1963, the 'average' sampling-interval associated with the
highestrainfall-intensities inthedataagreeswiththe(spurious) critical frequency observed in
thespectrum.Thespectralslopefor the2-minuterainfall in 1963is-0.06.Thisspectrum does
not exhibit the 'break' observed earlier for the high frequencies. In the other spectra of
individual years this 'break' was also not always present or it occurred shifted to a different
frequency. This observation also supports the hypothesis that the scaling-break at small
time-scalesisnotfundamental innature;thus,itisanartificial break. Severalauthorsobserved
a break in the scaling, at about 16days, in the spectra of rainfall (e.g.Ladoy et al., 1993;
Fraedrich and Larnder, 1993;Tessier etal., 1996).These authors associated this critical scale
with synoptic phenomena. Such acritical scalewasnotobserved inthespectra of the rainfall
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from ValeFormoso(seeFigure 5.3,Figure5.5 andFigure5.6).Thus,from thesespectra,itis
notpossibletodeterminepreciselytheupperlimitofthescale-invariant regimeofthe rainfall
processobservedatValeFormoso.
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Figure5.6 Energyspectrumobtainedforthe2-minuterainfallfromValeFormoso,from 1963.
Scalingoftheprobabilitydistributions
Figure 5.7 shows the log-log plot of the probability of exceeding rainfall-intensity levels of
singularity y, observed on scales of resolution X, against the scale ratio X. The data are
15-minuterainfall from 1963to 1985.TheprobabilityplotinFigure 5.7 isforrainfall ontime
scalesfrom 15 minutes (A,=16384)upto about 5.7months (X,=l). Thus,theplot includes the
statisticsof49 'samples' of 5.7months. Theordersof singularity yoftherainfall intensity ex
plotted inFigure 5.7areindicatedinthelegend.
Forsomevaluesoftheordersofsingularityy,thescalingoftheprobabilities iswell respected
overtherangeoftimescalesfrom 15 minutesuptoatleastone-and-a-half months(thepoints
follow closelyastraightline).Inparticularforthesmallsingularities,asmallerscalingrangeis
observed.Bothforthelowandhighvaluesofthesingularities,thebehaviouroftheprobability
plot deviates from the expected power-law at a time scale of around one hour. This scaling
'problem' found intheprobabilityplot(Figure 5.7)wasalsoobserved earlier(seeFigure5.1,
Figure 5.2, and Figure 5.3), and itoccurs at approximately the same critical time-scale. The
'bends' intheplot inFigure 5.7 areintheupward directionfor the lowintensities and inthe
downward directionforthehighintensities,withrespecttothepower-lawbehaviour observed
atlarger scales. If one expects that the same scaling behaviour is maintained downto scales
smallerthanthe 'critical' scaleof 1 hour, the direction of the 'bends' ofthe probability plots
suggests that, in this data set, the lower rainfall-intensities are overestimated and the higher
intensitiesareunderestimated.
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Figure5.7 Log-log plotofthe probability ofexceeding rainfall-intensity levels of singularityy,
observed onscalesfrom 15 minutes (X=16384)upto5.7months(X,=l),againstthescaleratioX.
Thedataare 15-minuterainfall from ValeFormoso,from 1963 to 1985. Thelegend indicatesthe
orderofsingularityyoftherainfallintensitye^.
Analysis of the probability plot in Figure 5.7 suggests the presence of a critical scale in the
structure of temporal rainfall; i.e.the existence of another scaling regime occurring on scales
larger than about two weeks. Different scaling regimes and critical scales in the temporal
structureof rainfall havebeenreported by several authors (e.g.Ladoy et al., 1993;Fraedrich
and Larader, 1993;Tessier et al., 1996).The different findings reported might be associated
withdifferences inclimaticregimes.
Scalingofthemoments
Figure 5.8 shows the log-log plot of the average q moments of the rainfall intensity e^on
timescalesfrom 15 minutes(X=16384)upto 5.7months(X=\), againstthescaleratio X.The
data are 15-minute rainfall from 1963 to 1985. Thus, the plot in Figure 5.8 includes the
statistics of 49 'samples' of 5.7months. Figure5.8(a) shows moments larger than 1, and
Figure 5.8(b)moments smallerthan 1.The^-moments plotted inFigure 5.8 are indicated in
the legend. Large moments highlight strong singularities (i.e.high rainfall-intensities), and
smallmomentshighlightsmallsingularities(i.e.smallrainfall-intensities) oftheprocess.
Thescalingofthemomentsoftherainfall intensityisgood(thepointsfollow closelyastraight
line)for the rangeof scalesfrom 15 minutesupto about one-and-a-half weeks, even though
this occursonly for arangeof (/-moments.Particularly for thesmall moments, thebehaviour
deviates from the expected power law at a time scale of around 30 minutes to one hour.
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Figure5.8 Log-log plot ofthe average q moments of the rainfall intensity E*,on time scales
between 15 minutes (X=16384)and 5.7months (A,=l),againstthe scaleratioX: (a)for moments
larger than 1; and (b) for moments smaller than 1. The data are 15-minute rainfall from Vale
Formoso,from 1963to 1985.
The plots in Figure 5.8 'bend' in the downward and upward direction relatively to the
power-lawbehaviourobservedforthelargerscalesanduptoaboutone-and-a-halfweeks.This
suggeststhat, inthisrainfall data set, the higher intensities areunderestimated and the lower
intensities are overestimated. The behaviour in Figure 5.8, and the associated critical scales
(for the 'break' inthe scaling),are consistent with theprevious analyses. Oneobserves once
more a shift of the critical scale with the intensity of the process. The dependency of the
critical scale on the intensity level of the process was already illustrated earlier with the
functional box-counting analysis (seeFigure5.2) and the spectra of r)-renormalized versions
ofthe2-minuterainfall (seeFigure 5.3 andFigure 5.4). Thebehaviourobserved supportsthe
possibility of intensity-dependent measurement-problems. Such problems are expected to be
caused both by thetype of rainfall measuring device that was used, and the data processing
methodthatwasemployed.
Theoverestimation of arangeof (low) intensities is consistent withwhat isknown aboutthe
measuring device and the method used to process the data (this is discussed above, and in
Section4.2).Thevery lowrainfall-intensities areoutsideofthedynamicrangethatiscovered
accuratelybytheraingauge.Oneexpectstheseintensitiestobepresent(artificially) inthedata
(i.e.inthepseudotime-series),asaresultofthemethodologyusedtodigitizethepluviographs
andtoreconstruct thetimeseries. There areprobably two explanations for the underestimate
of the high rainfall intensities. For large scales, it canbe explained by undersampling; some
high-order singularities (i.e.highrainfall-intensities arenotobserved because ofthefinite size
of the sample. Another explanation might be the digitization procedure used to obtain the
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rainfall data. Moreover, the location and exposure of the rain gaugemight also contribute to
underestimatehighrainfall-intensity 'peaks' (seeSection5.2).
Some rainfall intensities being notrepresented correctly bythe data affect the analysis of the
corresponding ^-moments. These limitations are expected to be present only for a limited
rangeofrainfall intensities.
Theempiricalscalingexponentfunctions
Themultiscaling behaviour observed for the probability distributions (in Figure 5.7) and for
the moments (in Figure 5.8) can be described by multifractal exponent functions: the
codimension function c(y) and themoments scaling function K(q). Thesefunctions, obtained
withthe 15-minuterainfall from ValeFormoso (from 1963to 1985),were determined for the
range of scales extending from 15 minutes up to 10.7days. Some of the scaling problems
observed atthesmallertime-scalesareexpectedto affect theestimateoftheempirical scaling
functions. The analysis of the very low singularities and moments (i.e.associated with the
low-intensity rainfall events), over the range of time scales mentioned above, is expected to
leadtoscaling exponentsthataresmaller (inabsolutevalue)thantheexponentsthatwouldbe
determined for scaleslargerthan 1 to2hours.Moreover, therewillbesomeuncertainty inthe
estimate of the empirical function c(y) over a range of values. This uncertainty is expected
because the plots in Figure 5.7 do not follow closely a straight line for the extreme high
singularities.
Empiricalcodimensionjunction
The empirical codimension function c(y) is plotted in Figure 5.9 (dotted line). The function
consists of both non-linear and linear sections. It is bounded from above by (Ymax> c(Ymax))>
becauseofthefinitesizeofthesample.Thecodimension ofthemaximumorderof singularity
ymax that is likely to be observed (reliably) in a finite sample corresponds to the effective
dimensionD+Ds (inEq.(3.35)),whereDs isthesamplingdimension(seeSection3.3.2).
The empirical function c(y)takes approximately thevalue 0.36 for roughly y<0.3. Thus,the
codimension function has a minimum value (cmin«0.36). This behaviour is also expected to
lead to linearity inthe empirical function K(q),overthe corresponding (small) moments (see
Section 3.3.2). Theminimum codimension inFigure 5.9 is associatedwiththe singularity of
thesmallestrainfall-intensity thatwas^captured' (reliably)bytheobservationoftheprocess;it
is cmin=c(Ymin) Thus, the critical singularity ymin is around 0.3. The minimum value of the
codimensioncmingivesanestimateofthefractal dimensionofthegeometric 'support' (defined
inthe 1-dimensionalspaceoftime)wheretherainfall isintegrated bytheobservation scheme
of the process; so D=l-cmin«0.64. This value is larger than the fractal dimension Z>*O.50
obtainedbybox-countinganalysisovertherangeofscalesfrom about2hoursupto 11.4days
(see Figure 5.1). This result can be explained because the study of the scaling of the
probabilities,overarangeofscalesstartingfrom 15 minutes,introduced underestimatesofthe
codimension (seeFigure 5.7),which yieldsalargerD. Ontheother hand, duringdigitization,
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Figure5.9 Empiricalcodimensionfunction (dottedline)determinedwith 15-minuterainfall from
ValeFormoso(from 1963to 1985),fortherangeofscalesfrom 15 minutesupto 10.7days.
the assimilation to zero-values of very lowrainfall-intensities could havesometimes led to a
underestimate of the 'true' fractal dimension that characterizes rainfall occurrences in Vale
Formoso.
The codimension function exhibits linear behaviour for orders of singularity y larger than
around 0.68. The statistical behaviour that leads to the linear section in the function c(y)
(Figure 5.9), for large singularities (for y>yD), is empirical evidence of a first-order
multifractal phasetransition. Thistypeofphasetransition isassociated with thedivergenceof
moments larger than a critical order #D=C'(YD)- The slopeof the regression line fitted to the
linear sectionoftheempirical function c(y)gives anestimate of #D«3.1, and the intercept an
estimateofK(qD)«1.3. Theestimateofthedualcritical singularityfor divergenceofmoments
isthusyD»0.68.
The intersection of the line c(y)=y with the linear asymptote to the function c(y) for large
singularities(Figure 5.9),givesanestimateofthefractal dimensionD;itis0.61.Thisestimate
fallsbetweenthetwootherestimatesofD,above.
Toinvestigatefurther thespecial statisticalbehaviourexhibitedbytheempiricalfunction c(y),
one can also study the probability distributions of the rainfall intensity on different scales.
Someof thesehistograms areshown inFigure 5.10;from top to bottom, thehistograms are
for rainfall on 15 minutes, 30minutes, and 1 hour (thehistogramswereoffset vertically soas
nottooverlap). Thehistograms exhibit algebraic tailswhich indicate divergence of moments
of order equal to the absolute value of the slope of these tails. Estimates of these slopes are
(also from top to bottom, in Figure 5.10) 3.08, 3.06, and 3.17. Analysis of the histograms
confirms the estimate of <7D«3.1. The behaviours of the histograms for the highest
rainfall-intensities (whichdeviatefrom theexpectedpowerbehaviourofthetails)arebelieved
toresultfromundersampling.
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Figure 5.10 Histograms ofrainfall ontime scales (from topto bottom) of 15minutes, 30minutes,
and 1 hour (thehistograms were offset vertically so asnotto overlap).The absolute slopes of the
algebraic tails of the histograms are (also from top to bottom) 3.08, 3.06, and 3.17. The
histograms were obtained with 15-minuterainfall from ValeFormoso,from 1963to 1985.
Empirical moments scaling function
The empirical moments scaling function K(q) is plotted in Figure 5.11 (dotted line). The plot
on the right-hand side of Figure 5.11 shows a detail of the function K(q) for moments q<1.
The empirical function K(q) consists of both non-linear and linear sections. It exhibits a linear
behaviour for moments largerthan around 3.1. This linearbehaviour isalso empirical evidence
of a multifractal phase transition. The linear behaviour exhibited by the function c(y) (in
Figure 5.9) for high orders of singularity y, and the algebraic tails of the histograms of rainfall
on various scales (in Figure 5.10) indicatethatthis isa first-order phase transition.
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Figure 5.11 Empirical moments scaling function (dotted line) determined with 15-minute rainfall
from Vale Formoso (from 1963to 1985),for the range of scales from 15minutes upto 10.7days.
The plot onthe right-hand side shows adetail ofthe function K(q)for q<1.
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The slope of the linear section of the empirical function K(q) (exhibited, in this case, for
momentsq>qD)givesan estimateofthemaximum orderof singularity y ^ that is present in
thisfinite sample.Theabsolutevalueoftheinterceptgivesanestimatefor thecodimensionof
that singularity, c^y^^). From Figure 5.11, the estimates are Y m ^ O ^ , and c(ymax)«1.02.
Both values agree well with the corresponding estimates from the empirical function c(y)
(Figure 5.9). Thevalueofymaxis largerthanthecritical singularity determined above (itwas
yD«0.68),whichsupportsthatthephasetransitionisofthefirstorder.
The values of qD and K(qu) estimated from the empirical function c(y) agree with the
behaviour exhibited by the empirical function K(q). This function yields A"(3.1)=1.30;
moreover,the(dual)determinationofthecritical singularity yD=IC(qD)=K'(3.\)wO.68agrees
withtheprevious estimatefrom thefunction c(y). ThevalueofthedimensionD that satisfies
therelationD=K(qD)/(qB-l) (inEq.(3.63))is0.62,for<7D=3.1andtheempiricalK(qD)&l.30.
ThisestimateofDagreeswiththepreviousestimates.
The empirical function K(q), in Figure 5.11, also exhibits linear behaviour for moments
smaller than a critical order of around 0.5. The slope of this linear section of the function is
0.36 (an estimate of Y ^ and the intercept is -0.42 (an estimate of -c(y^J). These estimates
were obtained from the regression (dashed) line fitted to the data that are shown on the
right-handsideplotinFigure 5.11.Thediscontinuity inthefunction K{q) atsmallmomentsis
also associated with a type of phase transition, and it arises from the Legendre transform
relationbetweenthefunctions c(y)andK(q).Ifthereisarestriction ontheavailable ordersof
singularityy,theLegendretransform betweenc(y)andK(q) willtakeplaceover afiniterange
ofy's. Thisleadstolinearbehaviourinthefunction K{q)overarangeof^-moments,whichis
observed in this case for moments q smaller than approximately <7min«0.5. The dual critical
singularityisy ^ , whichrepresentsthelowerlimitoftherangeofy-valuesthatarepresentin
the rainfall data. This singularity y ^ is explained by the 'assimilation' of very low
rainfall-intensities to zerovalues (yieldingrain-free periods).Itresultsfrom the limitations of
the measuring device and method used to digitize the pluviographs. Thus, the minimum
codimension c(ymin)«0.42 (estimated from the empirical function K(q) in Figure 5.11) is
relatedtotheobserved (geometric) 'support' ofrainfall (defined inthe 1-dimensionalspaceof
time). The corresponding estimate for its fractal dimension is D«0.58. The values obtained
here for y ^ and cfy^ are slightly larger than the values obtained from the analysis of the
function c(y). Suchestimates,relyingonthestudyofsmallsingularities andmoments,maybe
affected by the scaling problems ('bends') observed inthe probability and moments plots in
Figure 5.7andFigure 5.8.
'Universal'multifractals
Thedescription of the statistics of the temporal rainfall by the 'universal' multifractal model
(see Section3.4) is investigated. The parameters of this model are Ch a, and H. Different
methods canbeusedto estimate theseparameters (see Section3.5.5). Thesemethods include
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the Double Trace Moment (DTM) technique (see Section3.5.4), which was developed to
estimatedirectlytheseparameters.
The DTM plot of log(|K(q,r\)I) versus log(r|) is shown in Figure 5.12 for some of the
<7-momentsinvestigated for testingthescaling(seelegend).Thestudy of different ^-moments
increasesthereliabilityoftheestimatesofthemultifractal parameters.ThelinesinFigure 5.12
beingparallelconfirmsthescalingand'universal' multifractal behaviouroftherainfall process
overtherangeof scalesfrom 15 minutesupto 10.7days.Thebreaks inthescalingthatyield
the characteristic 'S'-shape of theDTM plot occur at critical orders of moments: atq^ and
g ^ . These critical moments limit the range that can be used to estimate the parameters.
Examples of the estimation of the moments q^ and qmxi from the plots in Figure 5.12 are
given inTable 5.2:themomentq^ isaround 0.6 andthemoment q^^ is around 3.1. These
estimatesagreewiththecriticalvaluesobtainedearlier.Inthiscaseitis,thus, 9„iax=^D-
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Figure5.12 DTM plot of log(IK(q,r\)\) versus log(t|) estimated for the range of scales from
15 minutesupto 10.7dayswith 15-minuterainfallfromValeFormoso(from 1963to 1985). The
legendindicatesthe(/-momentsplotted.
Estimationofthe 'universal'multifractalparameters
The DTM estimates of the 'universal' multifractal parameters are a=0.49±0.04 and
Ci=0.51±0.02 (thestudy isbasedontheinvestigationofthescalingof 11^-moments,within
therangefrom 0.55upto3).Thus,theprocessbelongstothe'universality' classwith0<a<1
(seeSection3.4).
Another estimate of the parameter Cxcan be obtained from the empirical moment scaling
function K(q) (Figure 5.11), with the relation X'(1)=C1. An approximation is
K'(l)x>[K(l.\)-K(0.95)] /0.15=(0.051+0.025) /0.15=0.51, which confirms thevalueobtained
withtheDTMtechnique.
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Table5.2 Estimation ofthe critical moments (qmin and <7max)associated withthe breaks in the
scaling ofplots oflog(IK(q,r\)\) versus log^), in Figure5.12, from the curves obtainedfor
^-momentsoforder0.85and 1.3.
o

log(n)

n

q"n=?oriticai

Vmin

0.85

-0.15

0.70

0.60

f/min

1.3

-0.30

0.50

0.65

<?max

0.85

0.55

3.55

3.00

f/max

1.3

0.40

2.51

3.26

type ofscaling-breakatr|

Themultifractal parameterHcanbeestimatedwiththerelationH=(fi-\+K(2))12 (Eq.(3.81)),
where -(Bistheslope ofthe energy spectrum plotted inlog-log axis. From thespectrain
Figure 5.3 andFigure 5.5, theestimate is P«0.15. Theempirical /T(2)=0.568 yieldsthe
estimate of //«-0.14. One obtains roughly the same estimate of// (in Eq. (3.82)) withthe
theoreticalvalue£(2)=0.592:#*-0.13.
Thevalueof// estimatedfrom thegeometricalpropertiesofthefunction c(y)(itis c'{CrH)=\
and c(CrH)=Ch inEq. (3.30)) supports that the parameter Hisapproximately zero. The
previous estimates ofHcan be affected byuncertainties inestimating the spectral slopep.
Thus, one expectstheparameterHtobe rather small. The estimateofthe parameter Cx also
from the empirical function c(y) is slightly lower than the other estimates of it; it is
approximately0.45.
Agreementbetweenthetheoreticalandempiricalscalingfunctions
The empirical andtheoretical scaling functions obtained for this case arerepresented in
Figure 5.13. Figure 5.13(a) shows theempirical (dotted line) andtheoretical (solid line)
codimensionfunctions. Figure 5.13(b)showstheempirical (dotted line)andtheoretical (solid
line)moments scalingfunctions. Theagreementbetweenthe empirical and theoretical scaling
exponentfunctions isgood onlyforarangeofvalues(see alsoFigure 5.9 and Figure5.11).
Thisrange is limited bythecritical exponents (ordersofsingularity and moments) associated
withthemultifractal phasetransitiondiscussedabove.
In the presence ofafirst-order phase transition, the theoretical andempirical codimension
functions areonly expected to agreewell until an orderofsingularity yD; thisisobservedin
Figure 5.13.Thecritical singularitythatisassociated withthecritical orderfor divergenceof
moments qD=3.l is yD=fC(qDy4).6S, estimated from the empirical function K(q) in
Figure 5.11. ThevalueofyDthat is estimated from the 'universal' multifractal function with
parameters C^O.49anda=0.51 (Eq.(3.72))is0.72.Figure 5.13(a) showsthattheempirical
codimensions of singularities y>yD aresmaller than thetheoretical estimates. Thus, their
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Figure5.13 Empiricalmultifractal scalingexponentfunctions (dottedline)plottedwiththe'universal'
multifractal function (solid line) with parameters a=0.49, C^O.51 and Z/=-0.02: (a)codimension
function; and(b)momentsfunction. Theempiricalfunctions weredeterminedwith 15-minuterainfall
fromValeFormoso(from 1963to1985),fortherangeofscalesfrom 15minutesupto10.7days.
probabilityofoccurrence(inEq.(3.22))islargerthanthatpredictedbythetheoretical model,
whichcorrespondstoabare multiplicativecascadeprocess.Thisdiscrepancy canbeexplained
bythedifferent waythatisusedtoobtainthetwoprocesses(empirical andtheoretical):(bare)
theoretical processes arefine-grained;and (dressed) empirical processes are coarse-grained
(seeSection3.3.1).Thesedifferences resultfrom thefiniteresolutionofthemeasuringdevices
and the consequent integration of the ('true', fully developed) process on the scale of
observation. Finite samplingfrom aprocess(each samplewithafinitescaleratio)imposesan
upper boundary on the orders of singularity y that might be observed. Thus, the linear
behaviour of the function c(y)for singularities Y>YD is only observed for sufficiently large
samples sincethosehighsingularities arealmost surely notpresent insmallsamples (insmall
samplesisys<yD,withc(ymax)=c(ys)«Z>hDs).
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For small orders of singularity, the disparity between the theoretical and empirical
codimension functions can also be explained. It occurs approximately for y<0.3
(seeFigure 5.13(a)), which is very close to the singularity y ^ estimated from the empirical
codimension function. This function takes a constant value (c(y)«0.36) for roughly y<0.30.
Thederivativeofthec(y)atthecriticalpointyieldsanestimateofqma^OAS. Untilthiscritical
y-value, (small) singularities are observed (in the data) less often than it is described by a
multiplicative bare cascade process (represented in Figure5.13(a) with a solid line). For
ordersofsingularitysmallerthany ^ , theempiricalfunction c(y)isaffected bytheintegration
of the process on certain scales, and 'assimilation' to zero-values of very small
rainfall-intensities. This is caused by technical restrictions of the measuring device and
digitizationmethod.
The theoretical and empirical functions K(q), in Figure 5.13(b), show good agreement for
qr-momentslyingwithintheintervalfrom around0.6upto3.1.Thisintervalcorrespondstothe
dynamic range of the process where one expects that the statistics are well described by
'universal' multifractals. The critical exponents agreewith the DTM plots of log(|K(q,r\)\)
versuslog(r|)(seeFigure 5.12 andTable 5.2).OutsidethisrangeEq.(3.39)mustbeused.
Estimationofthecriticalmomentqmax(qsorqD)with'universal'multifractals
Thecriticalmomentsq„ andqDcanbeestimatedwiththe 'universal' multifractals parameters.
The critical moment qs can be estimated by qs=[(P+D^IC{^la (Eq.(3.49)), whenever is
qs<qr> F° r m e rainfall data analyzed inthis Section, this expression yields tfs«4.1, which is
well above the critical moment associated with the linear section of the function K{q) in
Figure 5.11.Thisvalueofthemomentqswasobtainedwith£H-Z)S«1.02,whichwasestimated
from theanalysisoftheempiricalfunctionK(q)(seeabove).
The effective dimension D+Ds can also be estimated by using the notion of sampling
dimensiondefined inEq.(3.32).Thus,itisZ)s=log(Ns)/log(a,)=log(49)/log(1024)=0.56.Asa
first approximation, oneuses thefractal dimension (of the 'support' of the process) obtained
withbox-countinganalysisovertherangeofscalesfrom 2hoursupto 11.4days;itisD=0.50.
Thus, c(ymax)=ZHZ)s=1.06. This estimate agrees reasonably with the empirical function in
Figure 5.9. According to this function, the maximum order of singularity estimated reliably
from thissampleisapproximately0.74.
With Ci(qDa-qD)/[(a-\)(qv-l)]=D (Eq.(3.50)) one obtains an estimate of qn<*3 by taking
Z)=l-c(ymin)=0.64;thevalueofc(ymiD)wasestimated directlyfrom theempirical codimension
function. ThisestimateofthemomentqDisingoodagreementwiththeprevious estimates.It
also supports that the phase transition is of the first-order. The small discrepancy in the
estimateofthecriticalmomentisduetouncertaintiesinestimatingthedimensionD.
The 'universal' multifractal model was used successfully to describe the statistics of rainfall.
Althoughtherewasgoodagreementbetweentheempiricalandtheoreticalbehaviours for only
arangeofvalues, 'universal' multifractals estimatedwelltheupper limitofthisrange, i.e.the
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critical exponents observed for the large singularities and moments of the process. These
exponents areassociatedwithmultifractal phasetransitionsofthefirstand second order. The
behaviour observed for thesmall intensities oftherainfall requires more study, especially the
relationofthedataandanalysiswiththemeasuringdeviceitself.

5.3.2 Daily rainfall
This Sectiondeals with the analysis of 30years of daily rainfall from Vale Formoso
(Portugal), recorded from 1961to 1990 (see Section4.2). In this period, the average annual
rainfall is498.8mm.Thedailydataarefrom anon-recordingraingauge.Theresolutionofthe
measurements is0.1 mmofrainfall. This is,thus,theminimum daily rainfall depth recorded.
Any trace of rain below 0.1mm is neglected by the observer and days are considered dry
(zero-rainfall days).
Thefractal andmultifractalstructureofthedailyrainfall
Figure 5.14 shows the box-counting log-log plot obtained for the daily rainfall. The plot
displaystimescalesfrom 1 dayupto256days (approximately 8.5months). The statistics are
thus for 41 'samples' of 256days.It ispossibleto distinguish different sections inthe plot in
Figure 5.14. Thefractal dimension that characterizes rainfall occurrences on a range of time
scalesfrom 1 dayuptoabout 11 daysis0.56. Thisvalueisgivenbytheabsolutevalueofthe
slopeoftheregression linefitted tothe left-hand sidesection ofthe plot inFigure 5.14. The
resultdiffers fromthebox-countingestimateofthefractal dimensionobtainedforthe2-minute
rainfall (see Section 3.3.1), whichwas 0.50. Thedifferent rainfall thresholds (imposed by the
resolution of therecords) that areused inthetwo analyses may contribute to this difference.
The resolution is 0.1 mm/min for the recording rain gauge, and is 0.1 mm/day for the
non-recording gauge. For time scales larger than 128days (roughly 4.2months), the
right-hand side section of the plot has a slope of -1 (dashed line). This is caused by
'saturation.' The slope of the regression line fitted to the range of time scales from about
11 days up to about 4months (128days), inthe middle section of the box-counting plot, is
-0.80. This range of scales can be affected by the 'saturation' observed at scales larger than
about 4months. The result may also indicate a different scaling regime. The behaviour
observed at different intensity levels of the daily rainfall is shown in the functional
box-counting log-log plot in Figure 5.15. The corresponding rainfall thresholds are, for the
linesfrom toptobottom,0, 1,5,8,and 10mm/day.For increasingvaluesofthethreshold the
corresponding fractal dimension decreases; the absolute values of the slopes of the plots in
Figure5.15aresmaller. Fortherangeof scalesfrom 1 dayupto about 11 days,the estimate
for the fractal dimension of the (geometric) 'support' of daily rainfall is:0.56 for 0mm/day,
0.49 for 1 mm/day, 0.33 for 5mm/day,0.26 for 8mm/day, and 0.22 for 10mm/day.For the
samethresholds,the absolutevaluesoftheslopes oftheregression lines fitted totherangeof
scales from 11 days up to 128days are: 0.80 for 0.1mm/day, 0.76 for 1 mm/day, 0.64 for
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5mm/day, 0.53 for 8mm/day, and 0.51 for 10mm/day. The intersection of the regression
lines from the left and middle sections of the plot in Figure 5.15 shows that the critical scale
separating these two sections remains at the same scale for the different thresholds (at about
11days). This observation suggests that different scaling regimes might govern time scales
above and below this critical scale. The plot in Figure 5.15 shows 'saturation' (see right-hand
side section of the plot) for all the rainfall thresholds investigated, but the critical time-scale is
different from threshold to threshold. The critical scale increases with increasing threshold
which indicates that the rainfall events are more and more sparse as the intensity level
increases.
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Figure 5.14 Box-counting log-log plot obtained with daily rainfall from Vale Formoso, from
1961to 1990.Theplotdisplaystime scales from 1 dayupto256days.
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Figure5.15 Functionalbox-counting log-logplotobtainedwithdailyrainfall from Vale Formoso,
from 1961to 1990.Theplot displaystime scales from 1 day upto 256days. Thethreshold values
ofthedailyrainfall are,forthelinesfromtoptobottom, 0.1, 1,5, 8,and lOmm/day.
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Investigatingscale-invariancewithspectralanalysis
The energy spectrum of the daily rainfall is plotted in Figure 5.16. The spectrum was
smoothed for the high frequencies. In Figure 5.16, the spectral peak at co«0.0027day"1
corresponds to the annual cyclefrequency. The other (smaller) peak inthe higher frequency
range(atro«0.0055day")correspondstoahalf-annual frequency.
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Figure5.16 EnergyspectrumobtainedfordailyrainfallfromValeFormoso,from1961 to1990.
Thespectrum exhibitsapower-lawbehaviourthatextendsfrom 1 dayuptoatleast8months.
Alinearfittothissectionofthespectrumyieldsanestimateforthespectralslopeof-0.17.Itis
notpossibletoconcludeabouttheupperlimitofthescalingrange.Thebehaviour suggeststhat
thescalingbehaviour extendstoevenlargerscales,althoughadifferent (flat-power) behaviour
mightbepresentfor thelowfrequency range.Theanalysisofthelowfrequency rangeshould
be approached with care because the estimates arebased on a small number of long-period
cycles.Itwouldbenecessarytoanalyzealargersampletoconfirm thisspectralbreak.
For rainfall in Europe, Fraedrich and Larnder (1993) reported a flat spectral plateau
(E(a>)«co°),fortimescalesfrom about3yearsdownto3days.Suchtypeofspectralplateauis
notseeninFigure 5.16,atleastforthisrangeofscales.Thescalingregimeassociatedwiththe
range of scales characterized by such spectral plateau is expected to govern inter- and
intra-seasonal variability (Fraedrich and Larnder, 1993). The critical scale (of about 3days)
thatwasobserved inthespectra investigatedbyFraedrich andLarnder(1993)isassociatedby
theauthorswiththedurationofsynopticevents(seealsoe.g.Ladoyetal., 1991; Tessier etal.,
1993).Asimilarcriticalscaleatabout3dayswasreportedbyOlsson(1995).Thecriticalscale
was observed at around 2 weeks by Ladoy et al. (1993) and Tessier et al. (1995), among
others.
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Scalingoftheprobabilitydistributions

Figure5.17showsthe log-logplotof theprobability of exceedingrainfall intensity levelsof
singularityy,observed ontimescalesofresolution X,againstthescaleratioX.Figure 5.17is
for rainfall ontimescalesfrom 1 day(A,=256)upto256days(X=l).Theordersof singularity
yof the rainfall intensity ex that are plotted in Figure5.17 are indicated in the legend. This
Figureincludesthestatisticsof41'samples' of256days.InFigure 5.17, scalingismaintained
from 1 dayuptoabout 1 to2weeks.
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Figure5.17 Log-logplotoftheprobability ofexceedingrainfall intensity levels of singularityy,
observedonscalesfrom1 day(X=256)upto256days(X=l), againstthe scaleratioX.Thedata
are daily rainfall from Vale Formoso, from 1961 to 1990. The legend indicates the order of
singularityyoftherainfall intensitye?,.
Scalingofthemoments
Figure 5.18 shows the log-log plot ofthe averageq moments of the rainfall intensity zx o n
timescalesfrom 1 day(X=256)upto256days(^=1), againstthescaleratioX. Figure 5.18(a)
showsmomentslargerthan 1, andFigure5.18(b)showsmomentssmallerthan 1 (seelegend).
The plot in Figure 5.18 suggests that two different scaling regimes hold above and below a
critical scaleataboutone-and-a-half weeks. Thisrangeof scales spans less than oneorderof
magnitude. Its analysis must be approached with care. Analysis of the scaling of moments
largerthan 1 suggeststhatthesecond scalingregime ismaintained for timescalesuptomore
than8 months.
The rainfall threshold of 0.1 mm/day that was imposed at the smallest observation-scale
(i.e.one day) by the rainfall measuring technique, introduced in the data a minimum
'observable' intensity. Thus,theordersof singularity oftheprocessthat are possibleto study
arebounded from below. They arealsobounded from abovebecause of thefinite size of the
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Figure5.18 Log-log plot of the average q moments of rainfall intensity sx on time scales
between 1 day(X.=256)and256days(X=l),againstthescaleratioX: (a)formomentslargerthan
1; and(b)for momentssmallerthan 1.Thedataaredailyrainfall from ValeFormoso,from 1961
to 1991.
sample. This affects particularly the scaling of the very small moments q (corresponding to
very lowrainfall-intensities). Because itisconvenientto study scaleresolutions thatareequal
to powers of 2, the investigation of two scaling regimes in the temporal structure of rainfall
will consider the critical scale at 8days. Thus, the behaviour observed at scales smaller and
largerthan 8dayswillbe studied. Thescalingofthemoments smallerthan 1 has determined
theupper limit ofthe rangeof scales thatwill be analyzed, which is 128days.Nevertheless,
theinvarianceofpropertiesisbelievedtooccuronevenlargerscales.
Analysisofrainfallontherangeofscalesfrom 1 upto8days
Theempiricalscalingexponentfunctions
Theexponent scalingfunctions that describethemultifractal temporal structure of rainfall on
therangeofscalesfrom 1 upto8daysarederivedbelow(thisscalingregimeisexpectedtobe
maintained upto about 11days,seeFigure 5.17 andFigure 5.18). One should approachthis
analysiswithcautionbecauseofthesmallrangeoftimescalesinvestigatedinthisanalysis.
Empiricalcodimensionfunction
The empirical codimension function, c(y), that describes the scaling of the probability
distributions of the rainfall intensity isshown inFigure 5.19. For singularities ysmaller than
around 0.45 thefunction displaysalinear(flat) behaviour,whichindicatesthepresenceinthe
dataofaminimum (observable)singularityy ^ . Thecodimension ofthissingularity isc(ymin)
«0.35. This leads to the estimateD«0.65, D being the fractal dimension of the (geometric)
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'support' oftheobservedrainfall process,defined onthetimedomain.Thisvalueislargerthan
the(monofractal) box-counting estimateofthefractal dimension (D»0.56), but itagreeswith
valuesofDestimatedusinghigh-resolutionrainfall (seeSection5.3.1).
Theempiricalcodimensionisratherpoorlyestimated for y>0.65. Itisnotpossibletoanalyze
thebehaviourofthefunction beyondthisvalue.
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Figure5.19 Empirical codimension function that describes the scaling of the probability
distributionsofrainfall intensityonscalesbetween 1 dayand8 days.Thestudyuseddailyrainfall
fromValeFormoso,from1961 to1990.
Empiricalmomentsscalingfunction
Theempiricalfunction, K(q),thatdescribesthescalingofthemomentsoftherainfall intensity
ontime scalesfrom 1 day up to 8days is plotted inFigure 5.20 (dotted line). The function
consistsofbothnon-linear andlinearsections. Thefunction K(q)is linearfor moments larger
than around 3.5. The slope of this linear section is an estimate of ymax=0.86. The absolute
value of the intercept gives an estimate of c(ymax)=1.5. One expects that the discrepancy
between theseestimates andtheempirical function c(y)resultsfrom thesmall rangeof scales
usedtoestimatetheempirical functions.
Examples of histograms of rainfall on different scales are shown inFigure 5.21; from topto
bottom,thescalesare 1,2,4,and8days(inFigure 5.21,thehistogramswereoffset vertically
so as not to overlap). The histograms exhibit algebraic tails which indicates divergence of
statistical moments. Thecritical order for divergenceof moments isgiven bytheslopeofthe
algebraictails.Theabsolutevaluesoftheslopesoftheregression linesfitted tothetailsofthe
histograms are (from top to bottom) 3.7, 3.6, 3.7, and 3.6. The value of the moment qD is
estimated as 3.65. It agrees with the behaviour of the function K{q). The multifractal phase
transition present in the statistics of rainfall is believed to be of thefirst-order,although the
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i4

Figure5.20 Empiricalmomentsscalingfunction (dottedline)determinedwithdailyrainfall from
ValeFormoso(from 1961 to 1990), fortherangeofscalesfrom1 dayupto8 days.
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Figure5.21 Histograms ofrainfall ontime scales (from toptobottom) of 1 day, 2days,4 days,
and8 days(thehistogramswereoffset verticallysoasnottooverlap).Theabsolutevaluesofthe
slopesofthealgebraictails ofthehistogramsare(alsofromtoptobottom)3.7,3.6, 3.7,and3.6.
ThehistogramswereobtainedwithdailyrainfallfromValeFormoso,from1961 to1990.
estimateofthecodimensionfunction (inFigure 5.19)doesnotexhibitclearlylinearbehaviour
for the large singularities. Using Eq.(3.41), one estimates D=K(q^l(qT)-X)&0.(A from the
empiricalfunctionK(q).
The empirical function K(q), in Figure 5.20, also exhibits linear behaviour for moments
smaller than a critical order of around 0.7 (q,^. The slopeof this linear section is 0.44 (an
estimateofymin),withinterceptat-0.46(anestimateof-c(y„^J). Thevalueofy ^ agreeswell
withtheestimatesfrom theempiricalcodimensionfunction. Thevalueof^ y ^ islargerthan
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the value that is observed by inspection of the empirical function c(y). It leads to
Z)=l-c(Ymin)«0.54. This value agrees reasonably with the estimate of the box-counting
dimension D for scales between 1and 8days. The linear behaviour of thefunction K(q) for
small moments (q<qmin) is also a type of multifractal phase transition. It results from
limitations of the measuring technique, which introduced a minimum (non-zero) observable
singularityoftherainfall intensity.
'Universal'multifractals
The'universal' parametersthatcharacterizethemultifractal behaviourdescribedbythescaling
exponent functions in Figure 5.19 and Figure 5.20 were estimated with the Double Trace
Moment (DTM) method. The DTM plot of log(|K{q,r()\) versus log(ri) is shown in
Figure 5.22 for someofthedifferent valuesofthemomentqthatwereusedtotestthescaling
(seelegend).
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Figure5.22 DTMplot of \og(\K{q,r^\) versus log(r|), estimated for the range of scales from
1dayupto8 days.Thedataaredailyrainfall from ValeFormoso,from1961 to 1990.Thelegend
indicatesthe(/-momentsplotted.
The lines inFigure 5.22 areparallel,which confirms the scaling and 'universal' multifractal
behaviouroftherainfall processovertherangeofscalesfrom 1 dayupto8days.Thestudyof
different ^-momentsincreasesthereliabilityoftheestimatesofthemultifractal parameters.In
Figure 5.22, thescaling breaks down for critical orders of moments: at q^ and qmax (where
<7max=mm((7s>'7D))- Analysis yielded the 'universal' parameters Ci=0.51±0.03 and
a=0.48±0.08 (the averages arefor 9^-values). This result confirms that the rainfall process
belongs to the 'universality' class with 0<a<l. The multifractal parameters estimated here
withdailyrainfall agreeverywellwiththeestimatesobtainedwith 15-minuterainfall, for the
range of scales from 15 minutes up to 10.7days (see Section5.3.1). This result is rather
promising with respect to shifts in the scale. This finding is favourable for the transfer of
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information acrossscales,i.e.itisuseful ifonewishestodeterminethestatisticsofrainfall on
smalltime-scalesfrom dailydata.
One can estimate the value of C\ from the first derivative of the function K(q) at q=\. An
approximation is A7(l)=[AT(l.l)-A:(0.95)]/0.15=(0.052+0.026)/0.15=0.52, which confirms
theDTMresult.
Theothermultifractal parameter,H, canbeestimatedwithEq(3.81).Theabsolutevalueofthe
slopeoftheenergyspectrum (Figure 5.16)isp=0.17andtheempiricalK(2)is0.57;thus,the
estimateofH is-0.13.Withthe'universal' parametersCx anda, theestimateoftheparameter
His -0.12(usingEq.(3.82)).
Agreementbetweenthetheoreticalandempiricalscalingexponentfunctions
Thetheoretical 'universal' scalingfunctions, withtheparameters estimated above, areshown
in Figure 5.23 and Figure 5.24. Figure 5.23 shows the theoretical codimension function
(solid line) plotted withthe empirical codimension function (dotted line). Figure 5.24 shows
the theoretical moments scaling function (solid line) plotted with the empirical moments
function (dottedline).
Theempirical andtheoretical codimension functions inFigure5.23 show agreementonly for
a very limited range of values. For the small singularities, the disparity between the two
functions couldbeexplainedbyaminimum reliablyobservedrainfall intensityinthedata.For
thelargesingularities,this discrepancy couldbecaused byapoor estimate of the multifractal
parameters,oroftheempirical function.
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Figure5.23 Empiricalcodimensionfunction (dottedline)thatdescribesthescalingoftheprobability
distributions of rainfall intensity on scales between 1 day and 8days, plotted with the 'universal'
codimension function (solid line) with parameters a=0.48 and CpO.51,/f=-0.12. The studyused
dailyrainfall fromValeFoimoso(from 1961to1990).
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Figure5.24 Empiricalmomentsscalingfunction (dotted line)plotted withthe 'universal'moments
scaling function (solid line) withparameters a=0.48 and Ci=0.51. Theplot onthe right-hand side
showsadetailofthefunction formoments q<1.Theempirical function wasdetermined withdaily
rainfallfromValeFormoso(from 1961to1990),fortherangeofscalesfrom 1 dayupto8days.
Theempirical andtheoretical momentsscalingfunctions inFigure 5.24 agreewell only for a
finiterangeofmomentsq(seealsoFigure 5.20).Thelimitsarethecriticalvaluesoftheorder
of moments discussed above. Theupper limit is approximately of order 3.5-4. For moments
larger than this critical order, the empirical function is linear. Such (special) statistical
behaviour is associated with a multifractal phase transition. For the estimate <7D=3.65, m e
valueofthedualcriticalsingularity is YD = ^(9D) !S! 0 74,estimated from thetheoretical function
K{q) (Eq.(3.72));andis0.75,estimatedfrom theempiricalfunction. Itisnotpossibleto verify
the correctness of these estimates of yD from the empirical codimension function c(y), in
Figure5.23.
There is also disparity between the empirical and theoretical functions K(q) for moments
smaller than a critical value c^^.7. This critical moment is associated with a special linear
behaviour of the empirical moments scaling function for q<q^m. This qualitative change in
statisticalbehaviourisanotherexampleofamultifractal phasetransition.
Estimationofthecriticalmomentqmax(qsorq^J with'universal'multifractals
The value of the critical moment qB can also be estimated with Eq.(3.50); for .D=0.65, is
<7D»3.4. This value agrees with other previous estimates of qD. Small differences in the
estimatesofthiscriticalmomentcanbeexplainedbyuncertaintiesinestimatingD.
An estimate of the moment qs can be obtained with Eq.(3.49). It is qs<^9.5 for c(ymax)=1.5,
estimated from theempirical momentsfunction. This estimateismuch larger thanthecritical
momentobserved inthefunction K(q)andtheestimateof thecritical order for divergence of
moments from the histograms (in Figure 5.21). This supports that the multifractal phase
transitionisofthe first-order.
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Analysisofrainfall ontherangeofscalesfrom8daysupto4.3months
Theempiricalscalingexponentfunctions
The exponent scaling functions that describe the multifractal behaviour in the temporal
structure of rainfall (see Figure 5.17 and Figure 5.18) on the range of scales from 8 up to
128days(approximately4.3months)arederivedbelow.
Empiricalcodimensionfunction
The empirical codimension function, c(y), that describes the scaling of the probability
distributionsofrainfall intensityontimescalesfrom 8daysupto 128days(seeFigure 5.17)is
shown in Figure 5.25 (dotted line). The function consists of both linear and non-linear
sections.
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Figure5.25 Empirical codimension function (dotted line) that describes the scaling of the
probability distributions ofrainfall intensityonscalesbetween8and 128 days.Thedataaredaily
rainfallfromValeFormoso,from 1961 to1990.
The empirical codimension function is 'flat' for orders of singularity y smaller than around
0.05. This critical value corresponds to the singularity ymin. The codimension of this
singularity,c(ymin),isestimatedtobebetween0.15and0.2.Thisvalueagreesreasonably with
the monofractal analysis discussed earlier: the box-counting dimension was £>«0.80 (it is
£>=i-c(ymin)).
For orders of singularity larger than around 0.45, the codimension function also displays a
linear behaviour. This type of behaviour is empirical evidence of a first-order multifractal
phasetransition.Theslopeofthelinearfittothissectionofthecodimensionfunction givesthe
estimate<7D«3.65andtheintercepttheestimateAT(^D)«1.03.Theintersection ofthislinewith
c(y)=ygivesanestimateofthefractal dimensionD=0.39.Thisvalueismuchsmallerthanthat
suggested bythebox-counting plotinFigure 5.14. Thisresultisconsistentwiththeideathat,
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over the range of scales of interest here, the box-counting estimate is affected by the
'saturation' observedonlargerscales.
Another estimateofthecritical orderfor divergenceof moments canbeobtained by studying
the histograms of the rainfall intensity on different scales. Figure 5.26 shows (from top to
bottom)histogramsoftherainfall intensityonscalesof8, 16,and32days(inFigure 5.26,the
histogramswereoffset vertically soasnottooverlap). Thehistograms exhibit algebraictails.
Theabsolutevaluesoftheslopesoftheregression linesfitted tothetailsofthehistograms are
(alsofrom toptobottom)3.6, 3.5,and 3.6. Thesevalues agreewiththeprevious estimatesof
the moment qD obtained from the slope of the tail of histograms of rainfall on other scales.
Thisresultsupportstheestimate^D«3.6.Thus,itsupportsthatthemultifractal phasetransition
observedintheempiricalscalingexponentfunctions isofthe first-order.
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Figure5.26 Histogramsofrainfall ontimescales(from toptobottom)of8, 16,and32days(the
histograms wereoffset vertically so asnotto overlap). Theabsolute values ofthe slopes ofthe
algebraictails ofthehistograms are(alsofromtopto bottom) 3.6, 3.5,and 3.6. Thehistograms
wereobtainedwithdailyrainfallfromValeFormoso,from 1961 to1990.
Empiricalmomentsscalingfunction
Theempiricalmomentsscalingfunction,K(q),thatdescribesthescalingofthemomentsofthe
rainfall intensity ontimescalesbetween 8daysand 128daysisplotted inFigure 5.27 (dotted
line).TheempiricalfunctionK(q)consistsofbothnon-linearandlinearsections.
Thelinearsectionisobserved for momentslargerthanaround 3.5.Theslopeofthissectionis
an estimate of Ymax=0.50. The absolute value of the intercept gives an estimate of
c(ymax)=Z>+-Z)s«0.80. Thesevalues are smaller than itwould be expected from inspection of
the empirical codimension function in Figure 5.25. From the empirical moments scaling
function, the estimate of the dual critical singularity for divergence of moments is
yD=A7(<7D)«0.46, which agrees with the behaviour observed in the empirical codimension
function. Thefunctionary) alsoyieldstheestimateD«0.39(usingEq.(3.41)).
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The study of the empirical function K(q) near q=0 yields the estimates ymm^O.OS and
c(ymin)=-^T(0)«0.20. These values agree with the estimates of Ymin and c^y,^ from the
empiricalcodimension function.

Figure5.27 Empiricalmomentsscalingfunction (dottedline)determinedwithdailyrainfall from
ValeFormoso(from 1961 to 1990),fortherangeofscalesfrom8 upto 128 days.
'Universal'multifractals
The 'universal' parameters that characterize the empirical scaling exponent functions in
Figure 5.25 andFigure 5.27 wereestimatedwiththeDouble TraceMoment (DTM)method.
The DTM plot of log(|K(q,r])\) versus log(r|) is shown in Figure 5.28 for some of the
different valuesofthemomentqthatwereusedtotestthescaling(seelegend).
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Figure5.28 DTMplotoflog(IK(q,r\)\) versus log(r|), estimated forthe rangeof scalesfrom8
upto 128 days.The data are daily rainfallfromVale Formoso,from1961to 1990.The legend
indicatesthe^-momentsplotted.
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DTM analysis yielded the 'universal' parameters C^O.30+0.02 and a=0.66±0.06 (the
averagesarefor 12^-values).Theseparametersdescribethestatisticsofrainfall overtherange
ofscalesfrom 8daysupto4.3months.Therainfall processbelongstothe 'universality' class
with0<a<l.
Themultifractal parameter H ispoorly estimated with Eqs.(3.81) and (3.82), if oneuses the
estimate of the spectral exponent P=0.17. The empirical /T(2)=0.35 yields the estimate
//»-0.24.Withthe'universal' parameterstheestimateisH&-0.23.
Analysis of the empirical codimension function suggests that the parameter H is smaller
(//«-0.03). Thisresultisobtained from thegeometric properties of thecodimension function
c(Cl-H)=Ci and <f(P\-H)=\ (in Eq.(3.30)). These properties lead to an estimate of the
parameterQ ofapproximately 0.3,whichagreeswiththeDTMresult.
ThevalueofC{ canalsobeestimatedfrom thefirstderivativeofthefunctionK(q)atq=1.An
approximation is A?,(1)=[AT(1.1)-A:(0.95)]/0.15=(0.031+0.015)/0.15=0.31, which confirms
theDTMresult.
Agreementbetweenthetheoreticalandempiricalscalingexponentjunctions
Thetheoretical 'universal' scaling functions with parameters a=0.66, C^O.30 and H=-0.03
are shown in Figure 5.29 and Figure 5.30. Figure 5.29 shows the theoretical codimension
function (solid line) plotted with the empirical codimension function (dotted line); see also
Figure 5.25. Figure 5.30 shows the theoretical moments scaling function (solid line) plotted
withtheempiricalmomentsfunction (dotted line);seealsoFigure 5.27.
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Figure5.29 Empiricalcodimensionfunction (dottedline)thatdescribesthescalingoftheprobability
distributions of rainfall intensity on scales between 8 and 128days, plotted with the 'universal'
codimensionfunction (solidline)withparametersa=0.66,C^O.30,andH=-0.03. Thedataaredaily
rainfallfromValeFoimoso,from1961to1990.
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Figure5.30 Empiricalmoments scalingfunction (dottedline)plotted withthe 'universal' moments
scalingfunction (solidline)withparametervaluesa=0.66 andC^O.30.Theplotonthe right-hand
sideshowsadetailofthefunction forq<1.Theempiricalfunction wasdeterminedwithdailyrainfall
fromValeFormoso(from 1961to1990),fortherangeofscalesfrom8upto128days.
Estimationofthecriticalmomentqmax(qsorq^)with'universal'multifractals
ThecriticalmomentsqsandqDcanbeestimatedwith'universal' multifractals. Tocalculatethe
valueof<7DusingEq.(3.50)itisnecessary toknowthedimensionD. Ifoneusestheestimate
£>=0.39, discussed above, the moment <7Dis poorly estimated («2.4). The value of D that
verifiesEq.(3.50)for<7D=3.6is0.43.
Theempirical andtheoretical scaling functions agreereasonably well for arangeofvaluesof
the orders of singularity and moments. These critical values are discussed above. For large
singularities and moments of the rainfall intensity, the disparity between the empirical and
theoreticalscalingfunctions isexplainedbyafirst-orderphasetransition.Formomentssmaller
than 1,there is only agreement between the empirical and theoretical moments functions for
momentslargerthanapproximately0.65.
The moment <7S can be estimated using Eq.(3.49). The estimate of the effective dimension
obtained by analyzing the empirical moment function is 0.80. This leadsto <7S«4.4,which is
larger than the critical moment observed. Because the value of the effective dimension
estimatedfrom theempiricalfunctionK(q)seemstobeunderestimated, aevenlargermoment
qs would be obtained. This result supports that the multifractal phase transition is of the
first-order (itis qs>qv).
Thevalueofthedualcriticalsingularityfor divergenceofmomentscanalsobeestimatedwith
'universal' multifractals. Using Eq. (3.72) one obtains YD=.K'(<7D)«0.51, which agrees well
withthepreviousestimates.
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5.3.3 Monthly rainfall
This Section deals with the analysis of 59years of monthly rainfall from Vale Formoso
(Portugal), recorded from 1932to 1990 (see Section4.2). In this period, the average annual
rainfall is 565.9mm. Thedatawere obtained by aggregating daily rainfall (measured with a
non-recording rain gauge) during monthly intervals. The temporal structure of rainfall on
scaleslargerthan 1 monthisinvestigatedwiththislongermonthlyrainfallrecord.
Thefractalstructureofthemonthlyrainfall
Thebox-counting plot obtained withthemonthly rainfall is shown in Figure 5.31. The plot
displaystimescalesfrom 1 monthupto 16months.Thus,itaccumulatesthestatisticsoverthe
59 years, i.e.of 44'samples' of 16months. In this plot two linear sections can be
distinguished: onewithaslopeof -0.89,for timescalesfrom 1 monthupto4months (onthe
left-hand side of the plot); and another with a slope of -1, for larger time-scales (on the
right-hand sideoftheplot).Thebox-countinganalysisofscalesbetween 1 and4monthsmay
be affected by the 'saturation' observed for the larger scales. For climates that are not
characterized by a well-defined dry season, the slope of the log-log box-counting plot for
monthlyrainfall isalways-1(i.e.itshows'saturation' startingfrom scalesof 1 month).
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Figure5.31 Box-countinglog-logplotobtained withmonthly rainfallfromVale Formoso, from
1932to 1990. Theplotdisplaystimescalesfrom1 monthupto 16months.
Investigatingscale-invariancewithenergyspectra
Theenergy spectrum for themonthly rainfall isgiven inFigure5.32. Thespectrum exhibits
peaksatfrequencies correspondingapproximatelyto 1 year,3.2years,6.6years,and 8.5years.
Towards the low-frequency end, the spectrum starts rising with decreasing frequency, well
outside the statistical fluctuations observed in the adjacent section exhibiting flat-power
behaviour. This behaviour over the largest scales is expected to be related to climatic
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fluctuations (FraedrichandLarnder, 1993);itisexpectedtodescribelong-termvariability.The
presenceofa(flat) spectrum plateauisobservednowmoreclearly(inFigure 5.32)thanwhen
smaller sampleswere analyzed (seeFigure 5.3, for 23years, and Figure 5.16, for 30years).
Thisbehaviour isnotmaintained for scales smallerthan about 5months.Linearregressionof
log(E(co))againstlog(co),overthisrangeof scales,yieldsanestimatefor thespectral slopeof
-0.24.
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Figure5.32 Energy spectrum obtained for monthly rainfall from Vale Formoso, from 1932to
1990.
Scalingoftheprobabilitydistributions
Thelog-logplot inFigure 5.33 showstheprobabilityof exceedingrainfall intensity levelsof
singularityy,observed ontimescalesfrom 1 month (^.=8)up to 8months (X=\), against the
scale ratio X. Figure 5.33 includes the statistics of 88 'samples' of 8months. The legend
indicatestheordersofsingularityyoftherainfall intensitys xthatareplotted inFigure5.33.
The relatively small size of the sample hampers the study of this range of (larger) scales.
Nevertheless, the plot in Figure 5.33 confirms that scaling is maintained over the range of
scalesfrom 1 monthuptoatleast4months(seeSection5.3.2).
Scalingofthemoments
Figure 5.34 shows the log-log plotofthe averageq moments ofthe rainfall intensity e^ on
scales from 1 month (X=$)up to 8months (^.=1), against the scale ratio X. Figure5.34(a)
showsmoments largerthan 1 andFigure 5.34(b)showsmomentssmallerthan 1.Thescaling
behaviourseemstooccurherefrom 1 monthuptoatleast8months.
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Thetopicsoffirst-order and second-order phasetransitions canbe approached systematically
by analyzing samples of different sizes, and different renormalized versions of the datawith
Ti-powers (see e.g. Schertzer and Lovejoy, 1993; Schmitt, 1993). This type of data
renormalization is discussed in Section3.5.4, and it is based on the technique of the Double
TraceMomentmethod.Byincreasingthemomentr)onehighlightsincreasingly intenseevents
(i.e.of high order of singularity). Thus, by studying the statistical properties of the entire
family of r|-renormalized versionsofthedataasafunction oftheresolution oftheprocess, a
completecharacterizationofthescalingpropertiescanbeobtained.Inthisway,itispossibleto
determineaspectrumofvaluesfor thecriticalmomentsqv^^q^ andq£®=#ST],whichwill
depend non-linearly upon r\. The critical moments q^ are associated with first-order phase
transitions, and themoments qsr^ with second-orderphasetransitions (see Section3.3.1). The
moments qDn andq^ areobtainedfor ther|-renormalized versionsoftheprocessinthesame
waytheusualmomentsqDandqsareobtainedfor theoriginalprocess(inthiscaseitis T|=1).
ThecriticalmomentsqVn andqm plottedagainstthemomentT|,yieldphase-transitionlineson
the plane (q,r\). Such a plot is called a 'phase-diagram' on the (q,y\) plane (Schertzer and
Lovejoy, 1993).Aphase-diagram canalsobeobtainedontheplane(y,r|).
Thepurposeofthestudy conducted inthis Section isto deriveaphase-diagram ontheplane
(<7,r|).Thestudy investigatesthestatistical behaviourof rainfall overtherangeofscales from
15minutesupto 10.7days;ituses 15-minuterainfall datafrom ValeFormoso,from 1963to
1985(seeSections4.2and5.3.1).
EstimatingthemomentqBn from theempiricalcodimensionfunctions c(y,rj)
Theempiricalcodimensionfunctions c(y,T|)obtained for afew r|-renormalized versionsofthe
(original) rainfall process areshowninFigure 5.41. Theeffect on the codimension function
c(y,r)) of varying r| can be observed in Figure 5.41(a) for moments T|<1, and in
Figure 5.41(b)for moments r|>l. Astheorder ofthe singularity decreases, the codimension
c(y,r|) tends to the same value (cmin«0.36). As the value of the moment r\increases, this
behaviour isobserved for smaller and smaller singularities; inFigure 5.41(b)this isobserved
outsidetherangeofsingularitiesthatareplotted.Figure 5.41 alsoshowsthatthevalueofthe
orderofsingularity,andcorrespondingcodimension,thatsatisfies thegeometricalpropertiesin
Eq.(3.30)(i.e.thefixedpointc{C^-Cx andc'(C{)=\)increaseswithr\.
EstimatingthemomentsqB^ orqSr1]fromtheempiricalmomentsscalingfunctionsK(q,r\)
Theempirical moments scalingfunctions K(q,r\), obtained for afew ri-renormalized versions
of the data, are shown inFigure 5.42. The plot on the right-hand side shows a detail of the
functionsK(q,i\)for^-momentssmallerthan1.
Figure 5.42 showstheeffect onthefunction K(q,r\) of changing thevalue ofthemomentr\.
Whilethevalueofthesingularityyminchanges (ymin isgivenbytheslopeofK(q,T\) as q—>0),
thevalueofc^n^ri)isconstant. TheslopeofK(q,r]) as</->!changesasafunction ofr|;this
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Figure 5.41 Empirical codimension functions c(y,r|) that describe the scaling of the probability
distributions of rainfall on time scales from 15minutes up to 10.7days. The functions were
obtained for different r|-renormalized versions of 15-minute rainfall from Vale Formoso, from
1963to 1985.The functions represented are: (a) for r|<l; and (b) for r|>l. The legend indicates
the value ofthemoment t|.
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Figure 5.42 Empirical moments scaling functions K(q,rftthat describe the scaling ofthe moments
of different r|-renormalized versions of rainfall on time scales from 15minutes up to 10.7days.
The data are 15-minute rainfall from Vale Formoso, from 1963 to 1985. The plot on the right
hand side shows a detail ofthe functions for ^-moments smaller than 1. The legend indicates the
value ofthe momentr\.
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indicates(andconfirms)thatthecodimensionofthesingularityofthemeanoftheprocessisa
function ofr|.
Theempirical functions K(q,r\) inFigure 5.42 consist ofboth non-linear and linear sections.
Thelinearbehaviouroccursfor both largeand smallvaluesofthemoment q.Forthesmaller
valuesof q,thisbehaviour is caused bytheabsenceofweak orders of singularity inthe data
analyzed. Itcanbetheresultofaminimum (non-zero)detectionlimitofthemeasuringdevice
(i.e.the measuring device cannot capture the complete dynamic range of the process).
Otherwise, itwould mean that such events are absent in theunderlying multifractal process.
The reason the function K(q,i\)becomes linear for large moments q can be explained with
first-order or second-order phasetransitions. The critical moments are different for different
valuesofthemomentr),andtheyareeitherq^ orqs1].
EstimatingthemomentqD^from thehistogramsofr\-renormalizedversionsoftheprocess
Moments qDri canbeestimated from theabsolutevaluesoftheslopesofthealgebraictailsof
the probability distributions of the ('new') r|-renormalized versions of the observed process
(hereafter calledri-histograms).Toobtainthe^-histogramsatvariouslevelsofresolution,the
rainfall data is renormalized at the highest resolution (i.e. 15 minutes) and averaged out on
largerscales.
Figure 5.43 showsthehistogramsobtainedafter different r|-renormalized 15-minuterainfall is
averaged on 30-minute intervals. Figure5.43(a) shows histograms for a few r|-moments
smallerthan 1,andFigure 5.43(b)showshistogramsfor afew r|-moments largerthan 1.The
slope of the algebraic tails of the histograms varies with the moment r\. Slopes increase
(decrease)withdecreasing(increasing)magnitudeoft|.
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Figure5.43 Histograms of r|-renormalized rainfall on 30-minute intervals: (a) for r)<l; and
(b)forr|>l. Thedataare 15-minuterainfallfromValeFormoso(from 1963to 1985)averagedout
on30-minuteintervals.Thelegendindicatesthevalueofthemomentt|.
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Figure 5.44 and Figure 5.45 show histograms of r|-renormalized versions of rainfall on
different scales. Figure 5.44 shows, for r|=0.25, the histograms for scales of 16hours,
32hours, and 2.7 days. Figure 5.45 shows, for r|=3.98, the histograms for 15minutes,
30minutes, 1 hour, 2hours, and 4 hours. Figure 5.44 and Figure 5.45 show that the value of
the critical moment q^n is independent of the time scale; the slope of the algebraic tails of the
histograms isroughly thesame asthescalechanges.
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Figure 5.44 Histograms of ri-renormalized rainfall on different scales, for n=0.25. The
histograms are for 16hours, 32hours, and 2.7 days (the histograms were offset vertically so as
not to overlap). The data are Ti-renormalized versions of 15-minute rainfall from Vale Formoso
(from 1963to 1985)averaged outonthe different time-scales.

Figure 5.45 Histograms of r|-renormalized rainfall on different scales, for r)=3.98. The
histograms are for 15minutes, 30minutes, 1 hour, 2hours, and 4hours (the histograms were
offset vertically so as not to overlap). The data are n-renormalized versions of 15-minute rainfall
from Vale Formoso (from 1963to 1985)averaged outonthe different time-scales.
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InFigure5.44, theabsolutevaluesoftheslopeoftheregressionlinesfittedtothetailsofthe
histograms are (from toptobottom) 6.1,6.0, and 6.1. In Figure 5.45, the absolute values of
theslopeoftheregression linesfittedtothetailsof thehistograms arebetween 0.85 (for 15minute time-scales) and 0.81 (for 4-hour time scales). The behaviour exhibited by the last
pointofthetailsofthehistograms maybeaconsequenceof thesample limitations thatwere
discussedearlier(seeSection3.3.1).
Constructionofthephase-diagram
In Figure 5.46, the phase-diagram plotted in the plane (r\,q), 'summarizes' some statistical
propertiesofthetemporalrainfall processobserved atValeFormoso.Thediagramisbasedon
the study of rainfall in the 23 years' period (from 1963 to 1985), and in single years. It is
constructedfrom thecriticalexponentsassociatedwithmultifractal phasetransitionsofthe first
and second order. Therefore, two different types of statistical behaviour are represented: one
for the moments q}^ (the behaviour is explained by a second-order phase transition), and
another onefor themomentsq^ (thebehaviour is dueto afirst-orderphasetransition).For
very large r|-moments, one has the degeneracy phase; for moderate r|-moments and for
sufficiently large (^-moments, one finds a transition from soft to hard phase; whereas for
sufficiently low r|-moments, one obtains transition to spurious scaling (see Schertzer and
Lovejoy, 1993).
Thecriticalexponents areimportantfortherangeofsingularitiesy,inc(y),andofmomentsq,
inK(q),where 'universal' multifractal behaviourisexpected inthedynamicsofrainfall.
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Figure5.46 Multifractal phase-transition diagram on the plane (r\,q) obtained with 15-minute
rainfall data from Vale Formoso, Portugal. The line qD corresponds to first-order phase
transitionsandthelineq* correspondstosecond-orderphasetransitions.
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5.3.5 Seasonalvariationandmultifractal rainfall
Theprevious analyses have not dealtwith the investigation of any seasonal characteristic of
temporal rainfall. However, this process exhibits often quite pronounced seasonal patterns.
Suchtypeofbehaviour isobserved inValeFormoso(Portugal)withawetseason(inwinter),
and a marked dry season (in summer) lasting for several months (see Section4.2). 'Local'
analysis (i.e. intime)of point-rainfall may reveal to beofpractical interest (e.g.to relate the
rainfall process/eventswithotherrainfall-induced process/events). Thebehaviourwill thenbe
dominatedbythelocalpresenceand/orabsenceofcertainsingularities.
This Sectiondealswithseasonalvariations inthemultifractal behaviourofrainfall. Thestudy
usesdatafrom ValeFormoso(Portugal).Itisbasedonthemultifractal analysisofrainfall over
four equallylongperiodsdefinedwithintheyear.Withthischoiceofrelatively longperiodsof
3months,oneexpectstoovercometheyear-to-yearvariabilityobservedintherainfall process.
The four trimesters of the year were defined from October to December, January to March,
ApriltoJune,andJulyto September. Thechoiceofthesetrimesterswasbasedontheaverage
wettest trimester, which was determined from monthly rainfall observed in the period from
1932to 1990(seeSection4.2).Duringthisperiod,thosetrimesterscontributed(onaverage)to
theannual rainfall inthefollowing way:40%from OctobertoDecember, 36%from January
toMarch, 19%from ApriltoJune,and5%from JulytoSeptember.
The multifractal structure of rainfall, observed on the 3-month periods defined above, is
studied in this Section with 15-minuterainfall data from Vale Formoso, from 1963 to 1985
(see Sections4.2 and 5.3.1). The statistics are accumulated for the same (i.e. corresponding)
period within the year, over the 23 years. The investigation of seasonal variations in the
multifractal behaviour is conducted by comparing the multifractal exponent functions that
describe the scaling of the probability distributions and moments of the rainfall intensity on
each of the trimesters. The 'universal' parameters that characterize the multifractal temporal
structureofrainfall onthedifferent periodsarealsocompared.
Thenormalizationoftherainfall intensityoneachofthetrimesterswasdonewiththe23-years
average rainfall-intensity on the corresponding period. These intensities are shown in
Table5.3.
Table5.3 Average rainfall-intensity observed during the four trimesters and the full annual
period,from1963 to 1985.Thedataare 15-minuterainfallfromValeFormoso.

average rainfall-intensity (mm/h)

Octoberto
December

Januaryto
March

Aprilto
June

Julyto
September

annual
period

0.082

0.077

0.049

0.011

0.052
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Box-countinganalysis

Figure 5.47 shows the box-counting log-log plots for the rainfall observed, from 1963 to
1985, in each of the four trimesters: October to December, January to March, April toJune,
and July to September. For comparison, the box-counting plot obtained for the full annual
period (i.e.from October to September) is shown also in Figure 5.47. This Figure shows
scales ranging from 15 minutes (box-size 1) up to 85.3days (box-size 8192). The rainfall
threshold used in the box-counting analysis is the value imposed by the rainfall measuring
deviceanddata-processingtechniques(seeSections4.2and5.3.1).
1 hour

Oct-Dec
Jan-Mar
Apr-Jun
Jul-Sep
annual

10000

size ofboxes (15 minutes)
Figure5.47 Box-counting log-log plots obtained with 15-minute rainfall from Vale Formoso
(from 1963 to 1985),observedinthefull annualperiod andinthefourtrimestersindicated inthe
legend.Aboxofunitsizecorrespondsto 15 minutes.Theslopesoftheregressionlinesare (from
toptobottom)0.50,0.53, 0.54,0.44,and0.25.
Thebehaviour displayedbytheleft-hand sidesectionsoftheplots inFigure 5.47 corresponds
tothe type of 'saturation' discussed in Section5.3.1 (see also Figures6.1 and 6.2). It affects
scales from 15 minutes up to about 1to 2hours. The absolute values of the slopes of the
regressions linesfitted to 15minutesupto 1 hour are(for theperiodsrepresented from topto
bottom, inFigure 5.47) 0.88,0.88,0.87,0.85,and0.84;theseregressionlines arenotshown.
Theseresults suggest thatthe intermittency of rainfall isnotwell captured over this rangeof
scales (e.g. by the measuring device and/or the digitization technique). Consequently, in the
record,therainfall appearslesssparse(i.e.thefractal dimensionislarger)thanonlargerscales.
ThestraightlinesshowninFigure 5.47arefittings tothemiddlesectionsoftheplots,overthe
rangeofscalesfrom 2hours(box-size8)upto 10.7days(box-size 1024).Theabsolutevalues
oftheslopeoftheselinesyieldestimatesforthefractal dimensionofthegeometricset defined
(in the 1-dimensional space of time) for rainfall occurrences on this range of scales. These
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dimensions are(alsofrom toptobottom inFigure 5.47) 0.50, 0.53,0.54, 0.44, and 0.25.For
theperiodfrom JulytoSeptember,theregressionwasovertherangeofscalesfrom 4hoursup
to 10.7days. In some of the cases analyzed the scale-invariance seems to extend to scales
largerthanone-and-a-halfweeks.Thefractal dimensionsquantify thesparsenessofthe rainfall
eventsonthevariousperiodsstudied.
Scalingoftheprobabilities
Figure 5.48 shows log-log plots of the probability,of exceeding rainfall intensity levels of
singularity y, observed on scales from 15 minutes (A,=8192) up to 85.3days (A,=l), against
the corresponding scale ratio X. Figure5.48(a) to Figure5.48(d) are for rainfall in the
following periods: (a) OctobertoDecember, (b) January from March, (c) April to June, and
(d)Julyto September.
-.38

.05
.20
.30
.38
.45
.53
.57
.61
.65
.68
.72
.78

-.32

.19
.36
.44
.51
.55
.59
.63
.67
.71
.74

log(X)

.78

Figure5.48 Log-logplotsoftheprobabilityofexceedingrainfall intensitylevelsofsingularityy,
observed ontimescalesfrom15 minutes(X=8192)upto 85.3days(^,=1),againstthescaleratio
X. Thedataare 15-minuterainfall,fromValeFormoso(from 1963to 1985),intheperiods from:
(a)Octoberto December;(b)JanuarytoMarch;(c)ApriltoJune;and(d)Julyto September.The
legendindicatestheorderofsingularityyoftherainfall intensitys x .
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Figure 5.49 Log-log plot of the average q moments of the rainfall intensity ex on time scales
from 15minutes (X=8192) up to 85.3days (X=l), against the scale ratio X. The data are
15-minute rainfall from Vale Formoso (from 1963 to 1985), in the periods from: (a)October to
December; (b)January to March; (c)April to June; and (d)July to September. The plots on the
left-hand side show thebehaviour for moments largerthan 1and the plots on the right-hand side
showthe behaviour formoments smallerthan 1 (seelegend).
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5.3AnalysisofrainfallfromValeFormoso
Scaling(power-law)behaviourismaintainedovertherangeofscalesfrom 15minutesuptoat
least one-and-a-half weeks. Similarly to what was observed earlier (see Section5.3.1), some
deviations from the (expected) power-law behaviour can be observed for the very low
rainfall-intensities (small singularities) andfor thehighrainfall-intensities (largesingularities).
One expects that the rainfall dynamics related to these ranges of rainfall intensities is not
captured properly by the measuring device.Moreover, tone expects that those intensities are
affected by the data digitization technique (this is discussed in Sections4.2 and 5.3.1).
Consequently, the scaling behaviour exhibited by the low rainfall-intensities on time scales
smaller than about2hours may be affected by these data limitations. The scaling ofthehigh
rainfall-intensities is believed to be affected mainly by undersampling. These problems
decreasethereliabilityoftheestimatesrelatedtothelowandhigh rainfall-intensities.
Scalingofthemoments
Figure 5.49 shows log-log plots of the average q moments of the rainfall intensity ex on
scalesfrom 15 minutes(X=8192)upto85.3days(X,=l),againstthecorresponding scaleratio
X. Figure 5.49(a) isfor rainfall from OctobertoDecember,Figure 5.49(b) isfor rainfall from
January toMarch, Figure 5.49(c) isfor rainfall from ApriltoJune,and Figure 5.49(d) is for
rainfall from JulytoSeptember. Scalingbehaviourismaintained overtherangeofscalesfrom
15minutesuptoatleastone-and-a-halfweeks,for arangeof^-moments.Attheverylowand
very high rainfall-intensities, thebehaviour deviatesfrom the expected power-law holdingon
the larger scales in the plot. It indicates the presence of critical (small) scales. The scaling
'problems' are expected to be caused by data limitations. Similar problems affect also the
scaling of the probabilities (Figure 5.48), both for the low and high singularities y(see also
Section5.3.1), up to scales of about 2hours. One expects that the aggravation of the scaling
problems observed for the rainfall from July to September (see Figure 5.48(d) and
Figure 5.49(d)) isduetoundersampling.
The number of (independent) samples of 85.3days available for the study of the different
trimesters is 23. The samples come from different years; therefore, they are surely
independent. This may notbe the casewith the 98 samples of 85.3days defined for the full
annual period, becausetheir total independence isnotguaranteed. Theprocess is analyzed in
time without interruptions. Moreover, although the number of (independent) samples is
presumably the same for all the four trimesters analyzed in this Section, the amount of
'information' thatisanalyzed effectively isaffected bythenumber of zerosinthe data.Thus,
thereareimportantdifferences between a 'wet' and a 'dry' period. In a 'dry' period thereare
several zero-rainfall samples and many 'rain-free' intervals from 15 minutes up to 10.7days
('realizations').
Table 5.4 givessomeinformation aboutthedifferent cases analyzed inthis Section (someof
the values presented were obtained with box-counting analysis). Their effective dimensions
are,thus,difficult toestimate.
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Table5.4 Someinformation aboutthe rainfall samplesanalyzed. A 'realization' corresponds to
the rainfall observed on scales from 15 minutes up to 10.7days. Each sample includes 8
'realizations' and is 85.3days long. The data are 15-minute rainfall from Vale Formoso, from
1963 to1985.
Octoberto
December

Januaryto
March

April to
June

Julyto
September

annual
period

numberof samples

23

23

23

23

98

numberof realizations

184

184

184

184

784

numberofrain-free samples

0

0

0

4

3

numberofrain-free realizations

49

41

57

144

311

numberofrainy realizations

135

143

127

40

473

%ofrainy realizations

73

78

69

22

60

0.082

0.077

0.049

0.011

0.052

average rainfall-intensity (mm/h)

Multifractalscalingexponentfunctions
Theempiricalfunctions
Figure 5.50 showstheempiricalexponentfunctionsthatdescribethescalingoftheprobability
distributions of the rainfall intensity on scales from 15 minutes up to 10.7days, for the four
sub-periods of the year and for the full annual period (see also Section5.3.1). The functions
areplotted inthesameFiguretofacilitate their comparison. InFigure5.50 thedashed lineis
C
(Y) = T- The differences between the empirical scaling functions determined for the different
periods are discussed below. The empirical codimension functions in Figure 5.50 show the
effect of a lower 'cut-ofF in the rainfall singularities present in the data. The functions are
'flat' for small singularities. Itindicatestheexistenceof a minimum codimension that can be
explained (at least partly) by the observation scheme of the rainfall process. Some of the
functions alsoshowlinearbehaviourforthelargesingularities,whichisempirical evidenceof
first-ordermultifractal phasetransitions.Thisbehaviourisclearlyseeninthefunctions for the
rainfall from October to December, January to March, and April to June. It is difficult to
distinguish such behaviour in the empirical codimension function corresponding to the
('smallest') sample(i.e.from JulytoSeptember).Thebehavioursofthecodimension functions
forthefirsttwotrimesterssupporttheestimateofthecriticalorderfor divergenceofmoments
#D«3.1 (see Section5.3.1). The behaviour of the codimension function derived for the data
from ApriltoJunegivesanestimateofthecriticalmomentof2.3.
Figure 5.50 showsclearlytheupper boundary ofthecodimension functions determined from
finite samples. Thecodimension c(ymax)obtained for the different cases is consistentwith the
differences in the (effective) size of the samples (see Table 5.4); the effective dimension
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Figure5.50 Empirical codimension functions that describethe multifractal behaviour of rainfall
ontherangeofscalesfrom15 minutesupto 10.7days.Thedataare 15-minuterainfall fromVale
Formoso, from 1963to 1985.The different functions are for the full annual period and for the
sub-periodsfrom Octoberto December,Januaryto March,Aprilto June,and Julyto September.
Thestraightdashedlineis c(y)=y.
c

(Ymax) ( m Eq.(3.35)) is larger for the (effectively) largest samples. The singularities y^^
(i.e.thelargestsingularity estimated reliably from afinitesample)arelarger, for example, for
thesamplesfrom ApriltoJune, andfrom Julyto September, thanfor the 'ensemble' (i.e.for
the full period). This is a consequence of determining 'locally' (i.e. in time) the statistics of
rainfall. Table5.3 indicates the average values that were used to normalize the rainfall
intensityonthedifferent periodsstudied.
Figure 5.51showstheempirical exponentfunctions thatdescribethescalingof themoments
of the rainfall intensity on scales from 15minutes up to 10.7days, observed in the four
trimesters.Thesefunctions areplotted togetherwiththefunction that characterizesrainfall on
the full annual period. In Figure 5.51, the plot for the period from October to December is
'hidden' behind the plot corresponding to the full year. The empirical moments scaling
functions forthedifferent trimestersexhibitdifferences betweenthem.
The functions in Figure 5.51 are non-linear for Only a range of values. They exhibit linear
behaviour for moments smaller than roughly 0.3.This behaviour indicates the presence of a
minimum singularity yTria and codimension c(ymin). This is consistentwith the lowerbounded
behaviourobservedinthecodimensionfunctions, forthesmallsingularities(seeFigure 5.50).
For the large moments, linear behaviours are also observed in all the functions K(q) in
Figure 5.51.However,thecriticalmomentisnotalwaysthesame.Thisbehaviour isdiscussed
further below. For large moments q, the slopes of the linear asymptotes of the various
functions K{q) giveestimatesofthesingularitiesy ^ , andthe intercepts estimatesof -ciy^a).
Thesevalues (Ymax»c(Ymax))»estimated from the empirical functions K(q) in Figure 5.51, are
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indicated inTable 5.5;they agreereasonably well with the empirical codimension functions in
Figure 5.50. The function K(g) determined for the rainfall from July to September shows the
lowest intercept ofthe small-moments asymptote (thus,the largestcfy,^) and the largest slope
of the linear asymptote for the large moments (thus, the largest Ymax). These results agree with
the corresponding codimension function inFigure 5.50.

Oct-Dec
Jan-Mar
Apr-Jun
Jul-Sep
annual

.00

0.20

0.40

0.60

O.i

1.00

q

Figure 5.51 Empirical moments scaling functions that describe the multifractal behaviour of
rainfall on the range of scales from 15minutes up to 10.7days. The data are 15-minute rainfall
fromVale Formoso, from 1963to 1985.The different functions are for the full annual period and
for the sub-periods from October to December, January to March, April to June, and July to
September. The plot on the right-hand side shows a detail of the functions K(q) for moments q
smallerthan 1.

Table 5.5 Summary of estimates ofthe critical orders of singularities and codimensions obtained
directly from the empirical moments scaling exponent functions (before and after rescaling the
functions with respect to C{). The data are 15-minute rainfall from Vale Formoso, from 1963 to
1985.Theresults aregiven separatelyforthe different trimesters andforthefull annual period.
Octoberto
December
before
Ymin
c(y m in)
Ymax
^(Ymax)

after
Ymin'*-^1
c(ymin)/Ci
Ymax'*^1
C(ym,x)/Ci

Januaryto
March

Aprilto
June

Julyto
September

annual period
(Oct-Sep)

before

after before

after before

after before

after before

after

0.31

0.61

0.32

0.67

0.37

0.63

0.47

0.67

0.33

0.64

0.39

0.80

0.39

0.84

0.47

0.82

0.58

0.84

0.41

0.82

0.76

1.54

0.71

1.54

0.77

1.35

0.82

1.19

0.75

1.48

1.10

2.17

1.05

2.21

1.00

1.72

0.93

1.34

1.07

2.04
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There are discrepancies between the estimates of the (geometric) fractal dimension
Z)=l-c(Ymin) (determined from the scaling functions c(y) and K(q)), and the estimate of D
obtained from box-counting analysis (see Figure 5.47). The box-counting estimates lead to
smaller values of D. The different estimates are expected to be affected by the scaling
problemsobservedatthesmallsingularitiesandbythe(different) rangeofscalesthatwas used
forthebox-countingestimatesandfortheotherestimates.
'Universal'multifractals
Figure 5.52 shows,for afew ^-moments,theDTMplotsof log(|K(q,r))\) againstlog(r|) for
rainfall intheperiodsfrom: (a)OctobertoDecember, (b)JanuarytoMarch,(c)ApriltoJune,
and (d)July to September. The moments scaling functions were estimated for the range of
scalesfrom 15 minutesupto 10.7days.
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Figure5.52 DTM plots of log(IK(q,r\)|) versus log(r|) estimated for rainfall on the range of
scales from 15 minutes up to 10.7days, for the periods from: (a) October to December;
(b)JanuarytoMarch;(c)ApriltoJune;and(d)JulytoSeptember.Thedataare 15-minuterainfall
from ValeFormoso,from1963 to 1985.
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DTM analysis yields the estimates for the 'universal' multifractal parameters a and Cj
indicated inTable5.6 (theestimatesresultedfrom theanalysisof 13^-values). Thevaluesof
C\agree well with the estimates obtained from the empirical moments scaling functions in
Figure5.51(itisJC(l)=C1;seeTable 5.7). They alsoagreewellwiththeestimatesobtained
from theempirical codimension functions inFigure 5.50.Figure 5.50 andFigure 5.51 show
thatthevalueofCx is largerfor thesummerperiod, with lessrainfall. Becausethe parameter
C, isthe codimension ofthemeansingularity, thismeans amoresparseprocess.Analysesof
the empirical functions c(y)showthattheparameterH is nearly 0. Therefore, Cx equals also
the mean singularity. Thus, the larger value C{ also indicates the greater intermittency and
variability of the rainfall in this period. The higher rainfall intensities in Vale Formoso are
knowntobeassociatedwiththeconvectivestormsoccurringintheendofthesummer. These
stormsareresponsiblefor enormousamountsofsoillossregisteredinthistimeoftheyear,in
theregionofValeFormoso.
Table5.6DTMestimatesofthe 'universal' multifractal parametersC\ anda thatcharacterizethe
multifractal behaviour ofrainfall onscalesfrom15 minutesupto 10.7daysfor different periods
defined withintheyear,over23years.Thedataare 15-minuterainfallfromValeFormoso, from
1963to1985.
Period

Average rainfall (mm/h)

c,

a

October-December

0.082

0.49±0.02

0.52±0.05

January-March

0.077

0.46±0.02

0.52±0.05

April-June

0.049

0.57±0.02

0.40±0.04

July-September

0.011

0.69±0.02

0.31±0.04

annualperiod (Oct-Sep)

0.052

0.51±0.02

0.49±0.04

Table5.7 Estimationofthemultifractal parameterC\byanapproximationtothederivativeofthe
empirical function K(q)at q=\. The functions were determined for the range of scalesfrom
15 minutes upto 10.7days. The data are 15-minute rainfallfromVale Formoso, from 1963to
1985.
Period

AT(0.95)

*(1.1)

C!=K'(l)*>(K(1.l)-K(Q.95))/2

Octoberto December

-0.024

0.050

0.49

Januaryto March

-0.023

0.047

0.47

Aprilto June

-0.028

0.058

0.57

Julyto September

-0.034

0.070

0.69

annualperiod (Oct-Sep)

-0.025

0.051

0.51

5.3AnalysisofrainfallfromValeFormoso
The periods studied in this Section were selected based on a seasonal pattern of rainfall.
Therefore, there are obvious differences between the samples. The 'universal' multifractal
parameters seem to be able to make a distinction between the different types of events and
patternsofrainfall.
ReseatingtheexponentJunctions
Figure 5.53 showstherescaled empirical functions (dotted lines)ciy)ICx againsty/Ci, for the
different periodswithin theyear andfor thefull year. Thescalingfunctions areplotted inthe
same Figure to facilitate the comparison of results. In all the cases, the statistics are for 23
years. After rescaling, the codimension functions coincide (see also Figure 5.50). This
indicatesthattherainfall onthevariousperiodsstudiedbelongtothesame'universality' class
ofmultifractals.

Figure5.53 Empirical codimension functions (dotted lines) that describe the multifractal
behaviour of rainfall on the range of scales from 15 minutes up to 10.7days (for different
sub-periodsoftheyearandforthefull year),plottedwiththetheoreticallinewitha=0.49 (solid
line).Thedataare 15-minuterainfallfromValeFormoso,from1963 to 1985.Thefunctions were
rescaledwithrespecttoC\.Thestraightdashedlineisc(y)=y.
One expects that the small differences between the empirical curves are explained by
uncertainties in the estimates resulting from, for example, (statistical) undersampling. The
'universal' theoretical codimension function with parameter value a=0.49 (obtained for the
full annual period, see Section5.3.1)is represented also inFigure 5.53 (solid line). There is
good agreement between the empirical and theoretical curves for a finite range. The
discrepancyatsmallandlargey-singularitieswasalreadydiscussed.Forsmally, itisexplained
by 'noise' introducedbymeasurementlimitations andthepresenceofzero-values inthedata;
whereasfor largey, itiscausedbydivergenceofmoments.
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InFigure 5.54, and for thedifferent periodsthat arebeing analyzed, the empirical (rescaled)
functions K(q)ICx were plotted against the moment q. This Figure shows both the moments
scalingfunctions correspondingtothedifferent trimestersandthe(ensemble)momentsscaling
function corresponding to the full year; the statistics are for 23 years. The moments scaling
functions coincide for moments smaller than 2-3.There is only a small discrepancy for the
very smallmoments. Thisrangeof smallmoments corresponds tothenotwell defined range
ofsmallrainfall-intensities thatexhibitpoorscaling(seeFigure 5.49). Theempiricalmoments
scaling functions plotted in Figure 5.54 show linear behaviour for moments smaller than
roughly 0.3. Theslopesoftheselinear segmentsofthefunctions andtheir intercept aregiven
inTable 5.5;theslopeisanestimateofy^JCi andtheinterceptisanestimateof -ciy^lC^.
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Figure5.54 Empirical moments scaling functions (dotted lines) that describe the multifractal
behaviour of rainfall on the range of scales from 15 minutes up to 10.7days (for different
sub-periods of the year and for the full year), plotted with the theoretical line with parameter
a=0.49 (solidline).Thedataare 15-minuterainfallfromValeFormoso,from1963to 1985. The
functions wererescaledwithrespecttoC}. Theplotontheright-handsideshowsadetailofthese
functions formomentsqsmallerthan1.
For the larger moments,thedifferences betweentheempirical moments scaling functions are
expected to be caused by sample variations (e.g.the 'effective' sample size, the maximum
rainfall-intensity observed in the different samples). For moments larger than a critical order
(wherethefirstor second derivativeofthefunction K(q)isdiscontinuous),thefunctions K(q)
are highly dominated by the largest singularity present in the corresponding samples. The
selectionofthe sub-periods pickedup characteristic 'wet' and 'dry' periods;this may explain
why the functions for the 'wet' periods appear above the ensemble function although they
were determined from smaller samples. The ensemble function was determined including all
zero-rainfall periods;thislowersnecessarily theaverage(e^q)incomparison to thevalue one
wouldobtainforperiodswithlesszero-rainfall intervalsandthesamey^.Table 5.5 gives,for
the different cases, the 'new' estimates of the maximum (rescaled) order of singularity and
codimension estimated reliably from the different samples: (ymiJC1,c(ymax)/C,). These
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estimatesweredetermined directlyfrom theempirical (rescaled)momentsfunctions (i.e. from
the slope and intercept of the straight lines fitted to the linear sections of the empirical
functions, forlargemoments).
For moments q>\, the critical moment associated with the linear behaviour of the moments
scalingfunctions isthesamefor theensemblefunction (determined for thefull year) and the
functions corresponding totheperiods defined from OctobertoDecember, and from January
toMarch.Thecriticalmomentis<7D«3.1 (seeSection5.3.1).Thecorrespondinglinearsections
ofthefunctions K(q)intersecteachotherapproximately atthisvalueofq.Thisestimateofthe
critical order for divergence of moments agrees with the behaviour of the codimension
functions inFigure5.50,andthepreviousanalysesinSection5.3.1.
Fortheperiod from ApriltoJune,thecriticalmomentassociatedwiththediscontinuity inthe
function K(q),observed for largemoments,isbelowtheorder 3. Thisresultisconsistentwith
theprevious estimateofthemomentqD, for thiscase.Thesmallerorderof <7D may indicatea
more 'violent' behaviour of the rainfall in this period, or it may result from statistical
uncertainty.
For the period from July to September, the critical moment in the function K(q) is clearly
lower than for the other cases, at around q=2. Thefunction c(y)shows non-linear behaviour
forthelargesingularitiespresentinthesample.
Thevalues of the critical moment qswere estimated for the different cases using Eq.(3.49).
Thecalculationused theDTM estimatesof themultifractal parameters in Table5.6, andthe
estimatesofcft,^ inTable 5.5.Theestimatesofqswerelargerthan4forthedifferent cases;
the exception was the estimate for therainfall during the period from July to September, of
<7S«2.6. One expects that the type of special statistical behaviour observed for the data from
Julyto September isasecond-order phasetransition (caused bythefinite sizeofthesample),
whereas the behaviour displayed by the scaling functions derived for the other periods
correspondstofirst-orderphasetransitions(explainedbydivergenceofmoments).
In Figure 5.54, the theoretical function for a=0.49 is represented by a solid line (see
Section3.3.1). Thereisgood agreementbetweenthetheoreticalandempirical curvesonly for
a range of values. For moments q<\, the critical moment is around 0.6 for all the cases
analyzed. For moments q>l, the critical order of moments is different for the different
functions (seealsoabove).
Thebehaviouroftheempiricalscalingfunctions indicatesthattheprocesshasthesametypeof
dynamic behaviour throughout the year (i.e.belongs to the same multifractal class). Results
show that annual rainfall patterns should be taken into account in simulations of the rainfall
processinvolvinglargetime-scales.
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5.4 Analysisofrainfall from Assink
This Section deals with the analysis of 11 years of hourly precipitation from Assink
(TheNetherlands), recorded from 1976 to 1986. In this period, the average annual
precipitationwas826.0mm.Thedataarefrom arecordinggaugeofthefloattypewithafixed
time-resolution of 15 minutes(detailsaboutthedataaregiveninSection4.3).Thisstudyuses
hourly precipitation, which resulted from the aggregation of 15-minute data during 1-hour
intervals.Thedataincludethemeasurementofrainandsnow.Thetermrainfall isused inthe
texttorefertoprecipitation(rainfall andsnowfall).
Thefractalstructureofrainfall
Figure 5.55 shows the box-counting plot obtained with the hourly rainfall, for time scales
from 1 hourupto2.84 months. Theplotaccumulates the statistics overthe 11years covered
bythe data.Rainfall occurrences ontherangeof scales from 1 hourupto about 4.5days are
characterized by afractal dimension 0.56. This valueis estimated from the absolute valueof
theslopeoftheregression (heavy)linefitted totheleft-hand sidesectionoftheplot.Analysis
of larger time scales is affected by 'saturation.' The regression (dashed) line fitted to the
right-handsidesectionoftheplothasslope -1.
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Figure5.55 Box-countingplotobtainedwithhourlyrainfallfromAssink,from1976to 1986. The
plotdisplaystimescalesfrom1 hourupto2.84months.
Investigatingscale-invariancewithspectralanalysis
Theenergy spectrum for thehourly rainfall isplotted inFigure 5.56. Thespectrum hasbeen
smoothedforthehighfrequencies. Itexhibitsdifferent power-lawbehaviourovertwospectral
regions. The critical scale value is roughly one week. For the higher frequency range the
spectralexponentisapproximately0.23.
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The spectrum does not display a clear peak corresponding to the annual cycle frequency
(co«0.00011h'1). Such behaviour is observed in the spectra obtained for rainfall from Vale
Formoso,which exhibitverystrongsignalsfortheannualcycle(see,for example,Figure5.3).
Instead, for the Assink data, one observes several spectral peaks, similar in magnitude; the
frequencies correspond to roughly 1 year, 8.3months, 5.9months, and 3.8months. This
absenceof astrongcyclicsignalmaybeexplainedbythemoreregular distribution of rainfall
amounts in Assink (see Figure 5.7), which is in strong contrast with the marked rainfall
seasonalpatternobservedinValeFormoso(seeFigure4.4).
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Figure5.56 EnergyspectrumobtainedforhourlyrainfallfromAssink,from1976to1986.
Scalingoftheprobabilitydistributions
Figure 5.57 showsthelog-logplotoftheprobability of exceedingrainfall intensity levelsof
singularityy,observedontimescalesfrom 1 hour(^,=1024)upto42.7days(X=l),againstthe
scale ratio X.The orders of singularity y of the rainfall intensity plotted in Figure 5.57 are
indicated in the legend. The plot accumulates the statistics over 11 years. The scaling
behaviourobservedinFigure5.57ismaintainedfrom 1 houruptoatleast3weeks.
Scalingofthemoments
Figure 5.58 showsthe log-log plotof the averageg*moments oftherainfall intensity e^on
time scales from 1 hour (X,=1024) up to 42.7 days (k=l), against the scale ratio k.
Figure 5.58(a)showsmomentslargerthan 1 andFigure 5.58(b)momentssmallerthan 1.The
moments q plotted in Figure 5.58 are indicated in the legend. The plot accumulates the
statisticsofrainfallover 11 years.
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Figure5.57 Log-logplotoftheprobability ofexceeding rainfall intensity levels of singularityy,
observed on scalesfrom1 hour (X.=1024)upto 42.7days (X=l),against the scale ratio X. The
data are hourly rainfall from Assink, from 1976 to 1986. The legend indicates theorderof
singularityyoftherainfall intensitys^.
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Figure5.58 Log-logplotoftheaverageq momentsoftherainfall intensitys*,onscalesbetween
1hour(X,=1024)and42.7days(A.=l),againstthescaleratioX: (a)formomentslargerthan 1; and
(b)formomentssmallerthan 1. Thedataarehourlyrainfall from Assink,from1976to1986.
InFigure 5.58,thescalingrangeseemstobesmallerthan itwas suggested bytheprobability
plot (see Figure 5.57). For moments larger than 1,the scaling range seems toextend from
1houruptoatabout oneweek. For somemoments smallerthan 1,which highlightthesmall
intensities ofthedata,thescalingrange issmaller. Oneexpectsthatthescalingbehaviour for
the small moments isaffected by an incorrect description ofthe rainfall process by the data,
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over this range of the rainfall dynamics. This could result from the inability of the rainfall
recording device to measure and/or to record rainfall intensities smaller than a characteristic
value.
Thescalingexponentfunctions
Thestudy ofthemultifractality oftherainfall process isrestricted totherangeof scales from
1hourupto5.3days.Thisisjustified above.
Empiricalcodimensionfunction
Theempirical codimension function c(y),determined withthehourly rainfall for therangeof
scalesfrom 1 hourupto5.3days,isplotted inFigure 5.59 (dotted line).Thefunction consists
ofbothnon-linear andlinearsections.Thistypeofstatisticalbehaviour indicatesthepresence
of afirst-ordermultifractal phase transition. The linear behaviour is observed for orders of
singularity y larger than around 0.80. The slope of this linear section of the function, of
approximately 3.3, gives an estimate of the critical order of moments associated with the
divergence of statistics; the intercept of this line gives an estimate of K(qD)&l.l3. The
divergence of moments larger thanqDiscausedbyrainfall intensities of certain (high) orders
ofsingularity(i.e.fory>D).Thisstatisticalbehaviourleadstoalgebraictailsoftheprobability
distributionsofrainfall onsinglescales.Theabsolutevalueoftheslopeofthesetailsis qD.
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Figure5.59 Empirical codimension function (dotted line), determined with hourly rainfall from
Assink(from 1976to 1986),fortherangeofscalesfrom 1 hourupto5.3days.
Figure 5.60 shows,from toptobottom,theprobability distributionsoftherainfall intensityon
scalesof 1,2,4,and 8hours.Thehistogramswereoffset vertically soasnottooverlap.They
exhibit algebraictails,which confirms thedivergenceof moments. Theabsolutevaluesof the
slopesoftheregressionlinesfitted tothesetailsare(alsofrom toptobottom)2.4,2.6,2.8,and
2.7.Thus,theestimateofthecriticalmomentfor divergenceis q^2.6.
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Figure 5.60 Histograms ofrainfall ontime scales of(from topto bottom) 1,2, 4, and 8hours (the
histograms were offset vertically so as not to overlap). The absolute values of the slopes of the
algebraic tails of the histograms are (also from top to bottom) 2.4, 2.6, 2.8, and 2.7. The
histograms wereobtained withhourly rainfall from Assink, from 1976to 1986.
Empirical moments scaling function
The empirical moments scaling function K(q), determined with the hourly rainfall for the
range of scales from 1 hour up to 5.3 days, is plotted in Figure 5.61 (dotted line). The
empirical function consists of both non-linear and linear sections. It exhibits linear behaviour
for moments smaller than a critical order of around 0.7 to 0.8 (q,^). The slope of this linear
section of the function is 0.42 (an estimate of y^, and the intercept is -0.42 (an estimate
of-cCYmin))- The order of singularity y ^ represents the lower limit of the range of reliable
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Figure 5.61 Empirical moments scaling function (dotted line) determined with hourly rainfall
fromAssink (from 1976to 1986),forthe rangeofscales from 1 hour upto 5.3 days.
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y-valuespresent inthe data. Itindicatesthepresenceof aminimum non-zero intensity inthe
data. The codimension c(Ymin)«0.42 corresponds to a geometric set, defined in the
1-dimensional space of time by the non-zero rainfall intervals, of fractal dimension
Z)=l-c(ymin)«0.58.Thisresultisconsistentwiththebox-countinganalysis.
Thefunction K(q)alsoexhibitslinearbehaviourfor momentslargerthanaround 2.6,whichis
empiricalevidenceofamultifractal phasetransition. Theslopeofthislinearsectionyieldsan
estimate of Ymaxa,0.96 and the intercept an estimate of c^max)*1-^. This singularityYmax
dominates the statistics. For qD=2.6, one obtains the estimate of the dual critical singularity
YD=^X<7D)of0.87(estimated from theempiricalfunction £(#)). AlsoforqD=2.6, theestimate
ofD=K(qT))/(qD-l) is0.62.
Another way to investigate the type of multifractal phase transition is to determine the
empiricalfunctionK{q)from samplesofdifferent sizes.TheresultisshowninFigure 5.62 for
two samples with lengths of 11 years (black bullets) and 3.7years (white bullets). Below a
certaincriticalmoment,thetwoempiricalfunctions coincide;thus,theyexhibitthesametype
of statistical behaviour. For the large moments (and above a certain critical order), both
functions showlinearanddifferentbehaviours.

Figure5.62 Comparing two empirical moments scaling functions (dotted lines), obtained with
hourly rainfall from Assink, for the range of scales from 1 hour up to 5.3days. The function
represented with black bullets is for 11years of rainfall (from 1976to 1986) and the function
representedwithwhitebulletsisfor3.7yearsofrainfall (from 1976to1979).
In Figure 5.62, as the sample size increases, the slope of the linear part of the empirical
function K(q)for largemoments also increases. Theregression lines fitting the functions for
moments 3<q<7 arerepresented by asolid linefor thelarger sample(theslopeofthe lineis
0.96),andby adashed linefor thesmaller sample(theslopeofthelineis0.65).Their slopes
give estimates of the largest order of the (dressed) singularities Ymax of m e r ^ n ratethat are
present in each of the samples, and that dominate the statistics of the corresponding sample.
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Results illustrate the effect of the sizeof thesampleontheobservation of extreme and large
events.Thelargerthesample,the largerthefraction oftheprobability spacethat isobserved,
and thus the chance of encountering rare and intense events. Estimates of the effective
dimensions of the samples can be obtained from the intercept of the regression lines in
Figure 5.62;they are 1.55 for thelargersample, and 0.85 for thesmaller sample.Analysisof
thecriticalmomentsintheempiricalfunctionsK(q)mayindicatethetypeofmultifractal phase
transition thatispresentinthestatistics. Ifthecritical moment doesnotvary with thesample
size,thenitfollows from divergenceofmoments.Insuchacase,theintersection ofthelinear
parts of the two empirical functions K(q), in Figure 5.62, gives an estimate of the critical
momentqB associated withthedivergenceofmoments.Ifthe critical moments varywith the
sizeofthesample, itindicates asecond-order phasetransition and thecritical momentisthen
qs. The behaviour observed in Figure5.62 indicates the presence of a first-order phase
transition. Figure 5.62 alsoillustratesthatK(q0) =ooisonly observed for avery largesample
(see Section 3.3.3). Forfinitesamples, divergence of moments is observed as special linear
formsinthefunction K(q).
'Universal 'multifractals
TheDTMplotoflog(IK(q,r\)\) versuslog(r|) is showninFigure 5.63 for afew<7-moments
(see legend). The plot is for rainfall on scales from 1hour up to 5.3 days. It confirms the
scalingandthe'universal' multifractal behaviourofrainfall overtherangeofmomentslimited
byq'minandq^^. Thesecriticalmomentscanbeestimatedfrom thebreaksinthescalingofthe
plot of log(|K(q,t])|) against log(ri), in Figure 5.63. DTM analysis yielded estimates of the
'universal' multifractal parametersofa=0.67±0.11 and^=0.4510.01 (basedonthestudyof
thescalingof 12^-moments).
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Figure5.63 DTM plot of \og(\K(q,r\)\) versus log(r|) estimated for the range of scales from
1hourupto5.3dayswithhourlyrainfallfromAssink (from 1976to 1986).Thelegendindicates
the^-momentsplotted.
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Another estimate of Cxcan be obtained with the relation fC(\)=C\, an approximation is
/T(l)«[X(l.l)-£(0.95)]/0.15=0.45, which confirms the value obtained with the DTM
technique.
Parameter H can be estimated with the relation H=[$-l+K(2)]/2, where p«0.23. Using the
empirical AT(2)«0.54 one obtains #=-0.11; using the theoretical value of K(2) (with the
parametersQ anda estimatedabove)itisalsoi/«-0.11.
The 'universal' parameters can be used to estimate the critical moments <7Sand qD. Using
Eq.(3.49), &=[(£>+Ds)/Ci]1/a=(1.55/0.45)1/067*6.3 which iswell above the critical moment
associatedwiththelinear sectionofthefunction K(q).Forthesmaller sample inFigure 5.62
theestimateisqs&2.7,whichisjustabovetheestimateofthemoment qu.
With 'universal' multifractals the critical moment qD can be estimated using the relation
Ci(#Da-#D)/[(a-1)('7D-l)]=£) ( m Eq-(3-50)). Using the average value of the estimates of D
from the empirical function K(q), Z)«0.60, one obtains an estimate of qD&2.7. This value
agrees well with the previous empirical estimate of this critical exponent. The statistical
behaviour observed corresponds to afirst-orderphasetransition. The estimate of the critical
singularitywith 'universal' multifractals yieldsyD«0.7.
Agreementbetweentheempiricalandtheoreticalmultifractalexponentfunctions
Figure 5.64 shows the empirical (dotted line) and theoretical (solid line) codimension
functions for thiscase(i.e.for the 11yearsofdata).Thefunctions agreewell for only a finite
range of values (see also Figure 5.59). The limits are the critical orders of singularity
discussed earlier.Forthefinite sampleanalyzed, andfor singularities Y>YD(with YD=^'(<7D))>
2.50

1.00

Figure5.64 Empirical codimension function (dotted line) plotted with the 'universal' multifractal
function (solidline)withparametervaluesa=0.67,C^0.45,andH=-0.11.Theempiricalfunctionwas
determinedwithhourlyrainfall fromAssink(from 1976to 1986),fortherangeofscalesfrom1hour
upto5.3days.
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the linear behaviour in the function c(y)(associated with divergence of moments of the rain
rate)indicatesthepresenceofordersofsingularitylargerthanthevaluesthatcanbeestimated
with a bare multiplicative cascade model, for the same probability of occurrence. This
behaviour is only observed for sufficiently large samples since those high singularities are
almost surely not present in small samples. The two codimension functions (theoretical and
empirical) donotshowgood agreement for the small ordersof singularity; the critical value
agreeswiththesingularityy^&QAl studiedabove.
Figure 5.65 showsthetheoretical(solidline)momentsscalingfunction withparametervalues
a=0.67 and Ci=0.45 plotted togetherwiththeempirical functions (dotted lines)obtained for
thesamplescorresponding to 11years and 3.7 yearsofhourlyrainfall (seeFigure 5.62). The
theoretical and empirical functions show good agreement only for a finite range (see also
Figure 5.61andFigure 5.62).Thelimitsarethecriticalordermomentsq^ and qu.
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Figure5.65 The'universal'multifiactalmomentsscalingfunction withparametervaluesa=0.67and
0^=0.45 (solidline),plotted withthe empirical functions characterizing thestatistics of 11 yearsof
rainfall (blackbullets)and 3.7yearsofrainfall(whitebullets).Thelowerplotshows adetail ofthe
functionsforq<l. Theempirical functions weredetermined withhourlyrainfallfrom Assink (from
1976to 1986,andfrom 1976to1979),fortherangeofscalesfrom 1 hourupto5.3 days.
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Forq>qo, comparisonofthetheoreticalmomentsscalingfunction andtheempirical functions
obtainedforthedifferent samplesizes(seeFigure5.62)showsthat:forthesmallersample,the
theoreticalfunction takesvalueslargerthantheempiricalfunction; and,for thelargersample,
theempiricalfunction takesvalueslargerthanthetheoretical function.

5.5 Analysisofrainfall from Nancy
ThisSectiondealswiththeanalysisof4yearsofrainfall datafrom Nancy(France),from 1988
to 1991.The average annual rainfall in this period is 827.8mm. Details about the data are
giveninSection4.4.
Aboutthechoiceoftheresolutionofthepseudotime-series
The rainfall was measured with atipping-bucketgauge; the capacity of the buckets was
0.2mm of rainfall. This type of gauge does not have well-defined temporal and dynamic
resolutions. Only the depth-capacity of the buckets is well defined. Nevertheless, rainfall
(pseudo) time-series were 'reconstructed' from therecords of thetipping-bucket gauge. This
'reconstruction' imposes afixedtime-resolution,which is in contrast to the rainfall record
itself. Inthis procedure itwas assumed thatthere is aconstant rainfall-intensity between two
consecutive 'tics' of the recording device (see Section4.4). It leads to a time series without
rainlessperiods(i.e.periodswithzerorainfall) becausetheserieswere 'reconstructed' without
any constraint in relation to the duration of low-intensity rainfall periods. This methodology
introduces artificial features in the data with respect to the 'true' rainfall characteristics. An
additionalproblem isthedepth-capacityofthebuckets.Onewould expectthedepth-resolution
ofthemeasuringdevicetobeoneofthefactors affecting thecorrectnessofthedescriptionof
therainfall processbythedata.Thiswillnecessarilyaffect therainfall analysis,particularlythe
low-intensityevents.
Togainmoreinformation aboutthetypeofdatathatarestudied inthis Section,some features
oftheNancy datawere investigated bymeans of avery rough empirical analysisof the time
intervalsrecordedbetweentwoconsecutive'tics'oftherecordingdevice;onlyintervalsofless
than 6hours were considered. Table 5.8 shows some information about those intervals (e.g.
duration, rainfall-intensity).
About 44% of the time associated with intervals between 'tics' smaller than 6hours was
recorded,onaverage,withintervalsoflessthan 1 hour.Theaverage'length' ofsuchintervals
is 8.34±16.62minutes. The study of the sampling-intervals below 30minutes (which thus,
contain the highest rainfall-intensities recorded) indicates that the rainfall process on these
scales maybe not described correctly by the data. This class showsthe largest coefficient of
variation, which may indicate the presence of measurement-induced problems in the rainfall
data.
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Table5.8 Information onthe different time intervals recorded with atipping-bucket raingauge.
Thegaugehasabucket-capacityof0.2mmofaccumulatedrainfall overtime.Therainfall records
arefromNancy,from1988to1991.
duration ofthe interval
between 'tips',At

contrib.tototal recorded
rainy-periods < 6h (%)

average duration ofthe
intervals (inmin)

average rainfall-intensity
onthe At(inmm/h)

0 <At< 30min

31.3

6.29+18.67

9.209+8.729

30min <At<1 h

12.7

42.49±8.95

0.30110.067

lh<Af<2h

16.6

85.04±10.35

0.15010.024

2h<A/<3h

11.5

146.28+14.15

0.08310.007

3h<At< 6h

27.9

259.35123.86

0.049+0.002

It was to be expected that the intermittency of rainfall on small time-scales would not be
properly recorded by the measuring device. For the lowest intensities, owing to the
methodologyusedtoreconstructthetimeseries,therewouldbeproblemsinthedescriptionof
therainfall processuptotimeresolutionshigherthananaverageof4hours.
Results of data analysis suggest thatthe rainfall measurement process might have introduced
artificial characteristic scalesintothedata(i.e.scalesnotrelated totherainfall process itself),
which could beexpected tobe intensity dependent (seeTable 5.8). Thiswould lead typically
totheobservationof(artificial)breaksinthescaling.
The study of the rainfall data from Nancy presented in this Section focuses mainly on the
analysisof 15-minutetimeseries.Thechoiceoftheresolutionofthetimeserieswasbasedon
the previous analysis. Moreover, there is also interest in comparing the results of the
multifractal analysis of this data setwith the analysis of the high-resolution data from Vale
Formoso (see Section5.3.1). Data of 1-minutetimeresolution is alsoused to investigate the
small-scalebehaviour. Scalingproblemsareexpected tooccurduringtheanalysis. This effect
shouldbestrongerfor thelowintensities.Itisnotpossibletopredictwhethertheseproblems
willorwillnotbeaggravatedinrelationtotheproblemsthatwereobservedpreviously during
the analysis of rainfall from Vale Formoso (see Section5.3.1). The main reasons are: i)the
lowest rainfall resolution of the Nancy data (the digitization of the pluviographs from Vale
Formosoprovideddatawithanaccuracyof0.1mmofrainfallwhereasinthiscasetherewasa
0.2mm rainfall resolution); ii)the human bias introduced by the digitization of the
pluviographsfrom ValeFormosoisnowabsent,whichisafavourable factor.
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Box-countinganalysis
The box-counting plot obtained with the 15-minute rainfall is shown in Figure 5.66. The
rainfall threshold considered in the analysis was 0.1 mm/day. The plot displays time scales
from 15 minutes up to 85.3 days, and it accumulates the statistics over 4 years. The plot
exhibits 'saturation' both for scales smaller than 8 hours and larger than 3 weeks. For the
intermediate scales, the absolute slope of the plot is 0.83.It yields an estimate of the fractal
dimensionthatcharacterizesthesetofrainfall occurrencesof intensity largerthan0.1mm/day
defined in the 1-dimensional space of time. This result is clearly a consequence of the
procedure used to reconstruct the rainfall time-series from the records of the tipping-bucket
gauge.Thecriticalsmallscaleisdifferent fordifferent valuesoftheintensitythreshold.
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Figure5.66 Box-countinglog-logplotobtained with 15-minute rainfall from Nancy,from 1988 to
1991.Aboxofunit-sizecorrespondsto 15minutes.Theplotdisplaystimescalesfrom 15 minutesup
to85.3 days.
Investigatingscale-invariancewithspectralanalysis
The scale-invariant temporal structure of rainfall from Nancy is investigated here using the
1-minute(pseudo)time-series reconstructed from thetipping-bucket records(see above). The
energyspectrumobtainedforthe 1-minuterainfall isshowninFigure 5.67. Thespectrumhas
been smoothed for the high frequencies. The spectrum does not show a sharp peak
corresponding tothe annual cycle(atra«0.00011h"1),which isperhaps a consequence of the
small size of the sample and/or the type of annual rainfall pattern shown in Figure 5.8. The
spectrum exhibits power-law behaviour over a range of time scales extending at least up to
about3 weeks.Thespectralslopeis-0.21.Thisbehaviourismaintainedfrom 80minutesupto
at least 3 weeks. For the smaller time scales, a different behaviour is observed (see
Figure 5.67).Forscalessmallerthan 17minutes,thespectralslopeis-0.96.Thisbehaviouris
similar to the behaviour observed in the energy spectra of the 2-minute rainfall from Vale
Formoso(seeSection5.3.1).
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Figure 5.67 Energy spectrum obtained for 1-minuterainfall from Nancy,from 1988to 1991.
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Figure 5.68 Energy spectraobtained for 1-minuterainfall from Nancy, from 1988to 1991:(a) for
the datarenormalized with apowerr|= 0.1; and (b)forthe datarenormalizedwith apowerr|=10.

5.5Analysis ofrainfallfromNancy
The energy spectra of t)-power renormalized versions of the rainfall intensity (see
Section3.5.4)werealsoinvestigated, andareshowninFigure 5.68.Figure 5.68(a)showsthe
spectrum for T^=0.1 andFigure5.68(b)showsthespectrum for T|=10. The renormalizations
ofthedataaffect theenergyspectra. Similarlytowhatwasobserved intheanalysisofthedata
from Vale Formoso (see Section5.3.1), the time scale corresponding to the spectral break
observed at high frequencies is affected by the intensity of theprocess. The break occurs at
different time-scales for different values of the moment t\.In relation to the spectrum in
Figure5.67 (for T|=l), the critical scale is shifted towards the lowest frequencies, for TI<1,
and towards the highest frequencies, for r\>\. This is a qualitative result consistent with the
hypothesisofscale-dependentmeasurement-problems inthedata.
Studyingtheprobabilitydistributions
Figure 5.69 showsthelog-log plotoftheprobability of exceedingrainfall intensity levelsof
singularityy,observedontimescalesofresolution X,againstthescaleratioX.Thestudyuses
15-minute rainfall, from 1988 to 1991. The scales represented in Figure 5.69 are from
15minutes (X=8192)up to about 2.84months (X=\). The orders of singularity y plotted in
Figure 5.69 are indicated in the legend. Results show that the probability distributions scale
well (i.e.it follows closely a straight line) on time scales from 15minutes up to about
one-and-a-half months.However, thisoccursfor only alimited rangeof singularities.Forthe
very smallandthevery largesingularities,theplots deviatefrom theexpected power-law. At
scalesvaryingbetween30minutesand 1 hour,theplots 'bend' intheupward direction,forthe
small singularities, and in the downward direction, for the high frequencies. This behaviour

Figure5.69 Log-logplotoftheprobabilityofexceedingrainfall intensitylevelsofsingularity y,
observed onscalesfrom15 minutes(A.=8192)upto2.84months(X=l), againstthescaleratioX.
Thedataare 15-minuterainfallfromNancy,from1988to 1991.Thelegendindicatestheorderof
singularityyoftherainfall intensitys>,.
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suggests that the low intensities in the data are overestimated and the high intensities are
underestimated. Thesmallest intensity inthe data corresponds to 0.2mm of rain falling on a
time interval of approximately 22days. This may give some insight into the (incorrect)way
rainfall is described sometimes by the time-series data. Over a number of scales, both the
studies of certain (small) singularities of therainfall intensity and of the associated statistical
moments arenecessarily affected bythisroughdescriptionofthe(true)process. Thiseffect is
stronger for small singularities (thus, also for small moments) and small time-scales. It
'diminishes' inanon-trivial way asthe singularities (orthemoments)oftherainfall intensity
increase, in combination with the study of increasingly larger time-scales (see Figure 5.69).
Suchaproblemshouldnotbeignoredintheanalysisandinterpretationofresults.
Theempirical codimension function that describes thescaling of the probability distributions
of the rainfall intensity on scales from 15 minutes up to 10.7 days is shown in Figure 5.70.
Thechoiceofthisrangeof scaleswas imposed by thescaling ofthe moments, below. There
are some uncertainties in the estimates of the function c(y) both for the high and small
singularities.Theseuncertaintiesoccurperhapsbecauseofthesmallsizeofthesampleandthe
limitationsofthedynamicrangeofthedata,discussedabove.Thesedifficulties are influenced
bythedepth-capacity oftheraingaugebuckets. They restrictthis studyto a limited rangeof
singularitiesoftherainfallonsmalltime-scales.

0.80

Figure5.70 Empirical codimension function (dotted line) obtained for 15-minute rainfall from
Nancy(from 1988to 1991), fortherangeofscalesfrom15minutesupto 10.7days.
Figure 5.71 shows histograms of rainfall on different scales; from top to bottom, the
histograms are for scales of 15 minutes, 30minutes, 1 hour, 2hours, and 4hours. Some
histogramswere displaced alongthe vertical axis so asnotto overlap. Thehistograms show
algebraicfall-off. InFigure 5.71,theabsolutevaluesoftheslopesoftheregression linesfitted
tothehistogramstailsare,from toptobottom, 1.95, 2.04,2.13,2.11, and2.21. This indicates
divergenceofstatisticalmomentsoforderlargerthanaround2.09+0.10.
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Figure 5.71 Histograms ofrainfall ontime scales of (from topto bottom) 15minutes, 30minutes,
1hour, 2hours, and 4hours (the histograms were offset vertically so as notto overlap). The data
are 15-minuterainfall from Nancy, from 1988to 1991.
Studying the scaling of the moments
Figure 5.72 shows the log-log plot of the average q moments of the rainfall intensity sx on
time scales from 15minutes (X=8192) up to about 2.84 months (^=1), against the scale ratio
X. The data are 15-minute rainfall from 1988 to 1991; the statistics are for 16 'samples' of
2.84 months. Figure 5.72(a) shows moments largerthan 1and Figure 5.72(b) shows moments
smaller than 1.The^-moments plotted inFigure 5.72 are indicated inthe legend.

log(X)

log(X)

Figure 5.72 Log-log plot of the average q moments of the rainfall intensity e^ on time scales
from 15minutes (X=8192) up to 2.84months (X=l), against the scale ratio X: (a)for moments
larger than 1; and (b) for moments smaller than 1. The data are 15-minute rainfall from Nancy,
from 1988to 1991.
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Thescaling range observed for the moments is smaller than for the probabilities. Power-law
behaviour is observed from 15minutesup to about one-and-a-half to two weeks. However,
similarly to what was observed for other data sets, thescaling range is smaller for moments
smaller than 1. The corresponding moments plots deviate from the expected power-laws
indicatingaoverestimation ofthelowrainfall intensities. Thecritical scaleisdifferent for the
momentanalyzed,beinglargerfor decreasingvaluesofthemoments.Thebehaviour observed
forthelargermomentsindicatethatthehighrainfall intensitiesarebetterdescribedbythedata
thaninthecaseofthedatafrom raingaugesofthefloattype.
Theempiricalmoments scaling exponentfunction that describesthemultifractal behaviourof
rainfall ontimescalesfrom 15 minutesupto 10.7daysisplotted inFigure 5.73 (dotted line).
The plotontheright-hand sideofFigure 5.73 showsadetailfor momentsq smallerthan 1.
The empirical function K(q) consists of both non-linear and linear sections. The linear
behaviour for moments larger than about 2.5 is empirical evidence of a multifractal phase
transition. Theregression (dashed) linefitting tothis section ofthefunction (in Figure 5.73)
has slope 0.80 (an estimate of the singularity ymax) and intercept -1.18 (an estimate of the
codimension -cfymax)). If one accepts the previous estimate of qD&2.1, the dual critical
singularity for divergence of moments is yD«0.68. Moreover, one estimates
D=K(qD)/(qD-l)*0.55.
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Figure5.73 Empirical moments scaling function (dotted line) obtained for 15-minute rainfall
from Nancy(from 1988to 1991), forthe rangeofscalesfrom15 minutesupto 10.7days.Theplot
ontheright-handsideshowsadetailofthefunction formomentsqsmallerthan1.
The study of the empirical function K(q), in Figure5.73, near q=0 yields estimates of the
singularity Ymin*-0-29, and codimension -c(ymin)=K(0)=0. The value obtained for the
codimensioncfy,^ isconsistentwiththemethodusedto'reconstruct' the(pseudo)time-series
from thetipping-bucket record, which yielded atime serieswithout zero-rainfall periods.The
data suggest that the rainfall process 'fills' the 1-dimensional space of time; therefore, one
wouldexpectthedimensionofthe(geometric)'support' oftheobservedprocesstobe1.
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'Universal'multifractals
The'universal' parametersthatareexpectedtocharacterizethemultifractal temporalstructure
of rainfall, for this case, are estimated using the DTM method. The plot of log(IK(q,r\)\)
versus log(r|) isshowninFigure 5.74 for afew ofthe^-momentsinvestigated for testingthe
scaling (see legend). DTM analysis yields the estimates of the 'universal' multifractal
parameters a = 2 and C^O.20. Thesevalues indicate a log-normal behaviour for the rainfall
process, which does not agreewith the results obtained for the other multifractal analysis of
rainfall time-series conducted in this work (see Sections 5.3, 5.4, and 5.6). One will try to
confirm thecorrectnessoftheseresultswithotherindependentanalysesandestimates.

log(n)
Figure5.74 DTMplot of log(IK(q,r$\) versus log(r|) estimated for the range of scales from
15 minutesupto 10.7days,with 15-minuterainfallfromNancy(from 1988to 1991).Thelegend
indicatesthe^-momentsplotted.
The'universal' multifractal parameterC\canbeestimated alsofrom thefirstderivativeofthe
moments scaling function at q=\. An approximation to the empirical K(\~)=CX is
AT(l)«[^(l.l)-^(0.95)]/0.15=(0.04(HO.O192y0.15=O.393. This value, which is larger than
the DTM estimate, is supported by the analysis of the empirical codimension function (see
Figure 5.70).Althoughitisdifficult toestimatethevalueoftheparametersCx andHfrom the
empirical codimension function in Figure 5.70 (it is c'{C^-H)=\ and c{Cx-H)=Ci, in
Eq.(3.30)), the value C^O.20 is rejected. Analysis of the empirical function c(y) yields an
estimate of the parameter H of zero. Therefore, the DTM estimate for C\is not confirmed.
Becauseofthestrongnon-linear correlationsbetweenparametersa andC,,theDTMestimate
ofa maybealsonotcorrect.
Another method to estimate themultifractal parameters directly from the empirical functions
usesnon-linearregressiontechniques.Inrelationtothecodimensionfunction c(y),thisstudyis
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hampered by the poor estimate of the function outside a limited range of singularities y.
Non-linearfittingtotheempiricalfunctionK{q)formoments0.65<q<2.5 yielded estimatesof
C^O.374andoc=1.05.Thisresultagreeswellwiththepreviousestimateoftheparameter C 1;
obtained by analyzing the geometrical properties of the scaling functions. If one fixes the
parameter C^O.393, obtained above,thenon-linearfityieldsa=0.93.Without any claimon
thecorrectnessoftheseestimates,theydonotconfirm thepreviousDTMestimateof a=2.
The inconsistency of the results and, moreover, the totally different magnitude of the value
estimatedherewiththeDTMmethodforthedegreeofmultifractality a oftherainfall process
needsmoreinvestigation.
Using Eq.(3.81),with P=0.21 and the empirical^(2)=0.532, oneobtains the estimate / / « 0.13. Thesame estimate ofH is obtained with the other 'universal' parameters a=1.05 and
C^O.37. The empirical codimension function in Figure5.70 suggests that H is smaller,
#«-0.03.
Figure 5.75 shows the empirical codimension function plotted together with the theoretical
function with parameter values a=2, C,=0.20 (DTM result), and a=1.05, C^O.37
(non-linear regression result); in both cases parameter H is -0.03. The disparity between
the empirical function and theoretical function with parameter values a = 2 and C^O.20
was expected. Thetheoretical function with parameter values a=1.05 and C)=0.37 agree
well with the empirical function for only avery limited range of values. The upper limit
of this range could be explained by uncertainties in the estimate of the empirical
codimension function. The value of the regression coefficients above and below certain
orders of singularity wasuncertain; the corresponding estimates of the codimensions were
not plotted in Figure 5.75. Similarly to what was observed for other cases (see
Section 5.3.1), the empirical codimension function exhibits a 'flat' behaviour for y<0.2.
Such behaviour is associated with a minimum reliable singularity in the data, probably
introduced by the measuring of the process. The left-hand section of the codimension
function illustrates the manipulation of the data that occurred when time series were
reconstructed from the records, in the way it is explained in Section4.4. The lowest
singularities inthe data areartificially introduced bytheprocedure;their codimensions go
tozero inanunlikely way.Rejecting thestatisticsof rainfall corresponding totherange of
thesmallest singularities inthedata,onecould estimatecmin«0.26.
Figure 5.76 shows the empirical moments scaling function plotted together with the
theoretical function with parameter values a =2, C^O.20 (DTM result), and a=1.05,
(^=0.37 (non-linear regression result). The theoretical function with parameters cc=1.05
and C^O.37 agree well with the empirical function for only a limited range of values.
The upper limit of this range is well explained by the presence of a multifractal phase
transition. Thelowerlimit, atapproximately #=0.7, maybeexplained bytheway the data
wereobtained and the consequences for the low intensities inthe datathat were discussed
earlier. Theestimateofthedual criticalsingularity, estimated from theempirical moments
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function, is K'(0.7)«0.18; this agrees very well with the behaviour of the codimension
function andthepresenceof acriticalsmall singularity.
Using the 'universal' multifractal characterization of the statistics of rainfall based on the
parametervaluesa=1.05 and C^O.37, theestimates ofthe critical moments qs and <7D are
the following: qrs«(1.18/0.37)1/105=3.0; and #D«2.2, obtained using the estimate£>=0.55.
The estimate of the value of qD obtained from the slope of the algebraic tails of the
histogramswas 2.1.

1.60

Figure5.75 Empirical codimension function (dotted line) plotted together with the theoretical
functions with parameter values a=2, C^O.20 (DTMresult),and a=1.05, C^O.37 (non-linear
regression result). In both cases is H=-0.03. The empirical function was determined with
15-minuterainfallfromNancy(from 1988to 1991),fortherangeofscalesfrom15 minutesupto
10.7days.
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Figure5.76 Empiricalmomentsscalingfunction (dottedline)plottedtogetherwiththetheoretical
functions with parameter values a=2, C]=0.20 (DTMresult),and a=1.05, Ci=0.37 (non-linear
regression result). Theplot ontheright-handside shows adetail for moments q smallerthan 1.
Theempirical function wasdeterminedwith 15-minuterainfallfromNancy(from 1988to 1991),
fortherangeofscalesfrom15minutesupto 10.7days.
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The DIM method yields values for the 'universal' parameters that are not completely
consistent. It is still possible that the scale invariance in the data is of a 'universal' type.
However, the DTM method does not permit us to draw this conclusion. Alternative analysis
methods should bedeveloped thatavoid 'changing' the information intherecords duringthe
processofreconstructingthetimeseries.Becausetheoriginaldatafrom tipping-bucketrecords
has a fixed depth-resolution, this could be used as the quantity determining the resolution
(Lovejoy, 1994).
Theresultsobtained inthismultifractal analysisquestiontheappropriatenessofthemethodof
obtainingthe data, includingtheproceduretoreconstruct timeseries from the tipping-bucket
records. It also showed that this type of analysis can detect 'anomalous' characteristics of a
dataset,becauseit'explores'thewholeofthedynamicrangecoveredbythedata.

5.6 Analysisofrainfall from Coimbra
This Sectiondealswiththeanalysisof 90yearsof monthly rainfall from Coimbra(Portugal),
recorded from 1901 to 1990 (see Section4.5). In this period, the average annual rainfall is
989.3mm.Thedatawereobtainedbyaggregatingdailyrainfall duringmonthly intervals.The
dailyrainfallwasmeasuredwithanon-recordingraingauge.
Thefractalstructureofthemonthlyrainfall
The box-counting plot obtained with themonthly rainfall is shown in Figure 5.77. The plot
displays time scales from 1 month up to 8months; thus, it accumulates the statistics of
135'samples' of 8months. For scales larger than 1 month, the plot in Figure 5.77 exhibits
linear behaviour of slope -1.This behaviour (i.e. the slope -1) indicates 'saturation' (see
Section3.2.3).
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Figure5.77 Box-countinglog-logplotobtained withmonthly rainfallfromCoimbra,from1901
to 1990.Theplotdisplaystimescalesfrom1 monthupto8 months.
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Investigatingscale-invariancewithenergyspectra
Theenergyspectrum for themonthly rainfall isgiven inFigure5.78. Thespectrum hasbeen
smoothed for the high frequencies. In the lowest frequency range (i.e. for the largest time
scales), the spectrum starts rising with decreasing frequency. The adjacent region of the
spectrumexhibitsanearlyflat-power behaviour (i.e.£(CD)«© ;. Thisplateau isobservednow
more clearly (in Figure5.78) than when smaller samples were analyzed (see previous
Sections). The behaviour observed for the lowest frequencies is expected to be related to
climaticfluctuations (seee.g.Fraedrich andLarnder, 1993).Itdescribes long-term variability.
The slope of the regression line fitting to log(£(co)) against log(co), for frequencies
correspondingtotimescaleslargerthan8.5years,is-1.06.
Aspectrum peak correspondingtotheannual cyclefrequency isclearly seenintheplot. This
oscillation seems to 'emerge' on a scaling background, since the spectral slope remains
unchangedonbothsidesoftheannualpeak. Otherspectralpeaksexhibitingstrongsignalsare
observedatapproximately4.7and 11.4years.Thesemi-annualpeakhasaquiteweaksignal.
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Figure5.78 EnergyspectrumobtainedformonthlyrainfallfromCoimbra,from1901 to1990.
Scalingofthemoments
Figure 5.79 showsthe log-log plotof theaverageq moments ofthe rainfall intensity exon
scalesfrom 1 month (X=32)upto32months(k=\), againstthescaleratioX. Figure5.79(a)
shows moments larger than 1and Figure 5.79(b) shows moments smaller than 1. The plots
accumulate the statistics of 33 'samples' of 32months. The (power-law) scaling behaviour
exhibitedbythemomentsismaintainedfrom 1 monthuptoatleast16months.
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Figure5.79 Log-logplotoftheaverageq momentsoftherainfall intensity E*.onscalesbetween
1 month(X=32)and32months(X=l),againstthescaleratioX: (a)formomentslargerthan 1; and
(b) for moments smallerthan 1. The data are monthly rainfall from Coimbra (Portugal), from
1901 to1990.
Theempiricalmomentsscalingexponentfunction
Theempiricalmoments scaling exponent function thatdescribesthemultifractal behaviourof
rainfall on scales from 1 month up to 16months isplotted in Figure5.80 (dotted line). The
function exhibits alinear sectionfor moments largerthan around order4to4.5.Theslopeof
thestraight (dashed)linefitting tothissection of thefunction gives an estimate ofymax=0.38
andtheinterceptanestimateofc(yrrax)=0.73. Thisvalueisanestimateofthe codimension of
themaximum orderofsingularityy ^ thatcanbedetermined reliably, for therangeofscales
from 1 upto 16months,from asampleofthissize.Thevalueof-cm]n=K(0)&0 (whichyields
an estimate of Z)=l-cmin«l) agrees well with the fractal dimension determined with
box-counting analysisfor therangeofscalesof interest (from 1 monthupto 16months).The
first derivative of the function K(q) near #=0 is approximately -0.24 ( y ^ ; this is then an
estimateofthesmallestsingularityofrainfall observedforthiscase.
Multifractalphasetransitions
The linear behaviour ofthe empirical function K{q) for moments larger than around 4 to 4.5
indicatesthepresenceof amultifractal phasetransition. To investigatethe order of thephase
transition, the empirical probability distributions of rainfall on different scales are analyzed.
The histograms of rainfall on time scales of 1, 2, 4, and 8months (in Figure 5.81) exhibit
algebraic tails, which is an indication for divergence of moments. The absolute value of the
slopesofthehistogramstailsare: 5.8for 1 month, 5.8for 2months,5.8for 4months,and 5.3
for 8months.Thesesslopesyieldtheestimateofthecriticalmoment<7D«5.7.Theorderofthis
critical moment is larger than the critical moment observed in the function K(q). The phase
transitionisexpectedtobeofthesecondorder.
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Figure 5.80 Empirical moments scaling function (dotted line) determined with monthly rainfall
from Coimbra (from 1901to 1990),forthe rangeof scales from 1 upto 16months.
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Figure 5.81 Histograms of rainfall on time scales of (from top to bottom) 1, 2, 4, and 8months
(the histograms were offset vertically so as not to overlap). The slope of the algebraic tails of the
histograms are (alsofromtopto bottom) 5.8, 5.8, 5.8 and 5.3.The data are monthly rainfall from
Coimbra, from 1901to 1990.
The estimate of the critical moment qD is also larger than the value estimated earlier for
monthly rainfall from ValeFormoso (see Section 5.3.3). One explanation for this difference is
expected to be the distinct climates in Coimbra and Vale Formoso. The difference can not be
attributed to the measuring device because the instrumentation used at both measuring sites is
claimed to be of the same type (see Sections4.2 and 4.5). The larger variability that
characterizes the rainfall process in Vale Formoso was suggested already by the magnitude of
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the coefficient ofvariation obtained for the monthly rainfall, whichwas 1.15,whereas itwas
of0.90forthemonthlyrainfall from Coimbra.
The maximum daily rainfall observed yearly in Coimbra, from 1901 to 1990, were used to
investigatethetailoftheprobability distribution ofthe(extreme)dailyrainfall events.Thisis
showninFigure 5.82.InthisFigurethetailoftheprobability distributionforthedaily rainfall
from Vale Formoso is also plotted (see Section5.3.2). The data were normalized with the
corresponding average daily rainfall. Both probability plots exhibit algebraic tails. The
absolutevalue of the slopeof thetail of theprobability distribution obtained with data from
Coimbra is 4.27, which is an estimate of the critical order moment for divergence of the
statistics of the daily rainfall. This value is smaller than the value estimated from the
probability distributions of rainfall on scales larger than 1 month; this is consistent with the
smallervariabilityobservedintherainfallprocessastheobservationtime-scaleincreases.
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Figure5.82 Probabilityofexceedingfixedthresholdsrofdailyrainfall. Theplotswereobtained
from the maximum daily rainfall observed yearly in Coimbra, from 1901 to 1990 (thus, the
corresponding plot was obtainedfroman 'incomplete' daily rainfall sample), and for the daily
rainfall observed in Vale Formoso, from 1961 to 1990. The data were normalized with the
correspondingaveragedailyrainfall.
In Figure 5.82, the probability of occurrence of events smaller than a certain
intensity-threshold are surely underestimated, because only the maximum values observed
every year were considered (i.e. the analysis focuses on a selected part of the complete
sample).Thisisnotexpectedtobeimportantforthebehaviourdisplayedbythemoreextreme
events,whichisofinteresthere.Moreover,thecorrectvalueofthoseprobabilitiesbeinglarger
wouldonlyleadtoalargerabsolutevalueoftheslopeofthetailoftheprobability plot(thus,
toalargerestimateofthecriticalmomentqD).
Theestimateofthecritical exponentqv, for thedailyrainfall from Coimbra,islargerthanthe
estimatefor the datafrom ValeFormoso (the estimate for the daily datafrom ValeFormoso
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was <7D»3.6; see also Section5.3.2). This result is consistent with what was observed when
monthlyrainfallwasanalyzed.Thedifference mayhaveaclimaticorigin.Thesmallervalueof
<7D obtained for Vale Formoso can be associated with the more extreme rainfall events
observed at this site, in relation to the 'mean' behaviour (see Sections4.2 and 4.5). The
maximum daily rainfall observed in Coimbra during the years 1901 to 1990was 122.7mm,
andtheaveragedailyrainfallwas2.71 mm.InValeFormoso, duringtheperiodfrom 1961to
1990, the maximum daily rainfall record was 103.2mm, and the average daily rainfall was
1.37mm.
'Universal'multifractals
Fortherangeofscalesfrom 1 monthupto 16months,theDTMplotoflog(|K(q,T])\) versus
log(r|) is shown inFigure 5.83, for afew ^-moments. DTM analysis yields the estimates of
the 'universal' multifractal parameters Ci=0.12±0.01 and a=1.34±0.03 (the result relies on
thestudyof27^-moments).ThevalueoftheparameterC\ estimatedwiththeDTMtechnique
agreeswiththevalueofC\ thatisestimated from thefirstderivativeoftheempirical function
K(q)atq=\. AnapproximationisX,(1)=[X'(1.1)-A'(0.95)]/0.15=(0.014-H).006)/0.15«0.13.
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Figure5.83 DTM plot of log(IK(q,r\)\) versus log(r|) estimated for the range of scales from
1monthupto 16months.Thedataused aremonthlyrainfallfromCoimbra,from1901to 1990.
Thelegendindicatesthe^-momentsplotted.
Agreementbetweenthetheoreticalandempiricalscalingfunctions
Figure 5.84 shows the empirical moments scaling function (dotted line) and the theoretical
function (solid line) with parameter values oc=1.34 and C^O.12. The functions show good
agreementuptoacriticalmoment(seealsoFigure 5.80). Thisisthecriticalvalueoftheorder
of the moments discussed before, of around4. The agreement between the empirical and
theoreticalfunctions formomentssmallerthan 1 isquitegood.
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Figure5.84 Empiricalmomentsexponentfunction (dottedline)plottedwiththe 'universal' function
withparametervaluesa=1.34andCi=0.12(solidline).Theplotontheright-handsideshowsadetail
for moments q smallerthan 1.The empirical function was determined with monthly rainfall from
Coimbra(from 1901to1990),fortherangeofscalesfrom 1upto16months.
Estimationofthecriticalmomentqswith'universal'multifractals
The critical moment qs can be estimated with Eq.(3.49). Let the effective dimension be
estimated from the slopeof thefunction K(q)for larger moments; it isc(ymax)=D+Z)s«0.73.
This yields an estimate of the critical moment #s=(0.73/0.12)1/134«3.9. This estimate of the
moment qs agrees with the critical moment associated with the discontinuity observed in the
empirical function K(q), in Figure 5.80. This critical moment is smaller than the critical
moment#Dfor divergenceof statisticsthatwasestimated from thehistograms inFigure 5.81.
Thus,thebehaviourofthemoments scalingfunction isexplained probablybyasecond-order
multifractal phasetransition,causedbyundersampling.

5.7Summary ofresults
This Sectiongives asummary oftheresultsofthemultifractal analysisof rainfall carried out
inSections5.3to5.6.Table5.9summarizesthemostimportant characteristicsofthedatasets
thatwereanalyzed.
Box-countingandfunctionalbox-countinganalyses
The box-counting and functional box-counting methods were used to investigate
scale-invarianceinrainfall, and its multifractal character. Thebox-counting method wasused
to estimatethefractal dimensions thatcharacterize thesetof rainfall occurrences observed in
the 1-dimensional space of time, over a range of scales. Table 5.10 summarizes the results
obtainedforthedifferent cases.Forthedatafrom ValeFormoso,theestimateswereobtained
with rainfall data of different time-resolutions. The main problem found when applying the
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Table5.9 Maincharacteristicsoftherainfalldatasetsanalyzedinthiswork.
Dataset

Measuring
device

Depth/time resolution Temporal
ofthe record
resolution

Sample
size

Averageannual
rainfall (mm)

ValeFoimoso
(Portugal)

recording;
floatandsyphon

0.1mm/minute

2min
15min

23years;
1963-1985

456.4

ValeFormoso
(Portugal)

non-recording

0.1mm/day

1day

30years:
1961-1990

498.8

ValeFormoso
(Portugal)

non-recording

0.1 mm/day

1month

59years;
1932-1990

565.9

Coimbra
(Portugal)

non-recording

0.1 mm/day

1month

90years;
1901-1990

989.3

Assink
(TheNetherlands)

recording;
float

0.12 mm/15minutes

1 hour

11years:
1976-1986

826.0

Nancy
(France)

recording;
tipping-bucket

0.2 mm/second

lmin
15min

4years:
1988-1991

827.8

box-counting method torainfall was 'saturation' aboveacertain critical scale.This scalewas
largerfor thedrierclimates. 'Saturation' hamperedthedeterminationoftheupper limitofthe
scalingrange.
For the high-resolution rainfall, and below the lower limit of the scaling range indicated in
Table 5.10, analysis was also hampered by a type of 'saturation;' this behaviour indicated
somelimitationsofthedatainrelationtothedescriptionoftheintermittenceof rainfall. This
type of 'saturation' was also observed by Hubert and Carbonnel (1988) and Olsson et al.
(1992),amongothers.
Table5.10 Fractaldimensionthatcharacterizethesetofrainyperiodsobservedinthe1-dimensional
spaceoftime,estimatedwiththebox-countingmethod.
Dataset

Temporal
resolution

Threshold
(method)

Rangeofscales

Fractal
dimension

ValeFormoso

2minutes

—

128minutes- 11.4days

0.50

ValeFormoso

1day

—

1day-11days

0.56

ValeFormoso

1 day

—

11 days-4.2months

0.80

ValeFormoso

1month

—

1month-4months

0.89

Coimbra

1month

—

> 1 month

1(saturation)

Assink

1hour

—

1hour-4.5days

0.56

Nancy

1minute

0.1 mm/day

8hours-3 weeks

0.83
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Spectralanalysis

Scale-invariance was also investigated with spectral methods. The energy spectra exhibited
power-lawbehaviourforthedifferent cases,confirming thepresenceofscaleinvarianceinthe
temporalstructureofrainfall overawiderangeofscales.However, itwasdifficult toestimate
theupperandlowerlimitsofthescalingrangeprecisely.Theestimateoftheupperlimitofthe
scalingrangewassometimesaffected bythesizeofthesample.For high-resolution rainfall it
wasdifficult todeterminethelowerlimitofthescalingrangebecauseofbreaksinthescaling
observed atthe smaller scales. Similar breaks in the scaling (although at varying scales) are
reportedbye.g.FraedrichandLarnder(1993),Olsson(1995, 1996),Onofetal.(1996).Inthis
workthesebreakswereintensity-dependent,whichindicatesthatthey arenot fundamental in
nature.Theysuggestthepresenceofscale-dependentmeasurementproblemsinthedataofthe
continuouslyrecordingraingauges.
Thespectral exponents estimated for the different cases arepresented in Table 5.11. For the
datafrom ValeFormoso,estimatesofthespectral slopeobtained for thedatasetsof different
time-resolutions show good agreement. Results also indicate the presence of statistical
variations that are attributable to the different size of the samples. Spectral exponents of
intermittentdataaredifficult toestimate,requiringverylargesamplesizes.
Thespectraof(sufficiendy) longrainfallrecordsexhibitaspectralplateaufortimescalesupto
roughly one decade. This plateau is followed by another section (i.e.for even larger time
scales), indicating large-scale climatic variability. Similar results have been reported by e.g.
Ladoy et al. (1991), Fraedrich and Larnder (1993), Tessier et al. (1996), Svensson et al.
(1996).
Table5.11 Spectralexponentsobtainedfortherainfalldata.
Dataset

Scalingrange

Timeseries

Spectral

resolution

lowerlimit

upperlimit

exponent

ValeFormoso

2minutes

6hours

> 1 year

0.15

ValeFormoso

15 minutes

6hours

> 1 year

0.15

ValeFormoso

1 day

1 day

>1year

0.17

ValeFoimoso

1month

1month

5months

0.24

Coimbra

1month

1month

> 1 year

«0

Assink

1hour

1hour

1week

0.23

Nancy

1minute

80minutes

3weeks

0.21

5.7Summaryofresults
Multifractalbehaviour
The multifractal behaviour of rainfall was investigated through the probability distributions
and moments ofthe rainfall intensity. These analyses indicate that multifractal properties are
maintained over awide range of scales. The study of these properties was hampered by the
behaviour observed for the very large and the very small intensities of the rainfall process.
Over these ranges, breaks in the scaling occur. The cause of these breaks lies in either
undersamplingortheinabilityofthemeasuringdevicetocapturethecompletedynamicrange
oftherainfallprocess.
One can expect some uncertainty in the estimates of the very large and the very small
empirical moments. The estimation of high-order empirical moments is dominated by
large observations, and are therefore highly variable (see e.g. Kumar et al., 1994). The
analysis of the very small moments, which highlight the contributions of the very small
rainfall intensities, should be tackled carefully because these intensities are often not
properly described bytherainfall data.Despitethesedifficulties, theanalysisofboth high
and small moments isincluded inthisstudy with the objective of 'exploring' thewholeof
the dynamic range covered bythe data. Inthisway, one expectsto identify the limitations
ofthedata indescribing properly thedynamicsoftherainfall process.
Forthedatafrom thecontinuouslyrecordingraingauges,the'break' inthescalingoccursata
scaleofroughly onetotwohours.Thisbreak inthescalingwas showntobedependentupon
the dynamic range investigated, perhaps because the measuring devices cannot capture the
completedynamicrangecharacterizingtheintensityoftherainfall process.Themainproblem
here is their low accuracy in measuring low and/or high rainfall intensities. Moreover, the
digitizationofthepluviographsimpliessomehumanbias.Inaccuraciesmaythusbeintroduced
in the data after the measurement and recording process itself, affecting the 'quality' and
reliability of the data. Limitations on information about the true rainfall process affect the
multifractal analysis of rainfall. An example of such a limitation is the analysis of (pseudo)
timeserieswitharesolution coarserthanthatoftheoriginalrecords. Anegative consequence
isthatthemultifractal behaviourofrainfall canonlybestudied over alimited rangeofscales.
Theexpectation isthat insomecasesthetruescalingrangeismuchwider. To confirm thisit
wouldbenecessarytoanalyzegoodquality,high-resolutionrainfall data,andlargerdatasets.
Someresults suggestthat two different scaling regimes may govern the dynamics of rainfall
above and below scales of around one to two weeks. This type of break in the scaling was
observed atscalesbetween 1 and 3weeksby,for example,Ladoy etal.(1991, 1993),Tessier
et al. (1996). These authors have explained such a break in terms of a synoptic maximum,
which corresponds to temporal scales associated with structures of planetary size. Fraedrich
andLarnder(1993)observedabreakinthescalingatabout3 days.
The multifractal scaling exponent functions that characterize the statistics of rainfall over a
rangeofscaleswerederivedfor thedifferent cases.Thesefunctions displayedbothnon-linear
and linearbehaviours, indicatingthepresenceofmultifractal phasetransitions. Discontinuities
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in the empirical scaling functions can occur both at small and large values of the orders of
singularityandmoments.Thenatureofthesephasetransitionswasinvestigated.
For high orders of the critical exponents, this special type of statistical behaviour is either
explained by divergence of moments or undersampling (i.e. sample size limitations).
Divergence of moments, which reveals a 'violent' behaviour of the rainfall process, occurs
onlyfor aninfinite numberofrealizations.Experimentally, for asamplecontainingalargebut
finite number of realizations, divergence of moments is observed in the form of linear
behaviour ofthemomentsscalingfunction K(q)and codimension function c(y),and algebraic
tails of the histograms. The slope of the linear section of the function K(q) increases
logarithmically withthenumberofindependent samples studied. Thedivergenceof moments
ofexperimental data(i.e.'observables') iscausedbythepresenceoflargesingularities. These
data are averages (e.g.temporal averages at a certain resolution scale) of cascade processes
developed down to the smallest and innermost scale of the process. The observation scale is
often muchlargerthanthetruescaleofhomogeneityofprocesses.
Ingeneral,thevaluesofthesingularityYmaxobserved for thedifferent samples arelargerthan
the values given by the slope of the linear sections (for large moments) of the empirical
functions K(q). These highest values of the orders of singularity of the rainfall process
correspond to extremely rare events; their probability of occurrence is too low to contribute
significantly tothestatisticalmoments(seee.g.Lavalleeetal.,1991a).
For the rainfall data analyzed, the critical statistical exponents were estimated with different
and complementary methods. For a summary of results see Table 5.12. In this Table,
discrepancies between the estimates obtained with different methods are indicated. The
variation intheexponentshasbothstatistical and systematicorigins.For a comparison of the
valuesofthestatisticalexponentswith thosefound inother studies see,for example, Lovejoy
andSchertzer(1995a,1995b).
ResultsshowempiricallythatthecriticalorderqB for divergenceofmomentsisinfluenced by
themeasuringtechniqueoftherainfallprocess,andtheresolutionoftheobservationscale.The
critical order for divergence of moments is larger for coarser scales of observations. Because
theintegrationofthesmall-scalevariabilityoccursonalargerscale,the'smoothingout' ofthe
high small-scale variability is more 'effective.' Nevertheless, even at very large scales, this
integration isstill not sufficient totamethe contributions of the small-scale variability of the
rainfall process. It leads to the divergence of moments, which occurs even at those large
time-scales.Thisbehaviouralsomeansthattherainfall processisveryintermittent,notonlyat
smallertime-scales butalsoatlarger ones. The smaller thevalue of qD, themore 'violent' is
thebehaviouroftherainfallprocess.
Analyses of monthly rainfall from Vale Formoso and Coimbra show that the data from
Vale Formoso lead to a smaller critical order qD for divergence of moments. This
behaviour is (qualitatively) consistent with the larger and more irregular fluctuations that
are characteristic of the rainfall from Vale Formoso. This comparison of results is not
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influenced bythetypeof dataacquisition, becausetheinstrumentation and the observation
scale used at both sites were of the same respective types. The results may, however, be
affected bythedifferent scalingranges analyzed.
The data from Vale Formoso were used to investigate seasonal variation in the multifractal
temporalstructureofrainfall. Theexponentfunctions thatdescribethescalingof probabilities
andmomentsoftherainfall intensityondifferent periodsoftheyearwere derived. Thestudy
indicates that there are differences between the multifractal properties of rainfall occurring
during different periods of the year. However, the rainfall process observed throughout the
year was found to belong to the sametype of multifractal class, having, therefore, the same
limiting behaviour. The effect on the results of the (effective) size of the samples and the
different rainfall amounts associated with the different periods (which were used to
renormalizethedatainthecorrespondingperiods)shouldbetakenintoconsideration.

Table5.12 Summaryofestimatesofthecritical statistical exponentsintheempirical functions that
describethescalingoftheprobabilitydistributionsandmomentsoftherainfallintensity.Thesymbols
weredefinedearlierinthisChapter.
Dataset

Timeseries
resolution

Scalingrange
analyzed

V.Formoso

15min

15min-11days

V.Formoso

lday

V.Formoso

1day

V.Formoso

1month

Coimbra

1month

Assink
Nancy

Tmin

YD

Ymax

"min

9.

%>

c(Ymm)

c(Y™«)

0.36"
0.302)

0.68

0.74

0.5

(4.1)

3.1

0.42
0.36

1.02
1.18

1day -8days

0.44
0.45

0.75

0.86

0.7

(6.0)

3.6

0.46
0.35

1.50

8 days-4months

0.05

0.46

0.50
0.79

«0

(4.4)

3.6

0.20
0.15

0.80
1.90

1-4 months

-0.03

0.41

0.42
0.88

«0

(3.6)

3.6

0.11

0.66
2.25

1-16 months

-0.24

—

0.38

*0

3.9

(5.7)

0

0.73

lhour

1hour-5days

0.42

0.87

0.96

0.8

(6.3)

2.6

0.42

1.55
1.90

15min

15min-11 days

-0.29

0.68

0.80

—

(3.0)

2.1

0

1.18
1.80

1
'ThetopvaluepresentedinacellwasestimatedfromthefunctionK(q).
2)

Thebottomvaluepresentedinacellwasestimatedfromthefunctionc(y).

'Universal'multifractalmodel
The adequacy of the 'universal' multifractal model (Schertzer and Lovejoy, 1987) for
describing the empirical scaling exponent functions determined for the different cases was
examined. The parameters of this model are: the Levy index a; the codimension of the
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singularity of the mean Cx;and the degree on non-conservation H. The estimates of the
'universal' parameters obtained with the Double Trace Moment method are given in
Table5.13.Theseparametersagreewellwiththeestimatesobtained byanalyzingdirectlythe
empirical functions that describe the scaling of the moments and probability distributions of
therainfall intensity. Theparametersofthe'universal' modelweredeterminedusing different
methods to increase the reliability of the estimates. For the parameter Cx,in particular, this
verification canbecarriedoutinaquitesimpleway.
Table5.13 Summary ofthe 'universal' multifiactal parameters, estimated directly using theDTM
method,thatcharacterizethestatisticsoftherainfallprocessoverarangeofscales.
Data

Temporal

Scaling

set

resolution

rangeanalyzed

a

Q

H

V.Foimoso

15 minutes

15min-ll days

0.49±0.04

0.51+0.02

-0.02

V.Formoso

1 day

1day-8 days

0.48+0.08

0.51+0.03

-0.12

V.Formoso

1 day

8days-4months

0.66±0.06

0.3010.02

-0.03

V. Foimoso

1month

1month-4months

0.8210.06

0.2310.01

-0.06

Coimbra

1month

1month-16months

1.34+0.03

0.12+0.01

—

Assink

1hour

1hour-5days

0.67+0.11

0.4510.01

-0.11

Nancy

15 minutes

15min-ll days

2(7)

0.20(?)

-0.03

'Universal'multifiactal parameters

The'universal' multifractal modelcouldbeusedtodescribethestatisticsof rainfall overonly
a limited rangeof values. Overthis range,therewas good agreementbetween the theoretical
and the empirical exponent scaling functions. Above and below critical values, discrepancies
betweentheoretical andempiricalfunctions wereobserved for someofthecases studied. The
upperlimitofthisrangecanbeconveniently explained and estimatedbymeansofthetheory,
which allowsthe estimation of the statistics of rainfall beyond this value. The critical values
are the moments qv, associated with first-order multifractal phase transitions, and <7S,
associated with second-order multifractal phase transitions. These critical moments were
estimated correctlywith 'universal' multifractals. Thelowerlimit isrelated tothepresenceof
zero-values in the data, yielding empirical K(0)*0, whereas for the theoretical function,
K(Q)=0 because the model implicitly assumes zero-free processes and data. Some of the
zero-values in the rainfall data must be 'true' rain-free periods, in the sense that they are
intrinsic tothe physical process. Others are expected tobe 'false,' because of what isknown
aboutthelimitationsofthemeasuringdevicesandthemethodsusedtoprocesstherecords(for
example, to digitize the pluviographs). The magnitude of the minimum singularity ymin is
believedtobelargerthanthetruevaluebecauseofthe 'assimilation' ofvery lowrainfall rates
tozerovalues (yielding rain-free periods);the datafrom thetipping-bucket gauge constitutes
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anexceptiontothis.Thiscriticalvaluey^ isthusassociatedwiththepresenceof aminimum
non-zero singularity inthe data. Itwill be necessary to study systematically the effect of the
dynamic range and time resolution of the rainfall measuring device on the multifractal
behaviourexhibitedbythedata.
Thevaluesobtainedfor theLevy indexshowthatthemodeldescribingthetemporal structure
ofrainfall belongstoaclassofmodelsbetweentheP-model(a=0) andthelog-normalmodel
(a=2). Theresulta=2 obtained withtheDTMmethod for thedatafrom Nancy is discussed
below. For theother cases,the rainfall process observed belongs tothe class of multifractals
where the parameter a lies within the interval ]0,1[; these multifractals are classified as
conditionallysoft/hard. Theexceptionisthemonthlydatasetfrom Coimbra,whichbelongsto
theclasswheretheparametera lieswithintheinterval ]1,2[; thesemultifractals are classified
asunconditionallyhard.
Thehardbehaviour ofmultifractals isrelatedtothedivergenceof moments,which canoccur
for experimental data (i.e.'observables'). In aZ)-dimensional observing space, this 'violent'
behaviourisconditionedbythepresenceofsingularitiesy>D.Suchsingularities intheprocess
arevery rare and extreme (high)ordersof singularities; they are expected to appear only for
largesamples.Fortheconditionallysoft/hard multifractals, everystatisticalmomentconverges
forsufficiently largeD. Forunconditionally hardmultifractals, thecriticaldivergenceorderqD
remainsfinitefor anyD.
Thevalue of the parameter C\ obtained inthe analyses (see Table 5.13) is smaller for the
rainfall regime occurring over the larger scales, which is consistent with what is known
about the rainfall process. There are fewer zero-rainfall intervals when the process is
observed atlarger andlargerscales.
Analyses of monthly rainfall from ValeFormoso and Coimbra show that the value of the
parameter Cxis larger for the data from the semi-arid climate of Vale Formoso. For the
periods studied, the average annual rainfall observed at Vale Formoso is 57% of the
rainfall observed at Coimbra. The larger value of the parameter C\ indicates a process
with greater intermittency.
Analysis of point-rainfall for periods of the year selected from an ensemble with marked
seasonal fluctuations shows that multifractal analysis has the potential to distinguish
between different physicsofthe rainfall.
TheDTMmethodwasnotsuccessful inestimatingthe'universal' multifractal parametersthat
characterize the scaling exponent functions derived for the data from Nancy. These data
consist of high-resolution rainfall, measured with a tipping-bucket rain gauge. The study
focuses on the multifractal analysis of a pseudo time-series that was reconstructed from the
recordofthegauge.Theprocedureusedtoobtainthetimeseriesseemstohavebrought about
spurious components in the data. The 'object' of the analysis could not be described by
'universal' multifractals overtherangeofsmallintensitiesoftheprocess.DTManalysisyields
ot=2 and C^O.20. Non-linear fitting tothe empirical moments scaling function over arange
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of values gavethe estimates ot=1.05 and C[=0.37. The study of the empirical function K{q)
nearq=\ indicatedthatwas(^=0.39,whichledtoot=0.95usingnon-linearfitting algorithms.
Thus, theDTMmethod yieldsvaluesfor the 'universal' parameters thatarenot supported by
theotheranalyses.Itisstillpossiblethatthescaleinvarianceinthedataisofa'universal'type.
However,theDTMmethoddoesnotpermitustodrawthisconclusion.
Analysis of (pseudo) rainfall time-series derived from the records of continuously recording
raingauges should betackled carefully. Thecases studied hereillustrate how data processing
can affect the correct description of rainfall, and how it may introduce artificial orders of
singularity of the rainfall intensity in the data. In particular, for data from tipping-bucket
gauges, a more convenient way of dealing with this type of data would be to avoid the
non-trivial transformation needed to obtain time series from the records. This implies the
developmentofadifferent techniquetoanalyzethistypeofdata.

Chapter6
Concluding remarks

Theinvarianceofpropertiesandmultifractality ofrainfall overalargerangeofscalesleadtoa
quantification oftherainfall variabilitythatcouldnotbeobtained from other approaches.This
study of thetemporal structure of rainfall contributes tothe subject especially because of the
long time-span of therecords, andbecause of thevarioustypes of acquisition of the rainfall
dataanalyzed.Thedatawererecordedatfour different sitesinEurope,underdifferent climatic
conditions.Thepoint-rainfall wasmeasuredwithnon-recordinggauges,andwith continuously
recording gauges of both the float and the tipping-bucket types. The records have different
resolutionsoverperiodsofdifferent lengths.
Scalingrangesandscalingregimesintemporalrainfall
The temporal structure of rainfall analyzed in this work exhibits scale-invariant and
multifractal behaviour over a wide range of scales. The scaling range was different for the
various data sets analyzed. Ingeneral, the scaling ranges studied inthiswork arewell above
the average scaling ranges that are observed experimentally in many physical systems (see
Avniretal.,1998).
Inmultifractal studiesofrainfall itisessentialtohaveacorrectestimateoftheupperandlower
limitsofthescaling range.Nevertheless, itisnotalways easyto determinethe precisevalues
oftheselimits,nortointerpretbreaksinthescaling. Suchbreakscanbeeitherfundamental in
nature,orthey canbeartefacts arisingfrom limitationsoftheprocesssample. Causesofthese
limitations includethefinite sizeofthesampleandthesmalldynamicrangeof themeasuring
device.Theexistenceof 'cut-offs' inthescaling isinherently associated with experimentation
onrealphysicalsystems(seee.g.Avniretal.,1998).
The high-resolution rainfall data exhibited a 'break' in the scaling at a scale of about oneto
twohours.Different analysessupportthehypothesisthatsuchabreakinthescalingisnotofa
fundamental nature and is probably caused by the measuring device and data-processing
procedures. On the one hand, the measuring device cannot capture the complete dynamic
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rangeoftherainfall process,inparticulartheveryhighandtheverylowrainfall intensities.On
theotherhand,theprocessing oftherecordswasfound to 'change' theinformation aboutthe
rainfall process.Theseproblemsaffect thecorrectnessofthedescriptionoftherainfall process
bythedata.
Analyses indicate that two different scaling regimes govern the dynamics of the rainfall
process. The critical scale is not always the same for the different rainfall data studied. This
transitionwasfoundtoberoughlyatscalesoffivedaysandone-and-a-halfweeks.
Inthedetermination ofthescalingrangeitisimportanttorecognizethatthe scaling property
can be broken, depending on individual realizations. The variability (intermittency) of
processes issopronounced that alargenumber of sampleswill be needed to obtain adequate
approximations ofthesamplestatistics.Theapplication ofthemultifractal theory tothestudy
of small samples may yield 'local' parameters or partial features of the process that do not
embracethefull dynamics.
Statisticalbehaviouroftemporalrainfall
Thestatisticsof rainfall aredescribed bymultifractal exponentfunctions that characterize the
scaling of probability distributions and moments of the rainfall intensity. These empirical
functions shownon-linear behaviour for only a limited rangeofthe ordersof singularity and
moments of the rainfall rate. Above and below critical values, some of the scaling functions
consist of linear sections. There are different explanations for this special type of statistical
behaviour associated with the discontinuities inthe scaling functions. For high orders of the
critical exponents,thebehaviour isunderstood tobecausedby either divergence of moments
orbyundersampling(i.e.samplesizelimitations).Forlowordersofthecritical exponents,the
behaviour is caused bythepresence of aminimum non-zero intensity inthe data. Ingeneral,
this lower limit of the dynamic range investigated is imposed by the technical limitations of
boththemeasuringdeviceandthemethodologyusedtoprocessthedata.
The algebraic behaviour of the tail of the probability distributions is important for studying
extreme values. This behaviour of the tail may indicate that the probability of exceeding
certainevents isgreaterthantheprobability predicted bymoretraditionalmodels, such asthe
onedevisedbyGumbel(seee.g.Ladoyetal.,1991).
'Universal'muMfractals
Theadequacyofthe(theoretical)'universal' multifractal model(SchertzerandLovejoy, 1987)
in describing the statistics of rainfall was examined. This model is a multiplicative cascade
model, based on Levy stochastic variables. It provides analytical expressions for the
multifractal exponentscalingfunctions involvingonlythreeparameters. Theseparametersare:
the degreeof multifractality a (Levy index);the codimension of the singularity of themean
Ci,andthedegreeofnon-conservationH.
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The values obtained for the Levy index show that the model that describes the temporal
structure of rainfall belongs to a class of models between the P-model (a=0) and the
log-normal model (a=2). Forthedifferent casesstudied,theestimatesof parameter a varied
between0.48and 1.34, andthoseofparameterCx variedbetween0.12and0.51.Thevaluesof
parameter H were close to zero. Thesefindings confirm the results of other researchers (see
Sections3.6 and 5.7). The multifractal parameters varied from location to location. In
particular, parameterCj varied morestronglythan parametera. Themodelwas 'sensitive' to
thenumberofzerosinthedata:thevalueofparametera waslargerfor datawithfewer zeros
(i.e.rainlessintervals).
Seasonalvariationsinthemultifractal temporalstructureofrainfallwereinvestigated. Analysis
was based on the comparison of scaling functions and 'universal' parameters derived for
rainfall dataoverdifferent periodsoftheyear. Throughouttheyear,thedynamicbehaviourof
the rainfall process belongs to the same domain of attraction, thus to the same 'universality'
classofmultifractals.Nevertheless,theprocesshasdifferent multifractal properties.
Results show that the 'universal' multifractal model provides good descriptions of rainfall
statistics over a limited range of orders of singularity and moments of the rainfall rate. The
critical values areassociated withmultifractal phasetransitions. In general, theupper limitof
thisrangecanbeconveniently explained and estimated withthetheory. Thus,thestatisticsof
rainfall canbedescribedoveralargedynamicrange.
The multiplicative cascade processes described by the theoretical 'universal' multifractal
model do not show the high variability found in experimental data of the rainfall process
observedfrom sufficiently largesamples.Thetheoretical cascadeisatruncated process,inthe
sensethat it isobtained after afinite number of cascade steps.For thisprocess, the moments
are alwaysfinite. Thehigher variability of the rainfall process causes divergence of statistics
above a certain critical order. Thus, the probability of occurrence of high singularities of the
rainfall rate(i.e.ofextremeevents)isgreaterthanthatpredictedbythetheoreticalmodel.This
difference hastobekeptinmindinmultifractal studiesofrainfall.
The disparity between empirical and theoretical scaling functions for small orders of
singularity and moments is related to the presence of zeros in the rainfall data; the model
implicitly assumeszero-free processesand data. The distinction between true rainless periods
(intrinsic to the rainfall process) and false zeros is unclear in certain cases because the
limitations of themeasuring devices and data-processing procedures are often unknown. The
estimateofthecriticalexponentsrequiresknowledgeofthetypeofdataand characteristics of
the rainfall measuring device. It will be necessary to study systematically the effect of the
dynamic range and time resolution of the measuring deviceupon the statistical properties of
the rainfall data. Such a study should involve the analysis of large data sets from
high-resolutionmeasuringdevices,sothatalargedynamicrangeiscovered.
The critical exponents discussed above (associated with multifractal phase transitions)
determine the range of validity of the theoretical 'universal' model for describing the
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multifractal scaling exponent functions that characterize the statistics of rainfall. Thus, the
'universal' multifractal parametersandthecriticalexponentsassociatedwithmultifractal phase
transitions describethemoments andprobability distributions oftherainfall rateover arange
of scales. These parameters fully characterize the statistics of the rainfall process. Their
determinationenablestheconvenientexplorationoftheinvarianceofpropertiesacrossscales.
At present, the statistical properties of some multifractal techniques are not yet well
established. In this study, thevalidity of the multifractal analysis of rainfall was checked by
comparison of the results obtained with different methods. The existence of two statistical
descriptionsthat arelinkedbyLegendretransformations makesit possibleto cross-check the
results. This isimportantand necessary becausethere areasyetno statistical teststhat canbe
usedtoassessthecorrectnessoftheresultsofthemultifractal analysisofexperimentaldata.
Developmentsinthestudyofrainfall
Special attention should bepaidtomechanisms leadingto artificial breaks inthescaling. The
effect onthestatisticsofrainfallofthevariousmethodsanddevices,usedbothtomeasureand
processrainfall data,deservesmorestudy. Someprocedures may introduce an unquantifiable
bias inthedata.Resultssuggestthatthecharacteristics ofthedevices (e.g.their temporal and
intensityresolutions)canbeassociatedwithcriticalexponentsinthemultifractal descriptionof
the statistics of rainfall. This is particularly important because of the diversity of measuring
standardsusedworld-wide.Thisdiversity canhinderthecomparisonoftheanalysesof rainfall
recorded with different devices, especially when sufficiently detailed information about the
dataislacking.
Results suggest that the investigation of scale invariance and multifractal behaviour in the
temporal structureof rainfall canbeuseful intesting arainfall-data setto decidewhether itis
suitable for certain studies. The 'quality' of such a set is important because it can affect the
resultsof investigations of rainfall-induced processes (e.g.runoff and soil erosion). This type
ofanalysiscanalsocontributeto improvingtheselection oftheresolution for datacollection,
and thetype of measuring device. It canalsohelp in evaluatingthe different procedures that
areusedtoprocessrainfallrecordsfrom continuously-recordingdevices.
Furtherinvestigationofthemultifractal temporal structure of therainfall process requires the
availabilityofhigh-qualitydata,datawithdifferent resolutions,andlargedatasets.Analysisof
the dependency of the multifractal behaviour on climatological and geographical factors is
essentialandrequires asystematicstudyofrainfall from different origins.Thiswill allowone
to relate multifractal behaviour to rainfall-generating mechanisms (see e.g. Svensson et al.,
1996;Harrisetal., 1996). Animportantissueisthephysicalbasisofthemultifractal behaviour
observed.
It is believed that the 'universal' multifractal model can be useful in generating synthetic
rainfall data.Thisapplication needsmorestudy,because, asthis dissertation shows,there are
difficulties caused by the presence of (true or false) zeros in the rainfall data, and
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intensity-dependent measurement features. The suitability of 'universal' multifractals as a
model for high-resolution rainfall is limited, unless some artificial thresholding for the lower
intensities is implemented. This is also important to simulate lower resolution rainfall,
dependingontheclimate.
Thelackofsuitablerainfall dataisclaimedtobeoneofthemainobstaclestoprogressinmany
hydrological studies. The temporal and spatial resolutions of available rainfall data often
hamper the detailed modelling of complex hydrological processes. Thus, multifractal
simulationsofrainfall mayplay animportantroleinthestudyofotherhydrological processes
(e.g.rainfall induced soil erosion, overland flow, river flow). Multifractals may also offer an
alternative approach tothedirect study of suchhydrological processes (see e.g.Tessier et al.,
1996; Gupta et al., 1996; Pandey et al., 1998). Multifractal characterization of different
hydrologicalprocessesmayincreasetheunderstandingoftheirinteractions,whichareasource
ofthenon-linearbehaviouroftheEarth'ssystem.
Theknowledgeofprecipitationvariabilityisfundamental tounderstandingthebehaviour(and
changes) of the climate system. Research is focusing on the investigation of trends, in
precipitationvariability,overthepastcentury. Somestudies(e.g.Tsonis, 1996)reportthatthe
global mean precipitation has not changed, but that the fluctuations about the mean have
increased significantly (on decadeto multi-decade time scales).Extremes havebecome more
probable.Itisthusimportanttoanalyzerainfall withmethodsthathavethepotentialtoassess
the full range of rainfall fluctuations. Multifractal theory and methods can certainly play an
important role in such studies. The multifractal characterization of rainfall not based on any
type of theoretical probability distribution may be a practical tool for assessing correctly the
probability of occurrence of extreme events. Such events areoften referred to as 'outliers' in
themoretraditionalstudiesofrainfall.

AppendixI
Generalizedcentrallimittheorem;Levyvariables

Gaussian variables areobtained by applyingthe central limittheorem. Thistheorem assumes
thatthevarianceofstablevariables,underaddition,isfinite.Levyrandomvariables,whichare
stablebyaddition(e.g.Feller, 1971),areageneralizationoftheGaussianvariables.Theyhave
infinitevariance.SomefeaturesofLevystablevariablesarereviewedbriefly inthisAppendix.
More detailed discussions can be found in Schertzer and Lovejoy (1989; 1993), and
Wilsonetal.(1991),forexample.
Fixedpointsfor sumsofindependentandidenticallydistributedrandomvariables
Stablefixedpointsofrenormalized sumsaredefined asfollows:
The random variablesXj= Xt with i=1,n(= means equality inprobabilitydistributions)
arestablepoints underrenormalizedsum iffforanyintegern>2, there existsapositive b„
andareala„suchthat

£x,=dbnX1+an

(LI)

TheGaussiancase,withfinitevariance,correspondsto
(Xx2)<*

-> b„=nm,

aH=(n-\)(X,)

(1.2)

wheretheangularbracketsmeanensembleaverage.
The limit n—><*> of the renormalized sum in Eq.(1.3)corresponds to the usual central limit
theorem:
n

\

X=hm^—
n-+oo

bn

(1.3)
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ThislimitconvergestoaGaussianvariableX,eveniftheX{ arenotGaussian, butareof finite
variance,i.e.:
<X 2 )=<X,.2)<<x> -> b„=nm,

a„=»<Z,>-<Z>

(1.4)

Hence,theGaussianlawisattractive;thevariableX iscompletely independentofthedetailsof
thedistributionofX;(aslongas (X?)<<x>).
Levy generalized the Gaussian case by relaxing the hypothesis of finite variance for theX;
(whichimpliesthateverystatisticalmomentforthelimitisfinite).Levyintroducedanorderof
divergencefor the moments, a, of the random variablesXx which satisfies either Eq.(1.1)or
Eq.(L3):
<\Xt\q)<co,

forgot

<|Ar,|9>=oo,

forgot

(I.5a)
(i.e. Pr(|jr,|>5)«s _ a , s»l)

(I.5b)

with
b„ =w1/a (and, fora >1, a„=n(X,) - (X))

(1.6)

Theorderofdivergenceforthemoments,a, iscalledtheLevyindex(0<a<2). Thevariables
X{ are calledhyperbolic variables duetothe algebraic fall-off of their probability distribution
tails. Hence, Levy variables are the stable and fixed points of (renormalized) sums of i.i.d.
hyperbolic variables. The Gaussian case appears as the regular case ot=2, for which the
divergenceofmomentsissuppressed.
Characteristicfunctions ofLevyvariables
The probability distributions of Levy (stable) variables are not expressible in a closed form
with elementary functions, with the exceptions a=2, 1,0.5. However, the second (Laplace)
characteristicfunction canbegiveninaclosedform duetothebasicpropertiesofstability.
The function K(q) is the logarithm of the first characteristic function Z(q), which is the
(Laplace)transform oftheprobabilitydistributiondP(x):
eK{q) = Z(q) ={e^ >=\eqxdP{x)

(1.7)

where the argument q is real. The fundamental property of the fixed point (Eq.(1.1)) is
transposedeasilytothecharacteristic functions:
ThevariablesXt(= Xh i=J,n)ofsecondcharacteristicfunctionK{q)arestablepointsunder
renormalizedsumiff,foranyintegern>2, thereexistsapositiveb„andareala„suchthat:
nK(q) = K(bnq) +anq

(1.8)
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Thelimittheoremscorrespondto
K(q) = lim n
n-

(19)

b„J nb„

where Kt is the second characteristic function of the variables X{, and K is the second
characteristicfunction ofX.Thesecharacteristicfunctions, uptotherecentringterm,shouldbe
powerlawswithexponenta bounded aboveby2,andmustbepositivetoavoiddivergenceat
<7=0.Thus (see details in e.g. Schertzer and Lovejoy, 1989, 1993;Wilson et al., 1991), one
obtains

K(q)=Kqa

a io)

where"k^is a constant analogous to the variance determining the amplitude of the random
variables. The condition a<2 follows: a=2 is the (extreme) regular Gaussian case; if a > 2
then{X?><a>andaGaussianlimitisobtained.
Divergenceofmoments; thebreak-dawnofthelawoflargenumbers
Estimationoftheq order momentof arandom variablex,usingthestandard method, yields
(e.g.SchertzerandLovejoy, 1993)

n,=-£***

o-ii)

being the estimated ensemble average (xq) using n independent empirical observations. The
(usual)convergencen—»oo, u q -»(x q )isguaranteedbythelawoflargenumbers;itisonlytrue
when <xq)<oo.If, however,thevariablex ishyperbolicwithexponentqD, thenthevariablexq
ishyperbolicwithexponentq^lq. Thegeneralized centrallimittheorem(forq>qv)leadsto

£*,«-> « LanVa

(L12)

wherea=qD/q (thus,isa < l ) andLa isaLevyrandomvariable(indexa).Hence,
Hq«L

a

H

a

,aSM->00

Theestimatedq*1momentisfinite forfiniten,butwilldivergewithsamplesize.Thevariable
La is a very 'wild' random variable; it is hyperbolic with exponent a (since a < l , it is
(Z,a>=oo).Forfixed«,therewill belargefluctuations amongdifferent experimental estimates
((a.q),andeachsampleofnvaluesisexpectedtohaveafew extremevaluesthatwilldominate
theestimateofu,,.Thesevaluesarereferred toas'outliers'.
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AppendixII
Another multifractal formalism

In parallel, two multifractal formalisms have been developed: the turbulence formalism (the
formalism usedinthiswork;seeChapter3forreferences), andthestrangeattractorformalism
(HentschelandProcaccia, 1983;Grassberger, 1983;Halseyetal., 1986).Thestrangeattractor
formalism dealswiththefractal dimensions ofthegeometric setsassociatedwith singularities
ofmeasures.Thesingularitiesofthemeasuresareusually denoted bythesymbola D , andthe
corresponding dimensions by ^>(aD). The turbulenceformalism deals instead with the
singularitiesofthedensities,y.
Thestrangeattractornotation (/D(OCD)>TD(<7)) isrelatedtotheturbulencenotation(c(y),K(q)) as
follows (e.g. Schertzer and Lovejoy, 1989; 1993; Schmitt, 1993; see also Chapter 3). The
relationbetweenthesingularitiesa Dandyis
aD=D-y

(H.1)

whereDisthedimensionofthespacewheretheprocessoccurs.Moreover,is
fD(aD)

=D-c(y)

XD(q) = (q-l)D-K(q)

(H2)
(H.3)

where:c(y)isthecodimensionfunction (i.e.theexponentfunction thatdescribesthescalingof
probability distributions, in Eq. (3.22)); qis the order of the statistical moment; K(q) is the
moment scaling exponent function (inEq. (3.23)), of the turbulence formalism; and xD(<7)is
thescalingexponentfunction forthemoments,ofthestrangeattractorformalism.
Anotherimportantrelationofthestrangeattractorformalism is

±(?)
^ = ^q-\7
where£>qisthegeneralizeddimension (Hentschel andProcaccia, 1983).Thisrelation leadsto
thefollowing equivalenceinnotation:

0")
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Dq=D-^-

(II,)
q-\

The representations OD,OID) and (Dq,q) are equivalent. Legendre transforms establish (dual)
relationsbetweentheseexponents(Frisch andParisi, 1985;Halsey etal., 1986).Theoriginal
strange attractor notation does not have the subscript D; sometimes this subscript isused to
indicatethatthevariables of thestrange attractor formalism depend onthe dimension ofthe
observing spaceD. This isincontrastwiththeturbulence formalism which is independent of
D. The Z)-dependency makes the strange attractor notation and formalism not suitable for
dealingwith stochastic processes and an infinity of dimensional spaces (e.g.Schertzer et al.,
1991).Thestrangeattractornotationisuseful todealwithmultifractal probabilitymeasuresin
low-dimensionalphase-spaces.
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Listofsymbolsand abbreviations

Symbols:
The symbols used in this work were defined throughout the text. The most relevant symbols
are listed below. The variables associated with these symbols are non-dimensional, unless it is
stated otherwise.
A
Ax
c
c(y)
cb(y)
c(y,r|)
C\

-

Ct
C(q)
d

-

D
DA
Ds
D(q)
£>(y)
£(«)
Er(<a)
/
fly)
H
K(q)
Kb(q)

-

fractal setofdimension!)
sub-setofanarbitrarysetA, atresolution X
(fractal) codimensionofanarbitrarysetA
codimensionfunction, defined forthesingularitiesyofthedensityofaprocess
codimensionfunction characterizinga'bare'process
codimensionfunction ofar|-powerrenormalizedprocess
multifractal parameter quantifying the degree of non-homogeneity of a process,
defined asthesingularityofthemeanofaprocess
parameterofanempiricalparametrization ofthefunction c(y)
codimensionfunction forthemomentsq,dualtothefunction c(y)
Euclidean dimension (rf=l,2,3) ofthe geometric entity in which an arbitrary fractal
setAisembedded;alsosubscriptreferringto 'dressed' quantities;alsoderivative
dimensionofthespaceembeddinganarbitrarysetA
fractal dimensionofanarbitrarysetA
samplingdimension
dimensionfunction defined forthemomentsqofthedensityofaprocess
(fractal) dimensionfunctiondefined forthesingularitiesyofthedensityofaprocess
energy(power)spectrum
energy(power)spectrumofthemultifractal generatorT
parameterinthespectralexponentofthestableextremalLevynoise (1/frioise)
proportionalityfactorgivenasafunction ofthesingularityy
multifractal parameterquantifyingthedegreeofnon-conservationofaprocess
momentsscalingexponent function
empiricalmomentsscalingexponentfunction characterizinga 'bare'process
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L
La

H)
M'\)
N.
Nm

Nx(y)
/>(Y)
1
q>

qy
*?max
<7min

r
Rx
R*
R
t

T
T*
Trx
x
Xi

Z(q)
a
a-model
a'

P
P-model

r
i\
y
Yi
Yq
Ynua

Y+
7

Listofsymbols andabbreviations
double-moment scaling exponent function characterizing a t|-power rcnormalized
process(r\*V)
size of a geometric object defined in a 1-dimensional space; the dimensions/units
dependonthenatureoftheembeddingspace,e.g. [L], [T]
Levyrandomvariable(indexa)
Mellintransform
inverseMellintransform
finite numberof(independent)samples
infinitenumberof(independent)samples
number ofnon-overlapping 'cubes' of side X'1necessary to cover a bounded part of
theZ)-dimensionalspacecontaininganarbitrarysetA
number of non-overlapping 'cubes' of side X needed to cover the fractal set A
embeddedinaD-dimensionalspace
numberof'cubes' ofside X" satisfyingEx>Xr
multiplicativefactorgivenasafunction ofy
orderofstatisticalmoment
criticalorderfordivergenceofstatisticalmoments
criticalorderofthestatisticalmomentscausedbyundersampling
momentrelatedto theorderofsingularityy: K(qJ)=y
criticalmomentdefined asqrIMX=min(qis,qD)
criticalmomentoftheexponentfunction K(q), with0<<?„,;„<1
reducingfactor, also(non-dimensional)intensitythreshold
rainfall intensityatresolution X [L T" ]
radiusofcurvatureofa function
setofrealnumbers
subscriptreferringtoquantitiesestimatedfrom finite samples
time [T]; alsosubscriptindicatingtangent
time,denotesthelargestdurationoftheobservationperiod [T]
intensitythreshold
tracemoments,ensembleaverageforthesetAatresolutionX
non-negativerandomvariable;alsoorthogonalaxis
randomvariable,with i=\,n
firstcharacteristic function
parameterquantifyingthedegreeofmultifractality, theLevyindex
amultifractal cascademodel
parameterrelatedtotheLevyindexa bythe relation 1/a+l/o-1
spectralexponent
amonofractal cascademodel
generatorofamultifractal process,arandomnoisewithinfiniteband-width [1,oo[
multifractal generatorofthedensitys xofaprocess,rx=ln(s>)
orderofsingularityoftheintensityofaprocess
orderofsingularitycharacterizingthemeanofaprocess
orderofsingularityrelatedto themomentq:c'(yq)=q
upperboundaryfortheordersofsingularitiesy
parametergreaterthan0,yieldinga 'boost' inthe a-model
parametersmallerthan0,yieldinga'decrease' in thea-model
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yg

-

YD

-

m a x i m u m order of singularity of the intensity ofa process, likely t ob e observed i n a
finite n u m b e rNs of samples
critical order o f singularity associated with divergence of statistical m o m e n t s o f order

yt
8
E

-

larger than 9 D
parameter o f an empirical parametrization o f the function c(y)
scale of homogeneity
(non-dimensional) intensity (ordensity) of a process

sj
eh

-

^(A)

(non-dimensional)intensity(ordensity)ofa'dressed'process
'hidden' (small-scale) intensity (or density) contributing to the 'dressed' intensity
Ed=E8h,wheresistheintensityofa'bare'process
- (non-dimensional)intensity(ordensity)ofaprocessonascaleofresolution X
- all(non-dimensional)intensitiesofaprocessobservedonaD-dimensionalspace,ata
scaleofresolutionA,with;'=1,XD
- r)-power renormalized intensity (or density) of a process on the finest scale of
resolutionX'
- momentusedto renormalizeaprocess
- superscriptindicatingrenormalizationwithmoments t|
- scale ratio, defined as the quotient between the largest scale of interest and the
homogeneityscale
- scaleratiocorrespondingtothefinest (known)resolutionofaprocess
- constantanalogoustothevariance,determiningtheamplitudeofrandomvariables
- (random)multiplicative 'increment'orfactor
- estimated ensemble average <xq> obtained using n independent empirical
observations;theunitsdependontheobservation
- timeinterval [T]
- wave-number;fortemporalprocesses,co=1/T [T" 1 ]
- totalfluxoveranarbitrarysetAofdimensionD,atthescaleofhomogeneityX'1
- flux density overthe set Ax (sub-set of the set A of dimension D, at resolution X),
where X'correspondstothefinest(known)homogeneityscaleofresolutionX'>X
- renormalized r|-flux density overthe setAx (sub-set ofthe setA of dimension £>,at
resolution X),where X'correspondstothefinest(known)resolution
- regular limitforthetotalfluxn ^ ) , whenX-»00

(...)
=
«

- ensembleaverage
- signthatmeansequalityinprobabilitydistributions
- signthatmeansapproximatelyequalto, andwhich 'absorbs'proportionalityconstants

ex
e^
Sv
r\
(r|)
X
V
Xa
\i
|i q
T
(a
n>,(A)
n?,'(A)J
I \ . (Ax)

Abbreviations:
The abbreviations used frequently inthiswork are listed below.
DTM
i.i.d.
IM
PDMS
TM
WAU

- 'DoubleTraceMoment' (method)
- independentandidenticallydistributed
- InstitutodeMeteorologia(Portugal)
- 'Probability Distribution/MultipleScaling' (method)
- 'TraceMoment' (method)
- WageningenAgriculturalUniversity(TheNetherlands)
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